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ACOUSTIC EMISSION INVESTIGATION OF COATING FRACTURE
AND DELAMINATION IN HYBRID CARBON FIBER REINFORCED
PLASTIC STRUCTURES
1

MARKUS G. R. SAUSE1, DANIEL SCHULTHEIß2 and SIEGFRIED HORN1
University of Augsburg, Institute for Physics, Experimentalphysik II, D-86135 Augsburg,
Germany; 2BMW Group Forschung und Technik, D-80788 München, Germany

Abstract
Nickel-copper-coated and uncoated carbon-fiber reinforced plastic specimens were investigated by acoustic emission (AE) analysis during four-point bending tests and subsequently characterized by scanning electron microscopy. As a function of applied loading, AE originating
from coating failure consisting of crack initiation, crack growth and delamination was detected.
The evolution of coating failure observed by AE is consistent with the degradation detected by
electron microscopy. In particular, the AE originating from coating failure turns out to be distinguishable from signals arising from failure of the carbon-fiber reinforced plastic. The combination of pattern recognition techniques and advanced frequency-spectrum analysis shows promise
to distinguish between different failure mechanisms and, therefore, could be a valuable tool for
the investigation of comparable hybrid materials.
1. Introduction
In recent years, the aerospace and automotive industry has developed a lively interest in
lightweight applications. Reducing overall weight is the key for energy efficiency, a larger carrying capacity and, therefore, greater competitiveness. In this context, the European project StorHy
(Hydrogen Storage Systems for Automotive Application) investigates a liquid-hydrogen tank
system made of carbon-fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP). While the required mechanical strength
of such tank systems can be achieved by usage of CFRP [StorHy, 2007], the gas permeability is
remarkably higher than in conventional metallic storage systems [Schultheiß, 2007]. The most
encouraging approach to decrease gas permeation through CFRP is to apply a metallic coating, a
so-called liner. Recently several liner materials and methods for coating of CFRP vessels were
investigated in StorHy. The best liner solution turned out to be chemically deposited copper,
followed by an electroplated copper layer. A closely related liner system also investigated in
StorHy is a nickel-copper coating [Schultheiß, 2007]. The characterization of adhesive strength
and of maximum allowable strain during mechanical loading of such liner materials is of great
importance to optimize the method of liner application and to predict the gas-tightness of a liner
under real environmental conditions.
Commonly used surface-sensitive diagnostic methods like scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) are insufficient tools for the detection of all possible failure sources. Due to the thickness
of the metallic liner, which is in the range of 20 - 60 µm, we can only investigate the delamination between liner and CFRP substrate by SEM after completion of mechanical loading and subsequent destruction of the sample. A direct correlation between the applied strain and the first
appearance of delamination and its further progress is impossible. In contrast, acoustic emission
(AE) analysis provides a suitable method to obtain the strain dependence of crack formation and
crack growth within the liner and liner delamination. In the following, we refer to these mechanisms as coating failure.
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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In the past, many papers concerning the distinction between AE signals due to different failure mechanisms were published. Based on classical methods like AE activity changes, amplitude
distribution and source localization, a change in AE signals during loading of CFRP specimens
was observed [Ceysson, 1995], [Sato, 1986], [Komai, 1991]. A further assignment of AE signals
to at least two distinct types of failure was achieved by measurement of waveform, wave mode
and frequency distribution [deGroot, 1995], [Ni, 2007]. For fiber failure a significant spectral
weight was observed at frequencies above 350 kHz, whereas the spectral weight of AE signals
relating to matrix failure shifts to lower frequencies (< 350 kHz) [Bohse, 2001].
Several studies investigated crack formation, crack progress and delamination of metallic
coatings on metallic substrates. Here AE signals were used to determine the quality of coatings
[Fu, 2000]. It was demonstrated that AE signals due to different failure mechanisms can be separated using wave-mode analysis and AE activity analysis [Lin, 1997], [Ma, 2001], [Nikulin,
2005]. In [Miguel, 2003] fatigue evolution for tungsten-carbide/cobalt-coated steel specimens
was investigated and four different stages of fracture could be distinguished.
Unsupervised pattern recognition techniques provide a completely different approach to classify AE data. Here, a set of N parameters characteristic for a waveform are extracted, and in the
following this set is used to represent the respective AE signal. The values of these parameters
are arranged into a N-dimensional space and are scanned for accumulation points using clustering algorithms. According to [Anastassopoulos, 1995, 2000] optimization of numerical discrimination between resulting clusters can be achieved using the heuristic ratios τ and Rij as a measure. Rij is the mean value of the ratios, calculated from average within-cluster-distance to distance between any pair of clusters, whereas τ is defined by the ratio of the minimum distance
between any pair of clusters to the maximum of the average within-cluster distances. If the separation between the clusters is large enough the respective AE is likely to be of different origin.
Numerical optimization (minimizing Rij, maximizing τ) of these heuristic ratios as a function
of cluster numbers can be used to estimate the number of associated failure mechanisms recorded
within the dataset [Anastassopoulos, 1995]. In Ativitavas [2006] and Anastassopoulos [2000], it
is also shown that clustering techniques using neuronal network algorithms can successfully
distinguish between failure mechanisms in complex CFRP structures and, therefore, are the most
promising algorithms for pattern recognition in CFRP materials.
In the present investigation we want to establish the potential of AE analysis as a method for
quality assurance and health monitoring of coated CFRP tank systems. Based on advanced AE
analysis techniques like pattern recognition, the long-term objective is to distinguish between AE
signals arising from liner material failure and those due to failure of structural integrity of CFRP.
In this report, we focus on failure mechanisms in the metallic liner. In our special case, we were
able to distinguish AE signals originating from liner and CFRP by comparison of coated and
uncoated specimens.
2. Experimental
The present investigations were performed on rectangular CFRP-specimens according to
DIN-EN-ISO 14125 (class IV type), i.e. specimen dimensions are (100±10) mm × (15±0.5) mm
× (2±0.2) mm (l × w × h) [DIN14125]. The matrix consists of a polyurethane-based epoxy resin
(Araldite: LY 564/HY 2954). Carbon fibers of type SIGRATEX KDK 8054/120 are arranged in
2

six plies (0°- 90° textured) of woven fabric. The CFRP substrates were coated by subsequent
chemical deposition of a 10-µm electroless Ni-layer and an electroplated 50-µm Cu-layer. The
position of the coating was slightly asymmetric with respect to the midpoint of the sample (coating offset, see Fig. 1) with dimensions of (25±1) mm × (15±0.5) mm (l × w). This coating dimension avoids contact between the lower supports and coating during four-point bending.
Bending tests were also performed according to DIN-EN-ISO 14125 with an inner distance between supports of (27±1) mm and an outer distance of (81±2) mm, respectively (see Fig. 1).
An Instron machine (Type 8502) was used for loading of the specimens. For all measurements the specimen was oriented with the coating on the tensile loading side (specimen bottom),
which corresponds to the outer side of a pressurized vessel. To ensure a statistically representative result, five coated and five uncoated samples were investigated using AE analysis. Another
eight coated specimens were subjected to different strain levels for investigation in an environmental SEM (Type XL30, FEI Company) to compare microscopic observations with results derived from AE-analysis.

Fig. 1: Schematic drawing of experimental setup (left) and photograph of specimen including
dimensions (right).
Acoustic emission was detected by two PAC-WD50 wideband sensors in linear geometry.
For acoustic coupling Baysilone silicone grease (Bayer Material Science) of medium viscosity
was used, the mechanical contact being provided by two clamps. To suppress detection of friction noise a band-pass ranging from 20 kHz up to 3 MHz was used. In addition, hard rubber
plates were positioned below the lower supports, to minimize hydraulic noise arising from the
bending machine. The hard rubber plates had no significant influence on the mechanical loading
properties due to their hardness in comparison to the maximum load level. The AE waveforms
were recorded using a PAC PCI-2 data acquisition system with AEwin software at a sampling
rate of 10 MS/s. Data reduction was performed using the software Noesis (Enviroacoustics). To
analyze AE, the AE signals were localized in linear geometry and only the events within a distance of 40 mm around the specimen center were considered in the investigation. As the exact
phase and group velocities depend on the propagating medium and propagation direction [Lee,
2005], the sound velocity used for localization was calculated from automatic sensor tests (AST)
[AEwin, 2002]. The so determined velocity varied between 5000 m/s and 6000 m/s. Based on the
sensors diameter of 10 mm, a time window for delay-time determination was calculated, which
corresponds to an uncertainty in sound velocity of the order of 1000 m/s. This uncertainty also
includes an error assumption for delay-time determination. In total, the error estimation for linear
location resulted in ±2.5 mm.
The remaining AE signals were analyzed following a classical approach based on waveform
parameters, signal location and activity changes. Following references [Anastassopoulos, 1995,
3

2000], [Noesis, 2006] and [Philippidis, 1998], the same waveform parameters were also investigated using unsupervised pattern recognition techniques to separate the AE of different failure
mechanisms. For this purpose the heuristic discrimination of the AE signals dependent on cluster
numbers was investigated. The heuristic ratios Rij and τ used for the determination of discrimination efficiency during unsupervised pattern recognition are automatically calculated by Noesis
for each partitioning applied to a dataset [Noesis, 2006]. Both values are heuristic criteria based
on the ratio of average within-cluster distances to the distance between clusters. Rij is the mean
value of the ratios, calculated from average within-cluster distance to the distance between any
pair of clusters, whereas τ is defined by the ratio of the minimum distance between any pair of
clusters to the maximum of the average within-cluster distances. Therefore, minimization of Rij
and maximization of τ results in better discrimination of the resulting data partition. The 12 AE
parameters were chosen to provide a correlation level between 16% and 80%. Eliminating waveform parameters like threshold (constant), channels and runtime parameters, the remaining parameters were projected on their principal component axis using a covariance analysis. K-means
and Kohonen liquid vector quantizers (LVQ) were used as clustering algorithms with several
weighting options for normalization procedures. Finally, using frequency power spectrum analysis a comparison between signal clusters obtained from pattern recognition was performed. For
this purpose, a Fourier transform on each waveform with a rectangular window function and 0.1µs resolution using the Danielson-Lanczos algorithm was performed. This yielded defined frequency power spectra. Subsequently the arithmetic average, standard deviation, maximum and
minimum values were calculated for each cluster using self-written software.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Five coated and three uncoated samples were loaded to different strain levels. Their AE was
recorded and afterwards the structural damage was assessed by scanning electron microscopy.
The SEM investigations were used to correlate AE signals and the corresponding failure mechanism. An overview of the maximum load levels (εmax) and the respective damage as found by
SEM in top view is given in Table 1.
At low strain levels (ε = 0.33%), microcracks develop in the nickel layer (Fig. 2a). With increased loading (ε = 0.65%), the cracks grow beneath the copper layer and cause extensive delamination at the interface region between copper and nickel (Fig. 2b). At even higher strain levels (ε = 1.23%), macroscopic cracks evolve in the maximum strain region of the coating and
propagate over the whole specimen width (Fig. 2c). For a strain level of ε ≥ 1.40%, matrix
cracks, fiber-matrix debonding and fiber breakage are observed (Fig. 2d). In uncoated CFRP
specimens, similar evolution of matrix and fiber failure is observed, but, remarkably, the onset of
such failures in coated CFRPs shifts to strain values below ε = 0.65%. This could be due to an
additional tension caused by the coating or by CFRP degradation during the liner application
process. In the following, the results of the microscopic investigation will be used to correlate the
AE signal and the observed failure mechanisms of the coating. To this end, we use the strain
level and the location, at which cracks and delamination develop, as well as their frequency of
occurrence.
3.2 Classical Approach
To compare AE signals between coated and uncoated specimens loaded to ε = 1.73%, the
classical approach of AE-energy and amplitude distribution analysis was chosen. The waveform
parameters discussed in this investigation are defined according to [AEwin, 2002] as maximum
4

Table 1: Overview of specimens prepared for SEM, their loading stages and associated damage
assessment.
Material
εmax
Results of SEM investigation
CFRP-NiCu 0.33 % Microcracks start in Ni-Layer (Fig. 2a).
CFRP-NiCu 0.65 % Microcracks increase in size, delamination at Ni-Cu interface, matrix cracks start to evolve in CFRP-specimen (Fig. 2b).
CFRP-NiCu 1.15 % Cracks appear at the area of strain maximum of the Cu-Layer, matrix cracks increase in number and size, fiber failure is observed at
specimen edges.
CFRP-NiCu 1.23 % Macroscopic cracks (size ≥ 1mm) evolve inside the Cu-Layer (Fig.
2c).
CFRP-NiCu 1.40 % Coating failure progresses, large matrix cracks and fiber breakages
occur (Fig. 2d).
CFRP
0.65 % No damage detected.
CFRP
1.23 % Minor matrix cracks evolve along fiber directions (0° and 90°).
CFRP
1.40 % Macroscopic matrix cracks appear, fiber breakages and interlaminar
fracture is observed.

Fig. 2: Top view SEM images of Ni-Cu-coated CFRP specimens at different strain levels. (a)
Fringe of coating at ε = 0.33%, (b) fringe of coating at ε = 0.65%, (c) center of coating at
ε = 1.23% and (d) CFRP edge at ε = 1.40%.
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signal amplitude, absolute signal energy and root mean square (RMS) value of the waveform.
Both the stress-strain curve (Fig. 3a) and the onset of AE activity indicate the start of failure in
the uncoated CFRP substrates to occur at a strain level of ε = 1.0 - 1.2%. In contrast, a large
number of additional AE signals arise for coated samples at ε ≤ 1.0% (see Fig. 3b). Since the
CFRP samples are identical for both specimen series, these additional signals are attributed
solely to coating failure. This is supported by the fact that the additional AE signals do not correspond to significant changes in the stress-strain curve (Fig. 3b) in contrast to CFRP failure (Fig.
3a). This is expected since the liner should have a negligible influence on the specimens´ mechanical properties, which are dominated by the matrix-fiber interaction. Although AE signals
from coating and CFRP failure are clearly distinguishable by the strain range of their occurrence,
the distribution range of amplitude and energy is comparable (Figs. 3 and 4). For ε ≥ 1.0%, the
highest amplitude and highest energy AE signals arise in both coated and uncoated samples,
which go along with distinct dips in the stress-strain curve. Therefore, these correspond to severe
failures inside the CFRP substrate like single or multiple fiber breakages. Comparable amplitudes and energies are also observed at strain levels ε ≤ 1.0% in coated CFRP specimens. Consequently, no clear distinction between liner and CFRP failure can be achieved based on the range
of energy or amplitude distribution alone.

Fig. 3: Absolute energy of AE signal vs. strain (dots) and stress-strain diagram (line) in (a) un
coated and (b) coated CFRP specimen.

Fig. 4: Amplitude of AE signal vs. strain (dots) and stress-strain diagram (line) in (a) uncoated
and (b) coated CFRP specimen.
In the following we want to correlate the failure positions found by SEM to locations calculated from the arrival time of the AE signals. In Fig. 5, a comparison between the x-location of
the AE signals of coated and uncoated CFRPs is shown. For uncoated CFRP specimens, most
6

AE sources are located at two distinct positions, which correspond to the contact positions of the
inner supports. At these positions, where the maximum stress level occurs, the highest damage
level is observed in electron microscopy. In contrast, the locations of AE sources of the coated
specimens are broadly distributed over the coated area (see Fig. 5b). SEM images as a function
of loading show that cracks occur over the coated area with preferred direction perpendicular to
the sensor alignment. In addition, at ε ≥ 0.65%, extensive delamination is observed. The delamination starts at the fringe of the coating and causes a large amount of AE signals from the coated
area. Additionally, the distribution of the AE sources reflects the slightly asymmetric position of
the coated area, with respect to the midpoint of the sample (coating offset). At the position of the
inner supports, peaks with higher energies arise. These peaks also occur in uncoated CFRP
specimens at equal stress levels and, consequently, are attributed to structural damage at the inner supports (see Fig. 5b).

Fig. 5: Absolute energy of AE signal vs. calculated x-position in (a) uncoated and (b) coated
CFRP specimen.
The previous discussion suggests that the AE signals detected below ε ≤ 0.8% arise solely
from coating failure, and are therefore denoted “Coating AE signals” in the following. Further,
AE signals recorded at bending tests of uncoated CFRP specimens are denoted “CFRP AE signals”. In Fig. 6a, the absolute energy of the Coating AE signals (ε ≤ 0.80%) and CFRP AE signals (ε ≤ 1.73%) of two representative datasets are plotted against their RMS-values. While for
all Coating AE signal datasets, a well defined maximal RMS-threshold between 0.04 mV and
0.06 mV was found, the energy value range of the Coating AE signal and CFRP AE signal are
not significantly different. All AE signals above this RMS threshold level are attributed to CFRP
AE signals and arise at defined strain values, at which the stress-strain curve indicates partial or
total structural failure of the CFRP specimen. CFRP AE signals with an RMS value below the
threshold level are attributed to minor failures, like crack propagation through epoxy resin in
fiber directions or between ply layers (Mode I and Mode II) [Bohse, 2001, 2004]. In summary,
we attribute RMS-values above threshold level to structural failure, whereas signals due to coating failure stay below the RMS-threshold.
For other classical waveform parameters (durations, counts or calculated features like
frequencies), no obvious distinction between AE signals of coating and CFRP failure was found.
For both datasets discussed above (Coating AE signal and CFRP AE signal), all of the investigated waveform parameters are within the same range of values. This is exemplarily shown in
Fig. 6b, in which the absolute energy is plotted against amplitude. All the conclusions discussed
above apply to the complete set of specimens.
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Fig. 6: (a) Absolute energy vs. RMS-value, including threshold value as discussed in text and (b)
absolute energy vs. amplitude plot for two datasets.
3.3 Pattern Recognition
Based on the conclusion that AE signals at low strain levels (up to ε = 0.8%) originate from
coating failure, a sufficient number of AE signals is available to investigate the coating degradation. In particular we will focus on the involved failure mechanisms of the coating. For this purpose, several datasets of Coating AE signals were investigated by unsupervised clustering algorithms, after manually eliminating AE signals arising from friction and electrical discharges. For
all investigations an amount ≥ 98% of raw data was used.
Following references [Anastassopoulos, 1995, 2000], [Noesis, 2006], [Philippidis, 1998], we
investigated the discrimination behavior of each dataset by optimizing Rij and τ values. The respective dataset was partitioned into clusters using k-means and Kohonen LVQ algorithms available in Noesis 5.1 [Noesis, 2006]. In the following, one representative dataset will be discussed.
In Fig. 7a, the values of Rij and τ of this dataset obtained from both k-means and Kohonen
LVQ algorithms are plotted against cluster numbers. In this investigation, a maximum of ten
clusters was chosen, since saturation of Rij and τ values was already observed within this limit.
Best numerical discrimination with a distinct minimum in Rij and a corresponding maximum in τ
was achieved using Kohonen LVQ at four clusters (see Fig. 7a). For comparison, an analysis on
the same dataset using k-means yielded no obvious discrimination optimum. An accompanying
investigation of other datasets yielded similar results for Rij and τ, which are listed in Table 2.
Figure 7b shows the partitioning based on the Kohonen LVQ in a suitable principal component
covariance projection. The figure suggests that this procedure is suited to discriminate between
recorded AE signals. In the following, AE signals belonging to the four clusters are marked by
different colors.
To further discuss the correlation between the obtained clusters and failure mechanisms we
plot the absolute energy of AE signals vs. amplitude in Fig. 8a and the absolute energy vs. the
strain, at which they occur in Fig. 8b. Additionally, the calculated x-location for each AE signal
is plotted against its corresponding cluster number (marked by its designated color) in Fig. 9.
AE signals belonging to cluster 1, which are only detected above ε = 0.3%, show the highest
amplitudes and energies. As demonstrated in [Miguel, 2003], the highest signal amplitudes arise
during rapid crack propagation and usually appear at medium stages of coating failure. The AE
8

Fig. 7: Optimization of Rij and τ values using k-means and Kohonen-LVQ algorithms (a) and
dataset partitioning after clustering with Kohonen-LVQ in principal component projection (b).

Fig. 8: Optimal dataset partitioning in classical amplitude versus energy plot (a) and strain versus
energy diagram (b).

Fig. 9: AE signal x-Location versus cluster number together with specimen dimensions.
sources of cluster 1 are located around the maximum stress region of a specimen and, therefore,
the signals of this cluster can be associated with macroscopic crack propagation within the Culayer, consistent with SEM observations.
In contrast, AE signals belonging to cluster 2 are broadly distributed in energy and amplitude. This cluster contains the largest number of AE signals. Based upon the micro-mechanical
fracture model, it was shown in [Bohse, 2000] that energy release rate of Mode-I delamination is
proportional to the crack velocity times specimen width. This corresponds to the delaminated
coating area per time in our case. Due to the extensive delamination observed during loading this
damage mechanism will produce a considerably higher amount of AE signals than crack propa9

gation. Because of the weak adhesion between coating and CFRP-substrate most specimens investigated showed delamination in large areas. Even full-scale delamination was observed. The
location of the corresponding AE sources shows a broad spatial distribution covering the whole
coated area in agreement with SEM observations (see also 3.2). We, therefore, attribute AE signals belonging to cluster 2 to coating delamination.
An inspection of the recorded AE signals belonging to cluster 3 shows that they exhibit multiple reflections or originate from transient noise. Reflections and transient noise strongly influence the range of amplitude, energy and duration of AE signals. This can cause a large scattering
of the values of these waveform parameters. Therefore, signals of this cluster are declared undefined and are ignored for further investigations. In fact applying the Kohonen LVQ algorithm to
the different datasets resulted in either four or three distinguishable clusters as numerical optimum (see Table 2) depending on the quality of the respective dataset.
The investigation of AE signals of cluster 4 also shows a large scattering of all classical
waveform parameters. In contrast to cluster 3, AE signals of cluster 4 show a characteristic frequency composition and well-defined AE sources location. All signals belonging to cluster 4
originate from fringes of the coated area, and therefore can be correlated with a failure mechanism different from cluster 1 and 2. This correlation could not be achieved using waveform parameters, but instead by investigating the AE power spectrum (see 3.4).
Table 2: Parameters for dataset partitioning using Kohonen LVQ at numerical optimum and corresponding number of clusters.
Specimen Number
1
2
3
4
5

τ
0.72821
0.81497
0.94123
0.95336
0.91335

Rij
1.8454
1.8577
1.8621
1.3941
1.5313

Achieved Clusters
4
3
4
3
3

3.4 Power Spectrum Analysis
The measured power spectrum is determined by the characteristics of the AE source and the
transmitting medium. Due to anisotropic dispersion, anisotropic attenuation and frequency dependent attenuation in CFRP specimens [Bohse, 2004], the frequency distribution of the AE signals is strongly dependent on its propagation path. To minimize this effect, our experimental
setup ensures that the distance between AE source and sensor does not exceed 30 mm. At the
same time, the used transducers provide a broad range of sensitivity. Based on these two measures we can assume that both transducers are able to detect all frequency contributions to the AE
signal within the used range of 20 kHz – 1 MHz. Hence we think that the influence of propagation path length and frequency dependent dispersion and attenuation can be neglected. In the
following an investigation of the averaged frequency power spectra was performed for each cluster derived from pattern recognition techniques. The respective power spectrum of each cluster
averaged over all cluster members is shown in Fig. 10a for one representative dataset. In order to
compare the power spectra of all clusters the intensity of the spectra was normalized to a major
peak occurring at 267 kHz, which is common to all clusters. These normalized frequency power
spectra are presented in Fig. 10b. Normalization procedure using the total area below the power
spectrum yields the same result.
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Fig. 10: Averaged power spectra for each cluster derived from pattern recognition (a) and after
normalization (b).
Due to its radiation direction, cracking (in-plane direction) is expected to cause more spectral
weight at higher frequencies than delamination between coating and substrate (out-of-plane direction) [Bohse, 2004]. The average power spectrum of cluster 4 shows more weight at frequencies above 500 kHz, compared to both other clusters. As already discussed in 3.3, AE signals
contributing to cluster 4 are located at the fringes of the applied coating. In this area the chemically deposited nickel layer is not completely covered by copper and cracks in the nickel layer
were observed in SEM imaging immediately at the onset of mechanical loading (see Figs. 2a and
2b). The fact that cracks appear immediately upon mechanical loading reflects the strain dependent evolution of AE signals contributing to cluster 4. These are also observed immediately at the
onset and during mechanical loading. The fact that both sensors detected AE signals from both
fringes of coating confirms our assumption that the effects of dispersion and frequency dependent attenuation are negligible in our experimental setup. Therefore we attribute cluster 4 to crack
initiation and growth in the nickel-starting layer.
The power spectra of clusters 1 and 2 behave similarly for frequencies above 500 kHz, but
are distinctly different for frequencies below 140 kHz. Here cluster 2 shows more spectral
weight than cluster 1. This difference in the power spectra reflects the difference of the corresponding failure mechanism as already discussed in 3.3.
4. Conclusions
For metal-coated CFRP substrates investigated here, crack initiation and delamination between coating and CFRP substrate could not be inferred from signatures in stress-strain curves
and, therefore, could not be predicted solely from investigations of mechanical properties. Instead, the onset of acoustic emission provides stress-dependent information about failure initiation in coatings applied to CFRP and can hence be used to determine its load limit. In addition,
AE shows the ability to monitor the evolution of failure mechanisms in functional coatings as
demonstrated by comparing SEM imaging and AE analysis as a function of loading. Based on
RMS-values and localization of AE signals it appears to be possible to distinguish between structural failure of the CFRP substrate and coating.
An application of pattern recognition techniques to investigate the involved failure mechanisms of the coating yielded three distinct clusters of AE signals for all specimens investigated.
A correlation of failure mechanisms (crack initiation, crack growth and delamination) observed
in SEM investigations with AE signals could be obtained. This correlation shows good agree11

ment in location, time of origin and frequency of occurrence. AE signals corresponding to crack
initiation and coating delamination are within the same range for most of the common waveform
parameters. In contrast, the average power spectra calculated for each cluster were clearly distinguishable, i.e., signals from coating cracks and delamination could be distinguished.
In summary, we have shown that the combination of pattern recognition techniques and
power spectrum analysis could be a powerful tool to identify failure mechanisms in hybrid materials. This suggests that AE analysis is generally applicable for health monitoring and quality
assurance of hybrid materials, as shown here in case of coated CFRP structures. Therefore, further investigations will focus on the determination of quality criteria of hybrid materials, e.g., to
discriminate between failure mechanisms at the interface and in the bulk, respectively.
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Abstract
Waveform features of acoustic emission (AE) signals emitted from cavitation events in water-conducting elements of dehydrating wood bear a lot of information about both wood structure
and the behavior under dehydration stress. We present two applications of AE feature extraction
on wood; first, the prognosis of the survival prospects of trees under drought stress by constructing vulnerability curves and second, monitoring of the shrinkage behavior during lumber drying.
AE testing was performed with resonant 150 kHz transducers on Norway spruce wood with different structural characteristics. Radial wood shrinkage was calculated from changes in the contact pressure between the AE transducer and the wood specimen. The reference method to assess
the vulnerability to cavitation was the hydraulic method, where vulnerability curves were constructed by plotting the percent loss of conductivity vs. an overpressure of compressed air. Vulnerability curves were also constructed by relating the cumulated amount of AE energy to the
applied overpressure. Samples with smaller conduit diameters showed lower mean AE energies
and were less sensitive to cavitation and thus to drought stress. Two shrinkage processes can be
observed during wood dehydration; the initial process, induced by tensile stresses, and the final
shrinkage process, which started when most of the tracheids reach relative water contents below
the fiber saturation point. Wood less sensitive to cavitation showed lower shrinkage and mean
AE energy /min but higher total AE activity than wood with higher sensitivity to cavitation. The
negative relationship between maximum AE energy and total AE activity and the positive relationship between maximum AE energy and radial lumen diameters reveals that more elastic energy is stored in bigger conduits when under tension. AE testing in combination with feature
extraction offers an interesting alternative to the labor-intensive conventional methods to assess
the vulnerability to cavitation and can be used to monitor the shrinkage behavior and crack development during lumber drying.
Introduction
Waveform features of AE signals from dehydrating wood bear a lot of information about
both wood structure and the behavior of wood under dehydration stress. We present two applications of AE feature extraction on wood; first, a method to assess the vulnerability to cavitation of
trunk wood and second, the monitoring of the wood structure-dependent shrinkage behavior during lumber drying processes.
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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Norway spruce wood consists to 90% of small water-conducting elements with a diameter of
about 10-40 µm and a length of 1-4 mm (tracheids, Fig. 1). One annual ring, which consists of
earlywood and latewood tracheids, is formed every year. Water in tracheids exists in three states,
(1) as “free” liquid water, (2) as water vapor and within the tracheids, and (3) as chemically
“bound” water in the cell wall matrix [1]. Water transport from the roots to the crown is achieved
under tension, requiring high mechanical strength of the cell walls in order to avoid implosion,
and hydraulic safety against the breakage of the water column in the conducting elements (cavitation). Cavitation is induced when the water tension increases above a certain threshold. Once
cavitated, the conduit does not conduct water any longer and the hydraulic conductivity of the
plant is reduced, leading to impairment of water supply of the transpiring needles [2]. Hydraulic
safety depends on wood structure and can be assessed by the construction of vulnerability
curves. A vulnerability curve is a plot of the percent loss in hydraulic conductivity (PLC) vs. the
pressure potential in the solution of the tracheids. The most widely used drought-stress parameter
is the pressure potential that causes 50% PLC. The common approach to quantify 50% PLC is to
relate actual hydraulic conductivity to the hydraulic conductivity at full saturation (hydraulic
method). The hydraulic method is very time consuming and demands practical experience. A
more direct way to detect cavitation events is to record AE in the high-frequency range of 50
kHz to 1 MHz [3]. AE with the strongest frequencies in the range of 100-300 kHz are supposed
to be induced by rapid tension release in the tracheid lumen as liquid water at negative pressure
is replaced by water vapor very near vacuum pressure.

Fig. 1 (a) Macerated Norway spruce tracheids of the last latewood cell row (below) and the adjacent first earlywood cell rows formed in the following growing season and (b) tracheids of the
earlywood formed later in the growing season. “R” marks a ray cell, which achieve the radial
transport in wood. The reference bar represents 200 µm.
During periods of drought stress, decreases in the stem diameter of living trees can be observed [4]. This tensile strain is a consequence of adhesive forces between the water molecules
and the inner conduit walls when “free” water in the tracheids comes under tension [5]. It has
been hypothesized by many authors that the elastic behavior induced by water tension is strongly
related to the elastic properties of the swelling tissues [5, 6] and thus to wood structure. When
the moisture content of the tracheids drops below the fiber saturation point (FSP), that is when
lumina contain no “free” water but cell walls are fully saturated with liquid, further dehydration
leads to cell wall shrinkage processes. Checking during lumber drying occurs because wood is an
anisotropic material concerning cell-wall shrinkage (radial:tangential = 1:2) and the FSP is
reached far earlier in the shell than in the core of a specimen. Some authors suggest, however,
that internal checks can even be induced by water tension because checking occurs long before
most of the cells reach the FSP [e.g., 7]. AE testing is an established method for optimizing lumber drying conditions, where the analysis of the amplitude or energy distribution of AE signals
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has been successfully used to pinpoint checking [8, 9]. Combined shrinkage- and AE tests are,
however, scarce in AE literature on wood [10] and on live stems such investigation are performed at moisture contents well above the FSP [4]. Lumber shrinkage assessment starts either at
moisture contents around the FSP or at “green” moisture content [11], defined as the moisture
content at the time of harvesting [1]. “Green” moisture content will not correspond to the moisture content at 100% saturation when trees suffered at the time of harvesting from drought stress
or when water was lost by evaporation during harvesting, transport or storage. In the present
study we relate AE of dehydrating Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) sapwood with different structural characteristics to radial wood shrinkage processes from the totally saturated state
till the end of all shrinkage processes.
Hydraulic Method to Assess the Vulnerability to Cavitation
Vulnerability curves were obtained on fully saturated juvenile (age = 1-2 years) and mature
(age = 17-19) Norway spruce (Picea abies [L. Karst.]) wood beams (0.6 cm tangential, 0.6 cm
radial, 10.0 cm longitudinal). After determination of the conductivity at full saturation, a positive
pressure was applied to the lateral sides of the samples, while the transverse ends protruded from
a double-ended pressure chamber (PMS Instruments Co., Corvallis, OR), to induce cavitation.
After pressure treatment samples were weighed and hydraulic conductivity was measured again.
The continuous pressure treatment leads to a decrease in hydraulic conductivity. Initially, the
pressure chamber was pressurized to 0.5 MPa, and the pressure was subsequently increased after
each conductivity measurement in steps of 0.5 MPa till more than 95% loss of conductivity was
reached. The whole measuring procedure is described in [12]. Dry weight of the wood beams
was obtained by drying wood samples at 103°C to constant weight in order to calculate the relative water loss (RWL). The pressure application was related to RWL by cubic functions [12].
AE Testing Procedure and Data Analysis
AE testing was performed with the µDiSP™ Digital AE system from Physical Acoustics
Corporation (PAC, Princeton Jct, USA). Preamplifiers (40 dB) were used in connection with R15
resonant transducers (50 to 200 kHz). AE signals were recorded with a detection threshold of 30
dB (0 dB = 1 µV input). Extraction of AE energy (pVs) was carried out with AEWin software
(PAC). AE energy (also referred to as “PAC-Energy”) is defined as the area of the rectified voltage signal over the duration of the AE signal.
AE transducers were positioned on the tangential face of the wood beams using an acrylic
resin clamp. The whole measuring procedure, where coupling pressure during the dehydration
process was recorded with a DMS load cell (Type 8416-5500, range 0 - 500 N; amplification
with an inline amplifier for DMS, Type 9235; Burster, Gernsbach, Germany) and water loss was
measured with a balance, is described in [12]. Percent radial shrinkage (given in negative values)
was calculated for 10 min time steps by relating the total radial shrinkage (digital gauge, accuracy 1 µm) to the total coupling pressure decrease. Percent radial shrinkage was referred to the
nearest 5% RWL step.
AE data filtering was done with Vallen VisualAE™ software (Vallen Systeme GMbH, Munich, Germany). Mean AE energy values were calculated for 1 minute and 10 minute time steps.
Relative cumulated AE energy data were obtained by relating the stepwise cumulated mean AE
energy values/10 minutes to the sum of all mean AE energy values/10 minutes. AE data were
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Fig. 2. (a) Percent loss of hydraulic conductivity (PLC), (b) cumulated AE signals and (c) cumulated AE energy/10 min plotted against positive pressure. Open symbols represent mature wood
(n = 12), closed circles juvenile wood (n = 6).
referred to the nearest 5% RWL and thereafter to 0.5 MPa steps in order to construct vulnerability curves. Values are given as mean values ± standard error. Differences between mean values
were tested for significance by Student’s t-test. Associations between two variables were examined using linear or quadratic regression analysis.
Anatomical investigations
Tangential double wall thickness of adjacent tracheids and lumen diameters were measured
by means of a Leica DM4000M microscope interfaced with a digital camera and Leica image
analysis software (Leica Microsystems Wetzlar GmbH, Germany). Tracheid dimensions of the
first formed cell rows (earlywood) were measured on microtomed transverse cut faces of juvenile and mature Norway spruce wood (Fig. 5). Mean values of anatomical parameters were derived from 40 single measurements per standard beam, respectively.
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Fig. 3. (a) Changes of the mean AE energy/10 min and (b) radial shrinkage against relative water
loss (RWL). (c) and (d): same AE energy and radial shrinkage against time. Open circles represent mature wood, closed circles juvenile wood (n = 12, respectively).
Results and Discussion
Assessment of vulnerability to cavitation
Juvenile wood had a lower vulnerability to cavitation than mature wood: For juvenile wood
from the tree top much more pressure was necessary to result in 50% loss of conductivity (PLC)
than for mature wood from the tree base (3.20 ± 0.16%, 2.26 ± 0.04 MPa, respectively, P <
0.001, Fig. 2a). The cumulated number of AE signals was not a good predictive for the PLC,
because 50% cumulated AE signals were reached at much higher pressures (Fig. 2b). 50% of the
cumulated AE energy was induced at 3.73 ± 0.11 MPa in juvenile and at 2.31 ± 0.05 MPa in
mature wood (P < 0.001, Fig. 2c). We assume that the cumulated AE energy is a more reliable
measure for PLC than the AE number per se, because the hydraulic conductivity is proportional
to the 4th power of the radius of a capillary (Hagen-Poiseuille equation) and tracheid diameters
are variable within a wood specimen. High mean AE energies detected at moderate water losses
or pressures resemble cavitation events of more vulnerable large diameter tracheids [12].
Relationship between shrinkage processes and AE
The AE and radial shrinkage data are given in Fig. 3. Two different radial shrinkage processes were observed (Fig. 3d). First is a shrinkage period at moderate water losses, which was
termed “tension shrinkage”, and second is the cell-wall shrinkage period. Prior to cavitation,
dehydration stress generates tensile strains inside the most vulnerable tracheids and in tracheids
near the specimen surface. Tension shrinkage started therefore right from the beginning of dehydration, before any AE signals were detected (Figs. 3a-b) and ceased in mature wood at
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Fig. 4. Maximum mean AE energy/min related to the number of AE signals by a quadratic regression model. Open symbols represent mature wood, closed circles juvenile wood beams (6
mm x 6 mm x 100 mm).
53.99 ± 1.91% RWL and in juvenile wood at 58.94 ± 2.48% RWL. Maximum tension shrinkage
was more than three times higher in mature than in juvenile wood (–1.44 ± 0.11%, –0.42 ±
0.01%, respectively, P < 0.001). Maximum AE energies were detected at moderate water losses,
when already more than 50% of the tension shrinkage had taken place (Figs. 3a-b). Tension
shrinkage ceased when mean AE energies reached constantly lower values, and was even reversible to some extent (Figs. 3c-d). Recovery from shrinkage induced by cavitation seems to
occur also in live stems [4], where it can either occur as a result of cavitation, or because of a
decrease in crown transpiration. In debarked sapwood specimens, shrinkage can only be reversed
by a local tension stress release after cavitation, when water is pulled out of the conduit into the
surrounding wood. Recovery from tension shrinkage due to cavitation occurred at higher relative
water losses than one would expect, being probably masked by continuous shrinkage in wood
parts, which still contained “free” water. Shrinkage and regeneration from shrinkage should
therefore occur at different locations at the same time in the numerous tracheids within a standard size wood specimen, which might be the reason why there is almost no time lag between
periods of stem diameter decrease and increases in cumulated AE [4].
During late dehydration stages, the reversibility of tension shrinkage was additionally overlaid by cell-wall shrinkage [10]. The fiber saturation point (FSP) refers to the moisture content of
a conduit and not to a whole piece of wood and it should be therefore not the same throughout a
whole wood specimen [1]. During late dehydration stages, when the drier shell of the specimen
had already reached moisture contents below the FSP, cell wall contraction could therefore additionally mask recovery from tension. The partial reversibility of tension shrinkage indicates
however that the first shrinkage process at moderate water losses in standard size wood specimens was not entirely induced by cell wall shrinkage of the shell at water contents below the
fiber saturation point but by tensile stresses due to water tension.
The final shrinkage process started after the shrinkage recovery peak, at about 80% RWL,
corresponding to moisture contents given for the FSP of spruce species 35 – 37% [13]. Mature
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wood showed higher total shrinkage than juvenile wood (–3.86 ± 0.13%, –2.31 ± 0.23%, respectively, P < 0.001, Fig. 3d). AE ceased when only 50% of shrinkage had taken place, giving
strong evidence that no crack formation occurred at moisture contents below the FSP [7].

Fig. 5. Simplified model of the transverse view of one annual ring of juvenile (left side) and mature Norway spruce wood (right side). Each annual ring consists of earlywood and latewood.
Juvenile wood has smaller radial and tangential lumen diameters and thinner double cell walls
than mature spruce wood.
Juvenile wood beams emitted significantly more AE (numbers in 106 counts) than mature
wood beams (1.70 ± 0.11, 0.62 ± 0.03, P < 0.001) and maximum AE energy/min was lower in
juvenile than in mature wood beams (1.17 ± 0.12 pVs, 4.21 ± 0.32 pVs, P < 0.001). The maximum AE energy/min was strongly related to the total number of AEs (Fig. 4), total shrinkage (r
= –0.80, P < 0.001) and maximum tension shrinkage (r = –0.88, P < 0.001). The total number of
AE signals was higher in samples with lower total shrinkage (r = 0.80, P < 0.001) and tension
shrinkage (r = 0.83, P < 0.001). The higher total number of AE signals and lower mean AE energies measured in juvenile than in mature wood indicate that lower vulnerability to cavitation
was associated with a higher number of tracheids/volume with smaller lumen diameters [12].
Anatomical investigations showed that juvenile wood had significantly thinner double cell walls
(3.34 ± 0.06 µm, 4.41 ± 0.11 µm, P < 0.001) and radial lumen dimensions (21.35 ± 0.60 µm,
39.68 ± 1.57 µm, P < 0.001) than mature wood (Fig. 5). The maximum AE energy/min increased
therefore linearly with the radial lumen diameters (Fig. 6).
Norway spruce trees mainly vary cell size to optimize water transport and mechanical stability whereas modification of the cell wall organization plays a minor role [14]. Mature wood,
which was more vulnerable to cavitation showed higher tension shrinkage and total shrinkage
(Fig. 3d). Mature wood was thus more prone to deformation due to the same tension than
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juvenile wood, indicating that the latter seems to be designed to resist implosion under high tension. High hydraulic vulnerability seems to be related to high AE energy signals, but what is the
reason for this relationship? Hydraulically less vulnerable juvenile wood showed much lower
radial lumen diameters than mature wood. Wall thickness increases as well with tree ring age,
however to a much lower extent than the lumen diameters. The reinforcement against collapse
from bending due to tension forces increases when the thickness of the double cell wall increases
relatively to its span [15]. Juvenile wood showed thus a higher wall/lumen ratio than mature
wood, which results in lower susceptibility to elastic deformation due to the same tension stress.
Therefore, more elastic energy is stored in bigger tracheids when under the same tension. This
energy is suddenly released when the water column breaks and liquid water at negative pressure
is replaced by water vapor very near vacuum pressure and later by air. Conduits, which show
higher deformation under tensile stress, will therefore release AE signals with higher energy
when the cell wall relaxes due to cavitation. AE signals from more hydraulically vulnerable mature wood are therefore characterized by higher mean AE energies than those from less hydraulically vulnerable juvenile wood (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Radial lumen diameter related to maximum mean AE energy/min by a linear regression
model. Open symbols represent mature wood, closed circles juvenile wood beams (6 mm x 6
mm x 100 mm).
Conclusion
Analysis of the spectrum features of AE signals during wood dehydration offered an interesting alternative to the hydraulic method for assessing the hydraulic vulnerability of spruce trunkwood. Vulnerability curves were constructed by relating the relative cumulated amount of AE
energy during dehydration of standard beams under defined conditions to the xylem tension.
Xylem tension of the dehydrating specimens was calculated with a parallel sample set, where air
overpressures were related to the relative moisture loss by cubic functions. The xylem tension
corresponding to 50% of the cumulated AE energy can be a useful parameter to quantify hydraulic vulnerability. The major advantage of the AE method presented is that it is readily automated
and easier in handling compared to the labor-intensive hydraulic method.
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Combined AE and shrinkage testing gave strong evidence that the relationship between
changes in xylem tension and tensile strains measured at the surface of a tree trunk are strongly
dependent on wood structure. Diurnal stem-diameter changes caused by tensile strain are used to
pinpoint periods of drought stress in trees. Our results underline that the relationship between
water potential and tensile strain is not constant, but requires time-consuming calibrations for
each single tree if different trees should be compared [15]. Another source of error, which might
underestimate actual drought stress, is that tension shrinkage is not only reversible due to an increase in water potential and refilling of cavitated water conducting elements in the night, but
also due to tension release by cavitation. Combined AE and shrinkage testing could be also a
useful tool to monitor the shrinkage behavior leading to crack development during industrial
lumber drying.
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Abstract
In the quality assessment of paper, a standard test referred to as the Z-test is often utilised. It
consists in gluing a piece of paper between two circular metallic grips and loading it with a tensile load in the thickness direction of the paper. The fracture load or rather the maximum load the
paper specimen can withstand is then taken as a measure of the Z-direction strength of the paper
tested. The interpretation of the results and how to use the results has been and still is a question
of some controversy. To shed some light over the deformation or damage processes active when
a paper is loaded in the thickness direction, specially designed grips were developed and manufactured. The grips are designed in such a way that they admit that acoustic emission (AE) sensors are mounted in the grips.
In this paper, the method is presented together with a simple analytical model, relevant for
the Z-test. Also, some experimental results are given and it is concluded that the analytical model
can, at least in a qualitative way, predict not only the load versus displacement behaviour but
also the total number of AE events versus displacement relation.
Introduction
In the papermaking society, there exist a number of testing methods, the results from which
are believed to say something about the quality of the paper. In for instance a situation where the
paper is to be printed on, or when the paper is coated with some coating color, it might happen
that the paper delaminates due to that coating color or printing ink sticks simultaneously to the
paper and a roller in a roller nip, causing out of plane loading of the paper. One testing method,
which is believed to give a measure of the sensitivity to delamination is the Z-strength test [1]. In
essence, the test consists in that a quadratic paper specimen is glued in between two grips with a
circular cross section (with a diameter less then the side length of the paper specimen) and
loaded in the thickness direction. The maximum force divided by the grip area is defined as the
Z-strength. This test is not free from criticism since it is obvious that the stress field in the paper
specimen is far from being homogenous and for instance, the stresses in the thickness direction
will take on comparatively large values in a region close to the circular boundary of the grips.
Since paper is not a homogeneous material, the paper will start to degrade in some weak point,
affected by the high stresses. After a while, the damage will have reached such a level that a real
crack initiates and starts to grow across the grip area. The maximum load and the start of crack
growth probably coincide. Since there are local conditions that are responsible for the fracture of
the specimen, it is questionable to define an average measure of the strength. To gain some further insight into the delamination process, it would be of particular interest to be able to determine at which load the damage growth starts to initiate and also to study how the damage progresses up to the point and after, where a crack is formed. Therefore, in an attempt to extract
more information from a traditional Z-strength test, acoustic emission (AE) monitoring was used
to record the elastic stress waves, emitted due to the breaking of fiber/fiber bonds.
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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AE Monitoring
When some internal event happens fast enough in a structure, the emitted elastic stress wave
can be recorded (provided the amplitude is high enough) by e.g. a piezoelectric resonance frequency sensor. One example of such an internal event can be the breaking of a fiber/fiber bond
and in fact, AE monitoring has been used on paper before (c.f. [2-5]) but then only in connection
with ordinary tensile tests. To use AE in a Z-strength test is not as simple since the AE sensors
cannot be attached directly to the paper specimen. To this end, the grips used in the Z-strength
test were modified so that one AE sensor could be attached to each of the two grips. This is of
course not ideal, since there is a metallic layer between the sensor and the paper specimen and
hence there is a possibility of wave reflection at the paper – grip interface due to acoustic impedance mismatch. In spite of this, it was possible to detect signals from the loaded paper specimen
even though the number of events recorded might not be entirely representative for the true
number of broken fiber/fiber bonds.
Experimental
In the experiments, the AE – unit: Vallen Systeme AMSY 4 was used together with the sensors: Vallen Systeme AMSY 4 PROTO 410 and the preamplifiers: Vallen Systeme AEP 4H- 10k
with an amplification of 34 dB. A threshold value of 40 dB was used in all tests.
A paper sample was first covered with a double side tape on both sides. The paper sample
was attached to the first sample holder as seen in Fig. 1a. The second upper sample holder must
be placed precisely over the first sample holder. A position fixture was used to attain that. The
second sample holder was put on the paper sample as seen in Fig. 1b. The sample holders are
made of steel and have a radius of 17.5 mm. The sample holders are sliced out so the AE sensors
can be placed as close to the paper surfaces as possible. The thickness of the steel layer was
about 2 mm at that position.

Fig. 1a: Sample holder with a paper
sample in position.

Fig. 1b: The upper grip aligned in
position over the lower grip.

The paper sample was compressed with a pressure that during testing forces the paper to delaminate in a “perfect breakage”, i.e., the paper divides into two halves when the MTS machine
pulls the sample holders apart and the whole fracture surface are within the paper structure. Pressure levels between 3 to 7 MPa were applied in the L&W sheet press (see Fig. 2a) to receive
clean breakage. As it was of interest to detect the real elongation in Z- direction an extensiometer
(MTS model 632, 110-210) was attached to the sample holder by rubber bands as shown in Fig.
2b.
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Fig. 2a: Paper sample in holder placed in a
L&W sheet press.

Fig. 3a: View of one of the AE
sensors used in the experiments.

Fig. 2b: A MTS extensiometer attached
to the sample holder.

Fig. 3b: Sample holder with extensometer and AE
sensor attached in position to measurement between moment free hinges in the MTS machine.

Figure 3a shows an AE sensor of model PROTO 410. This sensor is specially designed with
magnetic capability so it can be attached to steel surfaces. Two sensors were used, one in the upper and one in the lower sample holder. The last step before pulling in Z-direction is to fasten
sample holders between two moment free hinges, which are in turn attached to the MTS machine. This is done simultaneously with the placement of the AE sensors. The setup is shown in
Fig. 3b. The pulling speed is 0.1 mm/min.

Fig. 4a: An unwanted type of fracture. The
sample breaks not only in the paper layer
but also between the paper and the tape.

Fig. 4b: Perfectly delaminated samples
collected after testing.
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As seen in Fig. 4a, a test can go wrong. Here, the paper partly breaks in the middle, which it
should (to the right in the picture), but also shows an unwanted incident. Half the paper has come
loose from the metal surface (left in the picture). This leads to an irrelevant maximum load at
breakage and also incorrect breaking AE events are recorded. Such results are rejected. At least
8 correct samples (Fig. 3b) from each paper sample have been tested to reach relevant data at acceptably low standard deviation.
The paper qualities considered were: Light weight coated (LWC) paper with sw of 60 g/m2
and paper board with sw of 281 g/m2
Cohesive Zone Model
In order to connect the AE output to the state of the paper specimen, a simple analytical
model will be employed. During the tests, it was observed that a crack in the paper initiated in a
point on the boundary and propagated over the cross section of the paper sample. For simplicity
the crack front is assumed to be straight and further on, the stress state in the sample is assumed
to be uniaxial and described by a simple cohesive relation according to Fig. 5.

Fig. 5a: A simple cohesive relation.

Fig. 5b: Definition of the geometry and
degrees of freedom.

In Fig. 5a, σ denotes stress and u displacement in the thickness direction of the paper sample.
On the compression side the material can be assumed to behave according to the dotted line since
the grips are very stiff. For simplicity, the stiffness is assumed to be infinite as soon as u becomes negative. When σ becomes equal to σc, the cohesive zone starts to develop and transfers
load up to the point where u = uc. At this point it should be noted that in small region around the
(weak) point where the cohesive zone starts to develop initially, the cohesive relation will most
likely be different from the relation for the rest of the material in that for example σc will be
lower. In Fig. 5b are shown the degrees of freedom used to describe the deformations.
The loading of the paper sample can be divided into three cases shown in Fig. 6. With reference to this figure, depending on the load level, the material can be entirely elastic (I), a cohesive
zone can have started to develop (II) or the cohesive zone can be fully developed and a crack has
formed (III). The variables used to define a general situation are shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6: Three consecutive loading cases.

Fig. 7: Angles θa and θc used to describe a general situation.
The elastic case (case I in Fig. 6) is obtained when θa = θc = π/2. Case II is defined by θa =
π/2 and θc < π/2. Case III finally is given by θc < θa ≤ π/2. R denotes the radius of the grips. Letting σ denote the stress in the thickness direction of the paper sample, the following two relations
must be satisfied for reasons of equilibrium (see Fig. 5b):

$ !dA = P; $ !"dA = -Ps#

A

(1)

A

where ξ is defined in Fig. 8 and it has been assumed that φ is a small angle. The displacement
u(ξ) in the thickness direction can be expressed in the degrees of freedom u0 and φ according to:
u(ξ) = u0 + ξφ

(2)

This is because the grips can be assumed to be rigid. Dividing by the paper thickness t, the strain
ε in the thickness direction is obtained as:
ε(ξ) = (u0 + ξφ)/t

(3)
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In the elastic region, the stress is (since a uniaxial stress state is assumed) given by:
σ(ξ) = Eε(ξ)

(4)

Introducing the following transformation:
ξ = Rsinθ

(5)

will turn (1) in to:
$a

2R 2

% ! cos $d$ = P;
2

"# / 2

$a

2R 3

% ! cos $sin$d$ = "Ps&
2

(6a, b)

"# / 2

Putting θa = θc = π/2 will give the elastic case (I) and the value of u0, which will give σ = σc, can
be determined. Remember the note made previously about the initial value of σc.
For reasons of simplicity, the analysis will start when the displacement in θ = π/2 equals uc.
Then a real crack is forming and one enters case III. Over the part of the cross section where a
real crack is propagating, the stress is of course equal to zero. Over the cohesive zone, i.e. when
θc ≤ θ ≤ θa, one will have for σ:
σ = σc(sinθa – sinθ)/(sinθa – sinθc)

(7)

In addition to equations (6a, b), one must have that for θ = θa, u = uc, which condition with equations (2) and (5), will give:
uc = u0 + Rφsin θa

(8)

Also, for θ = θc, u = σct/E, which (again with (2) and (5)) will give:
σct/E = u0 + Rφsin θc

(9)

Equations (6a, b), (8) and (9) will give four equations for the four unknowns P, θa, θc and φ
(choosing u0 to be the independent parameter in this case). If, during the analysis, the displacement at θ = - π/2 becomes equal to zero one has to proceed in a different manner. Putting the
displacement at θ = - π/2 equal to zero will give with (2) and (5) that:
u0 – Rφ = 0

(10)

Now, consider Fig. 8:

Fig. 8: Contacting points.
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The reaction force FR will affect equations (6a, b) such that:
$a

2R
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2
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2

R
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One extra equation is gained, i.e. equation (10) but at the price of another unknown; FR. However five unknowns; F, FR, φ, θa and θa are determined by equations (6’a, b), (8), (9), and (10). If,
at some instant, the reaction force FR goes from a positive value to zero, then FR is put equal to
zero, equation (10) becomes invalid and the analysis proceed as before.
It should be pointed out that all results are based on the assumption that unloading over the
cohesive zone never occurs.
In order to relate the results from the analytical model to the AE output, it is reasonable to assume that to create one unit stress free area, in average N0 fiber bonds have to be broken. This
means that for a given value of θa, one contribution to the number of broken bonds is:
"/2

"/2

# dA(!) = 2N R # cos !d! .
2

N0

2

0

!a

!a

In the cohesive zone the material has failed completely at θ = θa while at θ = θc, the material is
intact. If it is assumed that the number of broken bonds per unit area varies linearly over the cohesive zone, this will give another contribution to the total number of broken bonds according to:
!a

2N 0R
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2
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such that the total number of broken bonds will be proportional to Ψ given by:
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If there is a direct proportionality between the total number of broken bonds and total number of
AE events ! ev one will have the form of the AE curve given by:

! ev = αΨ

(12)

where α is a constant.
Results

Numerical example
To solve the equations, MATLAB [6] was utilized. The following input data were used:
R = 17.5 mm, s = 50 mm, t = 0.042 mm.
σc = 50 MPa, E = 500 MPa, Gc = σcu0/2 = 0.14 N/mm
In Fig. 9a is shown the applied load P versus the load point displacement u0. while Fig. 9b shows
Ψ versus the load point displacement u0.
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Fig. 9b: Ψ versus the load point displacement u0.

Fig. 9a: The load P versus the load point displacement u0.

It should be pointed out that the results given in Figs. 9a and 9b are at best qualitative. However, the experimental P vs. u0 curves shows the same behavior as is shown in Fig. 9b. Also, the
experimental AE curves exhibit a steep slope just after load maximum and another observation is
that as the load point displacement u0 is increased, the AE curve levels out.
One thing that must be remembered is that the model does not account for the initiation of
damage, i.e. for phase II but only for the propagation of a real crack across the cross section of
the grips.
Experimental Results
The load – displacement curves and corresponding AE curves are shown in Fig. 10 for the
two paper qualities. These were as mentioned before; light-weight coated (LWC) paper and paper board. The curves represent average values for at least 8 specimens. Note that on the horizontal axis in Fig. 10, time in seconds is the parameter. With a given deformation rate, this can easily be converted to displacement.
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Fig. 10: Curves for load and cumulative AE events for a paperboard and LWC versus time.
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As can be observed from Fig. 10, there was a big difference between the behavior of LWC
and paper board. The most obvious difference is the peak load level in that the paper board load
curve peaked at about 320 N while the LWC load curve peaked at about 700 N. Also, the shapes
of the curves show differences. For example, LWC seems to be quite brittle since the load decreases rapidly after the load peak and there are also very few AE events before the peak load is
reached. As the load decreases after the load peak, the AE events increased dramatically (in
agreement with the results from the analytical model). The paper board, on the other hand, had a
more non-brittle behavior in that damage (AE) started well before the peak load was reached.
Also, the drop in load after the peak load was not as dramatic as for LWC.
Discussion
An experimental device for studying the damage evolution in paper when loaded in the
thickness (Z) direction has been presented. The method, when applied to two different paper
qualities, shows promising results in that it is possible to get some information regarding the
toughness of the paper material. It is also possible to determine the load or deformation when
damage initiates. This together with for example the finite element method, can give information
about stress and strain fields at the onset of damage. An analytical model is also developed
which in spite of its simplicity seems to be able to predict, at least in a qualitative sense, both the
load – displacement and AE relations. With a more refined model it might be possible to perform
parameter estimation, i.e. to estimate from experimental data, the cohesive strength and fracture
energy.
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Abstract
Detecting corrosion of prestressing strands in concrete structures requires non-destructive
techniques like acoustic emission (AE), which allows the monitoring of active defects of the
structures. The aim of this work is to adapt AE to structural characteristics of bridges, to detect
and localize stress corrosion cracking (hydrogen embrittlement, HE) of tendons. Accelerated
corrosion tests with ammonium thiocyanate on tensioned cables have permitted to validate AE
system capacity to detect signals coming from hydrogen embrittlement mechanism. Distinction
by AE of the different stages of the mechanism (crack initiation, crack propagation, etc.) occurring on prestressing strands is observed. Limited accessibility to strands on bridges has also been
taken into account by placing AE sensors on strand anchorage. Results show effects of wave
dispersion but the discrimination of AE hits is possible. This work presents the potential of AE
monitoring to detect, in their earliest stage, damages to prestressing strands, but the limitations of
AE technique is also pointed out.
Introduction
Non-destructive testing is multi-faceted and diversified. Most of them allow no real-time
control of structural damage evolution, in contrast to acoustic emission (AE). Due to the collection by sensors placed on the structure of acoustic waves emitted by active defects, the detection
and localization of damages can be done [1, 2]. Naturally, a non-destructive method has to be
adapted to the degradation characteristics but also to the monitored structure.
Bridges studied in this work are prestressed concrete bridges. In addition to many bridges,
which benefit from this technology (48% of new structures use this construction technique), this
method is also used for nuclear power-plant construction or for energy production units. It is
based on concrete compression maintained by the way of tensioned strands (at 80% of the guaranteed ultimate tensile strength, GUTS) of high mechanical strength [3]. Strands are maintained
in ducts placed inside concrete walls of post-tensioned prestressed concrete bridges. A grout is
injected inside the duct to protect strands from corrosion. Concrete compression is realized by
the way of anchorage systems at each side of the concrete unit [4]. Despite the use of protection,
metallic strands can suffer from corrosion, notably stress corrosion cracking [5]. It can be initiated by material surface defects or by ionic species in the interstitial liquid of concrete, near
strands. In these initiation zones, the presence of high strain conditions associated with an appreciable hydrogen concentration cause the metallic embrittlement [6]. When stresses in the crack
tip reach a critical value, then the crack propagates until rapid wire failure.
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AE has shown its capacity to detect corrosion phenomenon [7-14]. Besides, it is used on
bridges to detect different damage types [15-18], but also in other areas, especially on metallic
structures suffering from corrosion like storage tanks.
This work offers to validate the capacity of AE technique to detect stress corrosion cracking
(hydrogen embrittlement), and the final aim is to be able to characterize the different degradation
stages of prestressing tendons. Characteristic parameters coming from AE analysis are attributed
to each corrosion mechanism. At the same time, a comparison of results obtained on sensors attached at different places on the structure is done to observe the acoustic waves propagation.
Testing Device and Experimental Procedure
Specimens are prestressing strands of T15.7 type. It is a cable including a straight central
wire with six other wires surrounding it helicoidally (Fig. 1). The steel used to manufacture these
strands is obtained after cold drawing process. This process results in a microstructure composed
of fine pearlitic grains fully oriented in the wire axis. This microstructure offers to the strand
important mechanical characteristics, notably concerning the ultimate tensile strength (UTS)
about 1900 MPa (the force of 285 kN for T15.7 unit).

Fig. 1. T15.7 strand geometry: composed by a central wire and 6 helical wires.
Table 1. Chemical composition and mechanical properties of cold-drawn steel for T15.7.
Chemical composition [wt%]
C
Si
Mn
P
S

0.8
0.25
0.50
0.02
0.02

Mechanical properties
F0,1 [kN]
Fm [kN]
Elongation [%]
Sectional area [mm²]
Pitch [mm]

275
295
5.3
150
240

The testing device used to apply a constant elongation to specimens is presented on Fig. 2.
Basically, it is composed of a rigid frame and a hydraulic jack allowing tensioning a cable at
80% of its GUTS (≈ 220 kN).
The corrosion cell permits to apply a corrosive environment to the strand. The corrosive solution chosen is ammonium thiocyanate (NH4SCN) with a concentration of 250 g.l-1, following
EN-ISO Standard 15630-3. The ammonium thiocyanate is known to make steel prone to
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hydrogen embrittlement by inhibition of recombination reaction of hydrogen atoms. During the
test, the corrosive solution is kept at a constant temperature (50°C).
Some selection tests of the sensors have permitted to choose the sensor presenting the best
detection/easy use ratio. The sensor having the best results is a resonant type micro-80 (EPA).
For the strand monitoring in laboratory, four sensors have been used (Fig. 2). Sensors 1 and 2 are
located on each side of the corrosion cell to have reference signals. Sensors 3 and 4 are attached
on the anchorage system: sensor 3 is placed on the wedge system and sensor 4 on the wire end.
The sensor coupling with the structure is done with a rigid paste (HBMX60 paste). Received
signals are amplified and then processed by the AE system. The sampling frequency used for the
data acquisition is 1 MHz. The acquisition threshold used is 26 dB.

Fig. 2. Strand loading system and AE sensor positions.
Results and Discussion
Metallographic observations of the specimen:
The fracture surface of broken wire is of brittle type and shows three propagation stages (Fig.
3a). The primary crack meets several smaller cracks on the surface of the wire. The propagation
depth of the primary crack is relatively shallow, about 370 µm. The second stage of the crack
progress is mode II propagation (Fig. 3b). This propagation process is typical of cold-drawn steel
SCC due to the microstructure, which can be assimilating to an orthotropic material [19-21]. The
last stage of the fracture surface is a shear failure with some radial marks oriented toward the
primary crack (Fig. 3d).
Despite the crack propagation is not a pure mode I, a first approximation of the threshold
stress intensity factor KSCC can be made with the Valiente method [22]. The wire is considered as
a bar with a 5.2 mm diameter. The guaranteed ultimate tensile strength of the wire is 1860 MPa.
The KSCC factor obtained is 56 MPa√m. This value is lower than classical stress intensity factor
of cold-drawn steel [23]. It is also lower than Toribio [19] values obtained with a hydrogen embrittlement. It can be explained by the important quantity of hydrogen, which has penetrated in
steel in this case by comparison to other works.
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The hydrogen effect on strand damages is also present on the specimen surface. Lots of small
cracks are visible on the wire surface due to the important introduction of hydrogen inside the
metallic matrix. Some longitudinal secondary cracks are also present (Fig. 3c).

a)

b)

c)
d)
Fig. 3. a) Fracture surface with mode I crack propagation, b) fracture surface with radial marks,
c) microcracks and longitudinal secondary cracks, d) shear failure and surface cracks.
Hydrogen embrittlement detection:
Sensor having collected the most AE hits is sensor 2 (Fig. 4). Collection ratio differences
between all sensors can be explained:
• For sensors 3 and 4, separated from corrosion cell (signal dispersion coming from wave
propagation and multiple impedance crossings).
• For sensor 1, by a less efficient coupling than for sensor 2.
All analysis will be based on results obtained on sensor 2. Figure 5 present cumulative AE number and cumulative energy evolutions with time. We can see four different stages:
Stage 1: from 0 to 15-20 hours. We observe a low number of hits, whose energy is also low.
This stage corresponds to the homogenization and chemical stabilization of specimen in the
corrosive solution after the filling up of the corrosion cell. This stage is then inherent to the
test procedure.
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Fig. 4. AE hits evolution on each channel.
Stage 2: from 15-20 hours to 110-120 hours. For this period, AE behavior is characterized by
a substantial increase of AE hits, but AE energy evolves differently. From the literature, we
can attribute this behavior to hydrogen formation and bubble bursting at the specimen surface
[12, 24-26]. Besides, Jomdecha et al. [27] showed that for stress corrosion cracking mechanism, a strong AE activity appears to come from hydrogen. These mechanisms involve the
pseudo-passive layer breakdown and the beginning of hydrogen diffusion inside metal matrix.
Stage 3: from 110-120 hours to 275 hours. It can be characterized like a steady state where
the increase of AE hits is very low, so as cumulative energy. It is an initiation stage concerning hydrogen embrittlement and general corrosion occurs. A post-mortem analysis has shown
general corrosion near fracture area. At the end of this stage when hydrogen uptake is sufficient for the steel to exceed the threshold stress intensity factor (KSCC+HE), rapid crack propagation takes place.
Stage 4: after 275 hours. It is pure crack propagation phenomenon affecting a large volume
of metal characterized by low AE hits of high energies. This stage is very brief until final
strand failure (<12 hours).
Characteristics of AE hits coming from each damage stage have been analyzed. First stage
has been omitted from this study because its length is very limited and its detection on bridges is
of little interest. Four AE parameters (amplitude, duration, counts, cumulative hits) characterizing evolution during stages 2, 3 and 4 (Table 2) have been selected. All hits have been considered including hits near strand breakage. Best discriminating parameters for each stage are duration and counts. Although high cumulative hits characterize phase 2, this parameter does not
allow clear distinction between phase 3 and phase 4. Amplitude is also unable to distinguish
between phases 2 and 3.
AE monitoring on the anchorage system:
For all tests, sensors 3 and 4 (placed on anchorage and on strand end, respectively) have detected strand corrosion degradation. The evolution for both sensor locations are quite similar and
when we compare with results obtained for channel 2, the four damage stages are not so clearly
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Fig. 5. AE hits and energy evolutions with time on channel 2.
Table 2. Means values of AE parameters and cumulative hits for damage stages 2, 3 and 4
(channel 2).
AE on channel 2
Amplitude (dB)
Duration (µs)
Counts
ΣAE hits

Stage 2
33
182
8
62138

Stage 3
33
384
22
2627

Stage 4
39
664
67
2793

recognized. Nevertheless, we can identify stages 1 and 4 limits. When we apply now the same
data processing as above (Table 3) we observe that amplitude parameter has nearly the same
value for sensors 2 to 4 (channels 2 to 4).
Concerning AE hits, their cumulative number is clearly lower for channel 3 and 4 (notably
for stage 2) than for channel 2. Despite a reversal of lower duration value for sensor 4, duration
and counts seem to be also valid discrimination parameters for sensors attached on the anchorage
system.
Conclusion
Although SCC mechanisms induced by hydrogen are complex, AE has permitted to distinguish different damage stages. By a rather simple approach using classical AE parameters, AE
monitoring is able to differentiate four stages of the evolution of corrosion damage. Most emitting mechanisms are bursting of hydrogen bubbles or fast crack propagation that can easily be
determined with these parameters.
A comparison of AE signals collected near the damage zone (sensor 2) and behind anchorage
system (sensor 3 and 4) permits us to conclude that a discrimination of the different damage
mechanisms by usual AE parameters is possible placing sensors on anchorage area. This is in
many cases the only accessible zone on structures.
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Fig. 6. Hits and energy evolutions with time on sensor 3 (channel 3).

Fig. 7 Hits and energy evolutions with time on sensor 4 (channel 4).
Table 3. Mean values of AE parameters and cumulative hits for damage stages 2, 3 and 4.
AE on channel 3
Amplitude (dB)
Duration (µs)
Counts
CumulativeAE hits
AE on channel 4
Amplitude (dB)
Duration (µs)
Counts
CumulativeAE hits

Stage 2
33
790
34
2470
Stage 2
34
543
41
1902
38

Stage 3
34
1138
68
2553
Stage 3
34
1115
58
2640

Stage 4
39
1303
89
1437
Stage 4
39
757
72
1864

Results obtained are promising and show interesting capacities of AE for the early detection
of stress-corrosion cracking damages in prestressing strands tensioned in bridge configurations.
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Abstract
Acoustic emission (AE) sources in a plate generate dispersive Lamb waves. In this research,
pencil lead breaks (PLBs) were made on an edge of a 3.1 mm thick aluminum alloy plate to generate such AE waves. The PLBs were made near the plate mid-plane and near the bottom of the
edge. The waves were sensed by pairs of AE sensors (both resonant or both non-resonant wideband). Each sensor of each pair was located at a different distance from the plate edge PLB position. The signals from the different sensors and source positions were analyzed and contrasted.
The recorded signals were processed by a wavelet transform (WT), and the group velocity curves
for the appropriate Lamb modes were superimposed to clearly identify the modes in the signal.
The threshold-independent mode arrival times at specific intense signal frequencies were determined by the time of the peak WT magnitude at the intense frequency. Since the two sensors
were located at different known distances from the PLB position, an experimental group velocity
was calculated based on the difference in arrival times and the difference in distance. This velocity was then compared to the theoretical group velocity for the relevant mode and frequency. In
addition, an alternate frequency/time analysis method was used. This was the Choi-Williams distribution (CWD). The same procedures used for the WT results were followed for the CWD distribution. In addition the experimental results were compared to finite element calculated results
for plate-edge monopoles both near the mid-plane and near the top plate edge. Group velocities
within 6.5 % of the theoretical values were obtained with all the sensor types when certain intense resonant frequencies were ignored for two of the three resonant sensor types.
Introduction
The author and his co-workers have published a number of papers on the analysis of finiteelement modeled (FEM) acoustic emission (AE) signals in a 4.7 mm thick aluminum plate [1- 6].
One focus of this work has been to demonstrate the use of a wavelet transform (WT) to obtain
accurate and threshold-independent arrival times from the peak WT magnitude of certain intense
frequencies of the Lamb modes. Since these arrival times were associated with specific known
group velocities, very accurate source locations could be calculated for the dispersive AE waves
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even in the presence of significant electronic preamplifier noise [6]. This result was due to the
fact that the WT spreads out the noise in frequency, while the arrival of a mode in an AE signal
concentrates the signal energy at specific frequencies and specific times. In addition, since WTbased arrival times are obtained from regions of the AE signal that have significant amplitude,
the above approach is also much more robust in the presence of preamplifier noise than AE
analysis techniques that seek to obtain the arrival time from the very first arrival of an AE signal.
This result is due to the fact that the first arrival region of an AE signal is often considerably
lower in amplitude than the peak region of the signal. Thus, the very first arrival may be “lost” in
the noise.
Due to the small spatial resolution of the FEM results (typically a 0.3 mm cell size), the WTbased arrival times were in essence obtained from the signal from a perfectly flat-with-frequency
point-contact “pseudo” displacement sensor. Thus, a question remains with respect to the above
research. What is the accuracy of arrival times obtained in a similar fashion from the signals
from real AE sensors?
The purpose of the research reported here was to examine with signals from real AE sensors
whether experimentally obtained mode arrival times from pencil lead break (PLB) generated
waves accurately corresponded to theoretical group velocities in a thin aluminum plate. These
experiments were done using a variety of AE sensor types, and the arrival times were determined
from frequency/time analysis, as was done with the FEM-generated results. The sensors included both wideband (with response approximately flat with frequency over certain frequency
ranges) and resonant sensors (this characterization of the sensors was based on information
available from sensor suppliers). Both a WT and the Choi-Williams distribution (CWD) were
compared relative to their use for determination of accurate mode arrival times as measured by
the closeness of the experimental group velocities to theory. These comparisons were made from
the arrival times of the more intense modal regions in the frequency/time magnitude results.
Experiment
Previous finite element modeled results as well as experimental results demonstrated that
PLBs applied to the edge of a plate generated AE waves that were much more similar to the AE
from modeled results from interior buried dipole AE sources than PLBs applied to the plate top
or bottom surface [7,8]. Hence, PLBs (0.3 mm diameter, 2H hardness, length of about 2 mm)
were applied to the edge of an aluminum alloy plate having a thickness of 3.1 mm. Two sensors
of each type were mounted at a time on the upper plate surface by use of vacuum grease as the
couplant. They were mounted on a line perpendicular to the plate-edge PLB position (located at
the midpoint along the long edge of the plate). One sensor was mounted at 127 mm (5 in.) from
the edge, and the other at 305 mm (12 in.). Based on the results of previous modeling that
showed the modal distribution of energy in an AE signal strongly depended on the source depth
in a plate [1], the pencil lead was broken in contact with the plate edge near the mid-plane and
also near the bottom of the edge. A third AE sensor located on the plate top surface near the PLB
point was used to provide a consistent trigger signal for a 12-bit transient digital recorder. A passive four-pole Butterworth filter was used to high-pass the signals at 50 kHz before the signals
were recorded with a time step of 0.1 µs. A total of six different models of AE sensors were
used, including two commercially available wideband sensors (designated WB #1 and WB #2)
and three commercially available resonant sensors (designated Res #1, Res #2 and Res #3). In
addition, a high sensitivity wideband sensor developed at NIST Boulder was used (designated
FHWA) [9, 10]. Some information about the sensors is shown in Table 1. No special purchase
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Table 1 Listing of sensors used.
Sensor names
FHWA
WB #1
WB #2
Res #1
Res #2
Res #3

Expected response character
Wideband
Wideband
Wideband
Resonant
Resonant
Resonant

Freq. [kHz] of peak response
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
125
500
150

of sensors was made; instead available sensors from other projects were used. Appropriate preamplifiers and preamplifier gains were used with each sensor. In all cases the high-pass frequency of the preamplifiers was either 1 kHz or 5 kHz, and the low-pass frequency was at least 1
MHz. A total of at least three PLBs was made for each source position for each set of sensors to
make sure that representative results were obtained. In the analysis, only the representative signals from one PLB (per source position) were used for each set of sensors. The transverse dimensions of the plate (1220 mm by 1525 mm) were large enough to preclude reflections from
the plate edges arriving during the duration of the waves propagating directly from the PLB position to the sensors.
In addition, finite element modeled results were also obtained for a 3.1 mm thick aluminum
plate. These results were “converted” from existing results for a 4.7 mm thick aluminum plate by
use of a technique previously demonstrated [11]. Because the “converted” 3.1 mm thick results
were generated from the existing results for a different plate thickness and propagation distance,
the in-plane monopole source depths (below the top surface of the plate) and the propagation distance were directly determined by the “conversion” process applied to the original data. Thus,
the propagation distance to the “pseudo” sensor position was 120 mm from the monopole source
applied to the plate edge. In addition, the two source depths were 0.52 mm (near the plate top
edge) and 1.35 mm (near the plate mid-plane) below the top plate surface. After the conversion
process was applied to the unfiltered FEM data, the signal that represented the out-of-plane top
surface displacement versus time was digitally filtered with a four-pole 50 kHz high-pass Butterworth filter and then resampled in time from 29.6 ns to 0.1 µs per point. The resultant data
corresponded to the sampling interval of the experimental data. The domain of the plate for the
finite element modeled (FEM) data was smaller in size (530 mm on the source side by 330 mm
in the propagation direction) than the experimental plate. The plate was still of sufficient size that
edge reflections did not occur during the full arrival of the signal that propagated directly from
the source to the “pseudo” sensor position.
Group Velocity Curves for a Thin Aluminum Plate and Frequency/Time Analysis Procedures
Group velocity curves [12] of the fundamental symmetric and the first two antisymmetric
Lamb modes for the 3.1 mm thick plate are shown in Fig. 1. Additional group velocity modes
were not considered because their frequencies were beyond those normally used in AE for the
current plate thickness. WTs [12] of the signals from the PLBs and FEM results were calculated.
Group velocity curves were superimposed on the WT results by use of the known propagation
distances. To correctly superimpose the group velocity curves (after the effect of propagation
distance was accounted for), the curves were offset in time to match (by eye) the WT experimental results for the FHWA sensor. Then this same time offset was used for all the other
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Fig. 1. Relevant group velocities vs. frequency for an aluminum plate of 3.1 mm thickness [12].
sensor results. This time adjustment was not necessary for the FEM results, because the displacement versus time data started at the time of the AE source initiation. The key parameters
chosen for the WT calculation were a frequency resolution of 3 kHz (frequency band) and a
wavelet size of 600 samples. In addition, a feature of the WT software was used to determine the
frequencies, arrival times (at the peak magnitude of the frequency band) and the peak magnitude
of the more intense mode arrivals.
An alternate frequency/time analysis was also applied to each experimental signal and to the
FEM results. This approach was the CWD. This computation was made using the LabVIEW implementation (Easy CWD) [13]. Other than the default parameters, the following settings were
used: (i) 2048 frequency bins, (ii) time resolution of 0.1 µs, (iii) analytic signal and (iv) α = 0.1
(this parameter controls the balance between resolution and cross-term interference). The CWD
implementation did not allow for the superposition of the group velocity curves, but it was easy
to pick out the modes by eye by use of the insight from the WT results for the same signals.
Again the frequency, arrival times (at the peak of the frequency band) and the peak magnitude of
the more intense mode arrivals were obtained from the CWD results by use of custom additions
to the LabVIEW programming.
The frequencies of the intense mode arrivals were reported as the frequency at the high end
of the WT and CWD frequency bands. Because the CWD bands were 2.44 kHz wide, the reported frequency was the largest number without decimal values in each band.
Typical Time Domain Results for Signals from Experimental PLBs and the FEM Data
Because the spread in time between the modes increased as the propagation distance increased, the signals at the farther distance (305 mm) were initially selected for more detailed examination. Thus, mode identification was enhanced. For an edge in-plane PLB near the midplane of the plate, Fig. 2 illustrates typical experimental time domains of the signals from all
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Fig. 2. Time domains for the different sensors at 305 mm propagation distance from PLB near
the mid-plane of plate.

Fig. 3. Time domains for the different sensors at 305 mm propagation distance from PLB near
the bottom edge of plate.
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the sensor types. Figure 3 shows the typical time domain results for an in-plane edge PLB near
the bottom of the plate.
Figure 2 demonstrates that for nominally the same displacement wave passing beneath the
sensors, there was a wide variety of waveforms from the different sensors for the near mid-plane
PLB. Only the wideband FHWA and WB #1 sensor signals were reasonably similar. As expected
from the group velocity curves, the S0 (extensional) mode first arrival was clearly observed at the
beginning of all the signals. From the wideband sensor signals, the first arrival of the A0 (flexural) mode can also be identified by eye, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 2. In contrast, the first
arrival of the flexural mode cannot be easily identified in the resonant sensor signals. Close examination by use of an expanded time scale of the signal from the Res #2 sensor does show the
first arrival of the A0 mode, but it was a little later than with the wideband sensors.
For the PLB source near the bottom edge, Fig. 3 shows the first arrival of the extensional
mode for all the sensor signals. Also, with the exception of the Res #1 sensor, the first arrival
region of the flexural mode can be identified by eye, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 3. For this
source position, the time domain signals were still quite different from each other, but they were
more similar to each other than for the near mid-plane source. The signals from all three wideband sensors were the most like each other for the near bottom edge source.

Fig. 4. FEM displacement at 120 mm propagation distance and sensor signals at 127 mm for inplane source. Left column source near mid-plane and right column source near a plate surface.
It is of interest to compare the PLB results with the FEM results. Figure 4 shows the FEM
out-of-plane displacement versus time for the in-plane edge monopole source located at two
depths. These results are shown as the top waveforms in part (a) at 1.35 mm depth (near the midplane) and in part (b) at 0.52 mm depth (near the top edge). Figure 4 also shows the PLB waveforms for the different sensors at the 127 mm propagation distance. Although the
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propagation distance of the FEM result was a little less at 120 mm, it is clear that both the extensional and flexural mode signals show clear first arrival regions in the FEM signals, while the
PLB signals in general show mode arrival characteristics similar to those discussed above for the
larger propagation distance. In addition, it is worthwhile to note that the wideband sensor signals
were much closer to those from the FEM computation. The resonant sensor signals were not
nearly as close to the FEM-based signals. In closing this paragraph, we point out that the only
significant difference between a source near the top edge (FEM data) and one near the bottom
edge (PLB data) is a change in phase of the anti-symmetric modes.

Fig. 5. WT (left column) and CWD (right column) of signals (Fig. 2) resulting from PLB near
the mid-plane of the plate sensed by wideband sensors at a propagation distance of 305 mm.
Typical Frequency/Time Results for Signals from Experimental PLBs and the FEM Results
The left columns of Figs. 5 through 8 show the results after the WT was applied to the sensor
signals. The A0 and S0 modes are labeled in all the figures, and the A1 mode is labeled in figures
where it was relevant. Figures 5 and 7 respectively show the wideband sensor results for the near
mid-plane and near bottom edge PLBs. Figures 6 and 8 respectively show the resonant sensor
results for the near mid-plane and near bottom edge PLBs. With the help of the group velocity
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Fig. 6. WT (left column) and CWD (right column) of signals (Fig. 2) resulting from PLB near
the mid-plane of the plate sensed by resonant sensors at a propagation distance of 305 mm.
curves at the known propagations distances, it was easy to identify the modes that were intense
for all the sensors at both source depths. Thus the WT results provide a clearer picture of the
modes and their arrivals than do the original amplitude versus time results. This result is particularly the case for the resonant sensors. Of even more importance, the WT results also identified
the frequencies within the modes that were most intense for the different sensors at the two different source depths.
Because the waves that the sensors responded to were very similar for each PLB position, the
WT results demonstrate significant distinctions between the response characteristics of the different sensors. First, considering the wideband sensor data for the near mid-plane source, the
FHWA sensor responded most strongly in the A0 mode, while the other two wideband sensors
responded most strongly in the S0 mode (see Fig. 5). Second, with these same three wideband
sensors for the near bottom edge source, the signals responded most strongly in the A0 mode. For
this source depth, Fig. 7 shows that there were two regions of most intensity in the A0 mode for
the signals from the WB #1 and WB #2 sensors, and only one lower frequency region for the
signals from the FHWA sensor.
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Fig. 7. WT (left column) and CWD (right column) of signals (Fig. 3) resulting from PLB near
the bottom edge of the plate sensed by wideband sensors at a propagation distance of 305 mm.
Examination of the resonant sensors WT results shown in Fig. 6 for the near mid-plane
source position showed that the S0 mode was dominant in the signals from each sensor. In addition the figure showed that there was a considerable difference in the dominant frequency within
that mode for the different sensors. For the source position near the bottom edge, the A0 mode
dominated for all the resonant sensors, as can be observed in Fig. 8. Again there was a wide
range in the most dominant frequency within the mode. When the WT results for the different
resonant sensors were examined in more depth, it was found that not only are there different frequencies within the modes more intense than those that were intense for the wideband sensors,
but there is evidence that points to resonances within the signals from these sensors. For example
for the near mid-plane source, the Res #3 sensor result shows a time-extended high intensity region of the S0 mode at about 150 kHz (see Fig. 6). This resonance was expected based on the
characteristics of this sensor. Another example of such behavior was present in the WT results of
the Res #1 sensor signal for the source near the bottom edge. In this case, there was an extended
intense region at about 100 kHz, where the intense region starts at the A0 mode curve and then
continues with intensity (as time increases) at this same frequency (see Fig. 8). These examples
of resonant behavior were not present in the wideband sensor results. For example in contrast to
the Res #1 result, for the same near bottom edge source position, the FHWA sensor’s intense region closely follows the A0 mode curve (see Fig. 7).
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Fig. 8. WT (left column) and CWD (right column) of signals (Fig. 3) resulting from PLB near
the bottom edge of the plate sensed by resonant sensors at a propagation distance of 305 mm.
Corresponding to the WTs of the signals from the different sensors for the two source positions, the CWD results from the sensor signals are shown in the right columns of Figs. 5 through
8 for the 305 mm propagation distance. Based on the adjacent WT results, the intense modes in
the CWD were labeled as shown. The most intense regions for each sensor at each depth were
similar to the WT results except for a slight difference in the CWD for the FHWA sensor for the
in-plane source. In this case, there is an additional intense region within the S0 mode at approximately 650 kHz in the CWD result. This region does not show as strongly in the WT result for
this signal. Further contrasts between the CWD and the WT results will be discussed later in this
paper.
The WT and CWD results were also obtained from the FEM-generated signals at the two
depths. Figure 9 shows these results in the left column for the near mid-plane source results and
in the right column for the near top surface results. Due to the fact that the FEM results represent
those from a perfect wideband sensor, it makes the most sense to compare them with the experimental results from the wideband sensors. In this comparison, there was a significant difference
for the near mid-plane result. For the FEM signals, the WT and CWD (respectively Figs. 9(a)
and (c)) results show that the most intense region was in the low frequency region (centered
around 60 kHz) of the A0 mode. In the experimental case for the near mid-plane PLB, the most
intense region, except for the FHWA sensor, was in the S0 mode at both propagation distances
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Fig. 9. WTs of finite element modeled signals shown in top row of Fig. 4; (a) near mid-plane
source and (b) near top edge. CWD for the same two modeled signals; (c) and (d) correspond
respectively to the signals resulting in the WTs in (a) and (b).
(results at 127 mm are not shown). For the FHWA sensor the most intense mode was the A0
mode, but the intense frequency regions were at higher frequencies than with those from the
FEM results. Specifically the FHWA signal had two nearly identical magnitude WT peaks at 291
kHz and 513 kHz at the 127 mm distance, and at the 305 mm distance the most intense WT peak
was at 405 kHz. For the source position nearer a plate surface, the FEM result (Figs. 9(b) and
(d)) was quite similar to the experimental wideband sensor results at both distances (results for
the 127 mm distance are not shown) for the FHWA and WB #1 sensors, as shown in Fig. 7 at the
305 mm distance, with the most intense region being in the low frequency region centered
around 60 kHz (at the 127 mm distance the results were similar, but are not shown). The WB #2
sensor had its most intense region at a higher frequency of the A0 mode centered at about 138
kHz in the WT result. This observation indicates the WB #2 sensor has a poorer low frequency
response compared to that of the other two wideband sensors.
Group Velocity Results for PLBs near the Mid-plane and Bottom-edge of the Plate
Because, as previously noted, the individual mode/frequency combinations with significant
intensity are most easily characterized at the further propagation distance, the WTs and CWDs
for the 305 mm propagation distance were used to define the intense mode/frequency combinations (i.e., the regions in the frequency versus time plane where the magnitudes of the WT or
CWD were large at mode arrivals) to be used to determine mode arrival times at both propagation distances. It is worth noting that the frequency at the peak within the modes was not exactly
the same for the WT and CWD for a particularly intense modal region. The process of determining of arrival times is demonstrated in Fig. 10 for a signal from the FHWA sensor for a near mid50

Table 2 Mode/Frequency combinations and group velocities for PLB near mid-plane.
Mode/Frequency
Sensor
[kHz]
A0/405
A0/463
FHWA
S0/627
S0/661
S0/351
S0/371
WB
A0/141
A0/146
#1
A0/60
A0/61
WB
S0/375
S0/397
#2
S0/306
S0/307
Res #1
S0/441
S0/517
S0/510
S0/527
Res #2
A0/195
A0/222
S0/147
S0/153
Res #3
S0/252
S0/251

Magnitude as a
percentage of
maximum
100
100
55
93
100
100
62
36
61
36
100
100
100
83
77
71
100
100
66
22
100
100
94
98

Experimental
group velocity
[mm/µs]
3.16
3.03
2.78
2.56
5.08
4.91
2.80
2.80
2.34
2.26
4.95
4.89
5.37
5.44
4.49
4.32
4.04
4.03
2.99
3.09
5.40
5.37
5.25
5.26

Theory group
velocity
[mm/µs]
3.14
3.14
2.91
2.46
4.99
4.93
2.85
2.87
2.26
2.30
4.92
4.84
5.12
5.11
4.63
4.13
4.18
4.05
3.00
3.05
5.35
5.34
5.22
5.22

Signed percentage
difference in velocity
0.6
-3.4
-4.7
4.1
1.8
-0.4
-1.7
-2.5
3.6
-1.9
0.7
0.9
5.0
6.5
-3.0
4.5
-3.3
-0.4
-0.5
1.8
1.1
0.6
0.5
0.5

plane PLB. This figure shows the signal, the CWD and WT, and the magnitude versus time of
both the CWD and the WT coefficients for the 405 kHz frequency band. The time of the maximum magnitude peak was used to define the arrival time of the A0 mode in this case. Using the
differences in the arrival times (since the signals from the two sensors had a common trigger) an
experimental group velocity was calculated based on the difference in propagation distance of
178 mm. Table 2 summarizes the more intense mode/frequency combinations and their relative
magnitude (from the 305 mm results) at the mode arrival along with the calculated experimental
group velocity. The relative magnitude was calculated based on the maximum frequency/time
intensity for the whole signal. In addition, the table shows the theoretical group velocities (from
the data shown in Fig. 1) and a sign-based percentage difference of the experimental velocity
relative to the theoretical one. In the table, there are two lines for each mode/frequency case. The
first line gives the WT results, and the second line gives the associated CWD results for each
sensor and mode/frequency case. When the local maximum of an intense frequency was near the
50 kHz filter’s high-pass frequency, a frequency of 60 kHz was used for the WT and 61 kHz for
the CWD. Only the intense mode/frequency combinations that had magnitude maxima for the
same mode at both propagation distances at the frequency determined from the 305 mm distance
data were considered. Also, the table does not include intense frequencies where the mode could
not be clearly indentified.
Following the same procedures used to create Table 2, Table 3 was created for the PLB
source near the bottom edge of the plate. In both tables, only the fundamental modes appear.
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Fig. 10. Illustration of determination of the A0 mode arrival times for the signal (FHWA sensor
for near mid-plane PLB; propagation distance 305 mm) shown in (a). The CWD and WT coefficients at 405 kHz are shown respectively in (b) and (c). The full CWD and WT are shown respectively in (d) and (e) with a line at 405 kHz.
Observations Based on Tables 2 and 3
In spite of the dominance of a particular mode for each of the two source positions, Tables 2
and 3 show that the frequencies that were intense within each mode varied widely over the six
different sensors. Interestingly, this was the case even for the wideband sensors (for the near
mid-plane source and the S0 mode, the minimum and maximum intense frequencies were 60 kHz
and 661 kHz; for the source near the bottom edge and the A0 mode these maximum and minimum frequency values were respectively at 60 kHz and 384 kHz). With the resonant sensors, the
range of intense S0 mode frequencies varied from 147 kHz to 527 kHz for the near mid-plane
source, and the range of A0 mode frequencies varied from 93 kHz to 466 kHz for the
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near bottom edge source. It seems most likely that these wide variations in the intense frequencies within the modes were due to both the intense mode/frequency combinations in the generated Lamb waves and the details of the different sensor’s response sensitivity as a function of
frequency. Thus, the observed intense mode frequencies do not in general directly correlate with
the sensor resonant frequencies.
Table 3 Mode/Frequency combinations and group velocities for PLB near bottom edge.

Sensor
FHWA

WB #1

WB #2

Res #1
Res #2
Res #3

Mode/Frequency
[ kHz]
A0/60
A0/61
A0/384
A0/346
A0/60
A0/61
A0/141
A0/146
A0/288
A0/317
A0/138
A0/151
A0/330
A0/349
A0/93
A0/100
S0/300
---A0/441
A0/466
A0/231
A0/239

Magnitude as a
percentage of
maximum
100
100
64
45
100
100
96
88
58
38
100
100
99
100
100
100
43
---100
100
100
100

Experimental
group velocity
[mm/µs]
2.23
2.25
3.16
3.15
2.32
2.27
2.80
2.78
3.09
3.11
2.88
2.87
3.21
3.17
3.77
3.41
5.39
---3.16
3.16
3.08
3.07

Theory group
velocity
[mm/µs]
2.26
2.30
3.14
3.13
2.26
2.30
2.85
2.87
3.11
3.12
2.83
2.88
3.13
3.13
2.59
2.64
5.14
---3.14
3.16
3.06
3.07

Signed percentage difference in
velocity
-1.6
-2.2
0.6
0.6
2.4
-1.3
-1.7
-3.1
-0.7
-0.5
1.6
-0.2
2.6
1.2
45
29
4.8
---0.9
0.7
0.8
0.3

Since the time domain signals processed by both the CWD and the WT were identical, it was
not surprising that there were related pairs (except for one case) of intense regions as shown in
Tables 2 and 3. In the single case in Table 3 for the Res #1 sensor, the CWD did not have the
same peak modal location at both propagation distances; hence no result is included in the table
in this case. Examination of these pairs shows that generally the CWD gives a higher frequency
for the frequency of the intense regions of the modes (ignoring the cases of the arbitrarily selected frequencies of 60 and 61 kHz). This result seems to be consistent with those of the following experiment. Three sine waves of frequencies 60 kHz, 270 kHz and 522 kHz (all with the
same amplitude, with a 0.1 µs time step) were superimposed, and then the WT and CWD were
applied. For the results shown in Fig. 11, the CWD band magnitudes (that included the sine wave
frequencies) expressed as a percentage from low to high frequency were 100, 100 and 67. On the
other hand, the WT magnitudes show an increasingly greater reduction at the higher frequencies,
since their respective values were 100, 48 and 36. Thus the magnitude reduction of higher frequencies does not appear in the CWD result to the same large degree as with the WT. Also as
can be clearly seen in Fig. 11, the WT results show that the single frequency input signal has intensity that increasingly spreads over a wider frequency range in the WT result as the
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Fig. 11. Results for WT (a) and CWD (b) both applied to signal comprised of superposition of
sine waves of equal amplitude at frequencies of 60 kHz, 270 kHz and 522 kHz.

Fig. 12. Illustration of cause of group velocity error with resonant Res #1 sensor at 93 kHz for
PLB source near bottom edge. Shows in (a) the peak is not in the same relation to the A0 group
velocity curve as shown in (b).
signal frequency increases. In summary, this contrast between the CWD and the WT results can
be expected to result in the CWD frequency of the pair being higher at higher frequency intense
modal regions.
The group velocity results in Tables 2 and 3 show that with the wideband sensors, the difference between the experimental velocity and the theoretical values was less than 5 %. For the
resonant sensors, the difference between experiment and theory was less than 6.5 %, with one
exception. In this case (Res #1 sensor for the near bottom edge source), the most intense region of
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the A0 mode had large differences from the theoretical group velocity (WT – 45 % and CWD –
29 %). Using the WT result, Fig. 12 illustrates the cause of this large difference. This figure
shows that at the farther distance the WT peak at 93 kHz was quite close to the A0 curve, but due
to a resonance at the shorter distance, the WT peak was well beyond the A0 curve even though
the intensity began just beyond the A0 curve. It should be noted that the error with the CWD was
still large, but it was considerably less. This result may be due to sharper peaks in time in lower
frequency bands with the CWD compared to the WT, as will be demonstrated later in this paper.
Such large differences in the experimental versus theoretical group velocities, implies that if arrival times were used from this intense region, poor results would be obtained for calculated
source locations.
The results in the tables contribute to a false impression relative to the use of resonant sensors. The reason is that a number of intense regions for these sensors were not included in the
table. They were not included due to several facts: (i) the mode associated with the frequency of
the intense region changed between the 305 propagation distance and the 127 mm distance; (ii)
there was an intensity peak near the intersection of all three modes (at about 625 kHz), and the
location of the peak magnitude changed in time relative to this intersection at the two distances;
and (iii) the mode of the intense frequency peak could not be determined. These three characteristics were not observed with the wideband sensors. Figures 13 through 15 illustrate some of
these aspects with the WT results shown at the two propagation distances. Figure 13 demonstrates a case where the mode corresponding to the peak WT coefficient at a resonant frequency
changed when the propagation distance changed. At the 127 mm distance, the peak at 147 kHz
was near the A0 mode. While at the 305 mm distance, the peak was near the S0 mode. Thus, the
signals from the Res #3 sensor at this intense frequency did not provide arrival times at a fixed
group velocity for the PLB source near the bottom edge.
Another example with the resonant Res #1 sensor is shown in Fig. 14 for a PLB near the midplane. In this case, the WT coefficient peak at 594 kHz changed its relationship in time relative
to the intersection of the three modes (A0, A1 and S0) at the two different propagation distances.
This change again would yield arrival times from the intense region that did not correspond to a
single group velocity at different propagation distances.
A final example to demonstrate the potential issues is shown in Fig. 15. In this case for the
Res #1 sensor, the mode of the WT coefficient peak at 573 kHz changed from the A1 mode at 127
mm to the A0 mode at 305 mm. This change for a PLB near the bottom edge would not result in
peak-determined arrival times at this frequency for the same mode and group velocity when the
propagation distance changed. We note that the CWD results were similar for these three examples.
Since the intense mode/frequency combinations generated by AE sources in plates vary as a
function of source depth [1] and plate thickness [11], it is not possible to predict ahead of time
when a resonant sensor will yield poor results in the determination of accurate arrival times at a
particular intense frequency. One resonant sensor (Res #2) yielded accurate group velocity results
for the sources at both source depths. This result was likely due to the fact that the intense frequencies were located at points where there was a significant difference in the group velocities of
the two fundamental modes, and these frequencies were away from the intersection of all three
modes. Thus, the results of the current experiment imply that if one is planning to use
time/frequency analysis to obtain accurate mode arrival times, it does not make sense to use
resonant sensors unless some significant experimental effort is expended to determine the
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Fig. 13. Example of nearest mode at 147 kHz peak changing with propagation distance for resonant Res #3 sensor for PLB near bottom edge.

Fig. 14. Example of mode changing relationship in time to intersection of three modes at 594
kHz peak for resonant Res #1 sensor for PLB near mid-plane.

Fig. 15. Example of mode of peak changing with propagation distance at 573 kHz with resonant
Res #1 sensor for PLB near bottom edge.
frequencies that should not be used. But, if such effort is invested, then the results from resonant
sensors can be used to obtain accurate arrival times that correspond to a single group velocity.
Thus, accurate source locations could be calculated by use of resonant sensors with their typical
advantage in sensitivity. This situation would enhance AE nondestructive examinations that depend on identifying clusters of events originating from a flaw in a structure that does not have
edge reflections (for example a large diameter sphere).
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Potential Frequencies for the Sensors for the 3.1 mm Thick Plate
Based on the results in Tables 2 and 3 and the discussion relative to the frequencies that were
not included in the table, Table 4 provides potential frequencies (really the high-end frequency of
a frequency band) to use with the WT or CWD to obtain accurate arrival times from real AE signals with the different sensors in a 3.1 mm thick aluminum plate. For each sensor, the first line in
the table provides a frequency for WT analysis and the second line gives one for CWD analysis.
The suggested frequencies are those that were the most intense in the case of the wideband sensors. In the case of the resonant sensors, as can be seen from Tables 2 and 3 the suggested frequencies were not always the most intense for the Res #1 and Res #3 sensors. This table also suggests the frequencies to avoid to prevent obtaining inaccurate arrival times that do not correspond
to the same mode arrivals at different propagation distances. Since there are two frequencies (except for one CWD case) associated with each sensor (for the two different depth regions), for
real AE testing it will be necessary to select the best frequency for each AE event and to verify
that the mode of the peak magnitude arrival time corresponds to the expected one at that frequency. Previous modeling work [14] has shown that the ratio of the peak magnitudes at the two
frequencies can be used to choose which frequency will provide the best signal-to-noise ratio. In
addition as shown in previous work [15], the group velocities from the two modes at that frequency can be used to verify the mode when source location calculations are made with each
group velocity (for the different source depths) using the determined arrival times. The velocity
that provides the smallest “Lucy” value [15] identifies the mode and results in the most accurate
source location. It is interesting to note in Table 4, that the two resonant sensors, which have frequencies to avoid, result in the frequencies from the intense signal region of the WT and CWD
being relatively close to each other, whereas, with the wideband sensors, the paired intense frequencies always resulted in the CWD frequency being significantly larger than the WT frequency.
Table 4 Suggested frequencies for arrvial times from the WT and/or CWD.
Sensor
FHWA
WB #1
WB #2
Res #1
Res #2
Res #3

Frequency [kHz],
mode for near
mid-plane source
405, A0
463, A0
351, S0
371, S0
375, S0
397, S0
306, S0
307, S0
510, S0
527, S0
252, S0
251, S0

Frequency [kHz],
mode for near
plate surface
source
60, A0
61, A0
60, A0
61, A0
138, A0
151, A0
300, S0
---441, A0
466, A0
231, A0
239, A0

Frequency [kHz]
to avoid for near
mid-plane source
------------------594
610
-------------

Frequency [kHz]
to avoid for near
plate surface
source
------------------93, 573
100, 581
------147
151

On the Use of the WT and CWD to Determine Arrival Times for Thicker Plates
If one considers the situation for thicker plates where more modes will be present (in the
normal frequency range used in AE) and will be in closer proximity in time and frequency, the
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Fig. 16. Magnitude of CWD and WT coefficients versus time for nominal 60 kHz band, FHWA
sensor and near bottom edge source for propagation distance of 305 mm.
accuracy of the mode arrival-time results determined with the WT versus those determined with
the CWD may be different. In these thicker plates in the typical frequency range for AE monitoring, it may be expected that the CWD will be more likely to provide results not determined by a
combination of modes. This result is likely to be due to the sharper peaks of mode arrivals with
CWD as a function of time at lower frequencies, as shown in Fig. 16. In this case for a near bottom edge PLB source with the signal from the FHWA sensor, the CWD peak corresponding to
the arrival of the A0 mode is sharper than that from the WT for the same signal. Thus there
would be less opportunity for adjacent mode arrivals at this frequency to result in a peak magnitude from more than one mode when the CWD is used.
Further, the potential superiority of the CWD in this plate may be due to sharper peaks at a
fixed signal time as a function of frequency at higher frequencies. As an example one can consider the related pair of intense arrivals from a near mid-plane PLB source and the FHWA sensor
data at a propagation distance of 305 mm. In this case, the WT magnitudes from the same arrival
time at 10 % above and 10 % below the peak frequency of 627 kHz (S0 mode) were respectively
90 % and 88 % of the peak magnitude at the peak frequency. In contrast, the CWD respective
magnitudes from the same arrival time at 10 % above and 10% below the peak frequency of 661
kHz (S0 mode) were respectively 4 % and 21 % of the peak magnitude at the peak frequency.
Finally, based on the current thin-plate results, it may be expected with resonant sensors that
there will be a set of frequencies to avoid in thick plates.
Conclusions
In the case of a relatively thin and large plate:
• Use of either the WT or the CWD allows easy determination of the arrivals of the two
fundamental modes with both the resonant and wideband sensors used in this study.
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•
•

•
•

•
•

Even though the different sensor models responded to nearly the same waves, there was a
wide range of intense frequencies for the signals from PLBs at each of the two source
depths.
The experimental group velocities as determined with all the sensors (with one exception)
were close to the theoretical values (less than 6.5 % difference) when certain intense frequencies of the resonant sensors were not used to obtain arrival times and group velocities.
Cases that were ignored with the resonant sensors primarily dealt with an inability to
identify any precise and/or consistent mode arrival at each propagation distance.
Typically the high intensity regions determined with the CWD occurred at a higher frequency compared with the WT-determined frequencies for each intense modal region.
This result is consistent with the fact that at higher frequencies the WT (in contrast to the
CWD) spreads the intensity from a single frequency signal into adjacent frequency regions.
At lower signal frequencies, the CWD magnitude results had sharper peaks (as a function
of time) at mode arrivals than the WT. In addition, it also had sharper peaks (as a function of frequency) than the WT at higher frequencies.
It might be expected that the CWD will provide more accurate arrival time results than
the WT for thicker plates when more modes will be present and will be closer in time to
each other.
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Abstract
The paper reviews the background of the primary calibration of acoustic emission (AE) sensors and the determination of uncertainty in the calibration. The main sources of uncertainty in
practical usage of calibration results are discussed. The comparison of the results of the reciprocity primary calibration, step-force and reciprocity calibration with broadband-pulse excitation
method is presented. The shape of calibration characteristics corresponds well up to 300 kHz.
The calculation of the uncertainty in all the calibration methods is described. The problem of
propagation of uncertainty in the fast Fourier algorithm was solved. Uncertainty of measurement
by primary calibration is determined and the influence of selected sources of uncertainty for each
used method of calibration is presented and practically measured results are discussed. Piezoelectric AE sensor PAC UT1000 was used as the sensor under test. The big influence on uncertainty in calibrations was the influence of remounting sensors and influence of precision of
measuring device. This influence is possible to suppress by correct and precise mounting of the
sensors and using of more accurate measuring device with high resolution.
AE Sensors
Transducers used for AE measurement are in general sensitive to motion normal to the surface, to which they are attached. Typically, AE transducers are sensitive to frequencies above
100 kHz. Resonant transducers are highly sensitive to a narrow frequency range, which must be
carefully selected depending on the application. Resonant transducers in the range of 150 to 300
kHz are probably the most widely used. The highest frequencies likely to be of interest to users
of AE transducers are in the range from 800 kHz to 1 MHz.
There are several ways how this transduction can be achieved. The piezoelectric effect, capacitance methods and optical interferometry are common techniques used for the detection of
AE signals. Piezoelectric devices offer the greatest sensitivity and thus they are the most widely
used type of transducer in AE applications. Interferometers and capacitance transducers are often
used as reference sensors in the calibration of piezoelectric AE transducers.
AE Sensor Calibration
A main problem of the calibration is to find the characteristic of the transducer. A frequency
response of a specific sensor in the mechanical input quantity (velocity, displacement) is the
most common result of calibration. Output quantity of calibration is voltage relate to unit of mechanical input. The absolute value of input quantity and its shape has to be known for primary
calibration. Good metrology of the AE calibration method is necessary to be able to compare the
results of calibration made by other laboratories or to compare the effects of aging, thermal cycling and so on.
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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Step-function calibration
ASTM E1106 [1] and ISO 12713 [2] outline a step-force method for primary calibration of
AE sensors. The basis for the step function force calibration is that known, well-characterized
displacements can be generated on a plane surface of a test block. A step function force applied
to a point on one surface of the test block initiates an elastic disturbance that travels through the
block. In general it is possible to use configuration of sensor for surface calibration and for
through-pulse calibration.

Fig. 1 Setup for step-function calibration.
It uses a standard reference capacitance transducer and the step-force is generated by the
fracture of a glass capillary. The response of the sensor being calibrated to the step-force source
is then compared with the reference transducer, which measures the surface displacement due to
the elastic surface waves. The displacement at the position of the reference transducer can also
be calculated using elastic theory – Pekeris’s solution of Lamb’s problem. The surface motion on
the transfer block, determined using either technique, is the free motion of the surface and not the
loaded surface displacement, under the transducer being calibrated. The loading effect of the
sensor being calibrated, therefore, affects the measurement being made and thus becomes part of
the calibration.

Fig. 2 Workspace for primary calibration.
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The measured data are used to calculate a fast Fourier transform to determine values of the
spectra from unknown and reference sensor. The response of the transducer under test is as follows:
U ( fm )
D( f m ) =
(1)
S( fm )
where U(fm) is spectrum from unknown sensor and S(fm) is spectrum from standard sensor or
from solution of Lamb’s problem.
It is generally assumed that a transducer has only normal sensitivity because of its axial
symmetry (an assumption that may not be justified). Calibration by the surface pulse technique
for a transducer having significant sensitivity to tangential displacement will be in error, because
the surface pulse from the step force contains a tangential component approximately as large as
the normal component [3].
Reciprocity calibration
NDIS 2109 [4] outlines reciprocity calibration. Reciprocity calibration works on reciprocity
theorem that is known from electrical circuits. This principal can be use for electromechanical
system and makes relation between transition of the sensor acting as source and later as receiver.
Reciprocity applies to a category of passive electromechanical transducers that have two important characteristics - they are purely electrostatic or purely electromagnetic in nature and they are
reversible – can be used as either a source or a receiver of mechanical energy. This category includes all known commercial AE transducer without preamplifiers [3].
The input current and reception signal voltage for tone bursts of varying frequency are established for each pair together with the reciprocity parameter, allowing each transducer to be calibrated by measuring electrical signals only. The transducer characteristics are defined as the
transmission voltage response in the transmitter configuration and the free-field voltage sensitivity in the receiver configuration.
USB
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Fig. 3 Schema of workspace for reciprocity calibration with HP 89410A.
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The primary advantage of the reciprocity calibration technique is that it avoids the necessity
of measuring or producing a known mechanical displacement or force. All of the basic measurements made during the calibration are electrical. It is important to note that the mechanical
transfer function or Green function for the transmission of signals from the source location to
receiver location must be known. This function is equivalent to the reciprocity parameter, that
describes a transfer function of a Rayleigh-wave and it takes into account the frequency of the
Rayleigh wave and the material properties of the propagating medium. It is the frequency domain representation of the elasticity theory solution [3]. Equation 2 shows the calculation of frequency response for sensor 2.
F2 ( f ) =

1 U 12 ( f ) U 23 ( f ) I 31 ( f )
H ( f ) I 12 ( f ) I 23 ( f ) U 31 ( f )

(2)

U: voltage [V], I: current [A], H: reciprocity parameter [m.s-1.N-1] according to Hatano [5].
Reciprocity calibration with broadband impulses
This method is based on a method of reciprocity calibration, modified by Goujon and Baboux [6]. Their method was supplemented by using more than one excitation and final characteristics were calculated from multiple measured characteristics.
The experimental setup is similar to usual reciprocity calibration. When the sensors are working as transmitters, the transducers are driven with a short-pulse excitation (single-period sinusoid or single period Gaussian). The excitation of sensor is provided for example at 100 kHz, 200
kHz … 1 MHz. The voltages and currents required for reciprocity calibration by Hatano [5] are
then calculated from the fast Fourier transforms of the signals recorded with high sampling frequency. Sensitivities of the sensor are calculated for each excitation. The final characteristics for
each sensor is calculated point to point by weighted mean of sensitivities of the two nearest excitation frequency to the calculated point. For example the final point of sensitivity at 110 kHz was
calculated as 0.1 * 110 kHz (200 kHz excitation) + 0.9 * 110 kHz (100 kHz excitation).
This broadband excitation allows a better discrimination between the direct signal and the
echoes against the borders [6]. This method of the calibration is much faster than method according to standard reciprocity calibration and can be used to proof quality of sensor’s mounting on
the surface before usual standard reciprocity calibration measurement.
Comparison of the results for different calibration methods is shown on Fig. 4. This figure
shows three measured characteristics for an AE sensor, PAC UT1000, mounted on the surface of
a steel block. The orange curve shows results from step-function calibration, the black from reciprocity calibration and the blue from reciprocity calibration with broadband-pulse excitation.
Analysis of Uncertainty in AE Sensor Calibration
Analysis of uncertainty in step function calibration
Calculations of determination of uncertainty for the step function calibration result from following basic equation for calculation of sensitivity of sensor:
FFT (U cal )
(3)
FFT (U ref )
Ucal is voltage of calibrated sensor [V], Uref is voltage on reference sensor [V], or determined by
calculation.
U=
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Fig. 4 Results of three methods of calibration of PAC UT1000.
Main problem was to determine the propagation of uncertainty in Discrete Fast Fourier
Transform algorithm (FFT). The calculations follow [7]. Equation for FFT is
N "1

X ( k ) = ! x ( n) # e

"j

2$
nk
N

(4)

n =0

General complex sequence X(k) can be described as X(k) = R(k) + j I(k). Spectrum modulus
is calculated as:
M (k ) = X (k ) = R 2 (k ) + I 2 (k )

(5)

Amplitude of first frequency point
V0 = M(0)/N
and subsequent points
Vim = 2M(i)/N
Uncertainty of modulus M can be determined [7] as:

(6)
(7)
(8)

The partial derivatives according all variable were calculated

The uncertainty of type A and B was calculated for calibrated sensor and following combined
uncertainty
(11)
Finally the expanded uncertainty with coverage factor 2 was calculated.
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Analysis of uncertainty in reciprocity calibration
Calculations for the uncertainty of the reciprocity calibration are explained for second sensor.
The equation (2) shows calculation of frequency response for second sensor.
The partial derivatives according all variable were calculated. For example for variable U12
Eq. (12) and I12 Eq. (13):

!F2 ( f )
=
!U 12 ( f )

U 23 ( f ) I 31 ( f )
1
•
H ( f ) I 12 ( f ) I 23 ( f )U 31 ( f ) 2 U 12 ( f )

U 12 ( f )U 23 ( f ) I 31 ( f )
"F2 ( f )
1
=
•!
"I 12 ( f )
H ( f ) I 23 ( f )U 31 ( f )
2 U 12 ( f ) 3

(12)
(13)

Evaluation of the uncertainty type A is based on a series at least of 10 measurements. Experimental standard deviation was used as an uncertainty of type A for measurements of voltage
and current. Uncertainty of current probe was determined from measurements of probe characteristics and from manual.
Main source of uncertainty of type B was vector signal analyzer HP 89410A. Its absolute
amplitude full-scale accuracy is ±0.5 dB from full-scale [8]. Also the uncertainty of current
probe was included and uncertainty of AE signal amplifier was included. For measuring devices
PXI 5122 by National Instruments and Handy Scope 3 by TeePee the uncertainty of type B was
determined according to manual of producer.
Because of simultaneous measurements of voltage and current for each pair it was assumed
that at least two input quantities are interdependent. So the correlation for each combination of
variables was calculated according to [9]. The assumption that the variables are correlated was
not confirmed and from calculations followed, that the calculated covariance was negligible. Expanded uncertainty was calculated with the value of coverage factor 2.
Analysis of uncertainty in reciprocity calibration with broadband pulse excitation
The main problem was to determine uncertainty of calculated currents and voltages. Because
these variables were calculated from FFT, so the determination of uncertainty of modulus was
the same as in equation (8) according to [7]. These values were supplement to calculations as the
uncertainties of voltages and currents and following calculations were the same as for standard
reciprocity calibration.
Influence of Sources of Uncertainty on Step-function Calibration
Measuring device was driven by a trigger of 0.05 V and 200 µs of input signal was sampled.
Signal of the capillary break was calculated by MatLab with the same length and sampling parameters as real signal and validated by the noisy signal from interferometer. Signal generated
from MatLab was recalculated from displacement to velocity. Final characteristics are calculated
according to equation 1. Calculations of uncertainty for the step-function calibration result were
determined. Main problem was to determine the propagation of uncertainty in discrete fast Fourier transform algorithm (FFT). The calculations follow [7].
Third column shows the mean of uncertainties [%] in range from 60 to 300 kHz and the
fourth column for range 300 kHz to 1 MHz. The first row shows the influence of thickness of
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Fig. 5 Results of three methods of calibration of PAC UT1000 with uncertainties.
Table 1. Comparison influences on uncertainty of various sources in step function calibration.
Source of uncertainty
1
2
3

thickness of capillary
speed of capillary break
rotating with UT1000

Median uncer.
type A (region 1)
6.7
4.2
5.1

Median uncer.
type A (region 2)
10.3
7.1
8.0

Max uncer.
type A
17.0
11.0
25.2

used capillary from 0.11 to 0.32 mm. The second row shows the influence of speed of breaking
capillary. It varies from slow to fast and the third shows the influence of slewing with reference
sensor.
Influence of Sources of Uncertainty on Reciprocity Calibration
The analysis of influence of sources of uncertainty on measured characteristics was done. To
be able to compare the impact of the sources to the final characteristics the uncertainty type A
was calculated from the experimental standard deviation of final calculated sensitivities. Calibration of UT1000 (PAC) was measured many times on the same conditions and with the same
equipment and only the one condition was change to determine uncertainty of this source. The
results were summarized to following Table 2.
Evaluation of the uncertainty type A is based on a series at least of 10 measurements. Experimental standard deviation was used as an uncertainty of type A for measurements of voltage
and current. Uncertainty of current probe was determined from measurements of probe characteristics and from manual. Main source of uncertainty of type B was the vector signal analyzer,
HP 89410A. Its absolute accuracy in amplitude is ±0.5 dB at full-scale [8]. Also the uncertainty
of current probe was included and uncertainty of AE signal amplifier was included. For measuring devices PXI 5122 by National Instruments and Handy Scope 3 by TeePee the uncertainty of
type B was determined according to manual of producer.
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Fig. 6 Influence of slewing with UT1000 sensor on step function calibration.

Fig. 7 Uncertainty of slewing with UT1000 sensor on step-function calibration.
Third column of the following Table 2 shows the mean of uncertainties [%] in region 1 (60 300 kHz) and the fourth column for region 2 (0.3 - 1 MHz). Step of the measurement was 5 kHz.
The duration of the driving signal was 100 µs according to the size of the testing block. The first
row shows the influence of used channel on matrix switch. Second was measured with and without weight (normal force 10 N). Third shows influence of temperature. The case of sensor was
raised from 25 to 60˚C and the temperature was measured by surface temperature sensor. Fourth
shows the influence of setting time of couplant, the value being calculated from more than a
hundred measurements during two days.
Fifth row in Table 2 shows the influence of amount of couplant from none to excessive. The
sixth row shows influence of remounting reference sensor, UT1000. The other sensor lies for a
few days. Seventh shows the influence of remounting pair sensors (K2G (s.n. 58507-00797 by
Krautkramer) and Aura (s.n. SV416-416004 by Aura Milevsko). The reference sensor lies for a
few days. Eighth shows the influence of slewing with reference sensor. Ninth shows the influence of moving with weight on the top of the mounted sensor. Tenth shows the influence of incorrect positioning on the surface. The reference sensor was positioned from 2 to 10 cm from the
correct position to the direction opposite to direction to the center of triangle of sensor and
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reciprocity parameter was calculated for correct position. One of the largest influences was the
remounting of the pair sensor.
Table 2 Comparison influences on uncertainty of various sources in reciprocity calibration.
Source of uncertainty
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

used channel on matrix switcher
with and without normal force
temperature
time stability of couplant
amount of binding paste
remounting of UT1000 sensor
remounting of pair sensors
slewing with sensor
moving with weight
incorrect position of pair sensors

Median uncer.
type A (region 1)
0.4
0.1
0.7
0.1
13.8
5.1
8.3
1.6
2.9
6.1

Median uncer.
type A (region 2)
0.3
0.3
2.4
0.2
9.3
5.4
13.7
4.9
3.5
9.2

Max uncer.
type A
0.7
1.7
8.1
1.6
16.7
17.1
31.0
11.2
11.9
21.7

Fig. 8 Influence of remounting of pair sensor on reciprocity calibration.

Fig. 9 Uncertainty of remounting of pair sensor on reciprocity calibration.
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Comparison of Uncertainties with Error Requirements in ASTM 1106
Figure 10 shows the results of combined uncertainties for all the methods of calibration related to final characteristics of each method. So the results are presented in percent of final characteristics. The orange curve shows errors from step-function calibration, the black from reciprocity calibration and the blue from reciprocity calibration with broadband-pulse excitation.
The error for step-function measurement and reciprocity measurement with broadband-pulse
excitation is low up to 300 kHz and then it grows. The main peaks in error are on defined frequencies caused by aperture effect of finite length of sensor surface of PAC UT1000 having the
radius of 0.775 cm. Zero points calculated according to [1] are 237, 433, 628 and 823 kHz for
Rayleigh wave speed 3006 m.s-1 for our testing block.

Fig. 10 Combined uncertainties for different calibration methods.
ASTM 1106 [1] and ISO 13713 [2] present that the error of measurements between 100 kHz
and 1 MHz should be up to ±10%. The data from repeated calibration with remounting sensor
should be collected and the overall system should produce calibration with precision of ±15%.
From Fig. 10 follows that previous assertion is valid for range 60 kHz to 300 kHz. On higher
frequencies the sensitivity of the sensor is too low and uncertainty grows. For example, at 70
kHz the sensitivity is 62.5 dB ref. 1 V/(m/s) and at 300 kHz the sensitivity is 24.1 dB ref. 1
V/(m/s). So the difference is 38.4 dB ref. 1 V/(m/s). The final uncertainty of step-function calibration and reciprocity calibration with broadband-pulse excitation is in fact dependent on value
of sensitivity of sensor on a certain frequency.
Conclusions
The paper reviews the background, the methodology and the standardization of the primary
calibration of AE sensors. The reciprocity calibration, reciprocity calibration with broadband
pulse excitation and step-function method of absolute calibration were practically realized in
laboratory of vibro-diagnostics at Brno University of Technology. The whole experiment was
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managed by PC with LabVIEW 8.5. The software and measuring apparatus enables primary
calibration of AE sensors by reciprocity method according to NDIS 2109 [4] and by stepfunction method according to ASTM 1106 [1]. Approximately 1600 calibrations and 100 different sensors were measured.
The comparison of the results of all of the method is presented on Figs. 4 and 5. The shape
corresponds well up to 300 kHz. The method of reciprocity calibration with broadband-pulse excitation was based on the modification of reciprocity calibration by Goujon and Baboux [6].
Their method was supplemented by using more than one excitation on different frequencies and
final characteristics were calculated from more than one measured characteristics. The experimental setup is similar to usual reciprocity calibration. This method of the calibration is much
faster than usual reciprocity method.
The results correspond well with results from basic reciprocity calibration, but the uncertainty is worse especially on higher frequencies where the sensitivity of UT1000 is lower. So the
method can be used to verify the quality of sensor’s mounting on the surface before usual reciprocity calibration measurement.
The uncertainty of all methods was determined. PAC UT1000 (s.n. 169) was used as the sensor-under-test. The problem of the propagation of uncertainty in discrete fast Fourier transform
algorithm was solved. For measurements we used more accurate measuring devices than HP
89410A – PXI 5122 by NI and Handy Scope 3 by TeePee. PXI – 5122 by National Instruments
was most cost-effective. It has the sampling frequency up to 100 MHz, good dynamic range and
accuracy better then HP. Handy Scope 3 is unsuitable for measurements of reciprocity method
with broadband-pulse excitation and step-function calibration due to its poor dynamic range and
lower sampling frequency and resolution.
The main sources of the uncertainty were described and its influence to uncertainty is presented. The big influence on uncertainty in reciprocity calibration was the influence of remounting reference sensor and pair sensors. By correct and precise mounting of the sensors, this influence can be reduced. The repeatability of the step function calibration is in general worse than in
reciprocity calibration for high frequency range up 300 kHz. Noise is crucial, so we recommend
using of digitizers with high resolution. For example NI 5922 with 24-bit flexible resolution.
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Abstract
We have obtained the transfer functions of a wide range of AE sensors commonly available
and utilized. These were determined by the excitation of input waves using an ultrasonic transmitter or pulse-laser in conjunction with a transfer block, a laser interferometer and a deconvolution procedure typically in the frequency domain. Sensor responses depend on the wave types;
i.e., plane waves, and spherical waves with different radius of curvature. Using typical source
waveforms and a convolution procedure, one can then visualize waveforms expected out of these
AE sensors. Some sensors showed displacement response, while another gave velocity response.
These response types also depended on incident wave types, requiring additional characterization
steps in sensor calibration procedures.
Introduction
Acoustic emission (AE) sensors play a crucial part in determining AE behavior of materials
and structures. The characteristics of AE sensors control the waveforms of AE signals detected.
Manufacturers usually provide the sensitivity and frequency response of an AE sensor in terms
of velocity response in reference to 1 V/µbar or 1 V/m/s. Here, 1 V/µbar can be converted (using aluminum dilatational wave velocity of 6.15 mm/µs) to 1.1 x 108 V/m/s. Typical peak sensitivity values are about –65 dB in reference to 1 V/µbar for normally incident waves and correspond to 6 x 104 V/m/s. Some sensors produce the output proportional to acceleration, while others respond to displacement. These are calibrated differently and reported in mV/Gal or in reference to 1 V/µm, for example [1]. Such information is useful in sensor selection for laboratory
work and for field applications, but is inadequate to characterize the input since a sensor response depends on frequency and other conditions. Thus, in order to understand mechanical incident waves that generated AE waveforms, we need the transfer function of an AE sensor.
Let us consider mechanical input, x(t), to a sensor and assume x represents displacement as a
function of time, t. x(t) is normal surface motion at the epicenter and is generated on the sensing
surface of a transfer block by a laser or a piezoelectric transmitter source on the opposite face (at
–Xo). See Fig. 1. Voltage output from the sensor, y(t), is given by the convolution of the input
x(t) and the impulse response of the sensor, h(t), as
y(t) =

∫

∞

−∞

(1)

h(λ )x(t − λ )d λ

The Fourier transform of h(t), or H(jω) where j2 = –1 and ω is angular frequency, 2πf, is known
as the transfer function or system function and relates the input and output in the frequency domain. Here, we use the time domain representation, h(t), with displacement input as the transfer
function. This allows us to simulate expected waveforms corresponding to arbitrary input functions. Furthermore, we limit the input to be displacement of normal incidence to the sensor face.
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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Fig. 1 Experimental schema. Wave excitation from the bottom surface of transfer block, thickness Xo (100-mm and 25-mm plates used). Sensor placed at the epicenter on the sensing surface
side. Relative changes in the radius of curvature for the two plates shown.
Dependence on incident angle is expected and will be examined in the future. It is also possible
to define a similar function for velocity or acceleration applied to the sensor face. However, it is
not feasible to consider surface-wave input or sensor response at this time even though surface
waves are important in AE signal detection and analysis.
In the above definition of the transfer function, x(t) was treated as scalar. In reality, any sensor face has a finite area, typically circular with radius, ro. We must consider spatial dependence
and define the surface displacement as x(r, t), where r is the distance from the epicenter assuming
circular symmetry (cf. Fig. 1). In turn, x(r, t) is given by the convolution of the impulse response
(Green’s function) of the transfer block (of thickness, Xo) and forces applied at the opposite face.
The forces are dynamic and can be applied at a point (focused laser sources) or distributed over
an area (piezoelectric sources). When a point source is used, the waves spread spherically to radius of Xo or larger as they reach the calibration surface where the sensor is located. The thickness of the transfer block is a parameter we need to consider since it defines the radius of spherical waves exciting a sensor. Using a suitable distributed source, plane waves of limited size can
be produced in the so-called near-field region, as is well known in ultrasonic testing. It would be
convenient to use if a single universal transfer function is obtained for a sensor. At this stage, this
is not feasible and we will consider below specific transfer functions for three input wave types,
one for plane wave condition and two for spherical wave conditions. The latter two apply to AE
signals that travel distances of Xo from source to sensor.
The transfer function concept was utilized in fundamental studies of AE source functions and
provided valuable insight to the nature of the origins of AE. A well-characterized sensor, such as
a NIST capacitive or conical sensor was used, and sensor outputs were analyzed by a deconvolution procedure, and the AE source functions were deduced. In these studies, the breakage of glass
capillary usually provided the calibration source of a step force of a short rise time of ~1 µs, generating stress waves with a known theoretical basis. See ASTM E-1106, which serves as the
primary standard for all AE sensor calibration (for the surface waves) in the US [1]. Some efforts
to get the transfer functions via frequency domain procedures were reported [2], but no systematic study is known. Manthei [3] used a procedure similar to one at NIST and obtained experimental calibration response to glass capillary breaks for lab-built sensors and a reference sensor
(Panametrics V103). The results were in the form of output peak voltage per unit force for the
body waves of normal incidence due to glass capillary breaks. By comparing the predicted
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epicentral velocity signal for a glass capillary break with the observed, he concluded these sensors to be of velocity-sensitive type. At this stage, the velocity was not measured, so the result is
useful mainly for relative calibration. It is noted that the initial single-sided peak has the halfheight width of 1.9 µs (Fig. 5 in Ref. 3). This is comparable to the width expected from the resonance frequency (1 MHz) and a typical glass capillary break of 1 µs [4], though the pulse length
may be extended by the use of plexiglas as the transfer block that attenuates the high frequency
components. His finding is consistent with the expected velocity response near sensor resonance.
Some AE sensors are referred to have velocity response or resistance controlled. Others may
be of displacement response or mass controlled. The third type is acceleration response or stiffness controlled. Such characterization is based on a simple one-dimensional analysis of a
damped oscillator, which is used to represent a piezoelectric sensor [5, 6]. In this most simplistic
model, a sensor is considered as a mass (m) connected to a Voigt model (a spring (k) and a dashpot (η) in parallel connection). Taking sensor frame displacement as x and frame-mass relative
displacement as y, we obtain (with a super-dot indicating a time derivative)
(2)
Applying sinusoidal vibration at f, we obtain the following:
( f / f o )2
(3)
y=
x
1 − ( f / fo )2 + j( f / fo ) / Q
where fo = (1/2π)(k/m)1/2 is the natural frequency and quality factor Q = (mk/η)1/2. In approximation, we have
(4)
Equation (4) then predicts an acceleration response (stiffness controlled vibration) at lower frequencies, a velocity response (resistance controlled vibration) near the natural frequency, while
displacement response (mass controlled vibration) is expected at higher frequencies. Note that
this analysis was initially applied for a mass-loaded spring seismometer and is useful for a single-mode vibration sensor. We need caution in applying this analysis or results in typical AE
sensors, in which cross-coupled modes are commonly exploited for improved sensitivity. Besides, AE signals are transients and the above analysis is for steady state oscillations.
More advanced transducer analyses are given in Mason [7], where equivalent circuit models
are developed for various boundary conditions. The simplest case is for a free resonator and is
represented by a series of capacitor, inductor and resistor in parallel to a capacitor. This is
equivalent to the above mechanical model.
Once the transfer function of an AE sensor is known, a convolution procedure (Eq. (1)) allows one to simulate the sensor output signals using different input signals. This in turn provides
the insight to original source mechanisms of AE. In order to obtain the transfer function, one
needs a repeatable wave source and a transfer block of adequate size. It is also essential to determine the displacement (or velocity) of the surface on which to install a sensor under test. A
classic setup was used at NIST using a glass capillary break and a capacitive transducer [1, 4]. A
steel cylinder of 90-cm diameter and 43-cm high was the transfer block. In our initial work previously reported [8], we used a setup, consisting of a pulse laser, an aluminum plate (25-mm
thickness) and a laser interferometer. In this work, we added a larger cylindrical aluminum block
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(100-mm thickness x 300-mm diameter) and also used a piezoelectric ultrasonic sensor as a
transmitter. Despite the block size limitation, this still provides information useful in understanding AE waveforms encountered in many AE studies. Another significant development is the consideration of plane waves and spherical waves from a point source as input. These required separate approach to get the transfer function of AE sensors specific to an input wave type. It was
also found that various vibration modes of a sensor are activated over time and depending on the
excitation wave types. This necessitates serious reconsideration of sensor calibration methods in
the future.
Experimental
The initial source of impulse was a pulsed YAG laser and the output was ~2 mJ, focused on
0.5~1-mm-diameter area. Unfocused laser pulses were also used and a 4~5-mm diameter ringlike zone had high beam intensity. In the previous work, laser pulse impinged on an aluminum
plate of 25 mm thickness. This resulted in a sharp displacement pulse on the opposite side, having the peak width of 50 ns at half height and the peak displacement amplitude of 1.4~1.9 nm
(Fig. 2a) depending on the laser output. Three additional reflected pulses follow, but these are
11, 20 and 24 dB below the initial pulse height. Two larger blocks were added in this study.
These are 300-mm diameter cylindrical shapes of 100-mm or 500-mm thickness. The largest
block turned out to be a wrong geometry and produced extended echo-trains almost submerging
the primary signals. Thus, the present work mainly utilized the 100-mm thick block. Displacement waveform on the opposite surface is given in Fig. 2b for the focused laser beam. The halfheight peak width was 25 ns and was a half that of the 25-mm plate case. The extrapolated base
width was 48 ns and the main motion of the waveform can be represented by a symmetrical triangular pulse of 48-ns duration. This shape has wide frequency content, well beyond 10 MHz
and frequency at -3 dB point is 13 MHz. Unfocused beam produced similar pulse widths.
Effects of beam spread are examined. Relative changes in the radius of curvature are shown
in Fig. 1. From a point source to a typical 13-mm diameter sensor, one expects 35 or 140 ns delay for 100 or 25 mm plate, causing significant changes in the displacements on the sensor surface. Figure 3 shows displacement measured on the 100-mm block from unfocused laser source.
Despite the spread at the source, the peak amplitude decreased and arrival time was delayed. At
12 mm off-center, the peak amplitude was ~1/3 and the peak delay was 200 ns. Assuming a circular symmetry, one can simulate the averaged displacement response over aperture area of different diameter. Using the data of the epicenter (marked 0 mm in Fig. 3), 2-, 4- or 6-mm offcenter, area-averaged displacement was calculated for 2-mm, 6-mm, 10-mm, or 14-mm diameter
aperture. Here, the displacements were summed in proportion to the areas of circular zones of 13, 3-5 and 5-7 mm radii. Results are shown in Fig. 4. The peak amplitude increased with larger
aperture and resulted in 25-times higher peak value for 14-mm size over the peak value of 2-mm
size. Peak width at base also broadened from 50 ns to over 250 ns. While displacement sequence
or locations were ignored, the results can approximate averaged displacement response. Thus,
capacitance sensors with a given area should produce outputs similar to those in Fig. 4. In piezoelectric sensors, however, arrival phases are expected to affect the sensor output substantially.
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Fig. 2 (a) Epicentral displacement pulse from a focused laser, 25-mm plate. (b) From a focused
laser, 100-mm plate. (c) From FC500 piezoelectric transducer (2.25 MHz, 19 mm aperture). See
insert for the initial 1.8-µs portion. FC500 excitation is about ten times broader than laser.
In order to enlarge the size of source and to obtain plane waves on the sensing surface, a piezoelectric ultrasonic sensor was used as a transmitter. We used AET FC500, which has nominal
resonance frequency of 2.25 MHz and 19-mm aperture size. It was driven by a negative-going
step of 1-µs duration (430 V/µs peak slope over 0.7 µs). This produced a displacement waveform
on the opposite surface as shown in Fig. 2c. This waveform is much broader than the laserinduced waves. The main motion is a triangular pulse of 240-ns rise and 360-ns trailing times as
shown in the insert of Fig. 2c and is limited in its bandwidth. Frequency at -3 dB point is 1.2
MHz. The uniformity of the surface displacement can be seen in Fig. 5, where a PAC Pico sensor
was placed at the epicenter (0 mm), 4-mm or 6-mm off-center. Amplitude was within ±1 dB and
the phase was essentially identical. 2-mm off-center data was identical to the epicentral one and
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not shown. Thus, this source can be utilized for plane-wave input to a sensor of 13-mm diameter
or less.

Fig. 3 Displacement measured on the 100-mm block from unfocused laser source. At epicenter
(0 mm) the peak is the sharpest and highest, broadening and lowering with offset of 2, 4, 6 and
12 mm. With larger offset, peak arrival was also delayed. (x-axis length: 0.6 µs)

Fig. 4 The averaging of displacement response for larger aperture-size receivers. The epicentral
response is used for 2-mm aperture, while displacements measured at larger offset were proportionately summed. (x-axis length: 0.6 µs)
The normal displacement was detected by a laser interferometer (Thales Laser S.A., SH-140;
dc-20 MHz). A sensor under test was placed opposite the laser impingement or FC500 transmitter and its output recorded by a digitizer with 100x signal averaging. Typical sampling frequency
was 250 MHz, but was also at 100 MHz or 1 GHz. Acoustic couplant was silicone grease
(HIVAC-G, Shin-etsu).
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Fig. 5 Similarity of surface displacements produced by AET FC500 on 100-mm block and detected by a PAC Pico sensor placed at the epicenter (0 mm), 4-mm or 6-mm off-center.

Fig. 6 The transfer function of a PAC Pico sensor (s/n 3804) calculated from the epicentral data
of Fig. 5 and surface displacement produced by AET FC500 on 100-mm block (Fig. 2c).
Results
1. Transfer functions
The transfer function of a sensor was obtained from its response to excitation and the corresponding displacement waveform using a frequency-domain deconvolution procedure. Noise in
the sensor response before the arrival of excitation signals was eliminated and cosine taper window was applied first. Note also that digital data was 5-MHz low-pass filtered before the deconvolution was applied. A Butterworth low-pass filter (<30 MHz) was applied on the deconvoluted
transfer function. Some high-frequency noise still remained in some results, making several of
them irrelevant. The amplitude of transfer functions is in the unit of V/ m·s. The results given in
various figures in this work are in terms of V/m·(time step), with 10-ns time step. In taking the
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convolution integral, this time step is multiplied; thus, the values given here must be reduced by
108 in using them with the standard unit of V/m·s.
a. Pico sensor: The waveform due to FC500 excitation taken by a Pico sensor (PAC, ser. 3804)
given in Fig. 5 indicates initial oscillations of 0.7 µs duration (1.4 MHz) followed by 5 cycles at
~2.2 µs period. The latter corresponds to the main resonance of this sensor at 450 kHz. Shown in
Fig. 6 is the transfer function of this sensor, which shows a bipolar pulse of 0.74 µs duration.
Two additional cycles can be discerned in noise. Thus, both the sensor output and the transfer
function exhibit velocity response to unipolar displacement input at 1.4 MHz. The main 450-kHz
resonance of this sensor is, however, difficult to recognize in the transfer function, partly because
of large high-frequency noise remaining after low-pass filtering. It is also impossible to assign
response type at 450 kHz.

Fig. 7 (a) Waveform and (b) transfer function of a Pico sensor (s/n 3804) obtained using focused
laser and 100-mm transfer block. (x-axis length: 10 µs)
It is also possible to define a transfer function even when the acoustic input waves are spherical. Figure 7 shows the waveform and transfer function obtained using 100-mm transfer block.
Since the displacement input (Fig. 2b) has a narrow pulse width (25 ns at half height), the waveform and transfer function resemble each other well except for higher noise in the transfer function. The shape is closer to the velocity response with the first negative peak being 3/4 height of
the first positive peak. The main 450-kHz resonance of this sensor is also clearly visible. Since
this was obscure in the plane-wave input case above, this may be due to the spherical nature of
incident waves. This may also cause the broadened first peak (0.45 µs) that has 4~5 times the
half height peak width shown in Fig. 6b. These two effects are difficult to rationalize on the basis
of spherical waves, however.
Effects of the radius of curvature of spherical incident waves are substantial. Previously, we
reported a transfer function using 25-mm thick block [8]. This is shown in Fig. 8. The highest
peak is the third one and it is obvious that multiple incident modes contributed to this complex
transfer function. The main 450-kHz resonance of this sensor is most evident and the first bipolar
pulse can be considered to exhibit velocity response.
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From the three transfer functions of a single Pico sensor, it is evident that the nature of incident waves strongly affects the sensor response. It also shows that the type of sensor response,
velocity or displacement, for example, must identify the input condition.

Fig. 8 Transfer function of a Pico sensor (red), which accounted for three reflected laser pulses.
First-peak only (blue) curve is essentially same as measured waveform for t<30 µs. [8]

Fig. 9 (a) Waveform and (b) transfer function of a V1030 sensor (10 MHz) obtained using
FC500 transmitter and 100-mm transfer block.
b. V1030 sensor: This sensor from Panametrics is a damped ultrasonic transducer and we misidentified it previously as V103 [8]. Current Panametrics V103 has nominal resonance frequency
of 1 MHz, while our V1030 has 10 MHz/0.5” inscription. Using the plane-wave input with
FC500 transmitter through 100-mm block, we obtained the waveform and transfer function as
shown in Fig. 9. The waveform is a typical bipolar pulse, indicative of the velocity response with
0.68 µs duration. This is much longer than the 10-MHz inscription implies, but the rise time was
faster than 0.15 µs (which is shorter than the incident wave rise time of 0.24 µs). The transfer
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function also shows the main feature to be a bipolar pulse of 0.27 µs duration, i.e., the velocity
response. However, it is followed by a 5.5-MHz wave train. The origin of this trailing vibration
is still obscure.

Fig. 10 Waveform of V1030 sensor obtained using focused laser and 100-mm transfer block.

Fig. 11 Waveform of V1030 sensor obtained using focused laser and 25-mm transfer block. [8]
Using spherical incident waves and 100-mm block, V1030 sensor produced the output shown
in Fig. 10. The main pulse is a negative-going narrow peak having half-height duration of 0.25
µs. It is followed by lower amplitude oscillations. The transfer function contained strong noise at
35 MHz and meaningful features could not be deduced. The previous result of transfer function
obtained using 25-mm radius spherical waves also showed the main peak to be a unipolar pulse,
followed by numerous oscillations (see Fig. 11 [8]). For this large aperture sensor, both spherical
incident waves resulted in apparent displacement response. In spite of a simple structure of averaged displacement for larger aperture shown in Fig. 4, real sensors must be sensitive to the phase
distribution of incident waves. The averaged displacements may be applicable for capacitive
sensors only.
From the present results, the conventional wisdom of using well-damped sensors for highfidelity waveform acquisition needs to be reexamined carefully. Depending on the types of
waves being detected, appropriate sensor calibration has to be conducted considering the source
types and propagation distances.
c. B-1080 sensor: This is a broadband sensor from Digital Wave. This is twice more sensitive
compared to V1030, in part due to the addition of FET input stage on the sensor. This sensor
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output indicates the acceleration response to a displacement pulse input, although the two positive-going pulses are not quite symmetric in shape. However, the peak heights are almost identical and the peak positions were symmetric. The transfer function calculation was not successful,
again with strong high-frequency noise that could not be eliminated.

Fig. 12 Waveform of a Digital Wave B-1080 sensor excited by FC500-generated plane waves.
d. WD sensor: This is a popular wide-band sensor from PAC with multiple resonances having
multi-element sensing design. Its sensitivity is higher than broadband sensors (V1030 and B1080). Because it has a disc and two ring elements, its response is expected to be complex.

Fig. 13 Waveform of a PAC WD sensor excited by FC500-generated plane waves.

Fig. 14 Transfer function of a PAC WD sensor excited by FC500-generated plane waves.
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Fig. 15 Transfer function of a PAC WD sensor excited by a laser pulse on 25-mm plate. [8]
Under the plane-wave excitation with 100-mm block, the waveform and transfer function
were obtained as shown in Figs. 13 and 14. The first three peaks of the waveform are indicative
of the acceleration response (also for transfer function plot albeit with strong high-frequency
noise) as in B1080 above. In this case, many oscillations follow without any definitive pattern.
The two initial positive peaks have a 1.4-µs period while many pairs of peaks have 1 to 1.8 µs
duration. However, the main resonances of WD sensor are at 200 to 500 kHz range and 2 to 5 µs
periods are not discernible in Fig. 13. Periods corresponding to 1 to 1.6 MHz are present for the
transfer function plot, but again no indication of low-frequency resonances can be found.
The present result differs drastically from the transfer function obtained using 25-mm radius
spherical waves [8]. The previously obtained function is shown in Fig. 15, where two strongest
peaks of opposite signs seem to imply the velocity response. (The velocity response is confirmed
on the basis of source wave convolution, as discussed later.) The origin of many oscillations observed in Fig. 15 was not elucidated. Again, the type of incident waves affected the basic character of the transfer function.
e. R15 sensor: This utilitarian sensor from PAC and others of similar designs with 140-175 kHz
resonance have been used widely during the past four decades. This is usually not intended for
waveform acquisition, but its waveform and transfer function are obtained as the representative
of widely used resonant sensors. See Figs. 16 and 17 for the plane-wave input case. The observed waveform shows well-separated pulses corresponding to the front-face arrival of the incident wave (marked A), the back-face arrival (B), the return of reflected wave at the front face (C)
and the second arrival to the back face (D). These are spaced at 1.40 µs and the amplitude of Bpulse is 1.7 times that of A-pulse. Other peaks are more irregularly spaced and it is hard to identify its main resonance frequency of 150 kHz from period observation. Broad peaks at ~12, ~20
and ~28 µs may possibly correspond to the main resonance. On the other hand, the first 10 µs
(see Fig. 16 insert) contains 13-14 peaks, implying that this sensor has a high-frequency sensitivity and can be used in the same way as a WD sensor above to detect AE activities at different
frequency ranges. The transfer function shown in Fig. 17 has a similar pulse sequence, with a – d
peaks corresponding to A – D peaks in Fig. 16. The pulse sequence A-B-C with the strongest B
suggests acceleration response. However, these three peaks are separated by two-cycle oscillation and the transfer function sequence a-b-c has a large positive peak following b-pulse, making
acceleration designation tenuous.
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Fig. 16 Waveform of a PAC R15 (s/n 89) sensor excited by FC500-generated plane waves.

Fig. 17 Transfer function of a PAC R15 sensor excited by FC500-generated plane waves.
The transfer function calculated from 25-mm radius spherical wave input is given in Fig. 18
and has less discernible structures under 10 µs, but ~7-µs period becomes visible at longer duration. Its FFT is shown in the lower plot and clearly shows the presence of expected resonance
structures at 155, 250 and 366 kHz, as indicated in the figure. However, two higher resonance
frequencies had no corresponding peaks with a usual face-to-face testing method. The resonance
oscillation in the transfer function appears to need spherical incident waves since it was invisible
in the case of plane-wave input (in both the time and frequency domains).
f. PZT elements: Three PZT discs were similarly excited by plane or spherical waves. These are
PZT-5 elements of 11.0-mm ø (diameter) x 5.4-mm thickness (designated as 175), 18-mm ø x
5.35 (400) and 10-mm ø x 14.4 mm (100), respectively. Disc 175 was taken out of AET AC175
sensor with nominal 175-kHz resonance. Disc 400 and 100 were ordered as 400-kHz or 100-kHz
element. The waveform (left plot) and transfer function (right plot) of Disc 175 with plane-wave
input are shown in Fig. 19. Those of Disc 400 were very similar, while we failed to get the trans84

Fig. 18 Transfer function of a PAC R15 sensor (top) and its FFT (bottom) with peak frequencies
in kHz. FFT used Noesis software.
fer function of Disc 100. Thus, these will be omitted from further discussion. Figure 19 shows
similar features of the waveform and transfer function observed for R15 sensor in the beginning
(cf. Figs. 16, 17). For Disc 175, the initial pulse spacing of 1.11 µs continues with regularity.
One distinction is that here each pulse is bipolar, especially for the transfer function plot. This
makes the disc to resonate at 900 kHz rather than the intended frequency of 450-kHz thickness
resonance. The bipolar shapes may be construed as the velocity response, but it is a weak argument and further study must follow.

Fig. 19 Waveform and transfer function of Disc 175 PZT-5 element excited by plane waves using FC500 and 100-mm block. (x-axis length: 8 µs)
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Fig. 20 Waveforms of Disc 175 PZT-5 element and R15 sensor excited by spherical waves using
a pulse laser and 100-mm block. (x-axis length: 15 µs)
When these same discs were excited by spherical waves, the response was quite different as
shown in Fig. 20. Here, 100-mm block and a laser source were used. Left plot is for Disc 175,
while right plot is for R15. In both cases, sharp spikes are followed by decaying output corresponding to the arrival of incident waves at the front or back surface. After a few cycles, these
are replaced by smoother oscillations of respective resonance frequency. In the un-damped Disc
175, sudden rise-and-fall cycles lasted longer and these can be seen even after 12 µs. In R15 with
backing material in the sensor construction, these disappeared after the third cycles. When sharp
steps are smoothed out (by filtering), this response gives rise to velocity-response at the thickness resonance as expected. However, when the main resonance frequency develops from crosscoupling effects (e.g., between thickness and radial modes), it is not possible to interpret the response mode.
2. Source wave convolution
When the transfer function of a sensor is known, we can construct the output signals from
input displacement waveforms by performing convolution operation [8]. In order to show the
utility of this procedure, we conducted a series of model computation. The transfer functions
used were those obtained using 25-mm radius spherical waves.
We used three types of displacement waveforms to represent a source function. Type 1 is a
single full-cycle sinewave, Type 2 a half-cycle sinewave from –90 to +90˚ (a smoothed stepfunction) and Type 3 a half-cycle sinewave from 0 to +180˚, respectively. The frequency of the
waves was chosen at 100, 200, 500 kHz, 1 or 2 MHz. Zero-padding was applied as needed to
avoid edge effects. Down-slope was also added for Type 2. For Types 1 and 3, the displacement
waveforms are continuous, but their derivatives or velocity waveforms had discontinuities at the
beginning and end. The velocity waveforms for Type 2 are of a half-cycle sinewave.
a. Pico sensor: The convolved waveforms are given in Fig. 21. For Type 2, a half-cycle sinewave is the prominent feature indicative of possible velocity response, but Types 1 and 3 waveforms indicate oscillations at input frequency. These Pico waveforms thus give no clear correspondence to displacement or velocity input. Considering the findings reported earlier in this
work, this is not surprising. This sensor responds initially at a higher frequency (Fig. 8), followed
by the main resonance frequency of 450 to 500 kHz. In the plane-wave excitation case, a velocity
response is expected at 1.4 MHz at the beginning according to Fig. 5. Thus, we cannot assign
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response type for the slowly developed vibration mode. Amplitude of convoluted waves is given
in arbitrary unit, although the output values are given as obtained. When a sinewave of unity amplitude is given as source input, it represents ±1-m displacement. However, the output is not necessarily proportional to displacement and further evaluation is needed to establish a proper unit
to use.

Fig. 21 Pico-sensor responses to 3 input types.

Fig. 22 WD-sensor responses at 200 kHz.

Pico sensors have been used to evaluate crack-induced AE through source simulation analysis [9-11], where the signal rise time is an important parameter. Thus, we examined the linearity
with respect to the source-function rise time. For Type 2 signals, nominal displacement input rise
times are 0.25, 0.5 and 1 µs for 2, 1 and 0.5 MHz; the corresponding rise times of the convolved
waveforms were 4.60, 4.71 and 4.91 µs, indicating proportional increments with a delay. Similar
relations are observed for Types 1 and 3 signals. This implies that Pico sensors can be used for
comparative rise time studies. However, this sensor appears to have a mixed response to input
displacement and velocity and may cause difficulties in characterizing the nature of source
events. We also need to clarify the origin of the rise time stretching of about 4 µs.
b. WD sensor: The convolved waveforms for 200-kHz sources are given in Fig. 22. Type 1
shows a large dip between two sharp peaks. This waveform resembles the velocity source wave
of Type 1 or the derivative of a full-cycle sinewave displacement. The base duration is extended
to 6.64 µs compared to 5-µs input. Type 2 corresponds to a half-cycle sinewave, with an extrapolated base width of 4.0 µs (1.5 µs longer than 2.5 µs input width). Again, this corresponds to the
derivative of Type 2 displacement input. Type 3 is the initial part of Type 1, with the base width
shortened to 4.48 µs (still ~2 µs longer than the input width). The rise time to the first peak was
1.28, 2.30 and 1.28 µs for the three types. Here, the rise time of 1.28 µs for Types 1 and 3 results
from 10 ns effective rise time, while 2.30 µs for Type 2 is due to the smoothed step rise time of
1.25 µs duration. Thus, the WD sensor contributed 1~1.3 µs to the observed rise time at 200
kHz.
Type-2 waveforms using five different source frequencies are shown in Fig. 23. The lower
frequency signals are closer to a half-cycle sinewave, while effects of additional peaks are more
visible at 2 MHz, especially at the trailing part beyond the main peak having minor oscillations.
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Fig. 23 WD waveforms for Type-2 input.

Fig. 24 Rise time for WD and V1030.

The main features of Fig. 22 were also observed at 100 kHz to 2 MHz. In all cases, the WD sensor gives consistent velocity response in the three types of source waves. This finding needs further tests at more frequencies that differ from the sensor resonances (100, 230, 480 kHz) [12],
but WD responds basically to velocity signals of spherical wave input. Note that it is difficult to
reach this conclusion from visual inspection of the transfer function (Fig. 15).
The observed rise time decreased smoothly with frequency, as shown in Fig. 24, where its
values for Type 2 are plotted against nominal (velocity) input rise time. The observed rise time is
always larger than the nominal value and the difference ranges from 1.20 µs (100 kHz) to 0.63
µs (2 MHz). Because of multiple resonance characteristics of this sensor, this finding is unexpected and surprising, but WD sensor is useful even for rise time studies.
c. V1030 sensor: The convolved waveforms for 500-kHz sources are given in Fig. 25. For
spherical wave input, this sensor gives displacement response, with full or half sinewave output
for Types 1 and 3 and a step-down waveform for Type 2. This reflects the nature of its transfer
function with the negative-going main peak when excited by 25-mm radius spherical waves.
This behavior is expected from its heavily damped construction for ultrasonic testing applications. The waveforms were similar at 200 kHz, but at 1 MHz, an additional peak overlapped and
response became a mixed one. The observed width of the first full cycle was 4.91, 2.30, 1.51 and
0.53 µs for 0.2, 0.5, 1 and 2 MHz source, showing anomaly at 1 MHz.
Type-2 response of V1030 sensor is shown in Fig. 25. The anticipated step-down behavior
was seen at 0.2 and 0.5 MHz with the “rise” time of 2.33 and 1.25 µs. These compare well with
the nominal values of 2.5 and 1.25 µs. At 1 and 2 MHz, a faster rising component (at 0.30 and
~0.6 µs) appears before the main peaks at 0.98 and 0.89 µs (see Fig. 24). The main peak rise
times follow a smooth curve, ending at 0.85 µs for zero nominal source rise time. The origin of
the fast component is apparently due to the main peak (at 0.30 µs) in the transfer function,
whereas the main peak in the convolved waves combines the first two large peaks (at 0.30 and
0.83 µs) in the transfer function. While the overall behavior of V1030 sensor is primarily displacement response, these additional deviations complicate the interpretation and careful waveform evaluation is needed. We obviously cannot assume a heavily damped sensor to be always
well behaving.
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Fig. 25 V1030-sensor responses at 500 kHz.

Fig. 26 V1030 waveforms for Type-2 input.

Discussion
The calibration procedure described here is a straightforward application of current lasersensing technology in measuring the displacement of elastic waves. In combination with piezoelectric or laser generation of planar or spherical waves, we can characterize AE sensors in a new
way; that is, the transfer function of a sensor, which should be available in addition to the customary frequency response characteristics per ASTM E-1106. It also became evident that the
transfer function of a sensor depends on the incident wave types as different vibration modes of a
sensing element are excited in non-unique manners. This resulted in sensor response characteristics (i.e., acceleration, velocity, or displacement) that are dependent on the incident wave modes.
In light of the present study, we must reevaluate the NIST-developed calibration standard
(ASTM E-1106 and ISO equivalent) since it relies on circular waves propagating on a steel
block. Depending on the distance from the central glass-capillary break, the wave front changes
producing distance- and aperture size-dependent calibration standard. Through-transmission
calibration method also faces difficulty of spherical wave propagation.
Because most AE sources can be regarded as a point source, AE sensors must detect spherical waves. We have used two thicknesses for the transfer block. Systematic study of effects of
the radius of curvature is needed. Also required is the understanding of how various vibration
modes are excited within the sensing element. In this connection, the results reported here on
PZT elements must be further examined as to how electrical signals are generated in relation to
the position of elastic wave front. Rouby [13] examined long ago how each component of a signal waveform is generated. However, the comparison of R15 and Disc 175 results (cf. Figs. 16,
19 and 20) immediately shows vastly different behavior (input: plane or spherical incident
waves; output: bipolar vs. unipolar). Thus, careful model experiments must be conducted to elucidate mechanisms of signal generation as functions of the radius of curvature of incident waves
and the degree and types of cross-coupled vibration modes.
Conclusions
The transfer functions of representative AE sensors were obtained using the excitation by an
ultrasonic transmitter or pulse laser and displacement measurement using a laser interferometer.
Types of incident waves are critically important in defining the transfer functions as different
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vibration modes were excited. These also affected the sensor response characteristics (i.e., acceleration, velocity, or displacement). The transfer functions and typical source waveforms were
combined by convolution. Results demonstrate the nature of sensor responses and the utility of
the approach used here. This study points to the need of reexamining the standard calibration
method in terms of wave front radius effects. Wider uses of transfer functions can improve our
understanding of various AE sources.
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Abstract
The removal of air from the interface between a measurement surface and an AE sensor is
crucial to the transmission of ultrasonic energy. The acoustic impedance of air is around 5 orders
of magnitude lower than that of the two contacting surfaces, allowing for very little transmission
of acoustic energy at the frequencies typical of acoustic emission (AE). The use of a couplant
can greatly improve this transmission by around 2 times at 100 kHz and more than 10 times at
500 kHz; a typical gel-based couplant having a high acoustic impedance around 4 orders of
magnitude higher than that of air. The effectiveness of a given couplant is dependent on its
acoustic impedance, acoustic absorption, application thickness and viscosity. Each of these can
have a strong influence on the sensitivity response of the sensor and can ultimately change the
way the sensor responds to different wave modes. This paper considers a number of ultrasonic/AE couplants and compares the sensor response for each couplant to longitudinal and shear
waves, demonstrating that a high-performance ultrasonic couplant can improve sensor sensitivity
significantly above 400 kHz compared with a grease-type couplant.
Introduction
When attaching an AE sensor to a measurement surface, a couplant material is used to remove any air from the interface, introduced due to the microstructure and surface roughness of
the two contacting surfaces. The reason for doing this is that the acoustic impedance of air is
much lower than that of the sensor face or material surface and will cause considerable loss in
transmission. Piezo-ceramic has relatively high acoustic impedance, as does steel (a typical
measurement surface) making them a relatively good match. However, the acoustic impedance
of air is around 5 orders of magnitude lower than that of piezo-ceramic or steel and so introducing a couplant layer with an acoustic impedance higher than that of air, which displaces the air
between the two surfaces, can increase transmission substantially [1]. For AE applications, there
is a range of couplants to choose from depending on the requirements dictated by the application.
The properties of the chosen couplant can have a significant effect on the output generated by the
sensor and thus the quality of the measurement. Couplants with high acoustic impedance have
been shown to produce substantially better ultrasonic transmission than standard couplants [2]
and are used in ultrasonic applications to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. For AE and vibration
applications, studies have compared the properties of common couplants and have made recommendations based on transmission and ease of use etc. [3].
Whilst couplants no doubt improve the transmission between the contact surface and the sensor, they do introduce a certain amount of variability [4] and different couplants can provide different transmission properties as a function of frequency [5]. During calibration, this can have an
effect not only on the apparent sensitivity of the sensor but also its frequency response. For the
calibration of an AE sensor, a single couplant is usually selected and the sensitivity of the sensor
as a function of frequency is usually stated using the selected couplant [6-13]. This paper considers the effect of couplant choice on the stated sensitivity of the sensor during calibration.
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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Couplant Requirements
When selecting a couplant for use during an AE measurement or monitoring application, a
number of factors need to be considered, of which acoustic transmission is just one. The most
important factors might be long-term stability depending upon length of measurement, removal
and reapplication of the sensor, the mounting surface condition or shape, sources of vibration
which could displace the sensor, mounting surface temperature, etc. There are a number of couplant types to choose from, typically liquid, gel or grease. Other types of couplants based on compounds or adhesives can be used, which provide bonding of the sensor to the surface.
Generally, the acoustic performance of a couplant is dictated by the acoustic impedance,
acoustic absorption and the couplant thickness. In addition to these, the ability of the couplant to
force air bubbles from the contacting layer is extremely important and this often requires a relatively low viscosity. Equally important is the wetting ability of the couplant. This is related to the
surface tension of the couplant and describes the level of molecular contact between a couplant
and the compressing surfaces. This is often related to viscosity and good wetting fluids, like
water, can often result in less air between the couplant and the two compressing surfaces.
Acoustic emission sensors have a dominant response to particle motion normal to the surface
and for this type of measurement the properties described above are most applicable. However, if
detecting particle motion is parallel to the sensor face (shear motion), which is a common requirement in plate structures, the viscosity of the couplant will become a more important transmission property. A high-viscosity couplant or a rigid bond will provide greater transmission of
these in-plane particle motions than couplants with the conventional properties described above.
Measurements and Results
A number of couplants were selected for testing. Glycerin, propylene glycol, ultrasound gel
and silicone grease are compared in this paper. Glycerin and propylene glycol were selected as
these are considered high-performance ultrasonic couplants, particularly glycerin, which provides a layer of relatively ‘high-impedance’ couplant. Ultrasound gel was also used as this couplant is routinely used for AE sensor calibration at the National Physical Laboratory [9, 10], providing good transmission but only suitable for relatively short measurement periods. The main
advantage of this type of gel is its extremely good wetting properties, which combined with a
relatively low viscosity, result in very low air content in the coupling layer. Silicone grease was
also used in the comparison as this and other similar performing greases are widely used in practical AE applications due to their stability with time and their non-drip consistency. A dry contact was also used for reference purposes to demonstrate the effect of using no couplant. Two
sets of measurements were performed. Firstly, a longitudinal sensor calibration was performed
against a velocity interferometer to obtain the sensor sensitivity in V/mm/s as a function of frequency. This calibration was performed for each couplant on the same sensor to show the effect
of the couplant on the sensitivity response of the sensor. Secondly, a relative comparison was
performed between each couplant showing how the sensor’s response to a normal incidence
shear wave is affected by the couplant. For the shear-wave measurements, a couplant designed
specifically for shear wave transmission (Panametrics shear-wave couplant) was used in place of
the glycerin.
The measurements were performed on a 410-mm diameter hemi-spherical aluminium block
with a flat top of approximate diameter of 50 mm, for mounting the sensor under test. The flat
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top is also polished flat to provide a suitable optical reflection for calibration of the sensor
against a laser interferometer. In this case, the polished surface also acts as an idealised coupling
surface and resulted in reduced variability between couplings. A Panametrics V189-RB
0.5 MHz, 1.5-inch diameter NDT source transducer was bonded with cyanoacrylate to the base
of the hemisphere as shown in Fig. 1. The interferometer was aligned with its optical beam normal to the surface of the flat top along the central axis of the block. The Panametrics V189-RB
transducer was excited with a 1-µs pulse generated by an Agilent 33220A function generator.
Following propagation through the block, the out-of-plane displacement component of the longitudinal wave was measured using the interferometer. The output from the interferometer was
captured at a sample rate of 25 mega-samples per second using a TDS 5054 oscilloscope with the
trigger synchronised with the function generator. A total of 3000 time averages were used to
measure the interferometer output to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Once the velocity history
of the surface had been established using the interferometer, a PAC S9208 sensor (with 40 dB
pre-amplification and a 20 kHz high-pass filter) was then coupled to the flat top of the hemisphere, with the selected couplant, in place of the interferometer laser beam. The sensor was chosen due to its broadband response up to 1 MHz. The same procedure was then followed to capture the voltage output from the sensor with 100 time averages being used. This process was repeated for each couplant. To improve repeatability and allow comparison between the different
couplants, the position of the sensor on the surface was fixed using a three-point guide and held
in place with a constant mass of approximately 6 N. Using a constant force does mean that a
more viscous couplant might result in a thicker layer and less air removal. To counter this, an
increasing force was applied during installation of the sensor, whilst simultaneously monitoring
the sensor output. Once the apparent maximum output was achieved, the force was reduced to
the holding force of 6 N, ensuring that the sensor output did not drop during this reduction. This
approach ensures that the maximum acoustic performance is established for each couplant and
reduces variability between re-couplings. It is however acknowledged by the authors, that this
may not represent a realistic scenario for in-situ use.

Fig. 1. Measurement configuration for out-of-plane motion.
For the shear-wave measurements, a Panametrics V152-RB 0.5 MHz, 1.0-inch normal incidence shear-wave transducer was used to generate a shear wave at the sensor after propagation
through the block shown in Fig. 1, with a velocity or displacement component parallel to the surface. This transducer was also bonded to the transmission surface using cyanoacrylate to provide
a rigid bond for optimum shear-wave transmission. For these measurements, only the sensor outputs were measured. In this configuration it was not possible to calibrate the response of the
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sensor to the velocity component parallel to the surface as the interferometer measures only the
normal velocity component of the surface, although calibration to this in-plane component using
optical interferometry has been reported in the literature [10-11].
For both the longitudinal and shear wave measurements, the sensor was coupled a number of
times using each couplant. This was done to establish both the overall variability of re-coupling
the sensor and to establish the maximum peak-to-peak signal level achievable with each couplant.
The sensor measurement in Fig. 2 shows the longitudinal-wave arrival following a 32-µs
propagation time through the aluminium block. At around 64 µs, a direct shear wave arrives,
which is generated from the edges of the transducer. Although this is difficult to identify from
the sensor output, it is identifiable from the interferometer measurements (not shown). The direct
echo does not arrive until around 96 µs and is just visible at the end of the time waveform shown
in Fig. 2. To obtain the magnitude sensitivity, the quotient of the spectra of the sensor-output
voltage and the interferometer velocity output is calculated. However, to ensure that the sensitivity is calculated for only the longitudinal-wave arrival, the time waveforms are time-gated before the shear-wave arrival as indicated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Sensor output time waveform for longitudinal wave measurements.
Figure 3 shows the calibration results of the S9208 AE sensor for its velocity sensitivity to
the longitudinal wave when coupled using the high-impedance glycerin, propylene glycol, ultrasound gel, silicone grease and a dry contact with no couplant. In each case, the sensitivity is derived from the maximum signal level achievable with each couplant. At lower frequencies, below 400 kHz, the couplant appears to have very little effect on the sensitivity of the sensor, with
the variability observed between 200 kHz and 400 kHz being almost within the variability due to
re-coupling which was around 5% to 15% depending on the couplant. However, above 400 kHz
there is greater difference in sensitivity, particularly at frequencies where the sensor exhibits
resonance behaviour, which cannot be explained by re-coupling variability. This shows that the
glycerin, propylene glycol and particularly the ultrasound gel do provide the greatest sensitivity.
Conversely, silicone grease provides poorer sensitivity at the higher frequencies, up to as much
as 65% less than the ultrasound gel, for the best coupling achievable with each couplant. This
indicates that ultrasound gel has a lower attenuation coefficient at the higher frequencies than
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Fig. 3. Calibration of S9208 velocity sensitivity for longitudinal wave using different couplants.

Fig. 4. Sensor output time waveform for shear-wave measurements.
silicone grease as both have comparable acoustic impedance. The ultrasound gel could also benefit from good wetting, good air removal properties and a thinner coupling layer. These differences do have implications for couplant choice when providing the calibration sensitivity of the
sensor and even more so when performing broadband or high-frequency AE measurements. A
poor choice of couplant could not only have a negative impact on the signal-to-noise ratio, but
could ultimately change the shape of the AE-event waveform being investigated. The dry contact
also shows a large reduction in sensitivity as expected - around a 50% reduction at 100 kHz and
substantially more at higher frequencies. This is to be expected due to the high acoustic absorption in air (which effectively fills the gaps in the sensor-surface contact) at ultrasonic frequencies
and the very high impedance mismatch. The sensor measurement in Fig. 4 shows a shear-wave
arrival following a 64-µs propagation time through the aluminium block. This wave mode is
generated at the source transducer such that it arrives with its particle velocity parallel to the sensor surface. A small longitudinal-wave arrival can also be seen arriving after a delay of 32 µs.
Although small, it is assumed that a direct echo of the longitudinal wave arrives at around 96 µs
and so the time waveforms are time-gated between 64 µs and 96 µs as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5. Response of S9208 to shear wave using different couplants.
Figure 5 shows the response of the S9208 AE sensor to the 1-µs pulse generated by the
V152-RD normal-incidence shear-wave transducer when coupled using the propylene glycol,
ultrasound gel, silicone grease and a dry contact with no couplant. In addition to these, a
Panametrics shear-wave couplant, which is specifically designed to have a very high viscosity to
maximise shear-wave transmission, was included in the comparison. It should be noted that Fig.
5 cannot be compared with Fig. 3 to assess the sensors longitudinal and shear wave response as
Fig. 3 is a sensitivity derived from the quotient of the spectra of the sensor and interferometer
signals, whereas Fig. 5 only considers the direct output spectrum of the sensor.
The shear-wave couplant clearly provides the greatest transmission of the shear wave in this
case, but, more interestingly, the dry contact is now not so poor when compared to the use of a
couplant. The dry contact is in fact comparable to the silicone grease. The most probable reason
for this is that for good shear-wave transmission acoustic impedance and absorption are no
longer the dominant factors. The transfer of shear forces between atoms is likely to dominate and
for this to be most effective, a rigid contact is necessary. Although the effective contact area for
the dry contact would be significantly reduced by the microstructure of the two surfaces, the
small contacting area is sufficiently rigid to provide transmission comparable to a low rigidity/viscosity couplant, which provides a full area contact in this case. However, the measurements were performed on a polished metal surface, which should allow for a good dry contact.
The type of measurement surfaces encountered in practice would likely perform very poorly for
a dry contact. For the shear-wave measurements however, the couplant effect on frequency response is less clear. The ultrasound gel and propylene glycol provided surprisingly good transmission of the shear wave given their very low viscosity. The silicone grease performed less effectively but has the benefit that it does not drip or dry up with time, which can be a problem
with liquid-based couplants. The silicone grease also had the lowest re-coupling variability of
less than 8% in both sets of measurements. The performance of couplants for shear waves with
particle motion parallel to the surface also represents their performance to symmetric Lamb
waves. Similarly the longitudinal wave results presented with particle motion normal to the surface will be representative of couplant performance for anti-symmetric Lamb waves, which
propagate in plate structures [14].
Conclusions
The effect of couplant on the calibration of the velocity sensitivity response of an AE sensor
to a longitudinal wave (out-of-plane) has been considered and shows the effect of the couplant to
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be broadly unnoticeable within the re-coupling variations. However, at higher AE frequencies
above 400 kHz, the properties of the couplant become more important. At these higher frequencies, silicone grease reduced the sensitivity of the sensor by up to 65% compared with a highperformance ultrasonic couplant such as propylene glycol. Although this has implications for the
accuracy of the sensitivity calibrations for AE sensors, it will also have an impact on AE measurements. A poor choice of couplant could significantly reduce signal-to-noise ratio in broadband or high-frequency AE measurements and could lead to distortion of the waveform being
measured.
In addition to this, shear-wave measurements have shown that for the measurement of wave
modes with particle motion parallel to the surface, such as symmetric Lamb waves, there is no
real benefit in using couplants conventionally considered to be ‘high-performance’ ultrasonic
couplants. Given that both planes of particle motion would be encountered in typical AE applications, a balanced choice should be made between the requirement for out-of-plane and in-plane
particle motion and required mechanical/material/chemical properties.
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Abstract
For acoustic emission (AE) testing of pressure vessels during in-service inspection, special
experiments must be performed to get the appropriate information in some cases. Design of such
experiments, especially the loading history, is the focus of this paper. Limitations on the experimental load history, which result from the Kaiser-effect and the goal of the test, are given. Another important point is the generation of an appropriate defect. An example with an initial artificial weld defect and defect growth by pressure cycling is given. The measured low AE activity
during this test shows that experimental verification for AE testing may be necessary, even if
standard procedures are used.
Introduction
In the last decades acoustic emission (AE) testing was developed further [1], and many dangerous defects were found [e.g., 2-4], and probably accidents have been prevented. Frequently,
economic reasons are the determining factor of whether or not AE testing is used during inservice inspection. To get an optimum on safety, the question whether or not defects and failure
modes, which are probable in the specific case, can be detected by AE testing should dominate
the decision. Of course, AE is an integral testing method and able to detect unforeseeable defects, which is a favorable property for inspection strategy.
Finding experimental evidence that a specific type of defect is detectable is difficult. One of
the reasons why the transfer of results from experiments to AE testing is difficult is the complicated load history, which is applied to pressure vessels prior to AE testing. Therefore, this paper
focuses on experimental loading histories for studying the AE characteristics of defects during
AE testing of pressure vessels.
Here, AE testing during in-service inspection, not during pressure testing after fabrication, is
mainly considered. The focus lies on local defects, like welding defects, cracks, pitting, etc., and
global wall thinning and design failures are outside of the scope of this paper.
Loading History
Loading histories of pressure vessels (Fig. 1) start with the pressure tests after fabrication.
AE testing during the first pressure test is not the focus of this paper. During service, the vessel is
usually pressurized with more or less pressure variations, but pressure has to be below maximum
allowable pressure pS, which is the relief pressure of the safety valve. Because of limited tightness of safety valves near the relief pressure, operating pressures are usually below pS. When the
safety valve opens, according to the European Pressure Equipment Directive (PED), the pressure
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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is allowed to exceed pS by 10%. For AE testing the pressure should be raised to a value higher
than the maximum value reached during the operating period before the test, but the maximum
pressure of the first pressure test is usually not exceeded.
Initial defects may be present after fabrication. If they are not detected before the vessel goes
into service, they may grow during the service period. Other defects may be initiated and grow
during service. The goal of the in-service inspection is to detect all dangerous defects before they
lead to catastrophic failure.

Fig. 1. Typical loading history of pressure vessel; p, pressure; pS, maximum allowable pressure;
ptest, test pressure; pAE, maximum pressure at AE testing.
Plastic Deformation
For the AE generation, plastic deformation is important. First yielding produces AE itself,
and the resulting large deformations activate many secondary AE sources. To see the possible
plastic deformations of vessels, in [5] a finite-element (FE) simulation was performed for an example vessel HSD01 (Fig. 2a). For this vessel, stress-strain curves for the base materials as well
as for the welding materials were available because it was investigated during a European research project. It is a vessel made of high strength steel, and for the allowable pressure, the largest allowable one was evaluated. For details about the analysis see [5].
At the beginning of the simulation, some artificial shrinkage was introduced into the welding
material to simulate residual stresses from the welding process. Afterwards the first pressure test
up to the test pressure ptest = 419 bar (Fig. 2b 1-2) was simulated. The simulation continued with
one operating cycle up to pS = 293 bar (Fig. 2b 4-5) and a second pressure test (Fig. 2b 6). After
reaching the maximum pressure of the pressure test the pressure was further increased to 486 bar
(Fig. 2b 7). Figure 2c shows the von Mises equivalent stress vs. the circumferential strain at the
Point A (Fig. 2a): Due to shrinkage of weld material, large stresses and some initial strain are
present at the beginning (Fig. 2c 1). At the first pressurization, plastic deformation starts at the
beginning (Fig. 2c 1-2). During unloading and the operating cycle, practically no plastic strain is
accumulated (Fig. 2c 2-5). Also in the second pressure test, almost no plastic deformation occurs,
as long as the maximum pressure of the first pressure test is not exceeded (Fig. 2c 5-6). Only if
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the maximum pressure of the first pressure test is exceeded plastic deformation starts again (Fig.
2c 6-7).
Due to yielding the residual stresses are changed in a way that the subsequent unloading and
reloading can take place without (or with very small) plastic deformation. Exceeding the first
maximum pressure leads to considerable new plastic deformations. Like plastic deformation, AE
activity is totally different whether or not the first load limit is exceeded (Kaiser effect - compare
to Fig. 6). This has to be considered when specifying the loading history for verification experiments.
Experimental Load History
When designing experiments for studying AE testing, one has to consider that during AE
testing for in-service inspection the maximum loading of the first pressure test is usually not exceeded. Only the maximum of the operating load, at which defect initiation and/or growth took
place, should be exceeded during the AE testing.

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 2. Example HSD01, plastic strain in spherical vessel with residual stress [5]; a) FE model
with point A shown, b) simulated cycles; c) circumferential strain vs. von Mises equivalent stress
at point A.
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Therefore, for finding an appropriate experimental loading history, the following procedure
(Fig. 3) is proposed:
At first a load LS, which corresponds to the load of the vessel at the maximum admissible pressure pS, has to be specified. This can be a pressure, if a vessel is tested, or a force resulting in an
appropriate stress level, if simple tension specimens are used. At this point the usual safety factors in pressure vessel design have to be considered (usually a safety factor of at least 1.5 to the
appropriate proof or yield stress is applied at operating conditions). Starting from this load the
following procedure can be applied:
a) If an initial defect from fabrication should be simulated, a sample with an initial defect
can be used, or an initial defect can be introduced at the beginning (Defect introduction 1
at Fig. 3).
b) The test itself should start with a loading cycle, which simulates the first pressure test.
The appropriate load Ltest can be evaluated by multiplying the load corresponding to pS
(LS) with the appropriate pressure test factor.
c) After this loading cycle, an optional reference cycle up to the load Ltest can be applied.
This cycle gives some reference for the AE of the sample without defect or with the initial defect after the first pressure test.
d) If defect initiation during operation should be simulated, a defect can be introduced after
the first pressure test (Defect introduction 2 at Fig. 3).
e) Now load variations should be applied. In this phase, the load has to be smaller than the
maximum load, which will be reached at the vessel during operation. At least a few load
cycles up to the maximum load, which can be reached at this phase, should be applied.
Simulating defect growth by the investigated mechanism (fatigue, corrosion, etc.) would
be optimal in this phase.
f) Now a loading cycle simulating the AE test can be applied. Here, it is clear that the load
should only be increased up to a value LAE reached during the planed test. If the load is
raised to a larger value, may be up to burst or fracture, AE above the load LAE would not
arise at a comparable AE test. At least AE above the load Ltest is not comparable to AE
during AE testing during in-service inspection.
g) Simulation of further defect growth and further AE tests are of course possible.
Fatigue Cracks Starting from an Artificial Notch as Examples of Defects
Saw cuts (Fig. 4a), which cause U-shaped notches, have been used in connection with gas
cylinders made of high strength steel [5, 7]. These U-shaped notches cause fatigue cracks growing from both sides of the notch into the ligament. Frequently during crack opening, shear cracks
are formed, which connect these two cracks. Increased friction at the crack surface may result.
V-shaped notches (Fig. 4b) cause crack initiation nearly in one plane, but the fabrication may be
more complicated.
Introduction of welding defects in a defined way is difficult. In [6] a special procedure was
used (Fig. 5c) to introduce a welding defect inside of an existing vessel. Here a notch was cut
through the whole wall thickness. Afterwards a strip was pressed into the bottom of the notch.
Onto this strip the weld was placed. The resulting crack-like notches are somewhat similar to
welding defects like lack of fusion at the weld root.
The introduced notches have to be relatively deep to get fatigue crack growth within a practicable number of cycles, and with the usual nominal stresses in pressure vessels. Notches of 1/3 to
1/2 of the wall thickness in connection with cycle numbers of 10,000 full pressure cycles may be
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Fig. 3. Load history for experimental testing; LS, load according to load at allowable pressure,
Ltest, load according to load at pressure test.

a)
b)
c)
Fig. 4. Examples of artificial defects: a) saw cut (U-notch), b) V-notch, c) artificial weld defect.
necessary. Careful monitoring of defect growth during cycling is needed to do the AE tests at
appropriate time. In [6] online crack growth measurement based on strain gauge measurements
was used.
The pressure cycling with pressure variations as large as possible and with the large defects
(both necessary to get crack initiation and growth with a practicable number of cycles) causes
large cyclic plastic deformation in the ligament, which causes brittle material components to
break. Therefore, AE activity during pressure tests after this cycling may be low. This was seen
in a test with a defect in ferritic weld material as described in the following:
Example
Within the following experiment [6] an old vessel ST6599 (Fig. 5a) was tested by means of
pressure tests and cyclic pressurization. The vessel was made of St41KT (0.17%C, 0.018%P,
0.022%S), a material according to ÖNORM M3121. This material corresponds to P265GH of
EN 10028-2. The vessel diameter was 800 mm and the wall thickness 15 mm.
As an initial defect, before the first pressure test, an artificial weld defect of the type given in
Fig. 4c was introduced on the vessel. Therefore, a saw cut was introduced in the original longitudinal weld, a steel strip was placed into this cut, and the weld was placed on the strip (Fig. 5b).
For reference, a second weld with the intention of having no defect (marked “New Weld” in
Fig 5a) was placed on the vessel. In this case only a V-notch, which partially penetrated the wall
thickness was introduced and filled up by welding.
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The testing procedure started with a pressure test, consisting of three pressure cycles (Fig. 6)
up to a pressure of 1.43pS (pS = 32 bar). After the pressure test, the vessel was cycled with sinusoidal pressure variation between 2 bar and pS until crack initiation was indicated (strain gauge
measurements). Afterwards a pressure test and the next cycling followed. The procedure was
repeated until the vessel failed at the 6th pressure test through leakage at the artificial weld defect
(Table 1).
AE was measured with 5 SE150 sensors with a resonance frequency of 150 kHz and threshold settings between 31.2 and 35 dBAE (Table 2) were used. A 0.5-mm pencil-lead break results
in an AE event of about 84 dBAE at 30 cm distance (distance of the artificial weld defect to the
first hit sensor). Strain gauges were used for online crack growth detection (Fig. 5a). The indication was based on stiffness changes.
The micrograph (cross section a short distance from the leak) of the defect after the test
(Fig. 7a) shows the crack starting at one side of the steel strip, almost in a single plane, and clear
crack blunting at the 5th and 6th pressure tests. At the fracture surface (Fig. 7b) at least the crack
tip at the last three pressure tests can clearly be seen.

a)

b)
Fig. 5. Experiment ST6599 [6]: a) Test vessel, b) sketch of artificial weld defect,
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Fig. 6. First pressure test with three pressure cycles of experiment ST6599 - events located at
defect region (longitudinal weld defect).
Table 1: Experimental procedure.
Experimental Step
1st pressure test
1st cyclic pressurisation
2nd pressure test
2nd cyclic pressurisation
3rd pressure test
3rd cyclic pressurisation
4th pressure test
4th cyclic pressurisation
5th pressure test
5th cyclic pressurisation
6th pressure test

Pressure
pt = 45,8 bar
2 – 30 bar
pt = 45,8 bar
2 – 30 bar
pt = 45,8 bar
2 – 30 bar
pt = 45,8 bar
2 – 30 bar
pt = 45,8 bar
2 – 30 bar
Leakage at 39,9 bar

Cycles
3 Cycles
5064 cycles
3 Cycles
4397 cycles
3 Cycles
1850 cycles
3 Cycles
1222 cycles
3 Cycles
809 cycles
Leakage at first pressurization

Table 2: Threshold settings.
Threshold [dB]
1st pressure test until 8 bar
1st pressure test after 8 bar
Cyclic pressurisation
2nd pressure test
3rd to 5th pressure test
6th pressure test

31.2
35.6
35.6
31.2
31.2
31.2

Waveform recorded
for A > [dB]
43
49.8
49.8
49.8
33.7
31.2

During the pressure tests and cycling considerable acoustic emission activity was aquired
from the investigated weld defect, the “New Weld” and from a position called “Circumferential
weld defect” (Fig. 5a). With radiography in the “New Weld” and “Circumferential weld defect”
also considerable defects were found. Micrographs at the locations with the largest indications
showed insufficient penetration at “Circumferential weld defect” and bad bounding at “New
Weld”. Details of this can be found in [6]; here only signals from the investigated weld defect are
further discussed:
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a)

b)

c)
d)
Fig. 7: artificial weld defect (after cycling and pressure tests); a) micrograph; b) fracture surface;
c) microstructure of ligament; d) microstructure of base material ST41KT
The most important phase during AE examination is the phase of increasing pressure, including the hold periods, of the first pressure cycle of a pressure test – this is the period from start of
the pressure test until start of pressure release. For this phase of the pressure tests 1 – 6, the numbers of AE events within the investigated region, i.e. the longitudinal weld defect, are given in
Table 3. For comparison also the sum for the whole vessel is given. Figure 8 summarises the
acquired events from the investigated defect during the last pressure test until leakage.
Description of the values in Table 3:
≥80 dB, located: Here the number of located events with amplitudes larger than 80 dB at the
first hit sensor is given. The numbers of events that are located within the considered regions are
given. Hsu-Nielson sources (0.5 mm) at the investigated regions reach at the first hit sensor amplitudes between 80 and 85 dB, therefore, amplitudes larger than 80 dB have intensities similar
or larger than the Hsu-Nielson source (0.5 mm).
60 dB, located: Here the number of located events with amplitudes larger than 60 dB at the
first hit sensor are given. The amplitude of 60 dB is 20 dB smaller than the one reached by Hsu105

Nielson sources. Above this amplitude, with the arrangement used, location processing with
good reliability is possible.
TR-page available: Here the number of events is given for which at least for the 1st hit sensor the waveform data was acquired. Only the events, which are assigned to the considered region according to the channel sequence criteria, are considered. This number is important for
further evaluation, because more sophisticated data evaluation is only possible if the waveform is
acquired.
40 dB, according to channel sequence: Here the number of events is given which reach at
the 1st hit sensor an amplitude of 40 dB. Only the events, which are assigned to the considered
region according to the channel sequence criteria, are considered here. The considered amplitude
of 40 dB is about 40 dB smaller than the one which would be reached by the Hsu-Nielson source
(0.5 mm).
Table 3: Pressure tests 1 - 6, first pressure cycle, increasing pressure: Number of events at the
considered regions.

Fig. 8: Longitudinal weld defect; 6th pressure test; channel sequence filter at the top; location
filter at the bottom.
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During the first pressure test, large AE activity was measured. The acoustic emission during
the pressure tests two to six can be characterised in the following way: There were very few signals with large amplitudes. Only at the 4th pressure test, in the region of the longitudinal weld
defect, one event with amplitude near to the one of a pencil lead break was acquired. In two pressure tests, in the region of the longitudinal weld defect, no events with amplitudes larger than
60 dB were acquired. When considering low amplitude signals the activity decreased until the 4th
pressure test, and increased in the 5th and the 6th pressure test again. This increase of the activity
with low amplitudes correlates with crack propagation at these last two pressure tests.
For the base material, comparable small AE activities can also be found in the literature [e.g.
8]. Here the weld material, which forms the ligament for the considered crack, has a fine-grained
microstructure (Fig. 7 c and d), which may be one of the reasons for the small AE activity.
The applied procedure may possibly not detect the applied type of fatigue crack (pure fatigue, without corrosion) in weld metal of low carbon steel. Most pressure vessels have only a
small number of fatigue cycles and failure modes due to corrosion and interaction between corrosion and mechanical action dominate. When doing experimental verification for AE testing,
which focuses on theses failure modes, the corrosion effects have to be included in the experimental testing.
Conclusion
Limitations on the loading history for experiments in connection with AE testing were demonstrated. One experiment following the guidelines was conducted with an initial artificial weld
defect in connection with fatigue crack growth. AE activity during the simulated AE tests was
small. This shows that standard procedures of AE testing are not always appropriate. Analysis of
probable defects and the possibility to detect these defects by AE testing is necessary. For some
types of defects experimental verification is necessary. In the experiments the investigated defects have to be reconstructed in a proper way. Using fatigue cracks instead of cracks from stress
corrosion or corrosion fatigue interaction may not be sufficient. Procedures of verification experiments, which include corrosion in an appropriate manner, are not established.
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Abstract
It is important to evaluate the integrity of composite overwrapped pressure vessels (COPVs)
used for space applications. In order to examine applicability of acoustic emission testing
(AT) for the evaluation, AE signals were monitored during the pressurization test of a COPV
before and after an impact test. The impact test of 17-J energy was conducted by using a
drop-weight impact tester to simulate machine-tool drop. A large number of emissions were
monitored by the AE channel nearest the impact point. In addition, the characteristics of AE
signals detected nearest the impact point were different from those by other channels. From
these results, it is assumed that AT can be used for the qualitative integrity evaluation of COPVs.
On the other hand, to realize the quantitative integrity evaluation, it is essential to make database of AE parameters.
Introduction
Composite overwrapped pressure vessels (COPVs) are widely used for space applications,
such as accumulators for a space satellite and propellant tanks for a rocket. It is known that
COPVs are likely to suffer complicated internal damages by being dropped or by impacts of
dropped machine-tools. Even when such internal damages occurred, only small damages are
caused on the impact surface in many cases. Therefore, it is difficult to find the impact damages from outer surface by visual testing (VT). Since the internal damages may reduce
strength of the vessels, a reliable nondestructive testing (NDT) for the damages is desired.
Applicability of various NDT methods for COPVs was evaluated by several investigators [1-3],
although, the optimal inspection technique is not yet found.
Acoustic emission testing (AT) is one of the candidates for the NDT method of COPVs.
Several standards on AT, such as ASME section V, article 11 [4] for evaluating the integrity of
fiber-reinforced plastic vessels are available. Only a few papers [5-7] or reports [8], however,
appeared in public domain for applying AT to COPVs.
In our previous study [9], the applicability of AT to the integrity evaluation of COPVs was
evaluated by using coupon-level specimens. It was found that Kaiser effect and Felicity effect
observed during a cyclic loading test can be used for evaluating previously induced damages
such as impact damages. The detectable minimum damage size by AT was same or better than
that by ultrasonic testing (UT).
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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In this study, as a collaborative research between Tokyo Institute of Technology and Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency, AE monitoring is conducted during the pressurization test of a
real COPV before and after the impact test. IHI Inspection & Instrumentation Co., Ltd. joined
this study in the measurement under the guidance of Tokyo Institute of Technology. Suitable AE
parameters for the integrity evaluation are investigated and the applicability of AT is evaluated.
Experimental Setup and Procedure
A thin metal-lined composite overwrapped spherical pressure vessel of 600-mm diameter
was prepared for this study. Reinforcement fibers of the vessel were carbon fibers. The vessel was fabricated by filament-winding (FW) method. Prior to this study, the vessel was pressurized to MEOP (maximum expected operating pressure) 52 times, proof pressure
(1.25MEOP) 6 times and nominal burst pressure (1.5MEOP) once. Thus, it is assumed that
several damages were already inflicted on the COPV before the start of this study.
Four AE sensors (Vallen-Systeme GmbH, Type VS150-RIC, nominal resonant frequency 150
kHz) were mounted on the outer surface of the vessel at quadrant locations on the equator (see
Fig. 1). The programmed hydrostatic pressure cycles were applied to the vessel. The maximum pressure was set as the MEOP and was held for 30 minutes. Outputs of the AE sensors
were amplified 34 dB by preamplifiers and filtered by band-pass filters of 95 to 850 kHz. The
extracted signals were digitized at an interval of 200 ns with 4096 points by A/D converter.
After the first pressurization test, an impact test was conducted with a drop-weight impact
tester. A hemispherical tip of 12.7-mm in diameter was used for the impactor per ISO14623.
Before the impact test, AE sensors were removed from the vessel to avoid sensor damages.
The impactor was dropped to the vessel along guide rails and the impact load was applied at the
position 22.5˚ from the Ch.-4 sensor on the equator of the vessel as shown in Fig. 1. The
weight of the impactor and the impact energy were 2.5 kg and 17 J, respectively. The surface
damage caused by the impact was not evident by VT. After the impact test, the damage
evaluation was conducted by using an ultrasonic flaw detector and UT located an elliptically
shaped internal damage of about 40 mm in long axis and about 20 mm in short axis. Following
the impact test, AE sensors were remounted on the same positions as before. AE activities
were again monitored during the pressurization test by the same programmed pressure cycles.

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the pressurization test and the sensor positions.
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Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the total number of AE hits for each channel during the pressurization test
before and after the impact test. Before the impact test, the total number was almost identical
among each channel. After the impact test, the total number of Ch. 4, which was the nearest to
the impact point was more than twice those by other three channels. The result shows that by
comparing the total number of AE hits by each channel, previously induced damages such as
impact damages can be evaluated.

Fig. 2 The total number of AE hits for each channel during the pressurization test, before and
after the impact test.

Fig. 3 AE signal peak amplitude (left) and cumulative AE hits (right) with respect to the elapsed
time. The normalized pressure history is superimposed on the graphs.
Figure 3 shows peak amplitude of AE signal (left) and cumulative AE hits (right) with the
elapsed time. The normalized pressure history is overlapped with these graphs. Periods A-D defined in the right are used later in detailed analysis. A large number of significant AE signals
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(>65dB) were monitored by all channels throughout the first pressurization test, which was
conducted before the impact test (see upper left of Fig. 3). The result reveals that the large
damages occurred all over the vessel at the first pressurization test. During the pressure-hold
periods of the first (before impact) and the second (after impact) pressurization tests, emissions
were continuously detected. Since emissions that continue during pressure-hold generally indicate structurally significant defects, the COPV appears to have significant defects from the
beginning as we mentioned in the previous section. By monitoring the AE peak amplitude and
the cumulative AE hits, a newly induced damage and a damage progression can be monitored.
In addition, there is a possibility to evaluate the existence of significant defects by monitoring
AE during the pressure-hold.
Figure 4 shows the relationship between AE signal peak amplitudes and durations. In general, an AE event with high amplitude and long duration reveals the occurrence or progression
of large-scale damage. Since a large number of such kinds of events were detected during the
first pressurization test, large-scale damages or progressions occurred during the first test.

Fig. 4 Relationship between AE signal peak amplitude and duration.

Fig. 5 Relationship between cumulative AE hits and AE peak amplitude.
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Fig. 6 Relationship between cumulative AE hits and AE peak amplitude of Period A to D for AE
signals detected before the impact test. (Periods A to D are defined in right of Fig. 3.)

Fig. 7 Relationship between cumulative AE hits and AE peak amplitude of Periods A to D for
AE signals detected after the impact test.
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Figure 5 shows the relationship between cumulative AE hits and AE peak amplitude in dB
before and after the impact test. The scale of the vertical axis is logarithmic. When a fracture mode is limited to one, cumulative AE hits in the graph tends to be monotonically decreased with increasing the amplitude. Therefore, the relationship of Ch. 1 to 3 monitored
during the second pressurization test after impact (right of Fig. 5) reveals that fractures with
limited fracture-mode occurred. On the other hand, the relationship monitored during the first
pressurization test before impact (left) and Ch. 4 of the second test reveals that fractures with
several fracture-modes occurred. Since there was a possibility that the fracture-modes change
with elapsed time, we investigated the transition of the relationship with the elapsed time. Figure 6 and 7 show the results. As strong non-linear relationship was observed for the first
pressurization test, we had assumed the relationship changed with the elapsed time. However,
as shown in Fig. 6, the relationship was almost the same throughout the pressurization test.
Therefore, it can be stated that fractures with several fracture-modes occurred throughout the
first pressurization test. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 7, the relationship of Ch. 4
changed with the elapsed time and quite different from those of Ch. 1 to 3 at periods A and B.
This reveals that AE related to the impact damage occurred from early stage (periods A and B)
of the pressurization test.

Fig. 8 Centroid frequency of detected AE signals with respect to the elapsed time. The normalized pressure history is superimposed on the graphs.
Figure 8 shows the centroid frequency of detected AE signals with the elapsed time. The
distributions of the first test (before impact) and the second test (after impact) appear to be different from each other. In order to examine details of the distributions, centroid frequency’s
histograms for each channel were investigated. The results are shown in Fig. 9. While AE
signals below 400 kHz are dominant for the first test (before impact), AE signals above 400
kHz are observed for the second test (after impact). It is assumed that the origins of AE signals are different for first and second tests. It is also important that in the second test, AE signals with high frequency components (above 500 kHz) are frequently detected by Ch. 4, which
is located closest to the impact point. AE signals, which are related to impact damage are likely
to generate high-frequency components. Since there was a possibility that the distributions
change with elapsed time, we investigated the transition of the histogram with the elapsed time.
Figure 10 to 13 show histogram of centroid frequency of periods A to D.
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Fig. 9

Fig. 10

Centroid frequency histograms for each channel.

Centroid frequency histograms for each channel in period A.
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Fig. 11 Centroid frequency histograms for each channel in period B.

Fig. 12 Centroid frequency histograms for each channel in period C.
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Distributions of the histogram for the first test are almost identical. This indicates that the
origins of the AE sources did not change with the elapsed time. On the other hand, distributions for Ch. 4 of the second test changed with the elapsed time. It is also noted that the distributions are quite different from those of other channels at periods A and B and also different
from those of Ch. 1 to 3 at periods A and B. This reveals that AE related to the impact damage
occurred from early stages (periods A and B) and this AE consists of high-frequency components.

Fig. 13

Centroid frequency histograms for each channel in period D.

Figures 14 and 15 show the relationship between cumulative AE hits and load histories before and after the impact test. All AE hits were plotted in Fig. 14, while AE hits with above 40
dB peak amplitude were plotted in Fig. 15. If a perfect Kaiser effect is established, cumulative
AE hits should monotonically increase with the load. As shown in the upper plot of Fig. 14,
perfect Kaiser effect was not observed even during the first pressurization test, which was conducted before the impact test. This is due to the vessel may have prior internal damages from
earlier testing. Felicity effect was clearly observed for both the first and the second tests (indicated by arrows). Contrary to Fig. 14, almost perfect Kaiser effects were observed below 30%
of the MEOP in Fig. 15. This result indicates that the adequate threshold should be set for an
appropriate damage evaluation. Focusing on Ch. 4 data of Figs. 14 and 15, Felicity ratio
seems reduced after the impact test. This indicates that the damage severity of COPVs can be
evaluated qualitatively by Felicity ratio.
In the first part of this paper, we found that AE signals related to impact damage were observed at early stages (periods A and B) and involved high-frequency components (from Figs.
10 and 11) with low peak amplitude (from upper plot of Fig. 7). On the other hand, in the last
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part of the paper, we found that Felicity effects are observed clearly when the AE signals with
small peak amplitude are eliminated. These results indicate that the effect of the impact
damage appeared throughout the experiment, although adequate AE parameters should be
extracted for observing the effect of the impact damage. When the quantitative evaluation is
needed, it is essential to make database of AE parameters and select appropriate ranges.

Fig. 14 Relationship between cumulative AE hits and normalized pressure. (Upper: The first
pressurization test before the impact test. Lower: The second test after the impact test.)
Conclusion
In this study, the applicability of AT to the integrity evaluation of COPVs was evaluated.
To simulate machine-tool drop, the impact of 17-J energy was applied to the vessel by using
drop-weight impact tester. The programmed cyclic load by hydrostatic pressure was applied
to the vessel before and after the impact test and AE activities were monitored during the test.
In the pressurization test after the impact, the channel nearest the impact point detected a large
number of AE hits. In addition, characteristics of AE signals detected nearest the impact point
were different from those by other channels. From these results, it is concluded that AT can
qualitatively make the integrity evaluation of COPVs. On the other hand, to realize the quantitative integrity evaluation, it is essential to make the database of AE parameters.
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Fig. 15 Relationship between cumulative AE hits above 40 dB of AE signal amplitude and normalized pressure. (Upper: The first pressurization test. Lower: The second test.)
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Abstract
Over the past decades, the increasing use of compressed natural gas (CNG) as an alternative
fuel for vehicles has led to the design of attractive lightweight cylinders by the use of fiberreinforced polymers. Nevertheless, the traditional inspection techniques used for steel cylinders
are generally not well adapted to the composite materials. In order to ensure the safety of the users, new inspection techniques has been investigated to give an accurate evaluation of the structural integrity of composite cylinders.
The present work investigates the ability of the acoustic emission (AE) technique to detect
serious damages in CNG composite cylinders. Internal pressure tests with AE monitoring were
performed on CNG Type-3 cylinders (per ISO 11439 and ECE R110), made of an aluminumliner reinforced with a carbon-fiber composite. The experiments were conducted on cylinders
submitted to drop tests from different heights, cylinders submitted to ballistic impact at different
energies and cylinders with longitudinal and transverse notches with different depth. Results of
the AE as a function of the damage type and severity are discussed.
Introduction
In recent years, compressed natural gas (CNG) has become an attractive alternative as a fuel
for vehicles, such as public buses. Compared to oil based fuels, the use of CNG reduces carbon
dioxide and nitrogen oxides emission. Furthermore, the use of fiber-reinforced polymers in the
design of CNG cylinders has led to attractive lightweight solutions. For the safety of the users,
structural integrity of such composite cylinders must be accurately checked. Nevertheless, the actual inspection techniques, derived from the techniques used for steel cylinders, may not be well
adapted to the composite materials (Bunsell, 2006).
For several years now, acoustic emission (AE) technique has been successfully applied for
composite materials. By comparison with classical methods, such as hydraulic proof test or visual inspection, acoustic emission technique allows the detection of damages which are not visible
at the surface of the material. Various studies performed on composite coupons with a polymer
matrix have shown that the AE amplitude distribution can be used to clearly identify the main
damage mechanisms (Barré et al., 1994; Hamstad, 1982; Kotsikos et al., 1999). The development of this non-destructive testing method has also led to successful industrial applications for
periodic inspection of glass-fiber reinforced plastic storage tanks (ASTM E1067) and of composite bucket trucks, used for inspecting the high-voltage transmission lines (ASTM F914) (Wevers
et al., 2000).
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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Furthermore, recent works have shown the potential of AE technique for inspection of composite pipes and pressure vessels (Dong et al., 1998, Gebski et al., 2001, Webster, 1999, Wood et
al., 2000). The AE technique presents a great potential for the inspection of CNG composite cylinders, as it should not require the removal of the cylinders from the vehicles. This technique
could be used as an on-board inspection method and structural integrity of the composite part
could be checked by AE monitoring during the filling of the cylinder to its service pressure, for
example.
In the present work, the AE technique has been used during a hydraulic pressure test in order
to check CNG composite cylinders with typical critical defects:
 Damages from low velocity impact (drop test),
 Damages from ballistic impact (high velocity),
 Longitudinal and transverse notches inside the composite overwrap.
After the pressure test with AE monitoring, each cylinder was submitted to a fatigue test to
increase their mechanical ageing, in order to estimate the severity of each defect.
Experimental
Specimens: This study concerning AE analysis of fully wrapped aluminum liners was performed
on DyneCell® composite cylinders, manufactured by Dynetek (cf. Fig. 1).







ECE approval n°: E1 110R-000039
Working pressure: 200 bar @ 15°C
Nominal internal volume: 76 liter
Nominal dimension: 402 x 864 mm
Nominal weight: 28 kg

Fig. 1. Characteristics of the tested composites cylinders, Dynecell®.
Ten cylinders (1 reference specimen with no defect + 3 specimens submitted to drop test + 3
specimens submitted to ballistic impact + 3 specimens with notches) were tested. Three cylinders, each completely filled with water, were dropped once at a 45° angle onto a concrete surface, impacting one of the dome end (cf. Fig. 2). These three cylinders, referenced J3386, J3416
and J2105, were respectively dropped from a height of 0.472 m, 0.944 m and 1.888 m (corresponding approximately to impact energies of 500 J, 1000 J and 2000 J). After drop test, each
cylinder presented two impacted areas: the first one, the main impact area, corresponds to the
main impact, while the second one, the rebound impact area, occurred on the opposite dome after
the rebound of the structure (cf. Fig. 4a).
Ballistic tests were performed on the cylindrical part of three cylinders, referenced J3462,
J2041 and J2043, which were respectively impacted at an energy level of 137 J (velocity = 158
m/s), 280 J (velocity = 226 m/s) and 419 J (velocity = 276 m/s) with a steel projectile with a
conical head and a weight of 11 g. The ballistic tests were performed by the French Defense Research Agency in Paris (DGA) with a gas gun facility, developed to fire a projectile up to 600
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Fig. 2. Drop test on cylinders.
m/s. Preliminary tests were carried out in order to adapt the velocity of the projectile in order to
generate a non perforating damage.
Two notches, one longitudinal and the other transverse, were made with a Dremel® tool on
three cylinders in the central part along two planes forming an angle of approximately 120°. The
two notches were made with a 1-mm-thick cutter to a length in the bottom of the notch of 50 mm
(equal to approximately five times the composite thickness). The notches for the three cylinders,
referenced J2112, J2144 and J3419, are respectively 1.25-mm, 2.5-mm and 5-mm deep.
Pressure test: The pressure required to perform the hydraulic test is supplied by a servohydraulic intensifier system. This system is able to control the rate of pressurization accurately
by means of a programmable automatic device. The equipment used for this test is depicted in
Fig. 3; it includes:
 an 11-kW mono-pump producing a maximum pressure of 250 bars,
 an accumulator,
 a multiplying unit used to pressurize the specimen by quadruplicating the pressure of the
pump. This transfer booster enables to transfer the pressure from oil to water, the pipes being pressurized with water,
 a servo-valve allowing the control of the applied pressure.
The loading procedure for pressure test on the composite cylinders at ambient temperature is
composed of a pressure cycle described as followed:
 Pressure ramp at a pressurization rate of 1 bar/s up to PTest = 300 bar,
 Hold period of 4 min at 300 bar,
 Unload at a depressurization rate of 1 bar/s down to atmospheric pressure.
After the pressure test with AE monitoring, the cylinders were subjected to a hydraulic fatigue
test (5000 cycles between 30 and 300 bar at 5 cycles/minute and room temperature) in order to
investigate the evolution of each defect and to estimate its severity.
AE equipment: The Euro Physical Acoustics (EPA) DISP® system was used to monitor the AE
signals during the tests, based on two PCI-4 boards, with the following characteristics:
 8 AE channels,
 Frequency bandwidth: 10 kHz-2 MHz,
 Minimum threshold: 18 dB,
 8 parametric input channels.
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Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the pressure test facility.

Fig. 4. Sensors location: a. for cylinders without defect and after drop test. b. for cylinders after
ballistic impact. c. for cylinders with notches (all dimension in mm).
During the pressure tests, four R15 AE sensors, supplied by EPA, (150 kHz resonant frequency, operating frequency range: 50-200 kHz) were used with 2/4/6 preamplifiers. The gain of
preamplifiers was 40 dB while fixed 40-dB threshold level was applied for the tests. Silicone
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grease 500 was used as a couplant at the structure-to-sensor interface. Figure 4 presents the sensors location for the different pressure tests with AE monitoring.
Before the pressure test with AE monitoring, calibration of the sensors is realized through
Hsu-Nielsen test in order to simulate an acoustic event using the fracture of a brittle pencil lead.
This generates an intense acoustic signal, quite similar to a natural AE source, such that the sensors detect it as a strong burst. It also allows to check whether the transducers are in good contact
with the cylinder.
Results
In this work, the considered approach aims to relate basic AE parameters (the cumulative
number of hits and counts) to the damage type and severity in order to investigate the structural
integrity of the composite cylinders. Table 1 presents the AE activity recorded during the pressure test on the ten cylinders. By comparison to the damaged cylinders, the cylinder without defect shows a low AE activity and could be then clearly identified by this technique.
Table 1. Results of the AE monitoring.
Cylinder reference
J2045
J3386
J3416
J2105
J3462
J2041
J2043
J2112
J2144
J3419

Defect
None
Drop test, 500 J
Drop test, 1000 J
Drop test, 2000 J
Ballistic impact, 137 J
Ballistic impact, 280 J
Ballistic impact, 419 J
Flaws, 1.25 mm deep
Flaws, 2.5 mm deep
Flaws, 5 mm deep

AE test results
Σ Hits = 769, Σ Counts = 3,666
Σ Hits = 9,780, Σ Counts = 61,690
Σ Hits = 25,688, Σ Counts = 160,053
Σ Hits = 44,232, Σ Counts = 366,804
Σ Hits = 9,784, Σ Counts = 322,891
Σ Hits = 34,729, Σ Counts = 1,184,880
Σ Hits = 79,719, Σ Counts = 2,736,485
Σ Hits = 173,772, Σ Counts = 6,668,306
Σ Hits = 141,975, Σ Counts = 6,542,613
Σ Hits = 160,280, Σ Counts = 6,423,255

Table 2. Results of the fatigue test.
Cylinder reference
J2045
J3386
J3416
J2105
J3462
J2041
J2043
J2112
J2144
J3419

Defect
None
Drop test, 500 J
Drop test, 1000 J
Drop test, 2000 J
Ballistic impact, 137 J
Ballistic impact, 280 J
Ballistic impact, 419 J
Flaws, 1.25 mm deep
Flaws, 2.5 mm deep
Flaws, 5 mm deep

Fatigue test results
No failure after 5000 cycles
No failure after 5000 cycles
No failure after 5000 cycles
Failure after 2924 cycles
Failure after 4376 cycles
Failure after 3216 cycles
Failure after 892 cycles
No failure after 5000 cycles
No failure after 5000 cycles
No failure after 5000 cycles

AE activity recorded during the pressurization of the cylinders with drop impact damages is
plotted in Fig. 5. The total number of hits and counts increases almost linearly with the impact
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energy. Most hits were recorded by the sensor N°4, placed close to the main impact area (for the
three different impact energies, about 80 % of the total hits were recorded by sensor N°4).
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Fig. 5. Evolutions of AE hits and counts as a function of the drop impact energy.
AE activity recorded during the hydraulic pressure tests on cylinders with ballistic impact
damages is plotted in Fig. 6a and b. As in the previous case, AE activity increased almost linearly with the impact energy. Most hits (around 70 % of total hits number for the different impact
energies) were recorded by sensor N°2, placed at 50 mm far from the impact point; see Fig. 6a.
Figure 7 shows the evolution of AE hits and counts recorded during the pressure test as a
function of notch depth. As confirmed by these 2 graphs, the severity of the damage (in our case
the notch depth) seems to have no influence on the AE activity. Among all the tested cylinders,
the total number of hits and counts is the highest for the specimens with notches. The highest
number of recorded AE hits or counts was obtained for the cylinder with 1.25-mm deep flaws.
The sensor N°1, close to the longitudinal notch, recorded around 60 % of all the hits.
The cylinders were finally submitted to a fatigue test (5000 cycles between 30 and 300 bar)
in order to have an estimation of the defect influence on the structure integrity. Results of these
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tests are presented in Table 2. Most of the cylinders withstood the fatigue test without failure.
The cylinder, impacted at low velocity and with an energy of 2000 J, failed approximately after
3000 cycles with a leak before break, a safety issue as required by the standards. All the ballistic
impacted cylinders failed also by leakage during the fatigue test and the number of cycles to failure decreases when the impact energy increases.
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Fig. 6. Evolutions of a) AE counts and b) hits as a function of the ballistic impact energy.
After the cycling test, significant delamination of a circumferential composite strip was observed on both side of the longitudinal notch for each cylinder with notch defect (cf. Fig. 8).
Discussion
In this work, the severity of the investigated defects can be related to the impact energy for
the drop and ballistic tests and to the depth for the notched cylinders. The experimental results
show that, for the adopted AE sensor location, the acoustic activity increases almost linearly with
the damage severity for the cylinders submitted to drop test and ballistic impact, unlike the cylinders with notches. In the case of impact defects, the severity of the damages may be estimated
by the AE method. For the cylinders with notches, considering the results in terms of AE activity
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Fig. 7. Evolutions of AE hits and counts as a function of the notch depth.
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Fig. 8. Delamination of the cylinders with notches after fatigue.
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(no significant difference regarding the notch depth) and damages, observed after cycling, it
seems that the delamination was the main source of AE during the pressure test with AE monitoring. The fact that delamination propagation occurred in a similar way for the three different
notch depths could explain why no significant difference in AE activity was recorded and why
the number of AE hits or counts could not be representative of the defect severity for the range of
notch depth considered in this study. The loading of the structures during the pressure test does
not cause the propagation of the matched notch but mostly delamination that is induced by the
longitudinal notch but not influenced by its depth.
The influence of each type of defect on the structural integrity of the cylinders seems difficult
to estimate regarding the results of the AE activity in terms of total number of hits and counts. In
comparison with the cylinders with notches, the AE activity due to ballistic impact damages is
lower. Nevertheless, regarding the failure of these cylinders during the fatigue test, the impact
ballistic defects are found to be more critical. The difficulty to estimate the gravity of the defects
by considering the total number of hits or counts may also be related to the failure mode, that
was observed during the fatigue tests. For the cylinders which did not pass the 5000 cycles at 300
bar, the failure occurred by leakage, this kind of failure is induced by liner cracking and may occur even if the composite shell keeps good load bearing properties, which could ensure a sufficient burst pressure if the structure was tight. For this reason, it seems that AE monitoring may
give a good assessment of the composite shell damage level, but may not give sufficient information for predicting the leakage risk.
Table 3. Results of high amplitude AE (80-100 dB).
Cylinder reference
J2045
J3386
J3416
J2105
J3462
J2041
J2043
J2112
J2144
J3419

Defect
None
Drop test, 500 J
Drop test, 1000 J
Drop test, 2000 J
Ballistic impact, 137 J
Ballistic impact, 280 J
Ballistic impact, 419 J
Flaws, 1.25 mm deep
Flaws, 2.5 mm deep
Flaws, 5 mm deep

AE between 80 and 100 dB
Σ Hits = 0, Σ Counts = 0
Σ Hits = 0, Σ Counts = 0
Σ Hits = 2, Σ Counts = 977
Σ Hits = 13, Σ Counts = 14,423
Σ Hits = 58, Σ Counts = 110,987
Σ Hits = 238, Σ Counts = 481,985
Σ Hits = 495, Σ Counts = 1,192,418
Σ Hits = 2014, Σ Counts = 2,265,270
Σ Hits = 1990, Σ Counts = 3,003,495
Σ Hits = 1803, Σ Counts = 2,643,058

The defect effect on the structural integrity could also be evaluated by the high amplitude AE
events. Several works, performed on fiber-reinforced polymer (composite) coupons, have shown
that AE amplitude distribution can be used to identify the main damage mechanisms (matrix
cracking, interface fracture, fiber pull-out, fiber fracture) in composite materials (Barré et al.,
1994; Kotsikos et al., 1999). High amplitude signals, over 80 dB, are generally associated to fiber fractures, which can be considered as the most critical damage mechanism regarding the
structural integrity of the cylinders. Nevertheless, this correlation between the AE amplitude distribution and the damage mechanisms is generally difficult to apply to large composite structures
due to significant attenuation of acoustic waves in the heterogeneous materials. Table 3 presents
the high amplitude AE activity (amplitude between 80 and 100 dB), recorded by the four AE
sensors during the pressure tests. For the cylinders after drop test and ballistic impact, the
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number of high amplitude hits increases with the impact energy. Only a few hits between 80 and
100 dB were recorded for the cylinders after drop test. The highest numbers of high amplitude
hits were obtained for the cylinders with notches and the high amplitude activity does not seem
to be influenced by the notch depth. Considering the results of the high amplitude activity, the
notches should be considered as the most critical defect for the structural integrity of the cylinders.
In this study, the results also show that the number of AE events recorded by the sensor
placed close to the defects (i.e., the main source of AE signals) is significantly higher than for the
other sensors (60 to 80 % of the total number of hits was recorded by the sensor close to the
damage). Furthermore, from the Hsu-Nielsen tests performed on the reference cylinder, the attenuation coefficient, β, and the wave speed, v, was determined for different directions (cf. Fig.
9). These results show an anisotropic behavior and a significant attenuation of the acoustic signals. Considering this significant attenuation effect for the composite materials and the fact that a
critical damage might not be clearly localized before placing the sensors on the structure (which
was not the case in this study for the created defects), measurements show that the number of
sensors and their position will have an influence on the recorded AE events.
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Fig. 9. Attenuation coefficient, β, and acoustic wave speed, v.
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Fig. 10. Evolution of AE hits as a function of the ballistic impact energy without results from the
AE sensor close to the damage.
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Furthermore, the influence of the sensor in the vicinity of the damaged area may be estimated
by considering the previous results without taking into account the hits recorded by this sensor.
Figure 10 shows the number of hits, recorded by all the AE sensors except the one close to the
impact point, versus the impact energy for the cylinders after ballistic impact. The total number
of hits increases almost linearly with the impact energy and the defect severity may still be estimated without taking into account the sensor close to the defect. On the contrary, for the cylinders after drop test (cf. Fig. 11), no linear relationship between hits and energy can be established
when the hits, which were recorded by the sensor close to the main impact area, are not taken
into account. For the ballistic impact, the damaged area is mainly restricted to a limited zone
around the impact point. After a drop test, two damaged areas may be identified (cf. Fig. 4a): the
main impact area under the impact point, and the rebound impact area on the opposite dome.
Without the hits from the sensor close to the main impact area, the evaluation by AE monitoring
mainly concerns the second damaged area, as shown by the significant number of hits, recorded
by the sensor N°3, close to the rebound impact area, for impact energies of 1000 and 2000 J.
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Fig. 11. Evolution of AE hits as a function of the drop impact energy without results from the AE
sensor close to the damage.
Conclusions
This work shows the influence of critical defects (flaws, ballistic impact, drop test) on the AE
activity of composite cylinders.
For the ballistic and drop test impact, AE activity increases almost linearly with the impact
energy, and in this case, the damage severity may therefore be estimated by the number of AE
hits and/or counts monitored during the AE test. For notches, the damage severity has no influence on the AE activity. It seems that delamination, induced whatever the notch depth is, is the
main source of acoustic emission.
For the different investigated damages, considering the total number of hits and counts, and
particularly considering the high amplitude acoustic signals, appears insufficient to estimate the
structural integrity: the highest AE activity was obtained for cylinders with notches, and these
structures did not fail during the fatigue test. But, this difficulty to determine a basic AE criterion
in order to evaluate the cylinder integrity may also be related to the failure mode. Failure by
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leakage is not acceptable for the integrity of a pressure vessel, but this kind of failure, related to
the liner tightness, can happen even if the composite shell keeps good mechanical properties. For
this reason, even if the proposed AE analysis may give a good evaluation of the damage level for
the composite material, it seems insufficient for the leakage risk prediction.
This work also confirmed the significant attenuation of acoustic signals in composite materials. This result underlines that the number and the position of AE sensors may be a critical point
for large composite structures.
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Abstract
Acoustic emission (AE) as a nondestructive testing method allows estimating the condition
of sophisticated industrial objects, detecting defects at their initiation, and preventing development of such defects. The reliability of detection and the accuracy of determination of AE
source location depend on the correct interpretation of the AE testing results. Testing procedures
of different industrial equipment are intended for estimating condition of the objects on the basis
of AE parameters, while the AE signals proper are not used in analysis as the primary diagnostic
data.
We have developed the statistical method of analysis to study the whole complex of measured data, both the AE parameters and signal waveforms. This method is based on the two-level
clustering of data, such as AE signals from separate channels, and "groups of signals" formed on
the basis of the primary clustering. The algorithm allows the determination of the quantity of AE
sources, and estimates the degree of their danger without resorting to the preliminary location.
The zonal location is carried out after the determination of AE sources. It avoids the so-called
false locations, which considerably complicate the location map. On the basis of classification
results, one can correct the AE signal arrival time, and such correction makes it possible to improve the accuracy of the AE source location.
The characteristic property of the developed method is data processing in an automatic mode,
with minimal operator intervention. In this case there is no need to employ a high-skilled operator. Since the AE signals themselves are used for analysis, the obtained results prove to be more
reliable than those obtained when working with the AE parameters. The algorithm built on the
developed method has been successfully applied for processing data obtained as a result of laboratory research of the corrosion development, for studying reinforced concrete structures, and
also as an additional instrument for processing data of the industrial AE testing.
Introduction
Each AE event defines a unique process occurring at a certain point of the test object. When
AE signals propagate from the point of emission to a sensor, the waveforms are complicated due
to conversions to different modes of waves, multiplicity of distribution paths, and due to wave
velocity dispersion by frequency. AE signals contain information not only about the AE source
event for this signal, but in the highest degree about parameters of acoustic and electric path. In
this connection construction of the analytical or even numerical diagnosis model for interpretation of AE signals appears to be an intricate and nontrivial problem, the solution of which cannot
be generalized for the test equipment of different types.
While the data interpretation based on accurate diagnostic models appears to be difficult, the
statistical analysis is a reasonable choice for carrying out the data interpretation and classificaJ. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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tion with the high certainty. At present the statistical methods of data analysis are widely applied
both in industrial AE systems and in laboratory research and the applications are varied: data
clustering, correlation analysis, and check of different statistical hypotheses.
In this paper the statistical method of analysis enabling the automatic clustering of AE testing
data is presented. This method makes it possible to process bulk data obtained as a result of the
AE testing or during the laboratory research in the absence of a priori information. As a consequence of processing, the data are structured and organized; each cluster formed as a result of
analysis characterizes an AE source at a definite stage of development.
Method Description
Statistical analysis of AE data is used rather frequently. However, different methods of data
processing pursue different aims, and have special features of implementation [4, 5, 7, 8]. Our
approach is based on the idea that the signals generated by the same AE source have a similar
waveform. This similarity may be explained by the similar way of AE wave generation and by
the same acoustic path for AE wave propagation. AE waves from the growing defect propagate
in all directions. At the sensor location point these waves are registered and transformed into AE
signals. With the help of signal analysis we simulate the reverse process – signals grouping and
unifying.

Fig. 1. Flowchart of automated method of AE data analysis.
The initial data for algorithm, which realizes this method, can be both the AE signals and
their parameters computed under data acquisition in on-line mode. When the processing begins,
the initial data represent a bulk of different diagnostic data, and at each step of algorithm the data
consecutive structuring takes place. At the first step the signals generated by the same AE event
are grouped together. For that purpose we compare the differences in the signals arrival time
with the distances between sensors. This group of AE signals is designated in Fig. 1 with small
figures (circles, rhombs and squares) joined by a brace. Different shapes of these figures represent different measuring channels, by which the signals are registered. Each group characterizes
one AE event.
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At the second step the groups obtained are classified. Algorithm designed for this purpose
has a hierarchical structure. At the first stage AE signals are classified in accordance with the
signal waveform similarity. In the diagram different classes of signals are marked with different
colors. The groups of signals are classified according to the result of previous classification. The
groups, wherein the signals recorded by the same channel have a similar waveform, are assigned
to the same class. The classes of groups obtained in this way correspond with a high degree of
probability to the potential AE sources.
When a part of AE signals is defined only by parameters, and waveforms are absent, the
“classes of signals” and “classes of groups” are formed on the basis of incomplete diagnosis
information. For classification of AE signals specified only by their parameters, each “class of
groups” is characterized with a feature set included into the list of impulse parameters to be defined. In this case the classification of AE impulses for which there are no primary diagnosis data
is accomplished on the basis of multidimensional empirical distribution function built for the calculated features.
Clustering of Acoustic Emission Signals
Estimation of similarity
For AE signal clustering, it is necessary to determine a distance measure [3]. In order that an
estimation error of AE parameters does not influence on the classification result, the correlation
coefficient r was used as a measure of similarity of two signals; see Eq. (1). The preliminary
analysis has shown that signals relevant to the same AE source and recorded by the same measuring channel have a high correlation coefficient, whose value varies from 0.70 to 0.99 depending on the nature of the AE generating process.
N
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∑ ( x − x )( y − y )
i =1
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N
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i
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Using the correlation coefficient as the distance measure of AE signals, an automatic correction of arrival times of signals, which belong to the same cluster, can be carried out, because the
cross-correlation function reaches its peak at the time corresponding to a difference of arrival
times of AE signals.
Wavelet analysis
When processing bulk data, the calculation of correlation coefficients for all pairs of signals
requires a long time; to speed up the data processing, a wavelet decomposition may be used,
namely, a signal decomposition by wavelet packets [2].
The decomposition by wavelet packets is one of variety of the multi-resolution analysis, and
it is the signal decomposition on the basis of wavelets (in a general case by the Riss basis) specified for a sequence of subspaces embedded to each other.
w2 n ( x) = 2 ∑ h(k ) wn (2t − k )
k

w2 n+1 ( x) = 2 ∑ g (k ) wn (2t − k ) ,
k

where g (k ) = (−1) k h(1 − k ) is defined by the type of wavelet function.
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(2)

Under a discrete wavelet transform the signal is decomposed into a low-frequency component - approximation and a high-frequency component - detailing. At the next level both the approximation and the detailing are subject to further decomposition. So, at j-level of decomposition the 2j coefficients are calculated. In this case the coefficient (j, k) localizes energy within the
frequency range (Eq. 3), where Ω0 is the frequency corresponding to a half of the sampling rate
frequency (Fig. 2)

Fig. 2 Wavelet-packed decomposition
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(3)

As a rule, the AE signal energy is non-uniformly distributed on the spectrum, and often 3 or
5 coefficients of cluster decomposition are sufficient for location of 95-99% of the energy.
Moreover, the dimension of informational components, as a rule, is at least four times smaller
than the original signal dimension.
This paper offers the assessment method of signal shape similarity on the basis of weighted
sum of correlation coefficient of significant approximations and detailings of signal wavelet- decomposition. The research has shown that the accuracy of this estimation is about 85%.

r = ∑ α ⋅ rij

(4)

Figure 3 illustrates the estimation method offered. Figures 3a and 3b show the input signals x
and y. Instead of direct calculation by Eq. 1 we calculate the cross-correlation function between
significant wavelet decomposition coefficients. In this example we have taken only two significant wavelet-decomposition coefficients, С42 (Figs. 3с, е) and C54 (Figs. 3d, f), duration of
which is more than one order lower than the duration of the initial signals. Because the calculation rate of cross-correlation function is proportional to the square of signal duration, the use of
Eq. (4) allows the significant reduction in the time of computation of the degree of signals similarity.
Clustering scheme selection
With the clustering of AE signals, the quantity of clusters is to correspond to the quantity of
the assumed AE events. In designing the clustering algorithm, a particular attention was given to
the true determination of cluster quantity. For illustrating this aim, we suggested a two-stage
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clustering diagram, as shown in Fig. 4; that is, the flowchart of clustering algorithm. At the first
stage, a hierarchical agglomerative algorithm with complete link clustering is applied. Complete
link clustering provides the maximum distance between elements of each cluster. This clustering
method allows for avoiding an undesirable merging of clusters. At the second step, the iterative
method providing the controllable merging of clusters is applied.

Fig. 3a and b - Initial signals for correlation coefficient calculation; c and e – significant coefficients, C42 and C54, of wavelet-decomposition for signal 3а; d and f - significant coefficients,
C42 and C54, of wavelet-decomposition for signal 3b.
The distances between centers of mass of the clusters formed are calculated, and two clusters
having the maximum and above-threshold distance between the clusters centers are merged.
Thereafter, the re-clustering is accomplished by the method of k-averages.

Fig. 4. Flowchart of two-stage clustering algorithm of AE signals.
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When using this flowchart of clustering algorithm, the clustering is flexible and controllable;
it uses two settings – the threshold value for signal addition to the cluster (at hierarchical clustering) and the threshold value for the inter-cluster distance. The setting values are selected on the
basis of information about the test object and the testing conditions.
Clustering of Groups of Acoustic Emission Signals
At the next stage of algorithm, the groups of signals relevant to the same AE event are analyzed. For formation of such groups, we analyzed the arrival times of AE signals and the difference of recording time of the first and last signals in the group. The latter should not exceed the
specified value, which is determined by the ratio of its maximum overall dimension and minimum velocity of acoustic wave propagation experimentally measured for the given test object.
An AE signal beyond the time window is initial AE signal for the next group.
To the same “class of groups” assigned are the groups wherein the signals recorded by the
same measuring channels corresponding to the same classes of signals. The study of algorithm
has shown that for assigning the group of signals to one or another class it is sufficient that the
classes of signals coincide at least for two channels in the group.
The membership of “classes of groups” can be also defined for AE signals, even with no information about the AE signal waveform. For this purpose, each “class of groups” obtained is
characterized by the values of features listed below representing a median of distribution for each
class.
− Numbers of three channels with minimum time of signal arrival {n_t1, n_t2, n_t3}
− Numbers of three channels with maximum signal amplitude {n_a1, n_a2, n_a3}
− Maximum value of signal amplitude in the group Amax
− Ratio of amplitudes of signals recorded by channels n_t2 and n_t1, and also n_t3 and n_t1 {A21
& A31}
The signal group belonging to one or another class is defined similarly to the k-averages
method, by the minimum distance between the features, characterizing each “class of groups”
and the group of features to be analyzed.
The “classes of groups” obtained by such a manner characterize the potential AE sources
with a high degree of probability. The quantity of “classes of groups” corresponds to the quantity
of AE sources; the numbers of channels, by which the signals with the minimum arrival time are
recorded, define the number of location zone. The quantity of groups in each class and the energy of AE signals included into the group can define the degree of danger of AE source.
Results and Discussion
The practical examples can visually confirm the effectiveness of the present method. To research regularities of AE in concrete, a series of experiments was carried out. On a concrete cube
with a 1-m side length, eight AE sensors were placed, one at each vertex. The AE sensors were
used both for AE measurement mode and as a pulser for the simulation of AE sources.
To illustrate advantages of the present method, two of the experiments were selected. Experiment 1 illustrates the case when the AE sources are not found because of mechanical noise
and impacts. There are two AE sources, a pulser that simulates a growing defect, and a hammer
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that simulates mechanical noise of equipment. Figure 3а shows the result of volume location of
the AE sources. Indications distributed over the whole field of location are generated by the mechanical noise source or hammer blows. As the hammer impacts are made manually, the relevant
signals have different waveforms. In this case, determination of the arrival time by the threshold
method entails the difference in arrival time errors. The errors of arrival time determination differ in their meaning and sign for the signals with different waveforms. This is one of the possible
reasons for the distribution of source locations.
Application of the statistical method of data analysis allows not only forming “the class of
groups” of AE impulses emitted by the simulator, but also pointing out as an independent class
the signals relevant to the hammer blows. Table on Fig. 5 shows the results of operation; the attributes given in this table conform to the list of “class of group” features. The names of features
in this table comply with the previous list of features. Each line of the table characterizes one
"class of groups"

Fig. 5 Diagram of experiment 1, results of volume location and signal analysis statistics.
In Experiment 2, there are six AE sources in all. Two types of acoustic waves were generated
at three positions on the concrete cube surface by means of a pulser and a Hsu-Nielsen source.
Figure 6b shows the three locations of the AE sources. During the statistical processing of data,
application of the present method can give six classes of events corresponding to two different
sources of AE at three points on the test object surface, as shown in the table on Fig. 6. There are
two "classes of groups" in each location zone, which is defined by the channels number {n_t1,
n_t2, n_t3}.
One more useful implementation of the present method is structuring and data compression.
The data structuring is realized due to replacement of the AE signals being analyzed by the
"classes of signals" and "classes of groups". Thus, the quantity of the information under analysis
is reduced considerably. For example, during experimental AE studies from pitting corrosion
growth, several hundred thousand signals were recorded; after the statistical analysis of data in
an auto-mode without preprocessing about 20 representative classes of "groups of pulses" describing different stages of corrosion damage development were defined [6].
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In practical AE applications, it is effective to use automated method of statistical analysis for
processing of the AE monitoring data, especially when it is necessary to analyze changes in the
structure of AE signals recorded for any length of time, and also in the case of testing sophisticated industrial facilities, for which the construction of an acceptable location scheme appears to
be difficult.

Fig. 6 Diagram of experiment 2, results of volume location and signal analysis statistics.
Additional Possibilities of the Method
The offered statistical method gives comprehensive possibilities to the user, such as AE data
structuring, AE source detection and estimation of their quantity. Besides that our method has
two additional possibilities, which are not directly connected with the final results. They are arrival time correction and some kind of noise filtration.
The arrival time correction is a very important problem. Precision of the arrival time estimation ensures the precise location. As it was mentioned above, the similarity of AE signals is
measured with the help of correlation coefficient.
To calculate the correlation coefficient, it is necessary to calculate at first the crosscorrelation function. The cross-correlation function reaches its peak at the time corresponding to
the difference of arrival times of AE signals. So, we can correct the difference of arrival times of
any two signals belonging to the same class.
At such approach the class of “AE signals groups” is located at one point. For correct location it is necessary only to specify the arrival times of impulses for a single element of the class.
Figures 7a and b shows two signals of acoustic emission. These signals have the similar shape,
but because of different amplitude the signals reach a threshold value at different times. As is
evident from Fig. 7с, the error of determination of these signals arrival time difference makes
about 200 µs.
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Fig. 7 a and b – AE signals; c – cross-correlation function of signals of 7a and 7b above.

Fig. 8 Types of noise removed under data structuring: a) band noise; b) stochastic noise.
Additional possibility is filtration of some types of noise. An uncorrelated stochastic noise is
removed automatically because according to the accepted mode of classification it cannot be referred to any class. Some types of the correlated noise, for example, harmonic ones, form their
own classes, and may be excluded from consideration under an expert analysis of the results obtained.
Conclusion
In this paper described is an automated statistical analysis method of AE data, which makes it
possible to structure the AE test data through partitioning into different clusters or the groups of
signals, characterizing the different AE sources. The key features of the given method are, firstly,
the possibility to process data in an automatic mode with minimum involvement of operator and
a minimum number of settings, and, secondly, the possibility to carry out the analysis of the heterogeneous diagnosis information. Based on the results of statistical analysis, it is possible to
specify the quantity of AE sources, to carry out its zone location, and to get additional evaluation
of the danger criterion without resorting to the preliminary location.
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When using the correlation coefficient as a measure of proximity under cluster analysis of
AE signals, we can carry out an automatic correction of signal arrival times belonging to the
same clusters, because the cross-correlation function reaches its peak at the point of time corresponding to the difference of arrival times of AE signals.
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Abstract
In this paper we present the operation results of a portable computer-based measurement
equipment conceived to perform non-destructive testing of suspicious termite infestations. Its
signal processing module is based in the Spectral Kurtosis (SK), with the de-noising complement
of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT). The SK pattern allows the targeting of alarms and
activity signals. The DWT complements the SK, by keeping the successive approximations of
the termite emissions, supposed more non-Gaussian (less noisy) and with less entropy than the
detail approximations. For a given mother wavelet, the maximum acceptable level, in the wavelet
decomposition tree, which preserves the insects' emissions features, depends on the comparative
evolution of the approximations details' entropies, and the value of the global spectral kurtosis
associated to the approximation of the separated signals. The paper explains the detection
criterion by showing different types of real-life recordings (alarms, activity, and background).
Introduction
Biological transients gather all the natural complexity of their associated sources, and the
media through which they propagate. As a consequence, finding the most adequate method to get
a complete characterization of the emission implies the selection of the appropriate model, which
better explains the processes of generation, propagation and capture of the emitted signals. This
description matches the issue of measurement termite activity.
This paper presents the improved equipment over previous prototype's performance, based in
the time-frequency domain analysis of the kurtosis, described in [1-2]. The measurement method
is based in the interpretation of the spectral kurtosis (SK) graph, along with the wavelet analysis,
which is thought as an aid. At the same time, we use a simple data acquisition unit, the sound
card (maximum speed at 44.1 kHz), which simplifies the hardware unit and the criterion of
detection. The instruments for plague detection are thought with the objective of decreasing
subjectivity of the field operator [1-5]. On-site monitoring implies reproducing the natural
phenomenon of insect emissions with high accuracy. As a consequence it is imperative the use of
a deep storage device, and high sensitive probes with a selective frequency response. These
features make the price paid high, and do not guarantee the success of the detection.
Regarding the procedures, the prior detection methods are very much dependent on the
detection of the excess of power in the signals; these are the so-called second-order methods. For
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example, the RMS calculation can only characterize the intensity, and does not provide
information regarding the envelope of the signal nor the amplitude fluctuations. Another
handicap of the second-order principle, e.g. the power spectrum, attends to the preservation of
the energy during data processing. Consequently, the eradication of additive noise lies in filter
design and sub-band decomposition, like wavelets and wavelet packets.
As an alternative to improve noise rejection and complete characterization of the signals, in
the past ten years, a myriad of higher-order statistics (HOS) methods are being applied in
different fields of science and technology, in scenarios involving signal separation and
characterization of non-Gaussian measurements [6]. Concretely, the area of diagnosticsmonitoring of rotating machines is also under our interest due to the similarities of the signals to
be monitored with the transients from termites. Many time-series of faulty rotating machines
consist of more-or-less repetitive short transients of random amplitudes and random occurrences
of the impulses [7].
This paper describes a method based in the SK (related to the fourth-order cumulant at zero
lags) to detect infestations of subterranean termites in a real-life scenario (southern Spain).
Wavelet decomposition is used as an extra tool to aid detection from the preservation of the
approximation of the signal, which is thought to be more Gaussian than the details.
The interpretation of the results is focused on the peakedness of the statistical probability
distribution associated to each frequency component of the signal, to get a measure of the
distance from the Gaussian distribution. The SK serves as a twofold tool. First, it enhances nonGaussian signals over the background. Secondly, it offers a more complete characterization of
the transients emitted by the insects, providing the user with the probability associated to each
frequency component.
The paper is structured as follows: in the following section a review on termite detection and
relevant HOS experiences sets the foundations. Then we make a brief report on the definition of
kurtosis; we use an unbiased estimator of the SK, successfully used in [1-2]. Results are
presented thereinafter. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
Subterranean Termites: Detection project towards HOS
Termite detection has been gaining importance within the research community in the last two
decades, mainly due to the urgency of avoiding the use of harming termiticides, and to the joint
use of new emerging techniques of detection and hormonal treatments, with the aim of
performing an early treatment of the infestation. A localized partial infestation can be
exterminated after two or three generations of the colony's members with the aid of these
hormones, which stop chitin synthesis. A chitin synthesis inhibitor kills termites by inhibiting
formation of a new exoskeleton when they shed their old one. As a direct consequence, the
weakened unprotected workers stop feeding the queen termite, which dies of starvation.
The primary method of termite detection consists of looking for evidence of activity. But
only about 25 % of the building structure is accessible, and the conclusions depend very much on
the level of expertise and the criteria of the inspector [1-5]. As a consequence, new techniques
have been developed to remove subjectivity and gain accessibility.
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User-friendly equipment is currently used in targeting subterranean infestations by means of
temporal analysis of the vibratory data sequences. An acoustic-emission (AE) sensor or an
accelerometer is fixed to the suspicious structure. This class of instruments is based on the
calculation of the RMS value of the vibratory waveform. The RMS value comprises information
of the AE raw signal power during each time-interval of measurement (averaging time). This
measurement strategy conveys a loss of potentially valuable information both in the time and in
the frequency domain [1-5]. A more sophisticated family of instruments makes use of spectral
analysis and digital filtering to detect and characterize vibratory signals [4]. Other second-order
tools, like wavelets and wavelet packets (time-dependent technique) concentrate on transients
and non-stationary movements, making possible the detection of singularities and sharp
transitions, by means of sub-band decomposition.
Higher-order statistics are being widely used in several fields. The spectral kurtosis has been
successfully described and applied to the vibratory surveillance and diagnostics of rotating
machines [7]. In the field of insect detection, the work presented in [2] set the foundations of the
present paper. The combined used of the SK and the time-domain sliding kurtosis showed
marked features associated to termite emissions. In the frequency domain (sample frequency
64.0 kHz), three frequency zones were identified in the spectral kurtosis graph as evidence of
infestation; two in the audio band (which will be also checked in the present paper) and one in
the near ultrasound (roughly equal to 22 kHz). In the present paper the sample frequency was
fixed to 44.1 kHz and the sound card was directly driven by MATLAB. Results are presented in
the user interface, which is shown in Fig. 1; in this measurement situation, the time-raw data
contains alarms and activity signals from termites. This is a clear example of positive detection.

Fig. 1. The graphical user interface, which presents the results to the field operator. The SK
graph is in the bottom-right corner.
The developed virtual instrument also calculates and presents the spectrum (upper-right) and
the raw data (bottom-left). The field operator adds therefore visual information to the classical
audio-based criterion, which was by the way very subjective and very expertise-dependent.
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Kurtosis and the SK Estimator
Kurtosis is a measure of the "peakedness" of the probability distribution of a real-valued
random variable. Higher kurtosis means more of the variance is due to infrequent extreme
deviations, as opposed to frequent modestly-sized deviations. This fact is used in this paper to
detect termite AE in an urban background. Kurtosis is more commonly defined as the fourth
central cumulant divided by the square of the variance of the probability distribution, which is
the so-called excess kurtosis, i.e. [2, 8-9]:
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Ideally, the SK is a representation of the kurtosis of each frequency component of a process
(or data from a measurement instrument, Xi). For estimation issues, we will consider M
realizations of the process; each containing N points; i.e. we consider M measurement sweeps,
each sweep with N points. The time spacing between points is the sampling period Ts.
A biased estimator for the spectral kurtosis and for a number M of N-point realizations at the
frequency index m, is given by [2]:
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This estimator is the one we have implemented in the program code in order to perform the data
computation and it was also used successfully in [2].
Regarding the experimental signals, we expect to detect positive peaks in the kurtosis's
spectrum, which may be associated to termite AE, characterized by random-amplitude impulselike events. This non-Gaussian behavior should be enhanced over the symmetrically distributed
electronic noise, introduced in the measurement system. Speech is perhaps also reflected in the
SK, but not in the frequencies where termite emissions manifest. Besides, we assume, as a
starting point, that non-Gaussian behavior of termite emissions is more acute than in speech. As
a consequence, these emissions would be clearly outlined in the kurtosis spectrum. As a final
remark, we expect that constant amplitude interferences are clearly differentiated due to their
negative peaks in the SK.
To show the ideal performance of the estimator, which has been described in these lines, and
also described in [1-2], we show an example based in synthetics. A mixture of six different
signals has been designed. Each mixture is the sum of a constant-amplitude sine wave of 2 kHz,
a constant-amplitude sine wave at 9 kHz, a Gaussian-distributed-amplitude sine wave at 5 kHz, a
Gaussian-distributed-amplitude sine wave at 18 kHz, a Gaussian white noise, and a colored
Gaussian noise between 12 and 13 kHz. Each mixture (realization or sample register) contains
1324 points. Negative kurtosis is expected for constant-amplitude processes, positive kurtosis
should be associated to random-amplitudes and zero kurtosis will characterize both Gaussiannoise processes.
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A simulation has been made in order to show the influence of the number of sample registers
(M) in the averaged results for the SK graph, and to test its performance. Figure 2 shows a good
performance because enough registers have been averaged (M=500).

Fig. 2. Performance of the SK estimator over a set, mixed of synthetics.
De-noising strategy via wavelets. Selecting the optimum decomposition level
The mother wavelet Daubechies 5 has been selected as the most similar mother wavelet,
because of the highest coefficients in the decomposition tree. Given the mother wavelet, to show
the process of selecting the maximum decomposition level in the wavelet tree, we have adopted a
criterion based on the calculation of Shannon's entropy (information entropy), which is a
measure of the uncertainty associated with a random variable, X; this entropy denoted by H(X),
and defined by Eq. (3):
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where X is an N-outcome measurement process {xi = 1… N}, and p(xi) is the probability density
function of the outcome xi.
We show the strategy via the following example, based on real-life data, like the recordings
of Fig. 1, Fig. 4(a) and (b). The entropy of the approximations and the details are compared for
each level of comparison as shown in Fig. 3. By looking at the entropy evolution graph of Fig. 3,
we see that at level 4, the entropy of the approximations is less than the entropy of the details.
So, level 3 is in a sense, a point of entropy inversion. On the other hand, level 4 exhibits the
lowest entropy being at the same time lower than the details' entropy. No improvement is
obtained for level 5, where these entropies are very similar (approximations and details’
entropies are almost the same). We can also see that the global difference of entropies increases
towards zero, at level 5, as a complementary indication that further decomposition will not
suppose progress in de-noising. This decomposition strategy is satisfied for the 98 % of the data
registers, collected at the same place.
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Fig. 3. Entropy evolution showing the optimum level (4). Level 3 is an inversion point and level
4 exhibits the lowest entropy being at the same time lower than the details' entropy.
Experiment and Results
In this section we describe the experiment and measurement situations. A piezoelectric probe
(model SP-1L, Acoustic Emission Consulting) is used in the final version of the instrument, and
was described in detail in [2]. The sensor is connected to the sound card of a lap-top computer
and the acquisition is driven by MATLAB, via the Graphical User Interface (GUI). The user
interface was presented in Fig. 1. The operator can select the acquisition time and the sample
frequency (maximum 44.1 kHz). In the bottom-right corner of Fig. 1, the SK graph is presented.
The user can also examine the raw data and the spectrum. Automatically, the instrument saves
the acquired data (labeling the file with the date). Additionally, the operator can recall the stored
files.
The electronic transducer is presented in Fig. 4, along with its charge-to-volt conversion
modulus (Integrated Circuit Piezoelectric; ICP interface), and the accessory to fix it in the wood
that we used to test the sensor's performance in the lab. A bare waveguide has been used for
insertion into soil. With the aim to have a frequency characterization of the sensor we test its
impulsive response in the lab by emulating a fiber breaking in a piece of wood, where the sensor
was attached via the drill bit. The witness instrument was a high-performance digital storage
oscilloscope (Agilent-54622A). In Fig. 5, we show a photo of the calibration session, where the
instrument’s display shows a single capture (and its associated power spectrum) of the vibratory
and AE signal once it has propagated through the wood. We can appreciate two differentiated
frequency bands. The first 30 kHz resonant band offer the possibility of sensing AE signals from
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termites (feeding and excavating). Then we find a resonant bump around 100 kHz (only for the
sensor SP1-H), which by the way has been useful for ultrasonic purposes by the research team.

Fig. 4. A photograph of the sensors SP1-L and SP1-H, with the mounted accessories (drill bit)
prepared to couple it into the a test-piece of wood, in our lab. On the left, the charge-to-volt
converter according to the Integrated Circuit Piezoelectric (ICP) protocol.

Fig. 5. A photograph of the testing lab session with the sensor SP1-H (a high frequency version
of the SP1-L) and a deep memory digital-storage oscilloscope. The acoustic emission event has
been sampled at 400 kHz. Horizontal division = 20 kHz.
Termite sounds from feeding are like sharp pops and crackles in the audio output [1-2]. Hit
rates of 25-100 /s are common in infestation. The key of the SK detection strategy used in this
work lies in the potential enhancement of the non-Gaussian behavior of these emissions. If this
happens, i.e. if an increase of the non-Gaussian activity (increase in the kurtosis, peakedness of
the probability distribution) is observed in the SK graph, there may be infestation in the
surrounding subterranean perimeter, where the transducer is attached.
An additional remark (justifying the use of the SK graph) lies in the fact that the kurtosis as a
global indicator, considered as the average of the kurtosis computed for each individual
frequency component, is not a valid tool to target termite activity. This is due to the fact that no
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discrimination is made among the frequency bands of the emissions, which may be originated by
different agents.
Hereinafter, in addition to the detection measurement situation presented in Fig. 1, where the
detection is clear, other situations are outlined. In Fig. 6(a) a doubtful measurement case is
presented. Activity evidence (low-level alarms) is outlined only near 6 kHz. Once, the wavelets
have been applied, shown in Fig. 6(b), the enhancement near 6 kHz and 16 kHz confirms the
detection.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. (a) A doubtful measurement situation without de-noising, where probably low-level alarm
signals predominate. (b) De-noising confirms activity, eliciting the bump near 6 kHz and the
enhanced zone near 16 kHz.
The next figures, Fig. 7 (a) and (b), show the measurement’s performance over a background.
In the time-domain, the impulses that are similar to Dirac’s deltas are associated to cracks or
little movements of the sensor while attached in the ground. So it is important to distinguish
these false positives from the impulses induced by termites. De-noising neither add new
information nor reveal termite infestation. The impulses in the time domain are the classical
artificial cracks resulting for the movement of the sensor in the soil.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) SK calculation over a background sample register. No activity is seen in the
surroundings of the characteristic frequencies. (b) De-noising does not reveal infestation.
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The final figures, Fig. 8 (a) and (b), represent another case of detection. This time detection is
very clear and again, we can observe the clear bumps near the characteristic frequencies. The
bump at the left of 6 kHz reflects the presence of alarms but probably far from the termites
whose activity produces the bumps at the right of 6 kHz and 16 kHz. The spectral kurtosis of the
de-noised register exhibits several frequency bumps, not only for the frequencies in the interest
zones (6 kHz and 16 kHz), but also for the rest of the audio signals. These figures have shown
that, despite the fact that audio signals can exhibit non-Gaussian behavior, the non-Gaussian
degree of termite activity is higher.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. (a) A clear targeting case with a higher degree of activity. (b) De-noising confirms infestation.

Conclusion
Assuming the starting hypothesis that the insect emissions may have a more peaked
probability distribution than any other simultaneous source of emission in the measurement
perimeter, we have design a termite detection strategy and a virtual instrument based in the
calculation of the 4th-order cumulants for zero time lags, which are indicative of the signals'
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kurtosis. The instrument is actually in use by a Spanish company. An estimator of the spectral
kurtosis has been used to perform a selective analysis of the peakedness of the signal. It has been
shown that new frequency components gain in relevance in the spectral SK graphs. The main
goal of this signal-processing method is to reduce subjectivity due to visual or listening
inspection of the registers. This means that in a noisy environment, it may be possible to ignore
termite feeding activity even with an ad hoc sensor because, despite the fact that the sensor is
capable of registering these low-level emissions, the human ear can easily ignore them [2]. The
SK signal processing modulus complements human's ear, adding higher-order statistical features,
which improve detection, thanks to the noise rejection action, enhancing non-Gaussian features.
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Abstract
Selected tensile tests on balanced, adhesively bonded double-lap joints (DLJ) made from pultruded glass-fiber-reinforced, polymer-matrix (GFRP) flat profiles have been monitored with
acoustic emission (AE) for an assessment of damage initiation and accumulation. The thickness
was 10 mm for the inner and 5 mm for the two outer profiles. Three different bond-line thicknesses of the adhesive bond (nominally 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0 mm), all with an overlap length of 100
mm, were tested. The usual AE signal parameter set was recorded with four AE sensors (either
of type SE-45H or SE-150M) from three tests each per DLJ type. AE sensors were mounted
above and below the adhesive bond with duct tape using a silicone-free coupling agent. Sensor
coupling was checked before and after the tensile tests to stress levels around 60% to 97% of the
effective ultimate tensile strength (proof-load of 140 kN). The auto-calibration function of the
AE equipment (type AMS-3 from Vallen Systeme) was used for checking sensor coupling before
and after the proof-load tests. Transient AE waveforms were recorded during the auto-calibration
with 5 MHz sampling rate. This effectively constitutes acousto-ultrasonic (AU) testing of the
DLJ before and after loading. Preliminary signal classification of the AU waveforms with VisualClass® (from Vallen Systeme GmbH) had indicated that they differed when recorded before
and after proof-load testing. The present paper attempts to identify the AU signal parameters responsible for this, as case study in AU waveform analysis.
Introduction
Previous experiments on the strength of adhesively bonded joints composed of glass-fiber reinforced polymer-matrix (GFRP) pultruded adherends [1-3] indicated that, even using enhanced
mathematical methods on the basis of a fully linear mechanical model, a gap of around 10% between predicted and experimentally determined joint strengths remained. Reasons for this, invoked in [3], were either possible damage occurring by microscopic defect accumulation (e.g.,
micro-crack formation) and/or the resulting nonlinear behavior of the GFRP material at higher
stresses (beyond those obtained on the samples of limited size, i.e., 40 mm x 40 mm).
Acoustic emission (AE) monitoring is, in principle, capable of detecting microscopic damage
accumulation in GFRP composites. AE was hence used to monitor the area of the adhesive bond
during tensile tests on a series of nine full-size adhesively bonded double-lap joints (DLJ) up to a
load of 140 kN, including subsequent unloading. The DLJ were then loaded to their ultimate tensile strength, i.e., to tensile failure without AE. AE sensor coupling was checked with the autocalibration function of the AE equipment. This constitutes an acousto-ultrasonics (AU) examination [4]. The present paper investigates whether AU analysis can yield indications of damage accumulation due to tensile loading of the DLJ.
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Experimental
The balanced double-lap joints (DLJ) consisted of pultruded glass-fiber reinforced polymermatrix (GFRP) flat profiles of 500-mm length, 100-mm width, and 5-mm and 10-mm thickness
for the inner and outer DLJ profiles, respectively. A polyester resin and E-glass fibers were used
for the profiles, with mainly unidirectional rovings towards the center and one and two combined
mats towards the outside for the 5-mm and 10-mm thick profiles, respectively. The combined
mats consisted of chopped strand mats and 0°/90° woven fabrics, which were stitched together.
For the adhesive bond, a two-component polyurethane adhesive (Sika S-Force 7851) was used,
and the nominal bond line thicknesses were 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0 mm. The specimens were cured under ambient laboratory conditions (23±1°C, 50±5% relative humidity) for one week, and then
stored under comparable conditions before testing.
The tensile tests have been performed on a servo-hydraulic test machine (Instron 1346) under
displacement control (0.5 mm/min). A metal plate has been inserted between the outer two profiles inside the hydraulic grips at the bottom.
For AE monitoring equipment and software from Vallen Systeme GmbH (AMS-3 and VisualAE™) have been used. At least one DLJ for each bond-line thickness has been equipped with
four multi-purpose AE sensors (type SE-45H from Dunegan Engineering Corp.) while the remaining DLJ have been tested with 150-kHz resonant AE sensors (type SE-150M from the same
supplier). Preamplifier gain was set at 34 dB, AE signal acquisition threshold at 50 dBAE (except
for two DLJ with 52 and 65 dBAE in order to eliminate excess noise from the hydraulic grips.
The AE signals were band-pass filtered between 30 and 1000 kHz. Rearm time was set to 1.38
ms. AU waveforms excited with the autocalibration function of the AE equipment (roughly 60
Vpp, 800 ns duration applied to each AE sensor) have been recorded with transient recorders at a
sampling rate of 5 MHz (200 pre-trigger samples, total 4096 samples).

Fig. 1. Photograph of (left) a double lap joint in the test machine with two AE sensors (above and
below the adhesive bond) on either side of the joint; (right) side view of the joint with the thicker
inner profile on top and the thinner outer profiles on the bottom.
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Results
Table 1 summarizes the applied and observed tensile failure loads of the DLJ and the type of
AE sensor use for monitoring the proof load. The average tensile failure load for all DLJ, irrespective of their bond-line thickness is 182.4 ± 28 kN, and 199.1 ± 42 kN, 169.9 ± 23 kN and
178.5 ± 11 kN for 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0 mm bond-line thickness, respectively. Plotting machine load
data versus time (not shown) indicated an overall non-linear behavior of the DLJ, typically starting at tensile loads below 50% of the failure load. Figure 2 shows examples of recorded AU
waveforms from the auto-calibration procedure for checking on sensor coupling. It is evident that
these signals contain contributions from different wave modes or (multiple) reflections due to the
structure of the adhesive joints. In a preliminary analysis using a waveform classification program (VisualClass® from Vallen Systeme GmbH) such AU waveforms could be separated into
those taken before and after proof loading in most cases (see [5, 6] for sample results and details
on the procedure). A visual comparison of the AU waveforms in Fig. 2 shows some differences
between waveforms recorded before and after the proof load, but also between comparable states
of the two joints (DLJ031 and DLJ101). Qualitatively, the differences among the joints with different thickness of the adhesive layer (DLJ031 with nominally 0.3 mm, DLJ101 with nominally
1.0 mm) seem more prominent than those for each joint taken before and after proof loading (for
each emitter-sensor pair considered).
Table 1: Tensile load cycles, failure load (kN) and proof-load fraction for DLJ with different
bond-line thickness and AE sensor type
DLJ
No.

Load cycle(s)
[kN] *

Tensile failure
load [kN]

Proof-load (140
kN) fraction of
failure load [%]

AE sensor
type

031
032
033
051
052
053
101
102
103

0-141-0, 0 to failure
0 to failure
0-140-0, 0 to failure
0-140-0, 0 to failure
0-140-0, 0-100-0, 0 to failure
0-139-0, 0 to failure
0-140-0, 0 to failure
0-140-0, 0 to failure
0-140-0, 0 to failure

155.2
239.2
202.2
143.7
188.7
177.4
190.8
170.8
174.0

90.2
58.5
69.2
97.4
74.2
78.9
73.4
82.0
80.5

SE-45H
SE-45H
SE-150M
SE-45H
SE-150M
SE-150M
SE-45H
SE-150M
SE-150M

* except for DLJ 032, the loading to failure was not monitored with AE sensors
In the following, it will be investigated whether the changes in AU waveforms recorded before and after proof-loading (visible in Fig.2 and also evident from the waveform classification
[5, 6]) can be traced to specific AU signal parameters. Specifically, signal amplitude, duration,
ring-down counts, (true) energy, and rise-time are investigated and compared. All data presented
are averages of usually four AU waveforms, in a few cases of three or five. There are four sensor
combinations that will pass guided waves through the adhesive bond and, hence through the
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 2. Examples of AU waveforms recorded with a multifunctional AE sensor (type SE-45H)
before (on top) and after (bottom) tensile proof-loading of the joints to 140 kN, waves propagating along the side of a) DLJ 031 and b) DLJ101, and from one side across to the other of c) DLJ
031 and d) DLJ101, respectively.
volume of the joint where damage accumulation occurs. The center GFRP-plate close to the top
of the adhesive bond had been identified as damage initiation location from AE analysis (AE
source location) and visual observation of the fracture surface after the test [7]. The sensor combinations are from top to bottom (or vice-versa) on each side of the joint (compare Fig. 1) and
from top left/right hand side to bottom right/left hand side (or vice-versa).
The graphs in Fig. 3 show a clear difference between the two types of sensors (SE-45H and
SE-150M). All AU signal parameters recorded before proof loading to 140 kN yielded lower
values when recorded with the 150 kHz resonant sensor (SE-150M) compared with the massloaded multi-purpose sensor (SE-45H, displacement sensor below 45 kHz, velocity sensor above
70 kHz). AU signal amplitudes (Fig. 3 top) recorded with the 150 kHz resonant sensor seem to
decrease more rapidly with increasing thickness of the adhesive than with the other sensor (SE45H). When plotted against the nominal thickness of the adhesive layer of the double lap joints
(0.3, 0.5 or 1.0 mm), AU signal parameters typically decreased with increasing thickness of the
adhesive, with a few exceptions e.g., in rise time. This was observed for both sensor types, even
though there was considerable scatter in some cases, which made identification of the trends with
adhesive thickness difficult. Figure 3 also indicates the scatter in the data between the different
emitter-sensor configurations. Note that square symbols indicate propagation along the side, triangular symbols across the joint, filled and open symbols indicate different directions of wave
propagation (top-to-bottom or bottom-to-top).
AU signal parameters after proof loading the joints to 140 kN are compared with those from
the as-prepared state. If plotted against thickness of the adhesive (Fig. 4), it is difficult to identify
clear trends in most cases. This holds for both types of sensors (SE-45H and SE-150M). AU signal energy seems to show the most consistent change after proof loading. For sensor type SE45H, this parameter is increasing after proof loading, while for sensor SE-150M it is decreasing
in most cases (compared with the value before proof loading). AU signal energy is hence plotted
against the percentage of failure load represented by the proof loading to 140 kN as well (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 3. Selected AU signal-parameters recorded before proof loading to 140 kN with (left) sensor
type SE-45H and (right) with sensor type SE-150M plotted versus thickness of the adhesive (see
text for more details).

Fig. 4. Selected AU signal-parameters after proof loading to 140 kN compared with those recorded before proof loading with (left) sensor type SE-45H and (right) with sensor type SE150M plotted versus thickness of the adhesive; square symbols indicate values before, diamondshaped symbols values after proof loading (see text for more details).
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Fig. 5. AU signal-energy after proof loading to 140 kN compared with values recorded before
proof loading (left) sensor type SE-45H and (right) SE-150M, (top) AU signal propagation along
side of joint, (bottom) AU signal propagation across joint; square symbols indicate values before,
diamond-shaped symbols values after proof loading (see text for more details).
Discussion
Due to the fairly large scatter in failure loads for each group of joints with the same thickness
of the adhesive (coefficient of variation between about 6% and 20%), it is difficult to decide
whether there is a dependence of the failure load on the thickness of the adhesive layer. Even the
reasons for this scatter are not clear. Of course, the sample size (three joints per thickness) is too
small for reliable statistics. Manufacturing effects (e.g., variation in adhesive thickness) and
maybe variability in the lay-up of the GFRP plates are tentative explanations.
Nevertheless, there are indications of a dependence of the AU signal parameters on the
thickness of the adhesive layer of the joints. Essentially, but sometimes with relatively large scatter, the AU signal parameter values tend to decrease with increasing thickness of the adhesive
layer. This would be consistent with the assumption that increasing thickness of the adhesive
layer yields increasing signal attenuation.
The observed lower values of AU signal parameters recorded with sensor type SE-150M
compared with SE-45H quite likely relates to the difference in frequency response. Sensor type
SE-45H has a higher sensitivity in the frequency range between 50 and 100 kHz than SE-150M
(about 5-10 dBAE). Fast Fourier transforms of the AU waveforms (not shown here) recorded with
the different types of sensor clearly show higher contributions to the power spectra for the SE45H in the frequency range below 100 kHz than for the 150 kHz resonant sensor.
The proof load of 140 kN amounted to between 58% and 97% of the observed failure load.
This indicates that damage accumulation due to the proof load ranges from low (e.g., DLJ032) to
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severe (e.g., DLJ051). That damage induced by the proof load does affect the AU waves is
shown by the examples in Fig. 2. Such an effect had also been suggested by the comparative
waveform classification reported in [5]. This can be interpreted as evidence that damage accumulation does affect AU waveforms, as expected [4]. However, the results presented here indicate
that it is difficult to identify a single AU signal parameter as suitable damage indicator. AU signal energy yields increasing values after proof loading, if sensor type SE-45H is being used. For
the 150 kHz resonant sensor (SE-150M), AU signal energy values after proof loading are decreasing, however with one exception, and the changes are comparatively small. Most of the
other AU signal parameters (amplitude, duration, ring-down counts) yield partly increasing and
partly decreasing values after proof loading for both types of sensors, i.e., no clear trend, while
rise time does not seem to change significantly.
As an empirical observation, it can be noted that compressive damage inducing local delaminations in a GFRP-laminate made from woven reinforcement in an epoxy matrix had also shown
increasing AU signal energy transmission with increasing extent of damage [6]. The mechanism(s) responsible for that, however, have not been clarified yet. These experiments were performed with special piezoelectric composite sensor elements with considerable sensitivity in the
frequency range between about 30 and 100 kHz (analogous to the multipurpose sensor type used
in the present investigation). The fact that the 150 kHz resonant sensor used in the present investigation noted a decrease in transmitted AU signal energy after proof loading (except in one case)
and that an increase is observed, if sensors with sensitivity at lower frequencies are being used
indicates that frequency-dependent wave propagation effects may play an essential role. Damage
on one hand seems to produce increasing attenuation at higher frequencies (e.g., above 100 kHz),
and simultaneously increasing wave energy transfer at lower frequencies. Whether this can be
explained by wave mode changes, by changes in wave interference (the recorded waveforms
clearly contain contributions from different wave modes or reflections, see Fig. 2), by non-linear
or resonance effects or a combination of these, is not clear. Whether modeling of wave propagation would succeed in shedding light on this, is also unclear, due to the rather complex composition of the GFRP-plates and the lack of materials data as a function of damage accumulation.
In principle, it can be hypothesized that the amount of damage in the propagation path of the
AU waves should also be reflected in the signal arriving at the sensor (as long as the geometry of
the test piece and sensor arrangement was kept constant to exclude propagation distance dependent effects). The AU signal parameter analysis presented in this paper does seem to indicate that
the change of a single parameter will not directly correlate with the amount of damage. It has to
be noted, however, that the only indicator of the amount of damage available here was the ratio
between proof load and failure load. It will be interesting to see whether more detailed and sophisticated methods of analysis, e.g., based on waveform classification or pattern recognition
will, in the future, be able to establish a clear correlation between AU waveform changes and
amount of damage. Tentatively, the observation of increasing transmitted AU signal energy
(when monitoring test pieces with an AE sensor with sufficient sensitivity in the frequency range
below about 100 kHz) can be taken as an indication of potential damage accumulation that may
need attention and eventually follow-up inspection.
Conclusions
As a case study, acousto-ultrasonic (AU) waveforms recorded during autocalibration for
checking on acoustic emission (AE) sensor coupling before and after tensile proof-tests on adhesively bonded double-lap joints made from glass-fiber reinforced polymer-matrix pultruded
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plates have been analyzed by comparing selected AU signal parameters. It was noted that AU
signal parameters tended to decrease with increasing (nominal) thickness of the adhesive bond
(from 0.3 mm to 0.5 mm and finally to 1.0 mm). There was also a clear difference between AU
signals recorded with 150 kHz resonant AE sensors compared with those recorded with multipurpose AE sensor (type SE-45H) with comparatively higher sensitivity in the frequency range
between about 50 and 100 kHz. In spite of indications that waveform classification (with VisualClass® from Vallen Systeme GmbH) succeeded in distinguishing AU waveforms recorded before and after proof loading, it proved difficult to unambiguously identify a single AU signal parameter responsible for this. While for most AU signal parameters investigated, no clear trends
with damage were observed, AU signal energy at least yielded distinctly increasing values when
recorded with the multipurpose sensor, and simultaneously mainly decreasing values when recorded with resonant sensor after proof loading. The changes in the signal energy, however, did
not seem to quantitatively correlate with the expected amount of damage. It will hence be interesting to further investigate the feasibility of advanced waveform classification and pattern recognition methods for this.
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Abstract
The fracture behavior of the SiC/SiC composites was examined by 4-point bending tests. The
AE signals detected during the tests were processed by AE wavelet analysis, which extracted the
first and second major frequencies from continuous wavelet transform (CWT) diagram. Consequently, the two-frequency combination analysis can detect local frequency components and
characterize a wavelet diagram well. A history of these major frequencies was correlated to initiation and propagation of micro-damages, such as cracks in SiC matrix, crack propagation along
thickness and fiber buckling. Although other micro-damages, such as fiber breaks and pull-out of
fiber, have not been correlated to the AE signals, the results suggest that the two-frequency combination analysis based on CWT has great potential to characterize the micro-damages of the
composites.
Introduction
SiC/SiC composites have been studied in order to increase the temperature capability of jet
engine components [1, 2]. An increase in the temperature capability would raise the gas temperature and reduce the need of air cooling, both of which would improve the efficiency of a jet engine. However, active cooling is still needed for the composites to preserve structural strength,
since the temperature capability of the composites is lower than the gas temperature (e.g.,
1600oC at turbine inlet). In order to develop a simple cooling structure with high efficiency, a
transpiration-cooling structure was created in the composites by decreasing a volume fraction of
SiC matrix, which was fabricated by four cycles of matrix densification process, “polymer impregnation and pyrolysis (PIP)” [3]. In order to investigate the PIP-cycle effect on the fracture
mechanism, flexural loading and unloading test was carried out in a previous study [4]. However,
the observed fracture behavior could not be correlated to the captured AE signals by examining
AE parameters, such as amplitude and energy. In order to fully understand the bending fracture
behavior and monitor micro-damage evolution under long-term evaluation (e.g., thermal cycling
test, fatigue test), better correlations between captured AE signals and micro-damages are needed.
Many authors have studied frequency analysis based on frequency domain (FT) or timefrequency domain (WT) in order to investigate correlations between micro-damages and AE
signals [5-9]. Many publications on the frequency analysis dealt with CFRPs or GFRPs, which
were fabricated by materials of quite different properties. As the SiC/SiC composites are fabricated by materials with similar properties (e.g., chemical compositions and mechanical property),
the frequency analysis with a capability to detect minor differences in AE waveforms is required.
In recent studies, the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) has often been applied to characterize
the AE waveform. The DWT decomposes a signal to several scale levels that correspond to frequency range. However, it appears that the scale level of the DWT may give only a rough estimation for characterizing the AE waveforms emitted from the SiC/SiC composites. Thus, this
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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study applied the continuous wavelet transform (CWT), which can analyze frequency at a finer
scale, for the analysis of the AE waveforms of the composites.
The purpose of this study is to correlate the micro-damages of the SiC/SiC composites to the
AE waveforms by analyzing the first and second major frequencies utilizing the continuous
wavelet transform (CWT).
Materials and Experimental Procedures
Materials and Specimens
The SiC/SiC composites used in this study were made of TyrannoTM ZMI SiC (Si-C-O-Zr) fiber of Ube Industries, Ltd. and SiC matrix. The composites have the 3D-orthogonally woven
structure as schematically shown in Fig. 1. The 3D-woven architecture consists of three layers of
X bundles, four layers of Y bundles and Z bundles. Figure 2 shows a cross-sectional view of YZ
plane along “aa”. The material composition near surface is also depicted in the figure. Tensile
side is not flat because of the woven structure, which results in a notch-like geometry with stress
concentration. The location of the notch-like geometry indicated by a gray arrow is called a
“corner” in this paper.
First, a carbon interface layer derived from the chemical vapor infiltration (CVI) process was
coated on the fibers, then the SiC matrix was infiltrated using methyl-trichlorosilane by a CVI
process and from polycarbosilane by several cycles of PIP process. The porosity was controlled
by varying the number of PIP cycles. The specimens were fabricated with 4 cycles of PIP. After
the PIP treatments, the specimens were cut and coated with a thin layer of CVI-SiC. The volume
fraction of fiber, matrix and porosity are 41%, 34% and 25%, respectively. The dimensions of
the specimen were 50 mm length x 4 mm (approx.) width x 2 mm (approx.) thickness. The width
corresponds to the size of two pitches of the textures.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of SiC/SiC weave (Fiber volume ratio; X:Y:Z=1:1:0.2, pitch=2 mm).

Fig. 2. Composite cross section
along “a-a”.

Experimental Procedures
Four-point bending tests were carried out with inner span of 10 mm and outer span of 30 mm
at room temperature in air. Loading was applied by a universal testing machine (Instron, 5505) in
Z-direction under a constant crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min so that the tensile stress was applied
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along X-direction. Deformation of the sample was measured parallel to the Z-axis by the displacement transducer and recorded by a PC-based data recorder (Kyowa, UCAM-500A).
During the test, AE signals were monitored by two wide-band AE sensors (Fuji Ceramics,
M5W), which were attached on both ends of the sample. The AE signals were amplified 20 dB
and the threshold level was set to the value of 3.16 mV at the input of the preamplifiers. The AE
signals were processed by an AE analyzer (PAC, PCI-2 AE system) with AEWinTM operating
software. Recorded AE waveforms were post-processed by the CWT using a commercial software (Weisang, Flex Pro Professional with an option of spectral analysis). Morlet function was
chosen as the mother wavelet with non-dimensional frequency ω = 8 [10].

Fig. 3. CWT diagrams of AE waveforms detected during flexural loading, showing characteristic
contour patterns in time-frequency domain.
Results and Discussion
The First and Second Major Frequencies in CWT Diagram
AE waveforms acquired in this study showed characteristic CWT diagrams in the timefrequency domain. As an example, some characteristic CWT diagrams obtained from the bending
test are shown in Fig. 3. Each diagram has two or more characteristic peak frequencies. The sensor used has a slightly higher response between 0.2 and 0.3 MHz and flat frequency response
beyond 0.5 MHz. Thus, a frequency near 0.3 MHz is detected as the dominant frequency in
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most of the diagrams. Second characteristic peak frequency of the CWT diagrams often appears
below or above the dominant frequency of ~0.3 MHz. It appears that a combination of several
peak frequencies can possibly characterize and classify the CWT diagram. In this study, the 1st
and 2nd major frequencies were utilized for this attempt.
Figure 4 shows the CWT diagram of an AE waveform, including cross-sectional views taken
along “aa” and “bb” on the CWT diagram. In the CWT diagram, a pair of the frequencies,
“FRQ1” and “FRQ2” (white arrows) are the two characteristic frequencies of this WT coefficient
contour. The cross-sectional view along line “aa” is a time history of WT coefficient at the frequency “FRQ1”. Ni and Iwamoto [9] proposed that a WT-time curve at a specified frequency
can identify the occurrence time and duration of the micro-fracture mode of single carbon-fiber
composites. The specified frequency was selected from the peak on FFT plot of the examined
AE signal. However, the WT-curve cannot fully characterize the CWT diagram, because the WTcurve contains information about only one frequency component. The WT-frequency curve taken
from “bb” line of the CWT diagram exhibits a distribution of WT coefficient indicating “FRQ1”
to be the major frequency. This curve does show that the frequency peak is also located near
“FRQ2”, but it fails to properly account for the intensity at “FRQ2”, even though this is shown
clearly in the CWT diagram. Thus, either WT-time or WT-frequency curve cannot fully characterize the CWT diagram.

Fig. 4. Wavelet diagram with cross sectional views, taken along lines “aa” and “bb”.
Figure 5(a) shows a CWT diagram projected into WT-frequency plots of the same AE waveform (Fig. 4) for a comparison. The projected WT-frequency curves lost time information, but
the frequency and intensity information of two major peaks are preserved. Figure 5(b) shows
FFT of the same signal where the first major frequency in the projected WT-frequency curve is
recognized only as a minor frequency in the FFT envelope due to the time averaging effect. Thus,
FFT analysis fails to detect important frequency information. FFT results also indicate the
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highest peak at 0.11 MHz. This can easily be mistaken as a characteristic major frequency of the
AE waveform and implies that FFT-based methods must be used with caution.

Fig. 5. The major and second major frequencies in projected WT-frequency curve of the waveform shown in Fig. 4 (WT-frequency curve not time-averaged.) (a) Projected WT-frequency
curve, (b) FFT spectrum.
Comparison between Projected WT Curve and FFT Spectrum
Figure 6 shows another example where FFT fails to detect the highest peak of the AE signal.
Figure 6(a), (b), (c) and (d) show the WT diagram, AE signal, projected WT-frequency curve
and FFT spectrum, respectively. The 1st and 2nd major frequencies are indicated by red circles
and connected by a solid line in Fig. 6(a), (c) and (d). Figure 6(a) and (b) show that a wavefront
of the AE signal has the first major frequency at 0.56 MHz and the second major frequency at
0.32 MHz, and that the frequency component of ~0.3 MHz has long duration. It appears that
these two frequencies of the wavefront are the characteristic frequencies of the AE signal. The
two frequencies can be clearly recognized by the projected WT frequency curve in Fig. 6(c). On
the other hand, the two peak frequencies of the FFT spectrum in Fig. 6(d) were 0.33 and 0.29
MHz.
Thus, FFT analysis failed to detect the highest characteristic frequency at 0.56 MHz. Since
the frequency component of ~0.3 MHz showed long duration, the frequency component of ~0.3
MHz was estimated to have high intensity due to the time-averaging effect of FFT analysis. This
example again indicated that FFT analysis is likely to fail to detect the higher frequency component of AE waveforms, because high frequency components often exhibit very short duration due
to attenuation.
Figure 7 shows one more example, in which FFT failed to detect the characteristic frequency
of the AE waveform, even though FFT analysis detected a relatively high frequency component.
Figure 7(c) indicates that the AE waveform has the first major frequency at 0.34 MHz and the
second major frequency at 0.81 MHz. Since the second major frequency component of ~0.8
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MHz shows relatively long duration, the FFT recognizes the frequency component of 0.79 MHz
as a major frequency. Thus, FFT analysis failed to detect the major characteristic frequency of
0.34 MHz.

Fig. 6. Comparison between projected WT-frequency curve and FFT spectrum, showing that
FFT fails to detect the highest peak of AE signal. (a) WT diagram, (b) AE signal, (c) projected
WT-frequency curve, (d) FFT spectrum.
Mechanical Behavior and Microscopic Damages Observed after Bending Test
Figure 8 shows the stress-displacement curve during the bending test. The curve showed several small fluctuations before the stress reached the maximum value and a drop of stress afterward.
The final bending fracture as indicated by white arrow in Fig. 8 was followed by a sharp decrease
in stress.
Figure 9(a) shows SEM micrographs of the most damaged cross section of the specimen used
in the bending test. The horizontal direction is the longitudinal (X-) direction of the specimen,
and the tension side is at the bottom. It can be seen in Fig. 9(a) that fiber buckling was observed
in the upper and lower X-fiber bundles. Fiber buckling in the upper bundle was accompanied
with interlaminar cracks between X- and Y- fiber bundles. Figure 9 (a) also indicates that the upper pore is significantly larger with almost no infiltration of PIP-SiC matrix. Thus, the upper Xfiber bundle was not supported rigidly enough to sustain the compressive stress during bending.
As a result, the fiber buckled in the upper fiber bundle adjacent to the large pore. The fiber
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buckling in the lower fiber bundle can possibly be attributed to the severely damaged upper fiber
bundle. Unfortunately, the complexities of the fiber buckling on the lower side make it difficult to
interpret.

Fig. 7. Comparison between projected WT-frequency curve and FFT spectrum, showing that
FFT fails to detect the highest peak of AE signal. (a) WT diagram, (b) AE signal, (c) projected
WT-frequency curve, (d) FFT spectrum.

Fig. 8. Stress-displacement curve during the bending test.
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Fig. 9. SEM micrographs of cross section of the specimen subjected to the bending test.
Figure 9(b) and (d) show the 2 corners where the two fiber bundles intersect. It appears that
several cracks near corner in Fig. 9(b) were propagated along thickness direction and reached the
pore. A crack shown by white arrows in Fig. 9 (d) was propagated into Y-fiber bundle shown by
the gray arrow. A crack initiated from the pore is also observed at the corner as shown by slashed
arrow in Fig. 9(c).
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AE Wavelet Analysis
Figure 10(a) and (b) show the history of the first and second major frequencies, respectively,
of the first hit AE signals obtained during the bending test. Relative values of the WT coefficients of the major frequency components are indicated by the circle diameter. In Fig. 10(a), the
1st major frequency components are distributed in a limited frequency band of 250 to 500 kHz.
This range corresponds to the high sensitivity range of the AE sensor-specimen combination,
identified by the through-transmission experiment using a pair of M5W sensors with tone-bursts.
The 2nd major frequencies, shown in Fig. 10(b), are more widely distributed and frequency
components over 500 kHz and below 250 kHz were also observed.

Fig. 10. Frequencies in CWT diagrams. (a) The 1st major frequency. (b) The 2nd major frequency.
The 1st and 2nd major frequency components are shown together in Fig. 11 with connecting
link between the two frequencies, since a combination of the two major frequencies can be considered to represent a contour pattern shown in Fig. 3. A caption above the figure described the
bending fracture process, which had been observed in the loading/unloading test [4]. The corner
crack was generated in the CVI-SiC and PIP-SiC matrices on the tension-side surface in a stress
range between 50 MPa and 100 MPa, which grew along thickness direction above 100 MPa and
resulted in the bending fracture. The PIP-SiC crack was observed above 100 MPa in the matrixrich region near cavity and on compressive-side surface. Accordingly, in a stress range from 50
to 100 MPa, the cracks in the both CVI-SiC and PIP-SiC matrices were only observed.
The two frequency components of low WT coefficient with widely distributed frequency
range in 50-1050 kHz were observed throughout the test. The signature of the AE signal can be
considered to correlate with the initiation and propagation of the crack in both CVI-SiC and PIPSiC matrices, since only the AE signals with the signature were observed in the stress range of
50 - 100 MPa while these micro-damages were developed. In the stress range above 100 MPa,
the AE signals with relatively large WT coefficient were detected.
Figure 12 shows the detailed plot of two peak frequencies against time with the axis extended
to the final bending fracture, which shows the AE signals obtained over a stress of about 100
MPa. In order to focus on the characteristics of the damage process, only the combinations of
frequency components with relatively large WT were enhanced by linking two frequency symbols by a thick solid line. Black arrows indicate the stress fluctuations that were observed. The
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Fig. 11. Two-frequency combination and displacement during the bending test. The description
above the figure showed the fracture process obtained by loading and unloading test using a
same-lot specimen in the previous study [4].

Fig. 12. Detailed plot of the two-frequency combination and stress vs. time during the bending
test over a stress level of about 100 MPa.
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open arrows shows where the large drop in stress occurred. It appears that the two peak frequency combinations with large WT formed several characteristic groups, which are indicated by
dotted line, called group A, B and C. The AE signals, which were detected above 100 MPa,
should correlate to the damages, such as the corner-crack propagation along thickness, fiber buckling and interlaminar crack, while exempting matrix cracks near surface or around pores.
The group A contains frequency components with widely distributed and large WT coefficients. The frequency combination A1 has the 1st major frequency of 340 kHz and the 2nd major
frequency of 810 kHz. The frequency combination A1 may correspond to the initial severe damage in the tensile-side X-fiber bundle due to the corner crack propagation. The micro-damage corresponding to the A1 was accompanied with a stress fluctuation indicated by a black arrow. It
appears that the stress fluctuation can be caused by micro-damages that permit deformation of
composites to relax the stress, for example, a rapid propagation of CVI-SiC matrix crack along
thickness or width direction, pull-out of fiber and fiber breakage. Since the pull-out of fiber and
fiber breakage can possibly occur after well developed CVI-SiC matrix crack in the fiber bundle,
the A1 may correspond to the rapid propagation of CVI-SiC matrix crack along thickness or
width direction. Although the combinations A1~A3 contains relatively high frequency component near 800 kHz, the 1st major frequencies of A1, A2 and A3 were different. This may suggest
that the A1~A3 correlate to different micro-damages. From the microscopic observation as shown
in Fig. 9(b) and (d), the corner crack in the fiber bundle finally reached upper Y-fiber bundle or
pore, which would enhance fiber pullout in the X-fiber bundle, and then result in the stress fluctuation. Since the frequency combination A4 with low frequency component of 79 kHz accompanied by the stress fluctuation, the frequency combination of A4 may correlate to the fiber pullout.
After the corner crack reached a pore or Y-fiber bundle, the crack then developed into Y-fiber
bundle shown by gray arrow in Fig. 9(d) or another crack may be initiated at a corner in the pore
as indicated by slashed arrow in Fig. 9(c). Since these crack propagation did not accompany fiber
cracks, the AE signals corresponding to these crack propagation may contain few high frequency
components. Thus, "Group B" with few high frequency components indicated in Fig. 12 may
correlate to the crack propagation into Y-fiber bundle and the crack initiation at a pore corner.
"Group C" in Fig. 12 contains very low frequency combinations with significantly large WT.
The AE signals of C1 and C2 were detected at the final bending fracture with the sharp drop in
stress indicated by the white arrow. It appears that the final bending fracture was accompanied
with the fiber buckling, because stress cannot be held any further if such fiber buckling occurred.
Thus, the AE signals of C1 and C2 , which were detected at the final bending fracture, can correlate
to the fiber buckling. The common signature of C1 and C2 is that the 1st major frequencies were
detected at significantly low value of 69 or 89 kHz. Another AE signal C3, of which the 1st major
frequency was 69 kHz, was observed in advance of final bending fracture at 140 s accompanying
a little drop in stress indicated by the black arrow. This may indicate that the fiber buckling was
initiated then. The pattern recognition of the combination will further lead to correlate the AE
signals to more microscopic damages, such as SiC fiber breakage and pull-out of fiber. Further
study will be carried out to find the correlation by the two-frequency combination analysis extracted from CWT.
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Conclusions
The wavelet analysis of AE signals based on the two-frequency combination extracted from
CWT diagram was applied to investigate the correlation between AE signals and micro-damages
in the SiC/SiC composites with transpiration structure and the following conclusions were obtained.
1) Major frequency components that characterize the contour pattern of the CWT diagram
are extracted with a projected WT-frequency curve and used in two-frequency combination
analysis.
2) The AE signal with low WT coefficient with widely distributed frequency corresponds to
the crack in the CVI- and PIP-SiC matrices.
3) The crack propagation in longitudinal fiber bundle along thickness direction may be correlated to a group of two-frequency combinations, which has high, middle and low frequency
components.
4) The fiber buckling damage was correlated to two-frequency combination, which contains
low frequency component.
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Abstract
Cardiff University, in association with Physical Acoustics Limited, has been actively promoting the use of acoustic emission (AE) to monitor bridge structures as part of any bridge maintenance procedure since the early 1990’s, both in concrete and steel bridge structures. Scepticism
of the capabilities of AE by bridge authorities has led to a large number of laboratory research
projects being completed to demonstrate and validate the technique and support field results.
This paper presents the findings of two field investigations with extensive laboratory support.
One is a box-girder bridge structure where a fatigue fracture was located on an internal diaphragm both on a real structure and a scale model and of the second is a steel-reinforced concrete
structure where regions of possible concrete micro-fracture around steel reinforcing bars was detected. Both investigations demonstrate the capabilities of AE as a diagnostic tool as part of any
bridge maintenance programme.
Introduction
Bridge structures throughout the UK are being used past their life expectancy and well beyond their original design loads. Furthermore, there is an increasing monetary pressure on bridge
authorities to extend the life whilst ensuring public safety. A large aspect of increasing life expectancy is completed by periodic visual inspection and based on findings appropriate repairs or
maintenance can be completed. However, visual inspection can be exceedingly difficult; in the
case of steel box girder bridges special breathing apparatus and lighting equipment is required
and in steel-reinforced concrete structures internal corrosion cannot, in many examples, be visualised externally.
AE monitoring offers a real and practical alternative to visual inspection with the monitoring
of steel box-girder structures becoming increasingly accepted [1 - 4] but scepticism still exists
across a large number of bridge authorities even though the UK Highways Agency has produced
an advice note on testing structures with AE [5].
The case of steel-reinforced concrete structures is even more problematic. Fractures identified in box girders can be verified through other NDT techniques but verification of fractures in
steel reinforcement is more complex and can require the removal of structural concrete, which
naturally is undesirable. Examples of monitoring steel-reinforced concrete structures can be
found in [6 - 9].
One method of promoting AE and demonstrating its capabilities is through laboratory testing.
Verification of results is far less problematic and a greater level of confidence in field results can
be gained. This paper presents the findings of two field investigations, one on a steel box girder
and the other on a steel-reinforced concrete bridge - both tests had extensive laboratory support.
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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Experimental Procedure
Box-Girder Bridge: Cardiff University was appointed to monitor a box-girder bridge in South
Wales. It has a total span of approximately 300 m and is of composite construction, with a concrete road deck supported by four steel box-girder beams. Each box-girder is approximately 1.2
m square and has a maximum span of 31 m. Welded inside the girder at various positions are 10mm thick steel diaphragms of two types. One type provides cross sectional stiffness and maintains torsional rigidity, while the second type also transfers the shear forces carried by the girders
through to the support bearings; it is the former that this study focuses on.
Initially a global approach to AE monitoring of the bridge was completed and several diaphragms emitting high activity were identified. A more detailed description of the global approach can be found in [2]; subsequently a local approach of the most emissive diaphragms was
then completed [3].
Four PAC WDI sensors were mounted around the outside perimeter of the diaphragm (Fig.
1) so that the sensor face was aligned with the internal edge of the diaphragm. The painted surface was lightly sanded to remove any peaks. Sensors were mounted into position using magnetic clamps. Grease was used as an acoustic couplant. The installed sensitivity of the system
was then verified using the H-N source. AE feature data was recorded for a period of 90 minutes
under service loading at an acquisition threshold of 30 dB.

Fig. 1 Box Girder beam showing sensor attachment and internal diaphragm.
Steel-Reinforced Concrete Bridges : Cardiff University was given the opportunity to demonstrate
the AE technique on a steel-reinforced concrete hinge joints (Fig. 2). Concrete hinge joints are
present in over 100 bridges in England and a further 12 over-bridges, each containing two hinge
joints, in Wales. They were introduced into bridge decks as a means of simplifying the design,
and standardising details on bridges having a range of span and functional requirements. It is
thought that the hinge joints transfer shear and accommodate small angular movements but restrict longitudinal movement [10]. It was also assumed the hinges were provided to enable the
bridges to cope with possible differential settlement. The disadvantages with hinged joints are
that they are not easily accessible for inspection or maintenance due to their form, and their location over or under live traffic lanes.
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Previous attempts to investigate the deterioration of hinge joints by visual inspection, which
involves the removal of structural concrete around the joint to expose the reinforcement bars,
have noted particular defects; the majority have cracks running through the throat and a loss of
waterproofing. Waterproofing failure can lead to chloride rich seepage through the joint that can
cause reinforcement bar corrosion leading to eventual failure by yielding.
The joint monitored was of joint was of slab construction. The bridge is an over-bridge on the
M4 in South Wales. The exact positioning of the internal reinforcement bars across the joint was
unknown; however, they were believed to be at 308-mm centres. Grease was used as an acoustic
couplant. An H-N source was used as a source to assess the sensitivity of the sensors.

Fig. 2: Section of a typical hinge-joint assembly, sensor attachment and installed system.
Monitoring was completed for a period of 12hours (7am-7pm) for three days. Heavy vehicles
crossing the joint were logged using time marks for a period of five hours during the initial day
of monitoring. AE feature data was recorded at a threshold of 35 dB.
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Supporting Laboratory Studies: The laboratory model of the diaphragm was fabricated to half
scale. The upper section of the box section was bolted to a test frame whilst load was applied to
the end section (Fig. 3a) to recreate the torsional loading associated with damage on the bridge
structure. The specimen was cyclically loaded until a substantial fatigue fracture was observed.
AE instrumentation was kept consistent for both the field and laboratory investigation.
Construction of a realistic hinge-joint model containing all internal reinforcing in the laboratory would have been too complex to fabricate, restrain and load so a specimen that demonstrated the capabilities of AE to detect fatigue fractures in concrete and steel-reinforcement bars
was created (Fig. 3b). A circular notch smaller than the inner diameter of the threaded section
was machined at the centre of the bar to initiate a fatigue crack. Two PAC R15I sensors were
connected to the steel reinforcement bar using waveguides and four PAC R3I sensors were then
added to the concrete faces as shown in Fig. 3. In both cases grease was used as an acoustic
couplant. Specimens were loaded cyclically until failure.

Fig. 3: Laboratory testing.
Results and Discussion
Figures 4a and b show two location plots from the field and laboratory investigation on the
steel girder. The most obvious difference is the number of events detected, which is considerably
less in the field investigation due to the limited period of monitoring. However, both plots show
regions of high activity in the region of the cut-out. A red line representing the actual fatigue
fracture has been added to Fig. 4b. Other regions of high activity are present in this plot but were
being emitted from the bolted joint. This was validated using pencil-lead fractures at the bolt
sites and comparing the location with these regions of high activity. Experience of bridge and
laboratory testing has consistently shown that noise is a greater problem in the laboratory due to
hydraulic noise and frictional noises between test-rig components.
With limited or no access to the inside of the box girder in the field, it is difficult to quantify
these types of result. However, with the added result from the laboratory work, a greater confidence in identifying the source as a fracture can be made. Furthermore, results from laboratory
studies can be used to aid source characterisation. In simple cases this could entail examining
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(a) field investigation
(b) laboratory study
Fig. 4: Comparison of field and laboratory results from box-girder testing.
amplitude and energy trends, sometimes a more advanced technique such as neural networks
may be appropriate.
The case of box girders is relatively simple, with plate geometries and non-complex propagation paths, a greater level of complexity occurs in steel-reinforced concrete bridge structures.
Varying wave speeds, due to multiple materials, complex propagation paths due to aggregate and
multiple damage mechanisms such as steel fatigue fracture, concrete fracture and corrosion make
monitoring reinforced concrete structures difficult and the collected data difficult to interpret.
Table 1 presents the number of hits within specific amplitude ranges from each day of monitoring the slab hinge joint. The results indicate that there is not a significant difference between
the number of hits on each day of monitoring suggesting that at this site one day of monitoring is
sufficient to provide the necessary data.
Table 1: Summary of monitoring results.
Amplitude of Hits
(dB)
35-45
45-55
55-65
65-75
75-85
85-100

No. of Hits
Day 1 (x 103)
1500
226
58.8
12.9
2.09
0.23

No. of Hits
Day 2 (x 103)
1500
187
40.2
8.4
1.28
0.16

No. of Hits
Day 3 (x 103)
1200
152
37.3
7.3
1.09
0.15

Figure 5 shows the period of logging heavy vehicles, the highest energy emissions from the
joint can be associated with heavy vehicles crossing the joint, however not all heavy vehicles
produced large energy emissions. During monitoring it was visually observed that all vehicles
caused some emissions, these however may be associated with the normal stress loading of the
joint and that vehicles travelling at higher speeds across the joint produced greater energy emissions.
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Fig. 5: Activity of joint with logged vehicles.
Figure 6 shows a planar location plot from three days of monitoring the steel-reinforced concrete hinge joint. The numbered circles represent sensor positions whilst a dashed line shows the
hinge position. The plot shows several bands of emission located to the south of the joint and indicate regions of possible damage, likely to be centred around reinforcing bars. These bands occur at larger intervals than the 308-mm spacing of the bars. This implies that the AE is detecting
sources at some bars but not every bar.

Fig. 6: Field testing location results.
After the test data was collected, three new methods of data interpretation were developed. A
method utilising the kernel probability density estimation (KPDE) function [11] was created that
enabled not only the density of signals, but the density of the energy of the signals to be visualised. This is currently not possible using commercial software.
Another technique was developed that expanded on the commercial technique of location
cluster analysis and employed k-means analysis [12] to aid source characterisation, a summary of
which is shown in Fig. 7.
The purpose of source location clustering is to automatically identify and associate groups of
events, based on user controlled spatial criteria and a number of signal threshold. In commercial
software, clusters can be organised in terms of their total energy, but there is a limit imposed on
the total number of clusters (100), which was removed in the developed script. A k-means
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Fig. 7: Flow chart of designed script used to further analyse the recorded data.
analysis of the feature data from the location clusters can then be completed. A k-means analysis
assigns a set of data points to k-centres, or means. The algorithm is popular due to its fast convergence and simplicity. The algorithm is initiated in a random state: each data point is assigned
as a member of one of the k-groups. The set of centres is calculated by taking the mean of the
members of each group, then each data point is re-assigned to a new group according to its nearest center. The process is repeated until no points change groups. The algorithm works exceptionally well on well-spaced groups of Gaussian-distributed data points. In order to make the AE
feature data resemble this, the data is normalised, such as to have unit variance in each feature.
The variance of each group in the feature space, compared with the entire data set can then be
calculated. In theory any regions of high activity that are identified via source location clustering
and have very similar signals, as identified via the level of variance in the feature space, are
likely to be from a repetitive damage mechanism such as fatigue fracture or concrete microcracking.
The resulting plots of the KPDE analysis are presented in Figs. 8a and b. The region of high
activity at approximately (5.5 m, 0.6 m) is clearly visible in Fig. 8a, whilst the remaining bands
that are associated with the internal reinforcing bar are clearly visible. However of more interest
is the region of densely populated energy in Fig. 8b, which using the commercial software could
not be visualised. This is a region of low density in terms of events but high energy and it is very
close to the centre line of the hinge section. This suggests that this region is made up of a small
number of high-energy events that could be attributed to concrete fractures. Fatigue fractures of
the reinforcing bar would be likely to occur more frequently and with greater consistency in
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energy release under normal traffic loading. Therefore the region is attributed to concrete fractures near to the throat of the hinge.

Fig. 8: Kernel probability density estimation plot (a) hits (b) energy.
To further analyse the regions of high event density on the south side of the joint in Fig. 6,
feature data, including location, from channels 3, 4, 5 and 6 was processed by the developed kmeans analysis based script (Fig. 9). A source cluster area, based on a circle with diameter of 30
mm, and threshold of 30 events, was used to analyse the data. A graphical representation of the
script results is shown in Fig. 9, together with a key to the level of variance of the feature data.
Three regions of grouped, low variance clusters are clearly visible and are in close proximity to
the joint. Although the definite position of the reinforcing bars is unknown the distance between
the bars is believed to be 308 mm, and the possible positions of the bars based on the lowest
variance clusters are superimposed. It can be seen that the other grouped regions would also appear to be in close proximity to reinforcing bars, whilst several bars appear to have no active
damage in their vicinity.
Feature data of the cluster with the highest number of events (242) in the low variance group,
which is centred on a reinforcing bar, were compared with that of regions at a similar distance
from the same sensor, that were not associated with a reinforcing bar position; this revealed little
difference in features. This suggests that the detected signals are associated with damage in the
concrete structure rather than the steel reinforcing bar, which would have distinctly different features. This suggests that the regions detected are due to microcracking of the concrete.
However, further evidence was needed to show that AE was capable of detecting damage in
these complex structures, and thus a laboratory model was fabricated and tested. Figures 10a, b
and c show the results of the laboratory testing of the steel-reinforced concrete specimen. Under
the initial loading, a small amount of concrete fracture occurred around the region of the rebar
notch, and these fractures increased through the duration of its life and further emissions are
caused by localised crushing of loose aggregate. This is evident in Fig. 10a, which shows all located signals using the surface-mounted concrete sensors from the duration of the whole test.
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Fig. 9: Graphical display of results from k-means analysis based script.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 10: Laboratory testing of concrete encased steel reinforcement bar.
Figure 10b shows the location of signals from the final 7000 cycles. It was known, based on
load history, that this is when the rebar started to fatigue. The plot clearly shows that AE can detect and locate steel fatigue fractures from surface-mounted sensors, again providing confidence
to bridge authorities of the capability of AE. Figure 6c shows a linear location plot against time
using the sensors attached to the waveguides. The plot clearly demonstrates that the sensors detected the concrete fractures early in the investigation and detected the steel fatigue fractures at
the end of the investigation. Furthermore, results of the laboratory investigations could be used to
help identify fracture sources or train neural networks.
As discussed previously, monitoring of steel box-girder bridges by AE is less complex than
monitoring concrete reinforced joints. Current techniques for locating and identifying damage in
box girders are sufficient. However, further validation of field results, using visual inspection or
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other NDT techniques, is required to convince bridge authorities of the capabilities of AE. It is
more difficult to promote the use of AE in steel-reinforced concrete structures. AE has been used
previously, but validation of results is often impossible as other NDT techniques cannot be used
and visual inspection requires the removal of structural concrete, which is undesirable as it can
cause extensive damage to the structure.
Conclusions
Results presented in this paper have demonstrated the capabilities of AE to detect damage in
bridge structures. Results have been complemented by laboratory testing that has been required
to support and demonstrate findings to bridge authorities.
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Abstract
The information of first-arrival time of acoustic emission (AE) signal is important in event
location, event identification and source mechanism analysis. Manual picks are time-consuming
and sometimes subjective. Several approaches are used in practice. New first arrival automatic
determination technique of AE signals in thin metal plates is presented. Based on Akaike information criterion (AIC), proposed algorithm of the first-arrival detection uses the specific characteristic function, which is sensitive to change of frequency in contrast to others such as envelope
of the signal. The approach was tested on real AE data recorded by a four-channel recording
system. The results were compared to manual picks and to other AIC approach. It is shown that
our two-step AIC picker is a reliable tool to identify the arrival time for AE signals.
Introduction
The precise determination of the arrival time of transient signals like AE, seismograms or ultrasound signals is one of the fundamental problems in non-destructive testing and geophysics.
The information of this time is important in event location, event identification and source
mechanism analysis. Manual picks are time-consuming and sometimes subjective, especially in
the case of large volumes of digital data. Various techniques have been presented in the literature
and are routinely used in practice, such as a passing the threshold level, analysis of the LTA/STA
(long term average/short term average), high order statistics or artificial neural networks.
Modeling the signal as an autoregressive process (AR) is another approach for onset time determination. It is based on the assumption that the signal can be divided into locally stationary
segments and the intervals before and after onset are two different stationary processes [1]. On
the basis of this assumption, an autoregressive Akaike information criterion (AR-AIC) has been
used to detect P and S phases [1-3] in seismology. For AR-AIC picker, the order of the AR process must be specified by trial and error and the AR coefficients have to be calculated for both
intervals. In contrast, Maeda [4] calculated the AIC function directly from seismogram without
using the AR coefficients. For time series x of length N, the AIC is defined as
AIC(k) = k log(var(x[1, k ]))+ (N − k − 1 ) log(var( x[k + 1,N ]))

(1)

where k is range through all time of time series. However, the AIC picker does not perform well,
if the signal to noise ratio is low and the arrival is not evident. Further, for AIC picker to identify
the proper arrival, a limited time window of the data must be chosen [3].
Although AE and seismograms are similar to each other for first view, there also exist several
differences. In seismology the signal and noise are usually located in different frequency range.
AE signal and noise are often in the same frequency range and also signal-to-noise ratio is generJ. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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ally not constant during experiment. Kurz et al. [5] successfully applied an adapted automatic
AIC picker based on Maeda’s relation to AE from concrete and used the complex wavelet transform and Hilbert transform as characteristic function instead of the signal. Both these transforms
lead to a certain envelope of the signal. The advantage of the envelope by wavelet transformation
is that it can be calculated only for one frequency, while most of the noise of the signal is found
in different frequencies. However, if two or more signals of different amplitude and frequency
superpose each other, the envelope calculated by the Hilbert transform should be used.
In our case, the signal is described by the specific characteristic function, which is used as
input data for AIC. This characteristic function is sensitive to change of frequency in contrast to
others such as envelope of the signal, which indicates only change in amplitude of signal. The
approach was tested on real AE data and compared to manual picks as well as to Kurz’s AIC approach.
Two-step AIC Picker
The performance of the picker depends strongly on characteristic function. The arrival time is
indicated by a change in the frequency, or amplitude, or both, in the time series, and characteristic function must respond to this change as rapidly as possible and, ideally, should enhance the
change [6]. The absolute value function CF(i) = |x(i)| is easy to compute and the most widely
used (amplitude threshold picker). The square function CF(i) = x(i)2 enhances the amplitude
changes but not frequency changes. For seismogram threshold picker, Allen [6] used a function,
(2)

where K is a weighting constant that varies with sample rate and stationary noise characteristics.
Unfortunately, we discovered that these characteristic functions are not so effective for our case.
We found that our AIC picker succeeds with following function,
(3)

where R is a constant specified by trial and error; for our case R = 4. This characteristic function
is sensitive to change of frequency in contrast to others such as envelope of the signal.
During one experiment, an AE measurement system can recognize and record up to several
thousand AE signals. The length of one AE signal and threshold level is defined by researcher in
advance. If we consider the facts mentioned above about AIC pickers, the choice of correct time
window is a crucial factor for the identification of proper arrival. Ideally, the time window starts
in non-informative part of AE signal (noise) and ends in informative part of AE signal (real signal).
Our proposal of the first-arrival detection solves this problem. Figure 1 presents visual description of individual stages of our algorithm. The algorithm shortens the time interval of the
original time window in Fig. 1a. The beginning of signal is presumed as non-informative part
and it is not changed. The global maximum of the original signal in absolute value is found, tMAX.
This time plus time delay ΔtAM is considered the end of informative part of AE signal. We set the
ΔtAM = 20 µs, which is reasonable for material of our interest. Mathematically, this can be defined for signal x of length N with time step Δt = 0.1 µs as
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imax = i :

x(i ) == max(x ), where x = {x(i )| i = 1,..., N }

x NEW = {x NEW (i )| i = 1,..., (imax + 200)}

(4)

where xNEW is results of shortening of time window.

Fig. 1. Visual description of our two-step AIC picker. (a) Definition of new time interval, (b)
Characteristic function, (c) Determination of first estimation of arrival time and focus on its
neighborhood, (d) Determination of final arrival time, (e) Result.
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Our algorithm is two-step process. First, the characteristic function Eq. 3 is computed on
shortened signal (Fig. 1b) and AIC picker based on Maeda’s relation Eq. 1 is applied on this CF.
The global minimum of AIC function determines the first estimation of the arrival time (Fig. 1c).
In second step, we focus on neighborhood of first estimation (Fig. 1c). The time interval is
changed to start at ΔtFB before first estimation and to end at ΔtFA after first estimation. For our
case, ΔtFA = 10 µs and ΔtFB = 30 µs were found by trial and error. The AIC picker is applied once
again on CF in this shortened time interval (Fig. 1d). The global minimum of recalculated AIC
function defines the arrival time of AE event, as can be seen in Fig. 1e.
Experiment
Acoustic emission is one of methods describing behavior and properties of materials under
various conditions. Considering the nature of AE, many spurious events can occur during an experiment and represent potential errors in final conclusions. In our case, the localization is used
to eliminate this possible error.
The approach was tested on real AE data. Figure 2 presents measurement set-up of this tensile test of 25-layered SPCC/SUS420J2 thin plate with four sensors, which were located in one
line. The location of AE event is estimated by one-dimensional hyperbolic localization by times
of first arrival. AE measurement system called Continuous Wave Memory [7] was used to recognize AE events by 15-mV threshold and to store every event in 100 µs time length. Continuous Wave Memory sampled data at a rate of 10 MHz by 12-bit A/D converter. The data were
filtered numerically by a 4th-order Butterworth high-pass filter with cut-off frequency of 100 kHz.

Fig. 2. Measurement set-up of tensile test.
Results and Discussion
In the test, the 25 AE events from center region of a specimen were chosen for comparative
investigation. It represents 100 AE signals. Arrival times of these chosen events were determined
manually as well as automatically using our approach and Kurz’s approach with envelope calculated by Hilbert transform [5]. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the chosen event varied according to the test stage the individual event occurred.
Figure 3 shows that the localized events obtained with arrival times of our two-step AIC
picker are all situated relatively close to the events localized with the arrival times determined
manually. The events localized using arrival times determined by Kurz’s AIC picker are not in
such proximity to manually picked events. The explanation is within reach. The mean of differences between manual picks and Kurz’s AIC picker is 2.7 µs, but maximal difference is 18 µs
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(Fig. 5). In case of two-step AIC picker (Fig. 4), the mean is 0.2 µs and the maximum is 2.4 µs
only.

Fig. 3. Localization error: comparison of two-step AIC picker with Kurz AIC picker.

Fig. 4. Histogram of differences between manual picks and automatic picks by two-step AIC
picker and its corresponding signal-to-noise ratios (circles).
We found that 89% of arrival times were determined by our approach with deviation less
than 0.5 µs, whereas in case of Kurz’s AIC picker it was 41%. The examples of the first-arrival
determination for varying signal-to-noise ratios are shown in Fig. 6.
Conclusion
A new automatic determination technique of the first-arrival times of AE signals is presented
for thin metal plates. Based on Maeda’s relation, the proposed algorithm of the first-arrival
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detection uses the specific characteristic function. This characteristic function CF is sensitive to
change of frequency in contrast to others such as envelope of the signal.

Fig. 5. Histogram of differences between manual picks and automatic picks by Kurz’s AIC
picker and its corresponding signal-to-noise ratios (circles).

Fig. 6. Examples of first-arrival detection for varying signal-to-noise ratios in first test.
The proposed algorithm shortens the time window of an AE signal so that it ends in the informative part of the signal. The characteristic function is computed on the shortened signal and
AIC picker is applied. The global minimum of AIC function determines the first estimation of
the arrival time. The time window is shortened again and focused on the neighborhood of first
estimation. The AIC picker is applied once again on CF in this shorter time interval. The global
minimum of recalculated AIC function defines the arrival time of the AE event.
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The approach was tested on a tensile test of a 25-layered SPCC/SUS420J2 thin plate. From
the test, 25 AE events were chosen. Arrival times of these AE events were determined manually
as well as automatically using our approach and Kurz’s approach. Although we and Kurz et al.
use the same Maeda’s equation, the approaches differ in characteristic function. The choice of
characteristic function is a crucial factor for the first-arrival detection.
The comparative investigation shows that 89% of arrival times were determined by our
two-step AIC picker with deviation less than 0.5 µs and 96% of arrival times were determined by
our two-step AIC picker with deviation less than 1 µs. It shows that the two-step AIC picker is a
reliable tool for automatic identification of the arrival times for AE signals of varying signal-tonoise ratios.
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Abstract
This article compares recent application possibilities of the acoustic emission (AE) method
for more specific identification of the stages of contact fatigue of materials. It focuses also on
examples of results obtained by a new AE analyzer, which allows for continuous AE signal sensing. The results proved that AE techniques enable reliable recognition of running-in period, stabilized run and exact definition of initiation stage of surface damage, leading to pitting. First
results obtained during AE signal sensing in the course of durability tests of axial and radial
bearings in the contact fatigue laboratories of the Brno University of Technology are also presented.
1. Introduction
Endurance of materials against contact fatigue damage is one of the most important parameters for long-term reliable function of all types of bearings, gears and many other movable machine parts. The tests of contact fatigue of materials and bearing durability are conducted using
equipments with test specimens of different form or real test bearing. In most cases the actual
degree of damage is detected by sensing vibrations of the whole testing mechanism. After reaching a predefined level of vibrations, the machine is switched off and the sample or bearing is
examined in detail. Although these testing machines are equipped with sensitive sensors, the
results are not fully satisfactory yet. One potential improvement in the identification of damage
degree is the application of acoustic emission (AE) method. This method can provide detailed
information about periods of changes of damage mechanism. So far, it is difficult to precisely
assign the observed changes of AE signal to the processes in material. One of the reasons is of
course the limited knowledge about mechanisms of contact damage, and another one is the range
of information available in AE signal.
An important reason of the loss of decisive properties of all types of bearings is the inception
of point contact damage, so-called pitting, on some of its elements. Contact damage is caused by
cyclically repeating processes in surface layer of material by mutual dynamic load of two bodies.
Damage of surface layers causes the inception of microcracks in places of maximum sheer stress,
by progressive separation of damaged surface layers and by inception of holes on the surface
(Fig. 1). In the beginning, this fatigue damage results in decrease of functional properties of damaged part; however, emerged surface hole may gradually create a center of fatigue crack, which
successively enlarges to the whole section of the part.
In frame of the project of Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic, “Research
of new methods of measuring and evaluation of acoustic emission signal”, a new type of analyzer has been developed that is capable of registering the whole AE signal. In this paper the
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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information about the processes of contact damage of materials obtained by standard methods
and by this new analyzer are compared.

a)
b)
Fig. 1. Example of contact fatigue microcracks (a) and pitting damage (b) on the surface of
the specimen from bearing steel (100Cr6) loaded in Axmat testing device.
Compared with classical material testing, contact fatigue is more complicated, as there is
always mutual contact of at least two bodies. In case of development of contact damage, AE signal contains not only “standard information” about the activity of the defect itself, but, taking
into account the change of quality of contact surface, the vibrations of the system grow and noise
in the testing equipment grows as well; all this is reflected in the detected signals. We also cannot forget the important influence of the lubrication of the whole system. With respect to the
sensitivity of AE method, the importance of quality of setting is apparent – choice of parameters,
sensors, signal amplification, sensor locations, quality of contact between sensor and surface, etc.
[1-3].
2. Experimental equipment
Three basic appliances are used for contact fatigue tests of materials and for tests of bearing
life (principle of all these stations were described in other contributions [4, 5]):
a) Axmat station – in this case, 21 balls are placed in guiding ring; they roll away on the surface
of firmly fixed disc-shaped sample from tested material. This device was modified also for axial
bearing tests. In this case, ring, balls and material sample are replaced by the tested axial bearing
(Fig. 2a).
b) R-mat station (Fig. 2b) – two rotating discs roll away on the surface of cylindrical sample.
c) SA 64 testing equipment (Fig. 2c) is devoted for tests of radial bearings durability.
Sensed AE signals are amplified in preamplifier and subsequently processed in AE analyzers.
Our standard AE analyzers (Dakel Xedo®) enable dividing detected signals into 16 elective energetic classes, so-called levels. In order to highlight the AE signal change, it is possible to
choose only suitable levels. The sensing software Daemon® was used for sensing and evaluation
of AE signal. After completion of the tests, the signal was processed by software DaeShow®.
The examples of AE signal treatment are presented on Figs. 4, 5, 9 and 11.
In a part of experiments, we had the possibility to use the newly developed AE analyzer
named DAKEL IPL®. It is a new state-of-the-art system for continuously recording and process190

ing data from the AE sensors. Compared to the commonly used AE analyzers, the major advantage of the DAKEL IPL is the capability of continuously sampling and storing the whole AE
signals for as long as there is a disk space to store them. With the biggest currently available fast
disks on the market having the limit of about 1 TB, we can store as long as 17 hours of 5-channel
recording and when using RAID arrays of such disks it can be much more.

a)
b)
c)
Fig. 2 a) device Axmat with axial bearing, b) detail of working part of R-mat device, c) testing
station SE 64 for radial bearings durability tests.

a)
b)
c)
Fig. 3 Typical shapes of the tested specimens a) for Axmat device (diameter app. 40 mm), b)
R-mat (diameter 10 mm) and c) tested axial and radial bearings.
The device has a total of 5 synchronous analog input channels, simultaneously and continuously sampling at 2 MHz. Out of these, 4 channels are generally used to sample the AE signals
and the last channel is used for synchronous monitoring of any external physical parameter that
is used to excite the testing object (such as the loading force, pressure, temperature, etc.). This
comes handy when you need to correlate the AE signals to some external events in time.
The results obtained from DAKEL IPL device are commented later in the text. Some examples of the processed data from contact loading of material (on Axmat testing device) will be
shown in Figs. 6-8. First results obtained on radial bearings are collected on Figs. 13 and 14.
3. Experimental results
3.1 Contact fatigue of materials:
Observed changes of the number of overshoots over adjusted levels of the signal during a test
on Axmat and R-mat stations are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 [5].
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Fig. 4. Example of observed changes in the number of overshoots over adjusted levels of the
signal during a test on Axmat station (bearing steel 100 Cr6).

Fig. 5. Record of the final part of contact damage test of a bainitic steel on R-mat testing station.
These “simple” and basic records of AE signals enable us to obtain detailed description of
the character of the damage, which emerges either as gradual breaking of the surface layer of the
material and “leap” extending of pitting or possibly by widening of number of damaged places in
monitored contact trace. When the test is finished, it is possible to determine the type of damage
by visual observation.
Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the examples of latest records, which were obtained by DAKEL IPL,
which is capable of continuously sampling and storing the whole AE signals. Changes of spectral
amplitude (Fig. 6) should be a very important parameter for differentiation of damage stages.
The possibility of displaying the progress of the amplitudes on selected frequencies in time is
also useful (Figs. 7 and 8). In the present case, it is clear that for the identification of contact
damage initiation in steel, it is suitable to observe the change of higher frequencies (in this case
above ~180 kHz) in time. For comparison, the record obtained during grey cast iron contact fatigue test is also shown (Fig. 8). In this case the mechanism of damage is considerably different
from steel. As a result being a relatively soft material, a deep trail with a plenty of small damages
appears. Gradually the contact pressure decreases and the period of stable damage appears.
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Records on levels 50 to 70 kHz correspond to this. However, unlike the case of steel, the higher
frequencies do not provide any information about damage propagation.

Fig. 6. a) Continuously sampled signal allows us to create a 3D map of continuously evolving
averaged spectrograms in time during the whole measurement (or any part of it that we choose).
The third dimension on this figure represents the spectral amplitude and is represented by the
color according to the displayed scale on the right side of the graph. b) This is a horizontal cut of
the 3D spectral map from Fig. 6a at 8 min, 50 min and 100 min in time. This is the common way
to display the spectral amplitudes. Testing device Axmat and tested material – carbon steel.
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Fig. 7. Displays of a progress of the amplitudes on selected frequencies with time for carbon
steel (the vertical cut of the 3D spectral map from Fig. 6a in this case at 116 kHz, 186 kHz, 232
kHz, and 439 kHz frequencies).

Fig. 8. Record of the amplitudes on selected frequencies with time for grey cast iron is shown for
comparison. Frequencies 59 kHz, 66 kHz, 88 kHz, 155kHz and 468 kHz are presented in this
case.
3.2 Tests of bearings durability:
Compared to contact fatigue testing, the tests of real bearings present many technical problems. We have conducted a series of successful experiments with axial bearings on a modified
Axmat testing station (Fig. 2a). An example of record of the final part of test of a bearing with
pitting on both outer and inner ring is presented on Fig. 9. and Fig. 10 shows details of defects.
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Fig. 9. Example of standard record of AE activity on all levels in the propagation stage of contact
damage of axial bearing damage – final part of the test.

Fig. 10 Overview and more detailed photos of a defect of the outer ring of an axial bearing.
Most recent group of experiments was carried out for durability testing of radial bearings
(Fig. 2c). Sensing of AE signal is complicated by position of the tested bearing inside the testing
station, so it is not possible to place the AE sensors to its direct vicinity. In this case we use
waveguides, whose one end touches the outer ring of the bearing, which is fixed in the testing
device and the other end is connected to the sensor. Another sensor is placed on the surface of
the testing station.
Despite the mentioned complications with AE signal sensing, we have managed to find optimal setting of the measuring chain and to process some records of high-quality and damaged
radial bearings. Example of basic comparison of records from the initial stage of loading of both
bearings is depicted on Fig. 11a.
Notably higher level of signal is apparent in the case of the second (damaged) bearing. After
disassembly it was found that some balls in this bearing were “low-quality” (Fig. 12) and so it
was the cause of high AE activity. After further analysis of AE events, differences in their frequency characteristics were found (Fig. 11b). In the case of the high quality bearing the maximum frequencies were ranged approximately between 45 and 120 kHz, while in the case of the
bearing with damaged balls the AE events had maximum on the level at approximately 83-87
kHz.
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a)
b)
Fig. 11 a) Example of AE signal records from the initial phase of a test of high-quality radial
bearing and from a low-quality bearing (with defect), b) typical examples of AE events and their
frequency spectra with maximum - Dakel Xedo device and DaeShow software.

Fig. 12 Damaged ball – the “cause” of high activity of AE signal at damaged bearing from Fig.
11 and other defect on the ball surface.
At the end of 2008, the analyzers with continuous sampling and storage of AE signals
(DAKEL IPL) were used also for tests of radial bearings on stations SA 64 (Fig. 2c). Because the
tested bearing is located inside the testing station, we have to use sensors placed on waveguides.
Here, magnetically held sensors were placed on the surface of the station body. That is why it is
necessary to amplify the AE signal more than usual and it can contain undesirable noise. Despite
that even in this case it is possible to observe significant changes of signal during the initiation
and propagation of bearing damage. The changes are perceptible much earlier than they can be
recorded by standard vibro-diagnostics. Examples of the records are shown on Figs. 13 and 14.
4. Conclusions
In our experiments, AE method succeeded in distinguishing the characteristic stages of process of material damage by contact loading, which verified the possibility of improving tests of
contact fatigue resistance of materials.
The situation with AE diagnostics of real bearings damage is much more complicated, as the
bearings are composed from many parts which are in contact and especially it is usually not possible to place the AE sensors directly on the bearing surface. For this reason, the signal contains
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a)
b)
Fig. 13 a) Continuously sampled AE signal (3D map) of spectrograms with time (see also Fig.
6a) during the final part of a real bearing (type 6204) measurement. b) The record of the amplitudes on selected frequencies with time for the same part of the measurement as in a).

a)
b)
Fig. 14 Examples of horizontal cuts of the 3D spectral maps from various test times of real radial bearings (type 6204): a) bearing No. 3 from Fig. 13. b) bearing No. 2 with different type of
damage.

Fig. 15 Examples of contact damage of the inner ring of a radial bearing.
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much more undesirable disturbances, which makes adjusting of measuring chain more difficult.
Nevertheless the examples shown in this paper suggest that it is possible to identify bearings
with damaged parts. After the evaluation of a number of data files, it would be possible to work
out simplified way of signal processing of selected signal characteristics that would correspond
with real damage of diagnosed bearing. This simplification will result into one-purpose analyzers
that will be a part of permanent diagnostic systems used on some important bearings, e.g. in
transport technology, in technological lines and energetic devices – in order to optimize intervals
of planned maintenance and temporary stoppage of operation connected with it (e.g. turbines
mounting, rolling lines, etc.).
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Abstract
The paper presents results of an analysis of acoustic-emission (AE) signals obtained during
laser cutting of a steel plates, which are frequently used in the production of automotive body
components. In the course of laser cutting, continuous signals, which are related to the quality
achieved of the laser cut, are measured. After laser cutting characteristic AE bursts in the
specimen material, which are results of a thermal influence, can be detected. The presence of
dross is an important indicator of poor quality of laser cutting. The investigation on laser cutting
was conducted on an unalloyed steel DC04 sheet and on austenitic stainless steel X5CrNi18-10
sheet of 1.5 mm in thickness. The same physical mechanism in the cut formation at both steels,
however, resulted in a considerable different cut quality, which was indicated by the AE signals
captured after the cutting process.
Introduction
Laser cutting of unalloyed and stainless steels using oxygen is a well-established cutting
process in industrial applications and capable of satisfying requirements of numerous users in
terms of production costs and quality [1]. In laser cutting of stainless steel with oxygen, however,
the dross formation at the lower edge can hardly be avoided, which results in poorer quality of
the cut made. The cutting mechanism is the same as in cutting of unalloyed steel, but during
cutting stainless steel oxygen will exothermically react both with iron and chromium, and other
alloying elements in steel. The oxidation process, however, is less efficient than in cutting of
unalloyed steel.
The melt solidification on the cut face and in the dross, and subsequent cooling, upon the
termination of the cutting process, results in various phenomena occurring in the material, which
can be sensed as AE bursts. The AE bursts are caused by cracking of the oxide layer due to the
difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion of the oxide layer and that of the sheet material
[2]. The AE bursts are produced also by crack and microcrack initiation and propagation.
Microcrack initiation or propagation shows in momentary energy releases at the microscopic
level, which results in elastic waves in the material. A metallographic analysis of the laser-cut
surface will confirm that the point of initiation and propagation of microcracks is usually limited
to the dross and to the lower edge of the laser cut.
The occurrence of AE signals can be attributed to phase changes, i.e. martensite formation
after rapid cooling of austenite [3]. The AE burst signals with lower amplitude values of a
voltage signal may result from the events related to the micro-plastic deformation of the material,
the nucleation and sliding of dislocations [4]. Acoustic emission may result also from bonding
defects during dross cooling, porosity and micro-cavities in the solidified material. An evaluation
should also consider reflection of the AE signals from the specimen walls or other obstacles [5].
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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Experimental Procedure
Laser cutting of sheets was carried out with an industrial CO2 laser Spectra Physics 820. Its
laser beam had a TEM00 power distribution. During cutting the laser focal point was positioned
0.5 mm below the upper sheet surface. The cutting gas used was oxygen with an overpressure of
0.2 MPa. The distance between the nozzle with output diameter of 2.2 mm and the sheet surface
was 1.5 mm. The respective laser-cut sheets with a thickness δ of 1.5 mm were made of
unalloyed deep-drawing steel DC04 (EN 10027-1) and of austenitic stainless deep-drawing steel
X5CrNi18-10 (EN 10027-1). These steel grades are frequently used in the production of body
components in the automotive industry. During laser cutting a sheet was positioned on softrubber supports arranged in segments so as to prevent any noises due to sheet rubbing against the
workbench of the laser system. Figure 1 shows representation of cutting procedure and position
of sensor to capture acoustic emission during and after cutting. Under different laser-cutting
conditions, parallel cuts Lc = 300 mm in length and with spacing of 20 mm were made. For
cutting, laser-beam powers of 430, 500, 570 and 640 W and cutting speeds of 1000, 1500, 2000
and 2500 mm/min were used.

Fig. 1. AE capture during and after laser cutting of flat sheet.
For the detection of acoustic emission a contact PZT sensor VS150-M, a product of Vallen
Systeme GmbH, was used. The sensor makes it possible to measure ultrasonic waves in a
frequency range between 100 and 450 kHz. The sensor was connected to an AE measuring
device AMSY4 (Vallen Systeme GmbH), via a pre-amplifier AEP4.
Laser Cutting of Unalloyed Steel DC04
During the laser cutting process a turbulent flow of the cutting gas produces continuous AE
signals. In a continuous signal changes, of the signal amplitude and frequency can be detected. A
lower energy input at the interaction zone caused by an increased cutting speed will result in a
lower melt temperature and, consequently, in increased melt viscosity. The portion of the
oxidized melt will decrease too. When the melt flows out from the cutting front, droplets will
form at the lower cut edge. When the forces due to gas flow cannot exceed the adhesion forces of
the melt to the sheet surface, the melt leftover will solidify in the form of droplets at the lower
cut edge, i.e. dross will form. The solidification of the molten material persisting at the lower cut
edge and cracking of the oxide layer will produce AE bursts in the continuous signal. Figure 2
shows cracked and peeled-off oxide film at laser-cut face that cause distinctive AE bursts. Figure
3 shows that a crack in the oxide film, when the adhesion is strong, can result in a crack at the
sheet base material Distinctive AE bursts increase the amplitude value in the continuous signal.
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4 µm

Fig. 2. Cracked and peeled-off oxide film
at laser-cut face (DC04).

6,7 µm

More information on the influence of the laser cutting conditions on continuous AE signals is
given in Refs. [6-8].

Fig. 3. Crack in oxide film resulting in
crack in substrate (DC04).

When cutting is stopped, acoustic emission in the form of bursts with appertaining signal
duration can still be captured. The signal duration is a time interval between the first and last
transition of the absolute signal voltage value across the amplitude threshold set, i.e. 0.1 mV (40
dB).
v
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 4. a) Images of dross at lower cut edge at cutting with different cutting speeds and power P
= 430 W and b) number of AE bursts NAAE above various amplitude levels of AE signals AAE,N
immediately after termination of laser cutting of sheet DC04 with power P = 430 W.
The presence of dross at the lower cut edge is shown by AE bursts after the termination of
laser cutting. Figure 4 shows amplitude distribution of AE burst signals immediately after the
termination of cutting of the flat sheet in the duration of 30 s. The number of the bursts
exceeding the chosen signal amplitude levels AAE,N, i.e. 40 dB, 50 dB, ..., 90 dB, is marked
NAAE. The number of the bursts NAAE at the signal amplitude level of 40 dB is thus equal to the
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total number of the bursts NAE,30s in a time period of 30 s immediately after the termination of
laser cutting. It was found that the mutual dependence of the number of bursts NAAE and the
signal amplitude levels AAE,N can be described with an exponential function. A greater distance
of an exponential trend line from the origin of the coordinate system shows the higher AE
activity. Higher AE activity is related to the dross formation at the lower laser-cut edge.

Fig. 5. Number of AE bursts NAAE above various AE signal amplitude levels AAE,N after laser
cutting with cutting speed v = 1000 mm/min.

Fig. 6. Number of AE bursts NAAE above various AE signal amplitude levels AAE,N after laser
cutting with cutting speed v = 2500 mm/min.
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Fig. 7. Dependence between number of AE bursts NAE,30s and evaluation of dross size O.
A statistical analysis of the height and width of the individual characteristic portions of the
dross measured at the metallographic specimens shows a strong dissipation of the dimensions
measured. Consequently, it was decided to evaluate the dross size at the lower cut edge with the
grades ranging between 0 (perfect – no dross) and 5 (poor – large dross). Grade 0 indicates a
laser cut without any melt droplets at the lower edge whereas grade 5 indicates explicit dross as
shown in Fig. 4 for cutting conditions of P = 430 W and v = 2500 mm/min.
A distinctive dross enlargement can be detected with smaller energy inputs of a laser-beam to
the cutting front. Figures 5 and 6 show the amplitude distributions of AE burst signals in a period
of 30 s after the termination of laser cutting taking into account minimum and maximum cutting
speed used in experiment. With the lowest cutting speed and with all the laser-beam powers, the
dross size and the related laser-cut quality are very similar, which is confirmed also by the
closeness of the exponential trend lines. With the highest cutting speed and with the individual
powers used, the quality of laser cutting differs strongly, which is confirmed by the number of
acoustic-emission bursts sensed and the distance among the exponential trend lines.
Figure 7 shows a mutual dependence of a cumulative number of the bursts in a time period of
30 s after termination of laser cutting NAE,30s and the evaluation of dross size O in cutting of the
flat sheet DC04. The enlarged dross will show in a higher cumulative number of bursts NAE,30s. A
poorer mutual dependence can be noticed only with lower values NAE,30s < 10, i.e. in the range of
acceptable dross size at the lower laser-cut edge. A circle in Fig. 6 marks number NAE,30s after the
1st and 3rd laser cut, and with a square number NAE,30s after the 2nd laser cut in cutting of a mudguard from a deep-drawn part. A good agreement with the results of laser cutting of the flat sheet
can be stated.
Laser Cutting of Austenitic Stainless Steel X5CrNi18-10
The laser cuts obtained at austenitic stainless steel differ from those obtained at unalloyed
steels. With stainless steels a laser-cut surface does not show pronounced striations. Surface
roughness of a laser cut at stainless steels results primarily from rapid solidification of a thin film
of the melt flowing out during cutting. The laser-cut surface is covered by the oxide layer,
consisting of a mixture of iron (Fe2O3) and chromium oxides (Cr2O3). The portions of the iron
and chromium oxides in the oxide layer are approximately equal, which indicates higher affinity
of chromium to oxygen atoms in comparison to iron atoms [1]. The ratio of iron to chromium in
the substrate is namely ~ 3.8:1. The chromium content in the substrate is ~ 18 % and that of iron
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~69 %. During laser cutting the hot melt in the cutting front is exposed to the oxygen jet. The
iron and chromium atoms enter an oxidation reaction. Greater affinity of chromium results in a
higher chromium content at the outer layer of the melt flowing out and lower chromium content
below the oxide layer. Below the oxide layer there is a quickly solidified layer of the unoxidized
substrate. This results in a re-solidified melt holding to the substrate and the presence of dross at
the lower cut edge. Larger amounts of the solidified oxides and of the substrate at the cut surface
and in the form of dross at the lower cut edge in comparison with unalloyed steel were confirmed
also by the results of the analysis of the AE bursts after the termination of cutting. Figure 8
shows the amplitude distributions of AE burst signals in a period of 30 s after the termination of
laser cutting of the flat sheet of steel X5CrNi18-10. The results shown refer to cutting with a
power P = 430 W and with various cutting speeds. Similarly as with DC04 steel, an exponential
trend line can be attributed to the amplitude distributions. In cutting with different cutting speeds
but with the same power, i.e. 430 W, different qualities of the cut will be obtained. The latter are
indicated also by the appertaining reference images of dross at the lower cut edge. Similarly as
with unalloyed steel, poorer cut quality will show in a larger number of bursts after the
termination of cutting. A reduced cutting speed with the power chosen permits a higher energy
input into the cutting front. This results in scarcer occurrence of dross and a cut of higher quality,
which is confirmed by a displacement of the exponential trend line towards the origin of the
coordinate system in the diagram of the amplitude distribution of AE signals.
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Fig. 8. a) Images of dross at lower cut edge at cutting with different cutting speeds and power P
= 430 W and b) number of AE bursts NAAE above selected amplitude levels of AE signals AAE,N
immediately after termination of laser cutting of sheet X5CrNi18-10 with power P = 430 W.
Figures 9 and 10 shows the amplitude distributions of AE burst signals in a period of 30 s
after the termination of laser cutting taking into account the other cutting speeds. In laser cutting
of the sheet X5CrNi18-10 under the cutting conditions chosen within a wide range of energy
inputs, the occurrence of dross at the lower edge could not be avoided. Also, smaller differences
in the dross size will occur, which is confirmed by the proximity of the exponential trend lines.
The difference in the dross size with the chosen conditions of laser cutting of stainless steel
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X5CrNi18-10 is less distinctive than in cutting of sheet DC04, which was confirmed also in the
analysis of AE bursts.

Fig. 9. Amplitude distribution of AE burst signals after laser cutting of austenitic stainless steel
with cutting speed v = 1000 mm/min.

Fig. 10. Amplitude distribution of AE burst signals after laser cutting of austenitic stainless steel
with cutting speed v = 2500 mm/min.
Laser Cutting of a Deep-drawn Part
With unalloyed steels, the acoustic emission after the termination of laser cutting of a sheet
makes it possible to very successfully predict the quality of a laser cut under different cutting
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conditions. Poorer quality is noticed with an increased number of AE bursts after the termination
of cutting, which is shown in an increased activity nAE. The increased activity nAE is a result of
the way the AE signals are treated. In the analysis the continuous signals were divided into
defined time intervals of 0.1 s each. This means that the AE activity with the continuous signals
does not exceed a value of 10/s. In case the AE bursts occur after the termination of cutting, the
signal duration is less than 0.1 s because of which the AE activity can be essentially higher.
During and after cutting mud guard out of deep drawn product (Fig. 11) at selected measuring
points, i.e. MP1 and MP2, acoustic emission was monitored with the PZT contact sensor. The
signals captured showed that the activity mightily increase after the 2nd cut. This indicates a
poorer quality of the 2nd cut in comparison to the 1st and 3rd cuts (Fig. 12).

Fig. 11. Two mud guards were cut out of deep drawn product made of DC04 steel.

Fig. 12. Amplitude distribution of AE burst signals in laser cutting of mud-guard.
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Conclusions
AE monitoring in laser cutting with the PZT contact sensors makes it possible to efficiently
control the quality of laser cutting. A good agreement between the quality of a laser cut and the
number of bursts after the termination of laser cutting of the sheet made of unalloyed steel DC04
was found. The results of AE measurements confirm that more intense acoustic emission after
the termination of laser cutting indicates the presence of larger dross at the lower cut edge.
Intense acoustic emission in the form of bursts is mainly attributed to cracking and peeling-off of
the oxide layer formed at the surface of the laser cut and dross. The presence of dross increases
the amount of the oxide layer.
With a quantitative way of treating AE signals, the determination of quality of the laser cut is
more demanding in cutting of the sheet made of austenitic stainless steel X5CrNi18-10 under
different conditions than in cutting of unalloyed steel. This is a result of the presence of
distinctive dross under different laser-cutting conditions used, which is a result of an increased
Cr concentration in the substrate.
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Abstract
Online process monitoring systems have been used on forming machines such as forging
hammers or multi-stage presses for a good number of years. These systems typically measure
forming forces, punch displacement or frame strains and compare them to learned target values
trying to infer about the tooling or the product condition. In spite of the reached measurement
accuracy, these methods are not physically capable or not sensitive enough to express many
types of the tooling failures or product damage. Over the last few decades, acoustic emission
(AE) has proved its strength and reliability as an online monitoring technique, and demonstrated
a high degree of confidence in characterizing various phenomena related to material deformation, phase transformation as well as crack initiation and propagation at various scales.
In this paper, the concept of a forging support system, based on AE as an online monitoring
and analysis technique, is introduced. The proposed support system relies on a damage and failure diagnosis module. This diagnosis module combines different AE analysis and clustering and
pattern recognition methods to infer about different types of damage or failures taking place during the forging operation. AE patterns recorded from error-free forgings produced on faultless
undamaged dies serve as a reference for the comparison. In addition, patterns generated by samples with pre-induced damages or artificial defects, or AE patterns collected during the deformation under predefined faulty machine or process settings are used as reference to assist in analyzing the complex patterns, which will be obtained during real forging processes.
Some preliminary results obtained during upsetting of magnesium-alloy specimens are presented. Three different geometries have been machined from AZ31 and AZ80 extruded bars. The
specimens were upset at three constant levels of strain rates and at three different temperatures.
The results reflect the influences of alloy composition, forming speed, and temperature on the
obtained AE signals. In addition, different AE patterns could be correlated to the sequence of
deformation and the evolution of damage based on the geometry of the specimen and the induced
stress states.
Introduction
The forging industries are characterized by the existence of many medium-scale companies.
These companies struggle to withstand in the market of today, while they are faced with the influence of high manufacturing and inspection costs, as well as the demanding requirement of
their clients regarding the product quality and safety. Moreover, the current quality concept of
“zero defect”, especially in case of safety components, requires 100% inspection in order to
avoid defective products. The currently used off-line inspection procedures normally result in a
huge percentage of defectives, which are manufactured in the time span that elapses between the
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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first occurrence of the defect and its detection. Furthermore, unscheduled interventions or stoppages of the automatic manufacturing lines add unexpected service and repair costs.
The incorporation of advanced online monitoring techniques into forging lines enables the
integration of quality control/assurance into the production process itself. This helps maintain the
required level of product quality, makes it possible to determine defective product and tooling
damages as early as possible and at the same time provides a means to plan and schedule maintenance tasks [1, 2].
New technological developments suggest the use of AE to be the decisive step toward zerodefect production when tooling and products are completely online monitored [3-5]. However,
there are still several challenges to be overcome to make AE a viable option in mainstream
manufacturing facilities.
Acoustic Emission in Metal Forming Applications
During the second half of the 20th century, AE from materials was studied extensively.
However, most studies were hardly complete due to the lack of experimental and theoretical resources [6]. Scientific research has shown that tooling failures in the form of cracking, breaking,
chipping or wearing emit strong AE signals. These AE signals can be monitored for process deviations as well as for the investigation of dynamic behavior of materials [7]. Most of the published investigations have focused on correlating the recorded AE signals to the progress of some
standard mechanical or technological tests such as tension, compression, wear, fatigue, or cupping tests [8-17]. Due to the development in the field of applying AE for monitoring sheet metal
working processes, many machine manufacturers offer AE systems. On the other hand, very limited research work e.g. [18] has used AE to monitor real bulk forming processes. Most studies
related to bulk forming processes were carried out by the manufacturer of AE equipment themselves, trying to draw the attention of the forming industries to the AE capabilities as an effective
monitoring and analysis tool.
In a recent industrial oriented study by Skäre [19] information about the deep drawing process (wear of tool, penetration of lubricant, wrinkling of sheet material and cracking of tool or
product) could be obtained with the aid of AE measurements. Adjusting the influence of boundary layer friction based on these measurements, mounting of tools and parts as well as correction
of blank holder pressures can be optimized. It is important to mention here that the process parameters and environmental conditions (forming velocity, temperature, noise, etc.) by deep drawing processes cause little disturbances to the AE measurement when compared to those dominating in bulk forming or forging processes.
Monitoring high temperature forming processes using AE presents a further challenge. In
spite of the direct influence of temperature on damage or transformation progress and consequently on the AE, this topic was avoided by most researchers due to its experimental difficulties
and due to the lack of suitable hardware and software [6].
In different investigations, Hsu, Okajima and Ono [20-22] examined AE during deformation
of several materials (austenitic stainless steels, short-range ordering alloys, bcc alloys) at high
temperatures and were able to clarify plastic deformation behavior. In the most examined materials, the AE signal recorded at yield has shown higher signal strength proportional to the temperature increase, followed by considerable decrease at a limiting temperature [22, 23].
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Through the examination of these studies, it is obvious that most tests were performed under
quasi-static strain conditions and to a limited strain (max. 0.5). This means that the results of
these investigations, despite their convenience for material characterization purposes, do not
consider the most important aspects concerned by most forging specialists. For example, strain
rates of more than 10 s-1 and strains that exceed unity are the usually experienced ranges in most
forging processes. Fundamental studies and investigations, which consider these industrial requirements and which try to build the necessary know-how, are strongly required. Parasad [24]
also reported on this requirement in his study about the feasibility of using AE for monitoring
forming processes. Undoubtedly, the current development in both control and data acquisition
technology enables more accurate experimental investigations at higher forming velocities and
temperatures. This will certainly facilitate the AE analysis tasks performed under controlled testing conditions.
Over the past two decades, many studies at the Institute of Metal Forming and Metal Forming Machines (IFUM), Leibniz Universität Hannover, have been concerned with machine health
monitoring, product quality control, as well as quality assurance throughout the whole process
chains of both bulk and sheet metal forming processes [25-34]. For example, Terzyk [29] has
examined the possibility of monitoring die-forging processes through the analysis of force and
sound signals in the audible frequency range (<20 kHz). The investigations showed that some
process deviations could be determined through the evaluation of AE signals and guided with
3D-force measurements. For example, mass or position deviation of the pre-form, punch tilting
or misalignment of upper and lower die halves could be to some extent detected. Since the deformation action, as well as crack initiation/propagation and phase transformation activities emit
no relevant signal in the examined frequency range, only whole body vibration signals resulting
from tooling/workpiece interaction or generated by machine element could be recorded. Detection of die or workpiece damage could not be realised in this work.
Strache [34] has used both force and AE sensors to monitor stamping (blanking) processes.
The influences of sensor locations and assembly method on the recorded AE signals were examined. Using trend and envelope analysis algorithms, process faults like tooling fractures, sheet
doubling, asymmetrical press loads could be accurately detected. In addition, it was possible to
recognize the wear of the stamping tool based on the AE analysis.
Aim of Current Research
Based upon the AE state of the art presented, two main research objectives have been defined:
 First, test methods based on AE monitoring techniques have not, until now, been standardized. Therefore, the development (and standardization) of AE test methods to monitor standard mechanical tests under manufacturing-process-related conditions, and the construction
of AE reference patterns and maps will present the milestones for the analysis of complex
events encountered during the production process.
 Second, using signal analysis to develop AE method into an online monitoring system for
forging process.
This presents several challenges in order to discriminate the AE data sets of interest. Moreover,
forging processes are susceptible to high dynamic and thermal stress cycles. The distinction between different AE fatigue events and patterns caused by various mechanisms presents a significant and decisive factor for using AE to monitor forging operations.
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Fig. 1. Proposed online forging support system based on acoustic emission analysis.
The first phase of the current study, as presented in Fig. 1, will focus on conducting a sequence of AE monitored mechanical tests that simulate mechanical and thermal loading conditions prevalent in forging processes. The AE signals recorded during testing are used to build AE
maps correlating different test parameters to the recorded AE signal parameters (arrival time, rise
time, amplitude, duration, counts, hits, energy as well as their distribution and timing). Moreover, AE time patterns will be also recorded to help provide more accurate description for the
progress of the forming process, determination of defect types and locations, as well as the identification of the different damage and failure mechanisms.
In the second phase of the project, and once reference patterns and AE maps are available,
analysis of real complex AE patterns generated during forging operations should be analyzed,
aiming at a complete online monitoring and fault detection of both tooling and products.
Part of the challenge in this project lies in correlating AE patterns to the corresponding generating defects. Another lies in identifying the meaningful AE events from a wide range of simultaneous events, which result from different external effects (i.e. machine elements and hydraulics, or environmental noise). Applying different time and frequency analysis methods as
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well as clustering and pattern analysis techniques to complex processes presents more challenge,
because every manufacturing process has its own unique characteristics and variables, which influence the AE patterns as the damages within the tooling or the product initiate and progress.
Experimental Setup
In order to realize the first objective of this study, a series of upsetting tests were performed
on two magnesium alloys (AZ31, AZ80) and an aluminium alloy (Al7075) whose chemical
composition are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Chemical composition of the specimen materials.
Material
AZ31
AZ80
Al7075

Mg%
95.87
90.84
2.4

Al%
3.1
8.3
89.9

Zn%
0.8
0.64
5.8

Mn%
0.23
0.22
0.025

Si%
0.05
0.06

Cu%
0.02
1.45

Cr%
0.2

Fe%
0.15

Ti%
0.015

To study the influence of geometry and the sequence of deformation as well as the damage
mechanism on the generated AE, specimens with three different geometries have been used. The
dimensions and geometries of the specimens are shown in Fig. 2. All specimens have been upset
from 18 to 5 mm in one or two consecutive stages. The cylindrical specimens were used to
evaluate the role of standard specimen geometries in characterizing upsetting processes. The
modification in the specimen geometry through the introduction of collar or through recessing
and drilling was performed to develop stress concentration areas, which are more vulnerable to
damage. The specimens were upset at three different temperatures (200, 300 and 400°C). To assure nearly constant temperature during the test, the specimens were heated and compressed
within a hardened steel container (Fig. 3c).

Fig. 2 Geometry and dimension of the specimens used for upsetting test.

Fig. 3. (a) Instron high-speed upsetting machine.
(b) Punch with mounted AE sensors.
(c) Specimen in heating/upsetting container.

The upsetting experiments were carried out on a high strain-rate testing machine (Instron
VHS 8000, Fig. 3a) to simulate the high strain rates encountered in forging processes. Three
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constant levels of strain rates of 1, 10 and 20 s-1 could be achieved through programming of velocity profiles using closed-loop-control facility available on the test machine. The amplified
punch displacement and force signals were sampled by a data acquisition card (National Instruments NI-6111) at 10 kHz. The AE signals were acquired by a synchronized (NI-6110) card at 5
MHz. The data acquisition, processing, and signal analysis were programmed with LabView 8.5.
Two main modes of operation were used:
 Data acquisition mode: In this mode, minimum amounts of graphical presentation were implemented in order to increase system performance and reduce latency. This module consists
mainly of adjustable band-pass filter and a signal parameter computation module. Based on
adjustable threshold gate, threshold-crossing count, hits, cumulative hits, burst duration as
well as rise and fall time can be calculated. Both filtered signal and derived signal parameters
can be stored efficiently to a single file with the corresponding timed displacement and force
signals.
 Data processing and presentation module: This module is responsible for further data processing and analysis. All recorded data can be reloaded, processed and represented on different graphs.
Results
In this section, results describing different influences from product geometry or material as
well as process parameters including temperature and strain rate will be presented. Due to space
limitation, only interesting waveforms that reflect the similarity or dissimilarity of signals (or
patterns) will be presented. Note that for the purpose of statistical assurance, every test has been
repeated three times under the same test conditions. Only tests with high repeatability are considered. More than 75% of all performed test delivered comparable results with acceptable deviations. To facilitate the comparison, the following abbreviations have been used: Materials
(AZ80, AZ31, Al7075), Strain rates (PP1, PP10, PP20), and Temperatures (T200, T300, T400).
One of the difficulties encountered in the current investigations was the influence of background noise level (close to 0.18 volt) caused mainly by the hydraulic drive and generated by the
circulating cooling water inside the punch. Due to the elevated noise to signal ratio, linear scales
have been preferred in order to distinguish between the different signal levels.
Influence of Investigated Materials
Three different trends could be registered for the different materials investigated. In all performed tests, AZ31 has generated signals of higher strength as compared to AZ80 und Al7075.
The registered maximum amplitude has shown a remarkable decrease with the increase of the
test temperature. The recorded signals from AZ31 specimens have longer duration than those
from AZ80 under all performed test conditions. This difference decreased with increasing the
strain rate. On the other hand, Al7075 demonstrated a very long signal as compared to those
from Mg-alloys. In the most examined Al7075 samples, an exponentially increasing signal was
recorded. For Mg-alloy specimens, deformed without damage development, the signal envelope
has shown the usually cited shape of an increasing signal followed by an exponential decay. Examples of the recorded signals are shown in Fig. 4.
Influence of Investigated Geometries
All cylindrical specimens deformed without cracking did not emit any useful signal, which
could be used for the specimen evaluation. Signal strength, duration or recorded counts reflect
the aforementioned influences arising from material, temperature or strain rate effects.
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Due to the small specimen dimensions and the small geometrical modification in the specimens with collar, it was hard to get any analyzable changes in the recorded signal. A recognizing
characteristic of the obtained signals from the specimens with collar is that they have a nearly
flat envelope ending with a concentrated, slightly higher, pulse. This can be also seen as a set of
superimposed and overlapped signals ending with cracking (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4 Influence of examined material on the generated AE signal from undamaged specimens.

Fig. 5 AE signals from undamaged specimens with collar.
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Recessed specimens with drilled holes have shown remarkable patterns as compared to the
other types of specimens. Due to variations in the dominating stress states during deformation,
the emitted AE signals are consequently changed. The presented example compares a specimen,
which has been upset in a single stage (Fig. 6a) with another, which has been deformed first from
18 to 10 mm followed by the second upsetting stage from 10 to 5 mm (Figs. 6b and 6c). It is
clear that the developed signal in the single stage experiment (total duration = 5 ms) that ends
with a lower frequency of higher amplitude signal (1 ms) is equivalent to the 2-ms signal for the
first 8 mm of the punch movement followed by the 4-ms signal from the 5-mm stroke in the second upsetting operation. The relatively higher amplitudes in the second stroke are related to the
cooling of the specimen. This was caused by preparation time needed for the second stroke.

Fig. 6 AE signals from recessed specimens with drilled ends.
Influence of Temperature and Strain Rate
Comparing all the previously presented signals, it is evident that increasing the test temperature causes AE signals to decrease. It is well known that structural changes and formation of new
slip planes take place in Mg at about 225°C. Therefore, most of Mg specimens upset at 200°C
featured obvious damage. For this test temperature, a limited amount of strain (max. 0.6) has
been applied to avoid complete damage of the specimen although a cracking signal has been recorded.
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On the other side, increasing the forming speed has proved to increase the emitted AE for the
investigated materials under the given test conditions. It is clear that this effect cannot be directly
and physically related only to the release of AE from defects, and can be influenced by the impact signals generated by the machine. However, if the generated signals could be classified and
analyzed even with these erroneous influences, the main goal of the research could be achieved.
In order to consider the impact effect during experiments, the impact signals were measured with
the aid of an accelerometer. Results from tests accompanied by impact signals on the body of
the testing machine were ignored.
A more detailed examination of the signals recorded during the upsetting of the recessed
AZ31 Mg specimens, at strain rate of 1 s-1 and temperature of 300°C, shows five consecutive
stages (Fig. 7). The development of these stages was verified through finite element simulations,
although the separation and the splitting stages were inferred from the developed stress states.
In stage (1) crack initiation signals from both the upper and lower corners of the recess sections can be recognized. With an increased strain, an upper ring is separated by shearing along
the cone extending from the outer recess to the inner hole. This shear cracking results in the high
cracking signals seen in (2). Further deformation will cause fold-like contact between the upper
and lower rings. The resulting friction could be evident from segment (3). As the upsetting progresses, the formed ring expands circumferentially due to the existence of resisting cone in the
axial direction and splits up emitting a strong AE signal (4). This signal is characterized by
longer rise time nearly equal to its decay time. The emitted friction signals proceed till the lower
section of the specimen is separated forming a lower ring. The increased contact area between
the surface of the lower hole and the lower upsetting plate generate excessive friction signal as
shown in section (5).

Fig. 7. Consecutive stages of damage induced during upsetting.
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Fig. 7 (continued). Consecutive stages of damage induced AE during upsetting. (1) to (5) show
detailed waveforms of 5 stages observed. Specimen details are also given.
Conclusion and Outlook
A series of upsetting tests was carried out in order to correlate the emitted AE signals to different materials and geometries under various temperatures and strain rates. In addition to the
reported influences from strain rate and temperature, the geometry of the specimen has proven to
exhibit a great influence on the AE pattern. In a more detailed metallographic examination, the
developed cracks and their mechanisms should be investigated, and correlation of the signal
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parameters to the detected damages should be carried out. More tests should be performed in order to gather enough parameters to feed the proposed AE “Pattern/Parameters/Damage” data
bank. During the next series of experiments, the use of an advanced measurement system will
facilitate the classification and the analysis of the obtained AE signals. Moreover, an attenuation
system will be installed to reduce the hydraulic noise. In addition, the punch will be equipped
with un-cooled hardened end. In combination with guard sensors, the influences of background
noise can be minimized.
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Abstract
During the last decade, ecological concerns have resulted in a renewed interest in natural materials, and issues such as sustainability and eco-efficiency have gained more and more attention,
thus controlling the development and introduction of new materials, products and processes.
Plant fibers are currently being evaluated as environmentally friendly and low cost alternatives
for glass fibers in engineering composites and structures. However, serious concerns are still present on the level of mechanical performance that can be achieved with these materials. In this
regard, applying acoustic emission (AE) to monitor monotonic mechanical loading can provide
useful information.
In this work, three case studies on AE monitoring of mechanical tests of plant-fiber composites are presented and discussed. The fibers used as reinforcement are jute (case 1), celery (case
2) and phormium (case 3). As a whole, AE data analysis can yield some indications about the
effectiveness of reinforcement, the prevalent mode of failure and the selection of different configurations, to obtain the best mechanical performance.
Introduction
Plant-fiber composites and hybrid laminates including plant fibers are increasingly used for
semi-structural applications, as they show a better end-of-life profile, being intrinsically carbondioxide neutral [1]. However, the mechanical behavior of plant fibers as reinforcement is not easily predicted. In particular, plant fibers are heterogeneous, being cellular structures assembled in
nature through a hierarchical procedure, and present a hollow, or lumen, of variable dimensions
[2]. The cell wall of a fiber consists of a number of layers: the primary wall, which is the first
layer deposited during cell development, and the secondary wall, which in turn is made up of
three layers, containing cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin in varying amounts. In addition, the
introduction of plant fibers in a polymer matrix may generate compatibility issues, whose consequence may be a large scattering of properties in the final laminate [3].
Real-time monitoring of mechanical tests is a traditional application of AE in composite material studies, which has been hardly ever applied on plant fiber composites, e.g., to contribute in
material characterization during post-impact loading [4], or to offer further indications on failure
mode during tensile or flexural testing [5]. The results were able, e.g., to confirm concerns about
scarce impact resistance of these materials [6] and the difficulty in obtaining predictive indications about materials performance, which suggest that specific tools of analysis of AE data
would need to be disposed for these materials [7].
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In this paper, three case studies of the application of AE monitoring to the characterization of
plant-fiber composites are presented. Post-analysis of AE data according to a traditional approach based on cumulative counts vs. load, event localization, amplitude and duration distributions allowed clarifying the importance of fiber morphology and compatibility in controlling the
mechanical behavior of the resulting composites. This can contribute to the selection of fibers
and laminates for the development of plant-fiber composites of engineering significance.
Materials and Test Methods
The experimental characterization was carried out on three different natural-fiber-reinforced
composites. Tests on these were referred respectively as Case 1, 2 and 3.
Laminates used in Case 1 consisted of hybrid composites reinforced with glass and jute fibers. In particular, jute/glass fiber hybrid laminates were manufactured using an RTM procedure.
Plain-woven jute fabric (300 g/m2) and E-glass (Vetrotex VR38, 290 g/m2) were used as reinforcement. The resin was unsaturated polyester (1629 NT from Lonza). Two different configurations (labeled as Q and T) were obtained, whose stacking sequences and characteristics are summarized in Table 1. From the plates, four-point bend specimens were obtained with 150-mm
length, 30-mm width, and 5-(±0.2)-mm thickness. Specimens from T and Q laminates were impacted and then subjected to post-impact four-point bending tests. The impact point was located
at the centre of the specimens. The impact energy was changed, varying the mass of the hemispherical drop-weight striker (ø = 12.7 mm), which has a constant velocity of 2.5 m/s. Impact
tests were performed on an instrumented impact tower fitted with an anti-rebound device. Four
different impact energies were considered: 5, 10, 12.5 and 15 J. The flexural tests were carried
out in accordance with ASTM D-790 using quarter-point loading configuration. These tests were
performed in a universal testing machine (Zwick Roell Z010) with a support span length of 140
mm and a crosshead speed of 5 mm/min. The strain at the mid-span was determined by means of
strain gauges. Five specimens were tested for each configuration (T and Q) and for each impact
energy value, as well as for non-impacted specimens, which served as reference materials. Postimpact flexural tests were monitored by AE until final fracture occurred using an AMSY-5 AE
system by Vallen Systeme GmbH. The AE acquisition settings used throughout were as follows:
threshold = 35 dB, RT (rearm time) = 0.4 ms, DDT (duration discrimination time) = 0.2 ms and
total gain = 34 dB. Four PZT AE sensors resonant at 150 kHz were used: two sensors were
placed on the surface of the specimens at both ends to allow linear localization, while the other
two sensors were used as guard sensors in order to discriminate between AE signals and noise.
Table 1. Summary of laminate configurations (case 1).
Sample
Stacking Sequence
Number of Jute
name
(G = Glass; J = Jute)
Layers
Q
4G/1J/2G/1J/2G/1J/2G/1J/4G
4
T
7G/4J/7G
4

Number of Glass
Layers
14
14

Overall Fiber
Content [vol %]
50±2
50±2

In Case 2, celery-fiber reinforced composites were tested. Natural untreated fibers from local
celery (Apium graveolens) and P25 epoxy system produced by REA Industries were used. The
average length of the fibers was 10 cm and they were randomly arranged like a mat. The composites were manufactured using the hand lay-up process in a closed aluminum mould. The curing cycle was 7 days at room temperature and under slight pressurization followed by 48 h at
40°C. Two fiber fractions were used, corresponding to about 10 and 20 wt%. Five tensile samples having a length of 230 mm, a width of 20 mm and a thickness of 3.5 (±0.2) mm were
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obtained and tested. In addition, five tensile samples of neat epoxy resin were manufactured to
evaluate the effect of fiber introduction on the composite properties. The mechanical characterization of the composites was conducted by longitudinal tension tests (ASTM D-3039) using an
Instron 5584 test machine. The crosshead speed for tensile tests was 0.5 mm/min. All the specimens tested were equipped with strain gauges to determine the Young’s modulus. Tensile tests
were monitored by AE using the same equipment, set-up and parameters previously described.
In Case 3, untreated Phormium tenax (New Zealand flax, harakeke)-reinforced epoxy composites were tested. The matrix was an epoxy resin (Ampreg 26) by SP systems. The fibers were
cut to a length of approximately 2 cm and were randomly arranged in the final composite. The
specimens were manufactured using the hand lay-up process in a closed aluminum mould. The
curing cycle was 20 days at room temperature. Two sets of phormium fiber reinforced laminates
were produced with 10- and 20-wt% fiber content, respectively. Five specimens were tested in
flexure (200 mm x 30 mm x 4.5±0.2 mm) for each laminate and for comparison five specimens
of neat resin were also tested. Flexural tests were performed in accordance with ASTM D-790
using a three-point loading configuration. These tests were performed using an Instron 5584 test
machine at a constant crosshead speed of 2.5 mm/min. Span-to-thickness ratio in these threepoint bending tests was 20:1. The strain at midpoint was determined by means of strain gauges.
Flexural tests were monitored by AE using the same equipment, set-up and parameters previously described.
Results
Case 1: Jute/glass hybrid laminates
Here the idea was to demonstrate which one of the hybrid configurations, T (sandwich hybrid) or Q (intercalated hybrid), both with the same amount of plant fibers and therefore with a
similar reduction in weight, would prove more suitable to sustain the application of load. Flexural tests carried out on both configurations demonstrated that T hybrids are superior to Q hybrids at all impact energies by more than 20% both in strength and modulus [8]. Post-impact
flexural and AE test results are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Post-impact flexural strength and AE cumulative counts "knee" stress
for Q and T glass/jute hybrids impacted at different energies.
Specimens

Flexural Strength (MPa)

σc (MPa)

Q0J
Q5J
Q10J
Q12.5J
Q15J
T0J
T5J
T10J
T12.5J
T15J

209.91±0.37
172.89±7.18
160.42±8.98
157.08±10.42
154.57±3.31
269.34±15.47
244.13±0.69
227.43±14.87
212.76±14.20
195.04±18.49

93.66±3.12
84.92±9.95
75.40±7.45
71.07±0.99
72.50±10.34
90.33±6.43
82.64±4.73
79.85±3.11
80.61±2.56
54.50±10.13

AE analysis was focused on the measurement of the cumulative counts curve “knee”: the
stress value associated with the change in slope of the above curve was referred to as σc and was
supposed to be an acceptable indication of the upper limit for materials service. Values of σc
were comparable both for T and Q configuration, representing in general about 30-40% of the
maximum strength. However, in the specific case of flexural tests after 15-J impact, which was
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the highest impact energy applied, T configuration showed a much lower value of σc than Q configuration (54.5±10.1 MPa vs. 72.5±10.3 MPa). It is suggested that the intercalated layers of
glass-fiber composite in Q hybrids offer more gradual degradation to the material with increasing
impact energy. In contrast, on T hybrids, the mechanism of failure is dominated by the breakage
of jute-fiber composite core, which takes place by abrupt tearing off of the fibers from the matrix, as noticed elsewhere [9].

Fig. 1. AE localization plots vs. amplitude for Q hybrids taken at σc (left) and at failure (right).
Further characterization on laminates impacted at 15 J, shown in Fig. 1 for Q hybrids and in
Fig. 2 for T hybrids, did indicate that AE events are more concentrated in T hybrids than in Q
hybrids, although damage appears to be more precocious in Q hybrids, as shown by localization
plots taken at σc. AE data confirm therefore the effectiveness of intercalated hybrids in dispersing impact damage close to the penetration site.

Fig. 2. AE localization plots vs. amplitude for T hybrids taken at σc (left) and at failure (right).
Case 2: Celery fiber composites
The introduction of celery fibers in a polymer matrix was attempted, as an example of agrowaste product to be employed in materials. In this case, it could be observed that the largest part
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of localized events is connected with the presence of fibers. This can be shown by comparison
between Fig. 3a, showing AE events for the neat resin and Fig. 3b, showing AE events for the
resin with 10-wt% celery fibers. An issue, which was encountered in fiber introduction due to
their variable diameter, is that it was not possible to obtain a balanced random orientation of fibers in the matrix. As a consequence, resin-rich areas and conversely areas with higher fiber content are heavily present, which affected the mechanical properties of the laminate [10]. Increasing the amount of fiber introduced from 10 to 20 wt%, the negative effect of fiber introduction is
somehow attenuated. In particular, the tensile strength and modulus of the neat-resin samples
were 29.1±3.9 MPa and 3.45±0.1 GPa, respectively, whilst the tensile strength and modulus of
the celery/epoxy laminates were 18.67±0.60 MPa and 3.3±0.17 GPa for the 10-wt% laminates
and 24.45±3.65 MPa and 3.7±0.2 GPa for the 20-wt% laminates.

Fig. 3. AE localization plots vs. amplitude at failure for neat epoxy resin (a), for 10-wt% celery/epoxy (b) and 20 wt% (c)
The poor mechanical performance of the composite indicates that the introduction of 10-wt%
fibers does not result in effective reinforcement. This would cause the composite to break because of concentration and accumulation of damage in a local region of the sample, ideally situated at the center of the gauge length [11]. In contrast, no preferential localization of AE events
and hardly any high amplitude event are revealed from Figs. 3b and 3c, even at stress close to
failure: it may be suggested that fibers tend to behave as defects, possible triggers for final failure.
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The largest majority of AE events detected in celery fiber composites have low amplitudes
(less than 60 dB), as shown in Table 3, both in the 20-wt% laminate and in the 10-wt% one. In
general, the introduction of a larger volume of fibers does not result in further composite degradation.
Table 3. Relative distribution (%) of amplitude in neat resin (NR) and celery fiber reinforced epoxy composites at 10 wt% (10) and 20 wt% (20) during tensile loading (I: 0-0.25Fmax; II: 0.250.5Fmax; III: 0.50-0.75Fmax; IV: 0.75-1.0Fmax).
Specimen Interval
10

20

NR

I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV

Amplitude interval (dB)

Avg. Loc. Events

35-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

80-89

90-99

80
75
63.02
66.94
100
57.27
58.15
68.45
25
33.33
58.62
62.86

20
11.58
22.27
17.27

7.32
6.51
7.40

4.27
3.78
4.93

0.61
2.73
2.30

1.22
1.68
1.16

20.91
23.35
18.18
25
8.33
13.79
20

12.73
11.01
8.02
37.5
16.68
17.24
2.86

7.27
6.61
3.21
12.5
25
6.90
5.71

1.82
0.88
0.54

1.60

8.33
3.45

8.33
8.57

1.67±2.08
54.67±15.65
158.67±35.08
202.67±22.85
1
55±13.59
113.5±14.84
93.5±13.43
2
3
7.25±3.96
8.75±2.87

AE data appear to confirm that a reduced number of defects, originated from fiber introduction, are present in the 20-wt% laminate: here, a lower total number of events is detected, of
which a higher percent is between 60 and 80 dB. The larger number of higher amplitude events
may suggest that, in spite of the fact that most fibers in the composite work at very low stresses
(ultimate tensile strength for celery fibers is 100±25 MPa, while modulus is equal to 4±1.5 GPa),
some fiber-matrix interaction is perceived. This is also indicated by Fig. 4, where no evidence of
fiber-matrix debonding is shown.
Case 3: Phormium fiber composites
Phormium proved to be a particularly strong and elastic fiber for possible use as reinforcement [12]. In the micrograph in Fig. 5, a fiber bundle is shown, which is extracted from the plant
leaf, in which also oriented elementary fibers are visible, indicating the high strength of the
structure, when subjected to unidirectional loading.
When introduced in a polymer matrix, this fiber showed an elastic behavior up to a stress
close to failure. Flexural strength and modulus values obtained for the two laminates, compared
with those for neat resin, are reported in Figs. 6a and 6b, respectively. The strength of the 20wt% laminate appears to be superior to the 10-wt% one, and to the level measured on the resin.
In this sense, the measurement of σc, as suggested above, represents in some cases a suitable
method to calculate a value for the maximum load in material service, such as for 10 wt%, where
σc was 23.03±0.89 MPa, which is just above 40% of the ultimate load. In contrast, for 20-wt%
laminate, the proximity of the measured σc value to the ultimate load value (in practice, around
80% of it) is likely to hamper failure prediction, as will be shown below. This is likely to be due
to the scarce deviation from elasticity of the behavior of phormium fibers, which results in most
AE activity being concentrated in the last period of loading, indicating a lower rate of premature
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fiber failure. This is consistent with the improvement in composite strength and modulus observed in the 20-wt% laminate with respect to the 10-wt% one.

Fig. 4 SEM image of a part of the fracture surface in a celery/epoxy composite (20 wt%).

Fig. 5. Typical shape of an untreated phormium fiber (SEM image).

Fig. 6 a) Flexural strength and b) Flexural modulus of phormium fiber composites.
As a consequence, alternative parameters to the cumulative counts “knee”, which could provide indications of critical damage development, were searched for, in order to confirm σc as the
limit for material use, or suggest a lower value for it. A different parameter, mean-amplitude hit
frequency or MAHF, defined as the average amplitude in a time interval multiplied by the fraction of hits in that interval with respect to the total hits number, plotted against time, gives in a
repeatable way on phormium-fiber composites a limit for material use which is consistently inferior to that given by σc, as described in Fig. 7. The perceived advantage of MAHF with respect to
σc is that it is sensitive to the increase in average amplitude of the hits that may precede the cumulative counts "knee".
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For the particular sample selected in Fig. 7, the ultimate flexural strength was 71.85 MPa, σc
was 67 MPa, whilst MAHF was only 59.26 MPa, as indicated by the two circles on the curve in
Fig. 7. This indicated that, in spite of the perceived macroscopic elasticity of the composite almost up to failure, increasing average amplitude of detected hits appears to indicate the presence
of significant damage at a lower stress than σc. In our opinion, this suggests that MAHF offers an
additional opportunity for AE analysis to characterize the behavior during quasi-static tests in
composites not showing appreciable plastic deformation, because of the nature of the reinforcement used.

Fig. 7. MAHF and cumulative counts vs. time for phormium-reinforced epoxy composites.
Conclusions
AE proved suitable to analyze the mechanical behavior of plant-fiber-reinforced composites.
These materials, which are increasingly used for environmental reasons, are not easily characterized by other methods, because of the inherent variability in fiber properties, and the not always
effective fiber/matrix compatibility, which leads to an absence of warnings as regards materials
failure. The three case studies reported, pointing to a broad range of plant fiber composites, reinforced with jute (hard bast fiber), celery (elastic stem fiber) and phormium (elastic leaf fiber),
were also deemed capable of confirming the versatility of the acoustic emission technique.
The results also indicated that AE analysis centered on amplitude distribution and cumulative
count vs. load curves can offer some indications on the mode of failure and the maximum service
load for these materials.
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Abstract
The purpose of the study presented in this paper is to evaluate whether the probability distribution of AE features can be used to provide a timely warning of impending failure in CFRP
composites subjected to multi-axial cyclic loading. The probability distribution of each feature,
as a function of lifetime, is estimated from experimental AE data. A warning is given if the
value of the AE feature is likely to belong to a distribution close to failure.
The paper presents a new AE feature – a trough-to-peak pattern feature. The trough-to-peak
pattern feature is compared against hit-based and frequency-based AE features frequently used in
the literature. Of all the AE features studied, only the probability distributions of few trough-topeak patterns can be separated. Furthermore, the evolution curves of these patterns have a salient slope change at around 60% of the lifetime, but the curves of other AE features have only a
significant change in the last 5-10% of the fatigue life. Hence, the results show that valuable information can be extracted from the "rhythm" of AE features.
Introduction
Fatigue in a carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites is a stochastic process influenced by several random factors such as material variations, manufacturing variations and inservice variations. In addition, fatigue is also influenced by the orientations, locations and the
type of the damage mechanisms introduced in the composite. The high damage tolerance of
composites means that composites are able to meet their in-service requirements for a prolonged
period of time while damages accumulate and grow.
Acoustic emission (AE) testing is a non-destructive condition monitoring technique, which
can be used for in situ monitoring of composite fatigue. Acoustic emissions are transient stress
(pressure) waves, which are generated by the energy released when microstructural changes occur in materials [1,2]. The stress waves travel through the composite and when they reach the
surface, they cause it to vibrate. AE waves can be measured using sensitive transducers, which
respond to surface displacements of several picometers. The AE technique can detect delamination, matrix cracking, debonding, fibre cracking, and fibre pull-out [1, 3-6]. Hence, the high
sensitivity of the AE technique may potentially enable early detection of damage.
However, there is no such thing as a free lunch; the high sensitivity of the AE technique
means that the measured AE signal may contain a high number of AE transients from sources in
both the composite and the environment. The sources in the composite include damage growth,
rubbing of crack surfaces and friction between the fibres and the matrix due to their different material properties. The varying material properties will result in an anisotropic speed of propagation [7]. In addition, reflection and attenuation of the AE waves add to the complexity. Attenuation can be caused by geometric spreading, dispersion, internal friction and scattering [8].
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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Furthermore, the AE waves from damage growth can be buried in the AE generated by the friction and rubbing of crack surfaces [2]. As a result, multiple AE transients with varying amplitude, duration, and frequency can be emitted in each cycle and simultaneously. The values of the
AE signal features from cumulated damage usually fall in the same range as those that result
from damage growth [9,4]. Hence, a reliable detection of imminent failure while minimizing
false alarms is a challenging task.
In this paper it is proposed that a timely warning about imminent failure can be issued by
using the probability distribution of a suitable AE feature. In order to investigate this, experimental AE data acquired during cyclic testing of 75 prosthetic feet is used and AE features are
extracted from the data. The probability distribution of each AE feature is estimated as a function of lifetime. A failure warning is given if the value of the AE feature is likely to belong to a
probability distribution close to failure. The AE features are evaluated by how well the estimated probability distributions at 50% and 95% of the normalized lifetime can be separated.
Several well established AE features in the literature are studied and also a trough-to-peak pattern feature. The trough-to-peak pattern, which is presented in this paper, is a combination of
two features which were recently proposed by the authors [10] and used for tracking the locations of individual AE sources using a methodology introduced in reference [11].
AE Features
In this study, AE hits are located and determined using a procedure that was described in detail in [12]. Figure 1 shows a flow chart of the procedure. In the first step, the acquired AE signal is processed in order to extract descriptive features for detection. The resulting signal is
called a detection function, or novelty function, and can be in any suitable domain of interest,
e.g. time and time-scale/time-frequency domains. For detecting and locating hits, the detection
function is input to a peak-picking algorithm that automatically detects and locates hits based on
the trough-to-peak difference of local troughs and peaks. The peaks and troughs that have
trough-to-peak difference below a specified threshold, Ttp, are filtered out. In the final step, the
detected transients are compared against a threshold, TAE, both to locate the hits more accurately
and to filter out weak hits.
In this study, the detection function is the temporal energy of the AE signal in the timefrequency domain. The function is computed using a short-time Fourier transform (STFT). Figure 2 illustrates the procedure. The STFT-based detection function is computed using a segment
size of k = 128 samples and d = 120 sample overlapping. The hits are located by setting the
trough-to-peak threshold, Ttp, to 304 dB V-s and determined by setting the determination threshold, TAE, to 3 mV. With these settings an AE failure criterion equivalent to the 10% displacement failure criterion was designed in [12]. Once the AE hits are determined, the hit-based features can be determined.
AE Hit Patterns
Hit and ring-down counts have been used extensively for interpreting AE data. Both are pulsations in the signal, but on different time scales. The success that has been achieved using these
two features provided an impetus for the authors to investigate whether the information provided
by the timing between the pulses could be used to provide valuable additional information.
In “On Using AE Hit Patterns for Monitoring Cyclically Loaded CFRP” [10], the authors
introduced two features for this purpose and used them for tracking the locations of multiple AE
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of the AE hit determination procedure.

Fig. 2. Illustration of how the STFT-based detection function is generated.
sources relative to the phase of a reference signal. These two features are the inter-spike interval
(ISI) feature and the hit pattern feature. The ISI feature is the time between two sequential hits
and the hit pattern feature is essentially a technique for fusing AE features, extracted from each
AE hit, and for finding and locating patterns which appear within the fused data representation.
In this study, a new feature is made by combining these two features. The new feature is
called a through-to-peak pattern feature. It is computed by first determining the time from a
trough to a peak (and also from a peak to a trough) for each AE hit, then coding the results and
then counting the occurrences of all patterns found in the coded representation. A trough-topeak interval is a variant of the Inter-spike Interval (ISI). It can also be recognized to include
variants of two commonly used AE hit-based features, namely the rise time and the fall time.
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Fig. 3. The first step in computing the hit pattern feature is the generation of the coding vector
for the signal segment.
The AE hits are located using the procedure described above, but no determination is performed, i.e. the determination threshold TAE is set to 0 mV. This means that the threshold will
not filter out weak hits. Figure 3 illustrates how the trough-to-peak feature is coded into a coding
vector. The trough-to-peak intervals, in µs, are quantized by using a natural logarithm and
rounding the result to the nearest integer. Figure 4 explains how the hit pattern feature is computed; by counting how often a certain pattern in the coding vector appears.

Fig. 4. The second step in computing the hit pattern feature is to find and count the number of
occurrences for each hit pattern in the coded representation of the signal segment.
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The patterns can be of arbitrary integer length containing an arbitrary combination of coded
trough-to-peak (TTP) and peak-to-trough (PTT) intervals from any number of hits. For example,
consider the following pattern of length 5: [TTP1 PTT1 * * TTP3]. In order to match this pattern
the coded intervals from two hits are required. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard symbol which
means that any value is accepted; hence, the required coded intervals are not required to be from
adjacent hits.
Results
The AE data used for this study was acquired during fatigue testing of 75 nominally identical
samples of a prosthetic foot called Vari-Flex. The foot is made by Össur. In the test, a foot is
placed in the test machine where two actuators are used to flex the foot using a 90°-phased sinusoidal loading. One actuator loads the forefoot and the other loads the heel. The feet were tested
at 1 Hz with 50% higher maximum load amplitude than is used at Össur. All feet were tested
until failure. The failure was defined by a 10% displacement criterion. The failure criterion is a
heuristic criterion used in-house at Össur. It defines a failure when a 10% change in the displacement of either actuator, with respect to initial value, is observed. Throughout each test, the
AE data was acquired for one full fatigue cycle every 5 minutes. The test specimen, the test
setup, and the experimental procedure used in this study, are described in more detail in references [11, 12, 16].
The goal of this study is to find an AE feature, which can be used to provide a timely warning of impending failure in a CFRP composite subjected to multi-axial loading. The failure is
defined by the 10% displacement-based failure criterion. In order to achieve this objective, experimental data acquired during cyclic testing of 75 prosthetic feet is used.
The lifetime of each foot is normalized to 100% according to the 10% displacement failure
criterion. The probability distribution, of the feature values at each percentage point is estimated
by first computing the feature from all measurements, for each foot tested, and then generating a
histogram of the feature values at the given percentage point of lifetime. All figures in this section have a grey area that represents all values that lie within one standard deviation from the
mean. Also superimposed on the figures are histograms that show the distributions of the feature
values at 50% and 95% of the fatigue life. The AE features are evaluated by how well the two
probability histograms at 50% and 95% of the normalized lifetime can be separated using an estimated Bayes optimal decision threshold. The threshold is computed using the corresponding
feature computed from all the tested feet. Although the Bayes optimal decision boundary does
not guarantee an error free classification, it gives the lowest error rate [13].
AE Features in the Time Domain
Figures 5a and 5b show the average evolution of the AE hit count and the AE signal’s energy
for all feet tested respectively. The energy of the AE signal, E, is computed using:
1 N 2
E = ∑ x Δt,
R i =1
where x is a vector of length N, containing the discrete values of the AE signal. The sampling
interval, Δt, is equal to the reciprocal of the sampling rate, or 1/fs. The reference resistance, R, is
10 kΩ [14]. As a result, the energy unit is joules (equal to Watts-seconds or volts2-seconds per
ohm).
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(a) The average evolution of the AE hit count
rate.

(b) The average evolution of the signal energy.

Fig. 5. The average evolution of the AE hit count and the signal’s energy. The grey area represents all values that lie within one standard deviation from the mean.

(a) The average evolution curve for the amplitude.

(b) The average evolution curve for the rise
time.

(c) The average evolution curve for the ringdown counts.

(d) The average evolution curve for the duration.

Fig. 6. The average evolution of five commonly used AE hit features. The grey area represents
all values which lie within one standard deviation from the mean.
Figure 6 shows the evolution of four AE hit-based features. Each curve is generated by averaging the feature evolution curves from all feet. The points on the evolution curve for each foot
are computed by extracting the AE hit features from all hits in a segment and then computing
their average. By computing the average, extreme AE hit values may pass unnoticed because a
few high values will not alter the mean by much. For this reason, it is of interest to study the
evolution of the hit features extracted from the hit with the largest amplitude. Figure 7 shows the
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evolution of the amplitude, duration, and the rise time of the hit with the largest amplitude from
each signal segment. Also depicted in the figure is the amplitude ratio of the two hits with the
largest amplitudes.
Spectral Features
Elliptical bandpass filters, each with 25-kHz bandwidth, are used to divide the original
bandwidth into subbands. The power in the subbands is computed along with the ratio between
the two subbands with the largest powers and the ratio between the subbands with the maximum
and minimum power. The evolution of four selected subbands and the ratios is presented in
Fig. 8.
The two histograms for each of the features presented in Figs. 5-8 have nearly identical
shapes and overlap almost completely. For this reason they cannot be used to separate the feature values at 50% of the lifetime from the values at 95% of the lifetime. Furthermore, from
these results it can be deduced that the fall time feature cannot be used for this purpose (in fact,
this was verified). This is because the duration of a hit is the sum of the rise time and the fall
time.

(a) The evolution curve for the maximum amplitude.

(b) The evolution curve for the duration of the
hit with the maximum amplitude.

c) The evolution curve for the rise time of the
hit with the maximum amplitude.

(d) The evolution curve for the amplitude
ratio of the two hits with the highest amplitude.

Fig. 7. The average evolution of AE hit features extracted from the hit with the maximum amplitude and the amplitude ratio of the two hits with the largest amplitudes. The grey area represents
all values that lie within one standard deviation from the mean.
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Fig. 8. The average evolution of AE features in the frequency domain. The grey area represents
all values that lie within one standard deviation from the mean.
Trough-to-peak Pattern Feature
Figure 9 shows the average evolution of four selected trough-to-peak patterns of length 2 (see
Fig. 4 for illustration). These patterns contain the coded values of the fall time of one hit and the
rise time of the next adjacent hit.
The evolution curves of these four trough-to-peak patterns have a slope change at around
60% of the lifetime. The evolution curves corresponding to the other AE features shown above
do not have a slope change at this percentage point of the lifetime. Instead, the evolution curves
of most of the features shown above change abruptly during the last 5-10% of the lifetime. This
abrupt change, however, is not present in the evolution curves for the trough-to-peak patterns.
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(a) The average evolution of the number of
occurrences of trough-to-peak pattern no.
87.

(b) The average evolution of the number of
occurrences of trough-to-peak pattern no.
94.

(c) The average evolution of the number of
occurrences of trough-to-peak pattern no.
95.

(d) The average evolution of the number of
occurrences of trough-to-peak pattern no.
102.

Fig. 9. The average evolution of the number of occurrences of four trough-to-peak patterns
computed from the AE segments. The grey area represents all values that lie within one standard
deviation from the mean.
Furthermore, as one can observe, the histograms of the number of occurrences at 50% and 95%
of the lifetime for these patterns can be separated using thresholds.
Table 1 lists the four patterns and the corresponding estimated Bayes optimal decision thresholds. In order to make the patterns more intuitive for the reader, the patterns are augmented by
placing – and + where the troughs and peaks are located respectively.
Table 1. Four trough-to-peak patterns of length 2. The last column contains the estimated Bayes
optimal decision threshold.
Pattern 87
Pattern 94
Pattern 95
Pattern 102

The Pattern
[3–3+]
[3–2+]
[4–3+]
[4–4+]
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Decision Threshold
388. 6
562
64
11. 6

Conclusions
In this paper several commonly used AE features have been studied for the purpose of using
them to provide a timely warning of impending failure. Furthermore, a trough-to-peak pattern
feature was presented and compared against the other AE features. The trough-to-peak pattern
feature is a pattern of an arbitrary length, containing a combination of rise times and fall times of
one to several AE hits. The authors are not aware of any published research on AE where patterns in the occurrences of these two features have been studied.
The evolution curves of the trough-to-peak patterns have a slope change at around 60% of
the lifetime. The slope then remains constant until failure. This slope change is not present in
the evolution curves for the other AE features. This suggests that these trough-to-peak pattern
features are capturing important information from the AE signal, e. g. the slope change may be
caused by the formation of a damage that grows until failure. Intuitively, the salient slope
change can be used to provide an early warning about the health of the composite, and the results
support this. The trough-to-peak patterns is the only feature, studied here, which probability distributions at 50% and 95% of the lifetime can be reasonably well separated using a Bayes optimal decision boundary.
The evolution curves studied in this section are all normalized according to the lifetime determined by a 10% displacement criterion. Half of the split-toe foot component for some feet,
however, delaminates before the criterion is met. This is represented by a minute increase in the
standard deviation in the last 10% of the lifetime for the energy, amplitude and the subband
powers.
It has been suggested that AE from cumulated damage can provide valuable information
about the material health [15]. This type of AE has mainly been regarded as unwanted and many
attempts have been made to filter it out. In this study, a few AE features are extracted from the
AE signals without any attempt to filter out AE from cumulative damage. These features are the
energy, the subband powers and the trough-to-peak patterns that gave the best results.
The promising results obtained using the trough-to-peak patterns strongly encourage further
investigations of ISI and hit pattern features. Patterns made using different coding, different pattern lengths and fusing of different features can possibly be used to extract more useful information from the AE signal.
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Abstract
Damage in textile composites is closely connected with the internal micro- and mesogeometry of the reinforcement, and reveals features different from classical laminates. This paper
presents a test sequence to characterise damage in textile composites and its dynamics of initiation and development on different scale levels in order to achieve a deep understanding of the
relevant phenomena. The proposed test sequence consists of the following steps: 1) Tensile tests
on samples cut in characteristic directions of the textile reinforcement with acoustic emission
(AE) and full-field strain measurement on the surface. The test produces stress-strain diagrams
and identifies based on the AE characteristic strain levels: Full-field strain measurement highlights relation between strain concentrations (linked with the damage initiation) and the reinforcement structure. 2) Samples loaded are examined with microfocus-X-ray computed tomography and radiography, revealing the damage pattern and allowing a quantitative analysis of
the damage development. 3) Microscopic examination of cross-sections through the damage
sites, determined with X-ray, identifies the local damage modes. Macro-, meso- and microcharacterisation of damage result in a thorough understanding of the material behaviour. The paper presents and discusses the results of the proposed experimental protocol for carbon/epoxy 3axial braided and quasi-UD composites.
Introduction
Textile composites are steadily gaining positions in aeronautical, automotive, ground transportation and other applications, offering weight reductions over the metal alternative and cost
saving against the lay-up of UD tapes. Whilst the design for stiffness of textile composite parts
can use validated predictive modelling, related to the meso-structure of textile reinforcements [15], the reliable design for strength with not-that-exaggerated safety factors has to be based
mostly on empirical information, with modelling approaches being developed [1, 6-11], but still
have not reached a mature state. Validation of the modelling methods asks for adequate experimental characterisation of the damage processes on different scale and hierarchical levels of the
composite, as the damage phenomena in textile composites are much more complicated than in
UD laminates, and involves processes and parameters on different scale levels: macro (overall
strength and strain-to-failure of the sample and stiffness reduction), meso (damage initiation sites
inside the textile structure of the reinforcement) and micro (local damage mode inside yarns and
fibrous plies).
The aim of the paper is to describe a methodology of a systematic study of the damage phenomena in textile composites during tensile deformation. The proposed experimental protocol is
illustrated on two cases of carbon/epoxy textile composites.
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Tensile Test, Damage Monitoring and Post-mortem Characterisation
The proposed suite of tests includes: tensile test with AE and full-field strain-mapping (SM);
X-ray and ultrasonic C-scan examination of the samples after tension up to certain strain levels,
identified by AE and SM results; cross-sectioning and microscopic examination of the samples
in the places defined by the X-ray examination. Full-field measurements of strain fields and
damage identification in textile composites are reported in detail in [12, 13].
Tensile test: The tensile tests are carried out on a standard testing machine (Instron 4505, test
speed 1 mm/min). The samples are cut out of composite plates in the characteristic directions
dictated by the textile structure: (1) test in the direction of one of the yarn systems of the textile
(warp/weft for woven fabrics; braiding/inlay yarns for braids); (2) test in the direction transversal
or bias to the direction of the yarn systems in the textile (bias for woven fabrics, perpendicular to
the production direction for braids). In literature, damage in textile composites is often studied
only for the fibre direction, which does not give the full picture.
Acoustic emission: In the tensile test setup described here, two AE sensors are used situated at
the boundaries of the gauge length region. To calibrate the AE sensors, 2H-pencil lead is broken
on the sample surface on the “grip side” of each sensor and signals that occur outside of the sensors are filtered out. The cumulative energy of AE events versus tensile strain is produced. Changes of AE event rates indicate change in damage mechanisms in the sample.
Strain mapping: Strain mapping is a system of measuring strain using digital images taken of a
sample during loading. The samples are first painted with a black and white random speckle pattern to give a unique pattern of the examined surface, which can then be identified by the strain
mapping software program. Changes in the speckle dot pattern can quantify the deformation of
the sample as the tensile test proceeds. For textile composites, the stress and strain values may
vary significantly over the pattern of weaving, braiding or knitting. Local strain values can be
averaged and global strain levels can be computed, hence the strain mapping system is used also
as an optical extensometer, with a precision of about 0.01% strain.
X-ray, ultrasonic C-scan and microscopy: The AE and SM registration during the tensile test
allows identifying the characteristic applied strain levels for damage onset or change of the damage mode. In subsequent tests, the tensile test stops at these strain levels, and the sample is examined using X-ray and ultrasonic C-scan. The aim of X-ray investigation is detecting very fine matrix cracks that occur within the yarns. An X-ray opaque penetrant (Diiodomethane) is used to
fill the cracks and make the contrast higher (only cracks and defects that are connected in some
way to the surface can be seen). Ultrasonic C-scan test is useful for characterisation of the overall damage extent and in revealing overall damage pattern, as previously reported in [15].
Finally, having identified the positions of the cracks in the sample, microscopic study showed a
fine structure of the damage inside the sample. The sites and direction for the cuts are determined
using X-ray images of the particular sample.
Materials
The materials used as examples of application of the proposed experimental methodology are
shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1.
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Triaxial braided carbon/epoxy composites: Braiding yarns in the triaxial braided fabric are organised in a so-called diamond pattern 1/1 (Fig. 1a). If the orientation of inlay yarns (“machine”
direction) is chosen as 0°, then the braiding yarns are directed as ± 45°. Note the uneven placement of the braiding yarns, which produces large open regions in the fabric. The tensile tests
were performed in machine direction (MD), bias direction (BD) and cross direction (CD), as indicated in Fig. 1a. From six to ten tests were performed for each direction.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. Textile reinforcements: (a) triaxial braid; (b) quasi-UD woven fabric.

Quasi-UD woven fabric: The textile used for this study is a quasi-UD fabric from Cramer
GmbH. It is produced by weaving flat UD carbon yarns (warp) with sparse, flat, thin glass yarns
(weft). The result is an unbalanced plain weave material. This procedure reduces crimp as much
as possible for the warp, however there is still some crimp of the carbon yarns, which are inclined to the fabric plane in average by an angle of 3.8°. The tensile tests were performed in the
directions 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°, 0° being the direction of the warp carbon yarns (Fig. 1b).
From five to seven tests were performed in each direction.
Table 1. Parameters of the textile reinforcements, matrices and the composites.
Fabric type
Fibres
Yarns
Linear density, tex
Thickness, mm,
Width, mm
Fabric
Spacing between yarn centre lines, mm
Areal density, g/m2
Matrix
Young modulus, GPa
Poisson coefficient
Strength, MPa
Composite tensile specimens
Number of layers
Thickness, mm
Width x Length between the grips, mm
Fibre volume fraction, %

Triaxial braid
carbon T700
24 K
1600
variable
4.21 ± 0.21 / 3.75 ± 0.16
Fig. 2a
5.03 ± 0.24; 9.25 ± 0.03 / 20
600
Epoxy
2.7
0.4
70
produced using RTM
4
3.09 ± 0.06
40 x 250
44 ± 1

Quasi-UD woven
carbon T400 /glass EC5
6K / n.a.
400 / 22
0.311 ± 0.011 / 0.058 ±0.012
1.58 ± 0.12 / 0.62 ± 0.04
Fig. 2b
1.53 ± 0.10 / 3.27 ± 0.06
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10
3.5
15 x 200
46.3

Damage Initiation: Characteristic Strain Levels
When damage is characterised inside a composite by “post-mortem” study of the sample, it is
important that the expected damage condition of the sample when the test is stopped, is well
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identified. The following stages of the damage development and the correspondent levels of the
applied load (strain) can be introduced: (1) onset of transverse cracks (inter-fibre, intra-yarn failure), (2) onset of delamination on the boundaries of the fibre bundles and (3) onset of fibre failure, starting at delamination, and the ultimate failure of the sample.
This classification could be refined [16], but we propose to keep these three levels as reference points of the damage investigation. An important difficulty is definition what exactly “the
damage initiation” means. As the inter-fibre transversal cracks may be created by coalescence of
the “crescent” debonding on the individual fibres, the definition of “initiation” is rather fuzzy.
We consider the damage initiation strain to be an indication of appearance of a crack, which connects several debonded fibres. In reality such a transversal crack develops fast into a crack
through the whole thickness of the yarn.
Figure 2 shows stress-strain diagrams of two types of composites together with diagrams of
cumulative energy of AE events. At the very beginning of the test, few events of low energy contents occur with low frequency. Then the frequency of events increases sharply and the energy
content reaches higher levels. This is reflected by the increase of the slope of the cumulative AE
event energy curve, which was negligent before. The corresponding first transition strain is calculated by the best fit of the bilinear curve (zero before the transition and linearly increasing after
it) to the AE cumulative energy diagram. We will designate this first transition strain ε1. The AE
events “heard” before could be interpreted as micro-debonding events; the onset of steady generation of higher energy AE events – as appearance of transversal inter-fibre cracks (tri-axial
braid) or delaminations on the boundaries glass/carbon yarns (quasi-UD woven).
For triaxial braid this interpretation is confirmed by X-ray observation of the samples loaded
to a strain just below the first transition strain and after it (Fig. 2a). X-ray images reveal no
cracks before the transition and appearance of few cracks just after it, which further multiply
with the increase of the strain. For quasi-UD woven fabric X-ray examination does not reveal
any crack as they are not connected with the surface of the samples; the damage initiation, detected by AE, was confirmed by microscopic examinations.
For the loading in fibre direction (Fig. 2a) the damage initiation does not affect the slope of
the stress-strain diagram, as the resistance to the deformation in fibre direction is provided by the
corresponding fibre system (inlay 0° yarns). For the loading in an off-axis direction (Fig. 2b) initiation of damage also corresponds to the transition from the initial linear part of the stress-strain
diagram to the non-linear behaviour.
After the initiation strain ε1 the damage behaviour is characterised by constant increase of AE
events in the same energy range, giving a steady slope or a “jump” to the cumulative energy
curve. This region covers a wide range of strain, until high deformations. At a certain moment a
second “knee” on the AE cumulative energy curve may appear. The corresponding second transition strain ε2 can be again identified by fitting a bilinear curve to the AE cumulative energy diagram. The second transition strain is not that clearly determined as the first. For the case of triaxial braid X-ray observations allow identifying it with the onset of local delamination (Fig. 2a).
Finally, fibre breakage (loading in fibre direction, Fig. 2a) is indicated by the appearance of
extremely high-energy AE events and sharp rise of the cumulative AE events diagram. This happens very close to the final failure of the specimen.
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Fig. 2 Stress-strain diagrams and AE registration for carbon/epoxy composites: (a) triaxial
braided composite, MD test, 1 – stress-strain diagram, 2 – cumulative AE events energy, 3 – cumulative AE event count; insets – X-ray images; (b) quasi-UD woven composite, 30° test direction, combined results of 5 tests, lines – stress-strain diagrams, points – cumulative AE event energy; inset: micrograph showing early delamination between carbon and glass yarn.
Formal calculation of the transition strains ε1 and ε2 (if the second transition on the AE curve
exists) is performed by the least-square fit of all the cumulative AE energy (CAE) data points (εk,
CAEk) by a bilinear function with fitting parameters ε1 , ε 2 ,CAE1 ,CAE2 .

Table 2 lists the characteristic strain levels for the studied materials and different test directions.
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Damage Development
With the characteristic strain levels identified, the damage investigation proceeds further to
studying the damage structure under loading up to the characteristic levels. This is done using
non-destructive techniques: Ultrasonic C-scan and X-ray investigation, and then doing microscopy at the sections made on the sites identified by the X-ray investigation. The results of this
study for the two materials under consideration are only discussed here without illustration.
Table 2. Characteristic strain levels, %.
Material

Test direction

ε1

ε2

εult

3-axial braid

MD
BD
CD
0°
30°
45°
60°
90°

0.29
0.36
0.33
0.16
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.15

0.55
0.45
0.43
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

1.45±0.15
1.25±0.18
1.11±0.03
2.25±0.058
1.79±0.28
1.08±0.23
1.00±0.26
0.80±0.25

quasi-UD

Triaxial braided composite: The crack structure is clearly revealed by X-ray images and is further investigated by microscopy of the cross-sections. Transversal cracks in the yarns, with the
plane oriented in the direction of the yarns, start developing at ε1. The cracks are confined in one
ply/one yarn, being therefore limited in width as well as in length. When two yarns with the
same direction of the fibres are in contact, a crack can travel from one yarn to another. FE modelling, reported in detail in [11,17] shows that these cracks are caused either by transversal tension or shear strains. With the increase of strain the cracks multiply and the length increases.
Longer cracks are developed in the yarns, which are oriented at 90° to the loading direction, but
these cracks still have limited length and do not go from one end of the sample to another. At the
strain level ε2 local delaminations start.
The samples final failure for MD and BD tests (in the direction of inlays and braiding yarns
correspondingly) is delamination and consecutive fibre breakage. Straightening of highly
crimped braiding yarns produce out-of-plane stresses, which create large delamination zones.
These delamination zones are smaller for samples tested in MD, as the inlay yarns are less
crimped. Off-axis CD loading leads to more localized fracture locus coinciding in the direction
and width with the braiding yarns.
Quasi-UD woven composite: In spite of the clear detection of AE events over the ε1 threshold, Xray examination of samples after tensile test up to this strain level did not show any cracks in the
samples, apart from 90° tests, where transversal cracks were revealed. To determine the source
of AE activity and stiffness degradation, optical microscopy was used. In the cross-sections of
the samples (made in two directions: orthogonal to the carbon warp and glass weft yarns) small
cracks have formed between the carbon and glass yarns in only the surface textile layers within
the composite in the off-axis samples. These cracks, surprisingly, are parallel to the sample surface. The fact that these cracks are parallel to the force, and are located at or near the carbonglass interface indicates that these cracks have formed due to shear between the glass and carbon
yarns. The crack runs between the carbon and glass yarns when the glass yarn is on the outside
(at the edge of the composite), but when the glass yarn moves under the next carbon yarn, the
crack is transferred into the second carbon yarn, and continues there until the next carbon yarn
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where it resumes its place between the glass and carbon yarns. This transfer of the crack across
the glass yarn is accomplished without breaking the glass yarn itself. The glass interlacing yarns
are very thin and are sparsely distributed in the textile, and the cracks generated in the material
only seem to occur when there is an interaction (overlapping) between the carbon and the glass
yarns at the surface. Therefore the size of the defects is small and they are generally not connected to the surface and thus were not readily observable using X-ray. The samples tested in the
fibre direction (0°) fail by fibre failure. Other test directions (30°, 45°, 60° and 90°) produce
clear shear/transversal failure along the fibres.
Conclusions
We have outlined an experimental methodology for study of initiation and development of
damage in textile composites in tension test. The methodology has been applied to different textile composites: carbon/epoxy triaxial braids and quasi-UD woven. The methodology is based on
identification of the characteristic levels of the applied load. These levels are further used for investigation of damage modes and crack structure in the material.
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Abstract
Wavelet entropy and power were calculated for acoustic emission (AE) signals obtained from
scratch tests on hot dip galvanized samples with different corrosion levels. Wavelet power was
distributed in different frequency bands, according to damage mechanisms. The frequency bands
were automatically obtained by an innovative method that consisted in searching for the relative
minima of the wavelet entropy of signals and the subsequent application of a clustering algorithm. The damage evaluation entailed studying the evolution of the wavelet power in a specific
frequency band, which corresponded to the fracture of the zeta-phase columns of the galvanized
coating. Results showed damage to increase along with the level of corrosion.
1. Introduction
The early detection of corrosion in galvanized steel used as reinforcement in concrete structures is crucial in monitoring the condition of concrete structures in different environments and
under different load circumstances. The identification of damage processes by acoustic emission
(AE) has proven very effective in many applications [1-4]. AE through signal processing can be
applied on-line as a non-destructive technique on remote or inaccessible parts of a structure. This
approach is rooted in the broad field of pattern recognition and damage detection in materials
and structures.
The present paper is within a program destined to evaluate the adherence of commercial galvanized coatings with varying depth, working under different load and corrosion conditions (see
[5, 6] and included references). Wavelet transform (WT) was applied to AE signals coming from
scratch test (ST) on corroded galvanized steel. The aim was to identify damage mechanisms
through the assignment of a few concise and precise parameters to different coating damage
processes, and then use some of them to evaluate damage.
With this purpose in mind, hot-dip galvanized samples were corroded in a salt chamber and
then submitted to ST. Damage mechanisms involving deformation, fracture and/or extraction of
the different phases that conformed to the corroded coating, briefly denoted in [5] as oxide, chloride, eta phase and zeta phase, were identified. WT results were adequately obtained as timefrequency AE patterns, which revealed that AE power was distributed in five frequency bands.
Consequently, the evolution of AE wavelet power in different frequency bands was carefully
compared with SEM and EDX observations along scratches, which permitted the assignment of
one mechanism to each band. In particular, signals due to corrosion and non-corrosion mechanisms could be easily separated; different mechanisms coexisted along the ST.
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In the present paper we present and exhaustively explain a new automated method to assign
frequency bands to damage mechanisms based on wavelet entropy considerations. Once the
bands are obtained for different scratches, a damage evaluation criterion is applied. We face the
problem of adherence evaluation in non-corroded and corroded samples; corrosion levels 1, 2
were considered.
2. Experimental
The preparation of hot-dip galvanized samples (50 mm x 20 mm x 4 mm plates) involved the
procedure described in [5]. Samples were hot-dip galvanized at 450ºC for 3 min, after which
some were submitted to corrosion.

Fig. 1. Transversal cuts of samples. Left: T0; centre: T1; right: T2.
In the present study we compare results for material that was either not corroded (level 0) or
corroded up to two corrosion levels (1, 2). Results are given for one sample of each type since
general results coincide. According to the corrosion level (0, 1 and 2), samples are respectively
named as T0, T1 and T2. The mean coating thicknesses were 152, 158 and 166 µm, in that order.
T1 and T2 were respectively corroded for about 900 h and 1800 h in a salt mist chamber to simulate a marine environment, and afterwards they were cleaned with an ammonia hydroxide water
solution (150/850 ml). Sample T0 was left as cast and was taken as a reference. Figure 1 shows a
transversal cut of each sample. The coating of sample T0 appears quite homogeneous. The Zn-Fe
phases, gamma (very thin), delta (well defined and homogeneous), zeta (columnar grains) and
eta (almost pure Zn), are observed from steel to Zn (top). The interior part of the coating of sample T1 remained largely unchanged, and only the top of the eta phase was affected by corrosion.
Corrosion also affected the eta-zeta two-phase region of the coating of sample T2. As was stated
in [5], corrosion products are a mixture of a Zn oxide and a hydrated Zn chloride.
Two scratches were performed on each sample, according to the procedure described in [5].
STs with AE were performed under controlled conditions using a device that consisted of a
loaded probe with a diamond indenter moving linearly along the sample at constant speed, and
with linearly increasing force (0-150 N) over 180 s; the scratch length was about 1 cm . The piezoelectric sensor was in the 100-1000 kHz range, signals were pre-amplified (60 dB), the threshold was at 25 dB and digitization was at 4 MHz/16 bits. In addition to digitizing the signal, the
AE system entails the measurement of pertinent hit parameters, where a hit is defined as each
signal that surpasses the threshold.
We denote the n-th AE signal recorded along the test as sn(t), with n = 1…Nr. The total number of registers (Nr) depends on the sample and the scratch that corresponds to each ST. If Δt =
2.5 10-7s is the sampling period, sn(k) corresponds to sn(kΔ t) with k = 1…N ; it thus denotes the
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k-th sample of the signal sn(t). In our case, 4000 data were recorded for each AE signal, which
means N = 4000 for all signals.
The supra-index n is related with the position along the scratch. If Tn is the instant, at which
the AE signal sn(t) was captured, the corresponding position on the scratch is given by xn = vTn ,
where v is the speed of the diamond indenter. At the beginning of the ST time is initialized to
zero, and at the end it is set at Te = 180 s. We emphasize that two temporal scales are involved.
One is designated with lower case t to measure time in each register, which ranges within 0 – 1
ms, and the other is designated with capital T that measures time among registers, ranging within
0 - 180 s.
For practical reasons, we use the relative position in %, Xn(%), on the scratch instead of the
real position xn. Thus, the relative position where the signal sn(t) is captured is at Xn(%) = 100
(Tn/Te).

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 2. Details of the central part of scratches. Top left: T0; top right: T1; bottom: T2.
SEM and EDX observations showed in [5] that the failure mechanisms in the non-corroded
samples (such as sample T0) were the slippage of the eta phase and the breakage of zeta phase
columns with eventual ulterior extraction of the zeta phase cracked particles. Other mechanisms
besides the aforementioned appeared when corrosion was considered as for samples T1 and
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T2—namely, the transversal cracking of the oxide phase and the interfacial cracking and extraction of the chloride particles. Figure 2 shows the central part of scratches in the three samples.
For samples T1 and T2, we can observe transversal oxide cracks in the middle of scratches and
extracted chloride particles (white and sized in the order of microns) at the borders. The density
of transversal cracks is higher for sample T2.
3. Damage Mechanisms Identified by WT Parameters
3.1. Visual frequency bands obtained by wavelet power
AE is a non-stationary process, i.e. the power spectrum changes with time, where short and
long-time phenomena coexist. For this reason a scale-time procedure like the WT [7] is an ideal
tool for managing data. The synthesis and analysis formulas are respectively displayed in (1) and
(2) for the register n:
(1)
where
(2)
are the coefficients that constitute the WT; sub-index k corresponds to time displacement (in our
case as previously mentioned 1 ≤ k ≤ 4000) and sub-index j corresponds to scale, which is associated with frequency (in our case 50 ≤ f ≤ 600 kHz). Moreover, ψjk(t) is the displaced and dilated version of a wavelet ψ(t). The ψjk(t) set is an orthonormal basis of functions with finite energy.

Fig. 3. AE signals coming from scratch 1 of samples: Left (T0; s1432(t)); centre (T1; s704(t)); right
(T2; s1096(t)).
Continuous wavelet analysis does not directly provide the time-frequency analysis of the signal; it considers dilation and translation factors for continuous time and time-scale parameters,
where the scale can be correlated with frequency (the correspondence depending on the wavelet
employed). At the same time, the best wavelet basis depends strongly on the physical process
involved. For this reason, we used the AGU-Vallen Wavelet software [8] designed for AE signals and based on Suzuki’s work [9], where the mother function is a Gabor (Gaussian) wavelet.
The Gabor wavelet choice was made for different reasons: it is suited to the AE phenomena and
the scale-frequency correspondence is provided, as is clearly explained in [9]. Furthermore,
when WT with different bases (Haar, Gaussian, Symmlet, Daubechies) was applied to signals in
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Fig. 4. WT maps from signals of Fig. 3: a) (T0; X1432=80.3 %); b) (T1; X704=80.9 %); c) (T2;
X1096=81.0 %).
previous work [6], we found that the scales where information was pertinent were essentially the
same.
Continuous wavelet analysis does not directly provide the time-frequency analysis of the signal; it considers dilation and translation factors for continuous time and time-scale parameters,
where the scale can be correlated with frequency (the correspondence depending on the wavelet
employed). At the same time, the best wavelet basis depends strongly on the physical process
involved. For this reason, we used the AGU-Vallen Wavelet software [8] designed for AE signals and based on Suzuki’s work [9], where the mother function is a Gabor (Gaussian) wavelet.
The Gabor wavelet choice was made for different reasons: it is suited to the AE phenomena and
the scale-frequency correspondence is provided, as is clearly explained in [9]. Furthermore,
when WT with different bases (Haar, Gaussian, Symmlet, Daubechies) was applied to signals in
previous work [6], we found that the scales where information was pertinent were essentially the
same.
Our results after applying the software [8] were obtained as time-frequency patterns where
different colors were assigned to the different power intensities. Numerically, a matrix of
squared absolute values of WT coefficients was assigned to each signal register; the number of
rows and columns was determined by the register duration and the sampling frequency. Each
matrix is graphically represented by a wavelet map that represents the AE power distribution in a
color scale, increasing from blue to red, with one color assigned to each rectangle determined by
time-frequency intervals. Figure 3 shows some examples of registers, and their corresponding
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wavelet maps are seen in Fig. 4. We observe that AE power is distributed in a number of frequency bands.
On the basis of visual observation of the total wavelet maps like those presented in Fig. 4, the
entire frequency range B0 =[50-600] kHz, was divided into three frequency bands, which were:
B1 = [ 50-200] kHz
B2 = [200-350] kHz
B3 = [350-600] kHz.
Due to results such as those shown in Fig. 4, one of the parameters that proved successful in
identifying damage was related with the wavelet power for frequency interval j for each register
defined by:
(3)
We used the same parameter defined in [5], the frequency location of the wavelet-power maximum. As different mechanisms coexisted, we studied the evolution of primary, secondary and
tertiary maxima occurring in the previously defined B1, B2 and B3 frequency bands. We followed
a special procedure in order to determine the position of these maxima: if the first maximum
corresponded to one of the bands, the second was the one that fell in one of the other two bands;
so that for the third maximum only one band remained as a possibility. Second and third maxima
were only considered if their amplitude was higher than 80% of the amplitude of the first maximum. Primary, secondary and tertiary maxima for the n-th register are respectively named as
,
and
. For the frequency positions of these maxima, it holds that jmax1∈Bm1,
jmax2∈Bm2 and jmax3∈Bm3, where m1, m2 and m3 can take the values 1, 2, or 3. Thus, one, two or
three maxima can be assigned to each register sn(t), respectively located at jmax1; jmax1 and jmax2;
or jmax1, jmax2 and jmax3. The procedure is summarized in the flow chart displayed in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Flow chart 1, which summarizes the frequency location of WP maxima.
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The frequency location of maxima versus the relative position Xn (%) is shown for each register in Fig. 6. The present study includes two levels of corrosion. The important finding is that the
procedure was successful for corrosion levels 0, 1 and 2. In all the cases it can be seen that the
different maxima were distributed in narrower frequency bands than the three initially proposed
B1, B2 and B3. A set of five frequency bands was finally obtained, as can be seen in Fig. 6. We
denote them in lower case, as b1 - b5 to distinguish them from the initially defined bands B1-B3.

Fig. 6. Position of the primary, secondary and tertiary maxima of WP. Upper: T0 (Left: scratch 1;
Right: scratch 2); centre: T1 (left: scratch 1; right: scratch 2); lower: T2 (left: scratch 1; right:
scratch 2).
The correlation between the visually obtained b1 - b5 frequency bands and failure mechanisms
established in [5] was based on careful SEM, EDX and XRD observation of the coatings, before
and after the STs. In this way the obtained classification was:
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b1: [100] kHz: Deformation by slippage of the eta phase (mechanism A).
b2: [100-150] kHz: Extraction of the cracked zeta particles by zeta-eta interfacial sliding
(mechanism B).
b3: [150-160] kHz: Cracking of the columnar zeta phase (mechanism C).
b4: [210-270] kHz: Transversal cracking of the oxide phase (mechanism D).
b5: [≈500] kHz: Extraction of chloride particles by oxide-chloride interfacial cracking
(mechanism E).
3.2. Automated frequency bands obtained by wavelet entropy
The classification of AE signals in frequency bands b1 - b5, based on wavelet power considerations, is visually noticeable. Nevertheless, it is not suited for introduction in on-line damage detection algorithms. Moreover, the position and the width of the frequency bands that identify the mechanisms varied somewhat among different samples and even among different
scratches on the same sample. This has to do with the rheological status of the coatings, i.e. the
level of internal stresses. In [10] Reumont et al. have clearly shown that internal cracks form
during galvanization following internal stresses, due to the different properties of phases; this
also happens in the corroded coatings. So, the specific value of the characteristic frequency could
suffer some variation for different samples and also for different scratches of the same sample.
For these reasons, an improved automated clustering method, based on entropy considerations, was applied to each ST. Less explained results were previously presented in [11, 12]. For
entropy, we used the Shannon-Weaver definition [13]; (4) is the version adapted for wavelets.
for scale j (frequency interval related with
Formulas (4) and (5) allow us to obtain the entropy
j) for each register sn(t).
(4)
where Nj is the number of coefficients involved at level j (in our case Nj is always N) and
given by:

is

(5)
The concept of information entropy appears in different fields dealing with complex systems
and with different definitions, including the description of the dynamic behavior of complex systems [14], in deconvolution filters [15], or as an estimator for blind source separation [16].
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Fig. 7. Entropy versus frequency curves corresponding respectively to the signals of Fig. 4.
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In our case, entropy is a parameter that represents the degree of intrinsic order or degree of
organization of the signal: a relatively low entropy value indicates the existence of a structure
recognizable in the elementary wavelet patterns. Contrarily, a high entropy value indicates the
lack of a simple and identifiable structure. We used these concepts to divide the total frequency
band into different bands. When we examine different wavelet power maps as those shown in
Fig. 4, we observe a structure in certain frequency bands, and a quasi-uniform distribution in
others. Entropy takes lower values for the frequencies, for which a structure is found.

Fig. 8. Map of relative entropy minima in the frequency-Xn (%) plane. From left to right: scratch
1 of samples T0, T1, T2. The limits of bands are shown.
Applying (4), for each register located at relative position Xn(%), we obtained an entropyfrequency function; this calculation was carried out for all the frequencies of the entire band B0.
Figure 7 shows as examples the entropy-frequency curves corresponding to the three particular
registers shown in Fig. 3. In these curves we notice several relative minima located for each reg. Note that a number of different values of
are obtained for each
ister n at frequencies
in a map of points in the freregister. Thus, it is possible to collect a set of relative minima
quency-Xn % plane. Figure 8 shows these results for scratch 1 of samples T0, T1 and T2. It can
be seen that these points, corresponding to entropy relative minima, are roughly organized in
frequency bands for the three samples.
In order to improve the separation in frequency bands, a K-means clustering method was applied to the points, using the subroutine “kmeans” of the statistics toolbox of MATLAB [17]
(which uses a two-phase iterative algorithm to minimize the sum of point-to-centroid distances
[a,b]). We applied the procedure in two-steps in order to eliminate the high frequency dispersion
of the [>500] kHz band. First, we clustered all the points corresponding to the entire band B0 in
three bands, thus obtaining (in an automated form) the bands b5, b4 and bl, bl being the lowest
frequency band (note that B0 = b5+b4+bl). Second, the points in band bl were clustered in three
bands, thus obtaining automatically the bands b1, b2 and b3 (note that Bl = b1+b2+b3). The whole
procedure is summarized in Fig. 9, which displays flow chart 2.
Table 1 shows the bands b1 - b5 automatically obtained for both scratches of samples T0, T1
and T2. Note that the automated bands b1 - b5 are now re-defined with respect to those obtained
visually, which were shown in Section 3.1. The values now obtained are seen to be similar, although they vary from one ST to another.
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Fig. 9. Flow chart 2, which summarizes the bands b1-b5 automatically obtained by searching the
entropy relative minima.
Table 1. Frequency bands obtained by the automated clustering of entropy relative minima for all
STs.
ST (sample,
T0, s1
T0, s2
T1, s1
T1, s2
T2, s1
T2, s2
scratch) /
band (kHz)
b1
[50-100]
[50-100]
[50-90]
[50-100]
[50-100]
[50-100]
b2
[100-150] [100-160]
[90-130]
[100-140] [100-140] [100-140]
b3
[150-200] [160-210] [130-170] [140-190] [140-190] [140-190]
b4
[200-400] [210-410] [170-380] [190-390] [190-380] [190-380]
b5
[400-600] [410-600] [380-600] [390-600] [380-600] [380-600]
4. Coating Damage Evaluation
Damage is necessarily related with the number of broken atomic bonds, while AE power is
connected with the strength of these bonds, which could be affected by the corrosion level, but in
a way not easily elucidated. Below we propose a method for evaluating damage based on the
evolution of the number of cracked zeta phase columns over the ST. It was shown in Section 3
that mechanism C, cracking of the columnar zeta phase, which corresponds to band b3, is the one
affecting the deepest region in the galvanized coating over the ST, both in corroded and noncorroded samples. This encouraged us to seek a method suited to evaluate the number of broken
zeta phase columns over STs for different corrosion levels.
Consequently, we calculated the relative wavelet power for each record in band b3,
fined as

, de(6)

Figure 10 shows this parameter along the two scratches carried out on samples T0, T1 and
T2. Note the presence of very different features for corroded and non-corroded samples, with a
very different density of maxima in each case. We considered the location of the maxima (i.e.,
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for scratch 1 (upper) and scratch 2 (lower). From left to right, samples T0-T2.

the location of peaks) in the curves shown in Fig. 10 to be directly related with the location of
damaged zeta phase columns. This is justified by a simple calculation: The width of the columns
is about 6 µm, as can be observed in Fig. 1. Similar values are obtained for the inter-maxima
distance, because the total length of scratches was around 1 cm.
maxima was calculated in small and finite intervals of AE
For this reason, the density of
registers (i.e., the local density of maxima). To this end we determined the mean number of relative maxima with values surpassing a threshold, set at 0.001, for a given number of AE consecutive registers (we opted for 5). This density was assigned to the five AE registers of the same
maxima versus the relative position
interval. The results in Fig. 11 illustrate this density of
along the scratch, for the two STs and the three samples. The features are seen to be very differmaxima
ent for the corroded and non-corroded samples. Clearly, higher values of density of
are obtained for corroded samples than for non-corroded samples, and values increase along with
the level of corrosion.
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However, results were even more significant when we calculated the cumulative number of
maxima with values higher than the 0.001 threshold. This parameter is plotted versus
the
the relative position along the scratch in Fig. 12. Note that some steps took place at some Xn(%)
values for scratches on sample T0. It can also be seen that both the qualitative and quantitative
features in Fig. 12 are certainly very different for corroded and non-corroded samples. The quantitative evaluation of damage can thus be defined straightforward by means of this parameter.
The first line in Table 2 shows the total number of the maxima (directly related with the total
number of damaged zeta phase columns) in each ST for samples T0, T1 and T2. It clearly increases in conjunction with the corrosion level.
Somewhat arbitrarily, we defined the critical damage point (CDP) on each scratch as the
point in position %, at which the number of cumulative maxima is 40. Results for all STs and
samples are shown in the second line of Table 2. Note that the CDP shows a decreasing trend
according to corrosion level.
Thus, the correct ascription of frequency bands to different mechanisms, the selection of the
frequency band that corresponded to the deepest located damage mechanism, and the definition
of an appropriate parameter to quantify damage both permitted the evaluation of damage evolving over STs and allowed us to establish the difference corresponding to corrosion level.
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Table 2. Total number of WP maxima in band b3 and Critical Damage Point (CDP) for scratches
1 and 2 corresponding to samples T0-T2
ST (sample,scratch)
Total number of
WP maxima in
band b3
CDP
(position %)

T0, s1

T0, s2

T1, s1

T1, s2

T2, s1

T2, s2

104

90

136

157

171

192

61

55

40

42

42

29

Some of the results have been previously summarized in Refs. [11, 12], but some more details and references regarding entropy calculations and the criterion to evaluate damage are given
in the present paper. We understand that the supply of these details is important. This is because
the present paper renders a twofold purpose. On the one hand it deals in evaluating damage in
galvanized steel analysing AE signals. On the other hand it intends to go further in the route of
searching for regularities in the evolution of some parameters that connect damage and AE.
These regularities could be useful in a future complete theory that is still lacking.
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5.

Conclusions

In the line of previous work, specific frequency bands were assigned to different failure
mechanisms applying the WT to AE signals coming from STs on corroded and non-corroded
galvanized coatings. The damage identification procedure was improved by using an entropy
criterion and a clustering method.
Damage evaluation was performed defining new parameters related with the transversal fracture of the zeta phase columns. The parameters were connected with the evolution of certain parameters over STs. They were: the wavelet power in the corresponding frequency band, the density of maxima of this function, the cumulative number of maxima, and a critical damage point,
defined at the position on the scratch, at which a given number of maxima were cumulated. The
CDP showed a clearly decreasing trend in relation with the level of corrosion.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to investigate whether the entropy of acoustic emissions (AE),
generated both by cumulated damage and damage growth, can be used for the condition monitoring of carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP) subjected to multi-axial cyclic loading. The average evolution of four entropies is studied; two in the time domain and two in the frequency
domain. The AE used for studying the average evolution is acquired during fatigue testing of 75
nominally identical CFRP prosthetic feet. The results show that the evolutions of the two entropies estimated in the time domain correlate well with the evolution of the AE hit count. One
of time domain entropies is computationally simpler than the AE hit count procedure and uses
the whole AE signal. Further research is needed to answer if it is a better alternative to conventional AE hit counting.
Introduction
During the progressive degradation process of a cyclically loaded CFRP composite material
various damage mechanisms are introduced in the material [1, 2]. In each cycle, AE is emitted
from both damage progression and from cumulated damage, i.e. rubbing of delaminated surfaces.
As a result multiple AE transients, with varying amplitude, duration, and frequencies, can be simultaneously emitted from the numerous AE sources within the material. Depending on both
the damage mechanisms and loading, AE from cumulated damage is either separable transients
or inseparable, e.g. due to high degree of overlapping. Throughout the cyclic life the number of
AE signals increases with increasing cumulated damage. The energy of the AE also increases
and for some composites the energy also varies within a cycle.
Features extracted from the AE signal have been used for detection of damage, i.e. delamination, matrix cracking, debonding, fiber cracking, and fiber pull-out [3-7]. AE from cumulated
damage has mainly been regarded as unwanted and many attempts have been made to filter it
out, e.g. by thresholding the AE features [8], coupling the AE to the load [5], limiting the analysis to a part of the loading cycle [9, 10], and frequency analysis [11]. The AE waves in the material will reflect and undergo attenuation before being picked up by the AE sensor. The attenuation is due to geometric spreading, dispersion, internal friction and scattering. The values of AE
features from cumulated damage usually fall in the same range as the ones from damage growth
[5, 13] and it can be very difficult to distinguish between the two types. Because important AE
events can get buried in the AE signals generated by friction and the rubbing of crack surfaces
[11, 12] attempts have been made to filter out AE events from these damage mechanisms [5, 10,
13]. Awerbuch and Ghaffari concluded that frictional AE should not be eliminated as it may provide important information about the condition of a composite [10]. They argued that damage
detection could be made easier by using frictional AE, since damage growth, i.e. a material
change, produces AE only once, but the resulting rubbing of damage surfaces generates AE
many times.
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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It is reasonable to assume that both environmental and measurement noise can be kept relatively constant during monitoring. Hence, an increase in the randomness of the AE measurements will mainly be due to increased AE activity, from either cumulated damage or damage
growth. In this study, it is investigated whether the randomness can be used for condition monitoring, i.e. if it can be used to provide early failure warning. For estimating the randomness of
the AE measurements a fundamental concept in Information Theory is used; that is, the entropy.
Entropy and its Estimation
The information entropy was introduced by C. E. Shannon in 1948 [14]. In his paper Shannon developed a method of measuring the randomness of a signal, or its uncertainty. The randomness is information encoded in the signal and the entropy increases with more information.
Shannon recognized that the form of the measure was the same as the entropy in statistical mechanics and, for this reason, he called his measure ’entropy’. Shannon’s formula for the entropy
is
(1)
The signal’s values are denoted by x and are considered to be discrete random variables. The
possible signal values are denoted by λ, and Pr(x = l) is the probability mass function (PMF) of
X. Consequently, the entropy is a function of the signal’s probability mass function, but not the
values themselves. Without any constraints, the maximum entropy is attained when all values
are equally probable, i.e. when the signal is white noise. The entropy is the minimum weighted
average number of units, per value, required to encode the signal. The unit of measurement depends on the choice of the logarithm base, i.e. by choosing 2, 10, or e as the base the units will be
bits, hartleys, or nats, respectively. The base can be changed by using the law of logarithm, i.e.
(2)
In practice, computing the entropy can be challenging because the underlying distribution is
often unknown, for instance the AE signal measured during cyclic testing of CFRP. Consequently, the entropy needs to be estimated. This can be done by estimating the probability mass
function using statistical methods or by estimating the entropy directly using data compression
[15,16]. A normalized histogram of the random variable can be used to estimate the probability
mass function. By using a histogram to estimate probabilities, the entropy is estimated with respect to a model that assumes that the frequencies of the signal’s values are constant within the
signal segment. The histogram can be normalized to sum to one by
(3)
where k is the number of bins and mi is the number of observed signal values that fall in bin i.
The normalized values of the histograms represent the proportion, or probability, of the corresponding signal’s values. In the frequency domain, the frequency can be considered to be the
random variable and the normalized spectrum to be the probability mass function. The spectrum
is normalized by
(4)
where Xi is the magnitude of the ith frequency component of the spectrum, e.g. the amplitude if
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an amplitude spectrum is used. Based on this probability mass function, entropy can be computed using Shannon’s formula. By considering the spectral amplitude to be the random variable, a different entropy can also be defined and computed using Shannon’s formula; the probability mass function of the amplitude intensities can be estimated using a histogram. When the
probabilities are based on discrete Fourier transform, or histograms, the entropy is estimated with
respect to a static model. These two entropies will be referred to as the frequency entropy and
the spectrum entropy, respectively.
The Shannon entropy is properly defined as the minimum entropy over all possible models,
i.e. it is an entropy computed using Shannon’s formula and the correct probability mass function.
In other words, it is the theoretical upper limit on lossless data compression that can be achieved
for a given signal [15, 16]. Consequently, the entropy can be used to evaluate compression algorithms to determine whether there is room for improvement. Conversely, compression algorithms can be used to estimate the entropy of data. The compressed data can be written to a file
and the file size then converted from bytes to nats using:
(5)
Where File_Size, the size of the compressed file in bytes, is multiplied by 8 to convert to bits.
Equation 2 is used to change from bits (base 2 logarithm) to nats (base e logarithm). The results
are then averaged over all values (samples) by dividing the results with length_of_signal. If the
header of the compressed file is included in the file, then the entropy estimate will be higher. If
the AE signal length is kept constant then the error due to the header will be approximately same
for all computations.
Among the best lossless compression approaches are those based on a scheme known as prediction by partial matching (PPM). The PPM compression scheme is divided into two steps:
modeling, from which the scheme takes its name, and coding. Arithmetic coding is used to code
the output of the modeler. Arithmetic coding is a highly effective technique, which can code
data close to its entropy with respect to the model [16]. The PPM modeler works with the data in
a symbol-wise manner and its output is a set of conditional probabilities for the symbols. The
probabilities of the symbols are estimated adaptively and used to predict the next unseen symbol.
For predicting the modeler uses finite context models of k symbols, which immediately precede
the one to be predicted. The number k is also referred to as the model order and is specified by
the user before the data compression is initiated.
During the modeling for each symbol, the modeler begins by looking up how many times the
current context of length lc = k has occurred before. If the context has been observed before, followed by the symbol, the symbol can be coded using a probability of nc/n, where nc is equal to
the number of times the context has been observed followed by the symbol and n is the number
of times the context has been observed. If the context hasn’t been encountered before, or it has
only been followed by different symbols, an escape character is passed to the modeler. When the
modeler receives the escape character it switches to a context that is one symbol shorter, i.e. to a
context of length lc = k - 1. Again, if the current context has not been observed before, or has
only been followed by different symbols, another escape character is passed to the modeler and it
starts to look for contexts, which are one symbol shorter. This can be repeated until the context
length becomes lc = -1 symbols. When this occurs, all symbols from the alphabet are considered
equally probable. Equi-probability is undesirable since it does not provide an accurate model;
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however, it poses no problem for accurate coding. The arithmetic coder is able to proceed even
though the model is inaccurate; however, a higher number of bits may be required to encode the
data. Intuitively, better compression is achieved with more accurate modeling. Fortunately, the
context of lc = -1 symbols is only considered at most once for each symbol, and as the modeling
proceeds the data statistics improve and lower values of lc become less and less frequent. Every
time an escape character is sent (i.e. whenever the modeler is unable to code a symbol) the probability of observing a novel symbol, when presented with the current context, is updated. By assigning a probability to the escape character the modeling can be improved. For a detailed description of the PPM scheme and examples, the reader is referred to Text Compression [15] and
Managing Gigabytes: Compressing and Indexing Documents and Images [16].
Different variants of the PPM compression scheme have been introduced in order to improve
the PPM compression and to speed up calculations. One variant suggested by Howard [17] is
referred to as method D, or PPMD, and estimates the conditional probability of observing a particular symbol given a specific context to be (2nc - 1)=(2n), where nc is the number of times
which the modeler has seen the symbol being preceded by the context and n is the total number
of symbols preceded by the current context. The escape probabilities are estimated by nu=(2n),
where nu is the number of unique symbols preceded by the current context and n has the same
meaning as before.
Another variant was introduced by Dmitry Shkarin in Improving the Efficiency of the PPM
Algorithm [18] (in Russian) under the name PPM with information inheritance, or PPMII.
Shkarin presented the PPMII a year later in English [19]. The PPMI uses an additional model in
order to get better estimation of the escape probabilities. In order to overcome the lack of statistical information when estimating the escape probabilities of long contexts, the PPMII allows the
longer contexts to inherit statistics from shorter contexts. The inheritance reduces the computational cost compared with other approaches to this problem [19]. Starting with a code from Nelson [20], Shkarin implemented his improvements, and several other variations, and made them
available in the public domain under the name PPM by Dmitry (PPMd).
Experimental Procedure
The test specimens used in this study are nominally identical prosthetic feet called Vari-Flex.
The Vari-Flex is made by Össur hf. A total number of 75 Vari-Flex feet were tested. The cyclic
testing was performed in an ISO 10328 Foot/Limb test machine at Össur’s testing facilities. In
the test, a foot is placed in the test machine where two actuators apply a load to the foot using a
90° phased sinusoidal constant amplitude loading at 1.0 Hz. One actuator loads the forefoot and
the other loads the heel. The tests were accelerated by increasing the maximum loading by 50%
and placing a 2° plastic wedge between the heel and the toe components. The wedge is used by
amputees in order to stiffen the foot. The increased load and the use of the wedge result in considerably shorter fatigue tests. Frequently the damage mechanics change depending on the stress
level, however, both preparatory tests and the fatigue test results show that the damage mechanisms leading to final failure are the same as observed under normal fatigue testing conditions.
All feet were tested until failure. The failure was defined by a 10% displacement criterion.
The failure criterion is a heuristic criterion used in-house at Össur. It defines a failure when a
10% change in the displacement of either actuator, with respect to initial value, is observed.
Throughout each test, the AE data was acquired for one full fatigue cycle every 5 minutes. For a
more detailed description of the experimental procedure the reader is referred to references [2123].
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Results
Two entropies are estimated in the time domain, one using Shannon’s formula and the other
using data compression. In order to apply Shannon’s formula the probability mass function of
the signal’s values from each measurement is estimated from a normalized histogram using 216
bins. In other words, the number of bins is set equal to the number of quantized discrete values
from the 16-bit A/D converter used for AE acquisition. In order to estimate the entropy using
data compression, the signed 16-bit integer data is written to a file in ASCII form with no spaces
in between. The file is then compressed using variant H of the PPMd algorithm (PPMdH), as
implemented in an open source software program called 7-Zip. The resulting file size is then
converted from bytes to nats (see Eq. 5). The model order is determined manually. The best
compression results are obtained using model order k = 5, or when the maximum context length
is equal to the maximum number of digits used (omitting the sign). In the remaining part of this
paper, the entropy computed using Shannon’s formula in the time domain will be referred to as
the signal’s entropy, and the entropy estimated using the PPMdH compression scheme will be
referred to as the PPMdH entropy.
In the frequency domain Shannon’s formula for the entropy is used to estimate both the frequency and the spectrum entropies. In order to compute the frequency entropy, the probability
mass function of the frequencies is estimated by first transforming the signed 16-bit integer data
to the frequency domain and then normalizing the one-sided amplitude spectrum to sum to one.
Because of the normalization there is no need to convert the data values to volts. The transformation is made by applying a 221-point discrete Fourier transform (DFT). The number of DFT
points is set to the next power of two higher than the length of the data series, for faster computation. This is done by zero-padding the data to make its length a power of two. The computations
can also be made faster by using fewer points. If fewer points are used, the resolution of the
spectrum decreases and less information is provided. Consequently, the entropy also decreases.
If more points are used, the number of frequency bins increases, as does the entropy. This requires zero-padding. Zero-padding the data before applying the DFT results in a frequency interpolation, which means that the added frequency bins will not contain any new information.
As a result, the entropy increase will only be a function of the number of added bins and is the
same for all measurements.
In order to compute the spectrum entropy, the probability mass function of the spectral amplitudes is estimated from a histogram of the amplitude intensities. Amplitudes below the highest amplitude in the one-sided amplitude spectrum of all measurements are quantized with 16
bits. A 216-bin histogram is used to estimate the probability mass function of the quantized amplitudes.
Entropy as a Condition Signature
For evaluating whether the entropies can be used to provide early failure warnings and to
compare them against other AE features, the approach in reference [24] is used. The probability
distribution, of the entropy values at each percentage point is estimated by first computing the
entropy from all measurements, for each foot tested, and then generating a histogram of the entropy values at the given percentage point of lifetime. The lifetime of each foot is normalized to
100% according to the 10% displacement failure criterion. All figures in this section have a grey
area that represents all values that lie within one standard deviation from the mean. Also superimposed on the figures are histograms that show the distributions of the corresponding entropy at
50% and 95% of the normalized fatigue life. Figures 1a and 1b show, respectively, the average
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evolution of the AE hit count and the signal’s energy for all feet tested. These two figures were
presented in reference [24].

(a) The average evolution of the AE hit count
rate.

(b) The average evolution of the signal energy.

(c) The evolution curve for the signal’s entropy.

(d) The evolution curve for the PPMdH entropy.

(e) The evolution curve for the frequency en- (f) The evolution curve for the spectrum entropy.
tropy.
Fig. 1. The average evolution of the AE hit count rate, energy and four entropies computed from
the AE segments. The grey area represents all values that lie within one standard deviation from
the mean.
The average evolution of the four entropies for all the feet is shown in Figs. 1c-1f. As one
can observe, the curves are relatively flat from approximately 20% to 95% of the normalized
lifetime, and the standard deviation is high. The curves are therefore not suitable for issuing
early failure alerts. This is verified by the almost perfect overlap of the histograms of the entropy values at 50% and 95% of the lifetime.
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It is interesting to note that, of the two entropies computed in the time domain, the PPMdH
entropy (shown in Fig. 1d) is lower than the signal’s entropy (shown in Fig. 1c). In order to apply Shannon’s formula, the probability mass function of the signal’s values is estimated using a
histogram of the signal’s values. This estimates the entropy of the signal with respect to a static
model. This is by no means the best model for the data – as can be observed; the PPDdH compression scheme produces a better model. Nonetheless, the evolution curve for the PPMdH entropy shows no additional information.
Table 1 presents the median Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients estimated between the AE hit count, the energy and the four entropies. Each coefficient is estimated by first
computing the corresponding coefficient between the curves from each fatigue test and then
computing the median of the coefficients obtained from all feet.
Table 1. The median Pearson (left) and Spearman (right) correlation coefficients between the AE
hit count, the energy, and the four entropies.

AE Hit Count
Energy[dB]
Signal’s Entropy
PPMdH Entropy
Freq. Entropy
Spectrum Entropy

AE hit
count
1

Energy
Signal’s
PPMdH
[dB]
entropy
entropy
0.63 / 0.58 0.93 / 0.89 0.92 / 0.89
1
0.74 / 0.72 0.73 / 0.70
1
0.99 / 0.99
1

Freq.
entropy
-0.24 /-0.19
-0.44 /-0.52
-0.28 /-0.31
-0.24 /-0.29
1

Spectrum
entropy
0.71 / 0.65
0.92 / 0.91
0.79 / 0.79
0.78 / 0.79
-0.23 /-0.20
1

The results presented in the table show that the evolution of the two entropies estimated in
the time domain, i.e. the signal’s entropy and the PPMdH entropy, correlate well with the evolution of the AE hit count. Furthermore, the calculations also show that there is a significant correlation between the energy and the spectrum entropy. Since the energy requires less computation
and its interpretation is more intuitive the spectrum entropy does not seem to offer any advantage. The frequency entropy measures the flatness of the spectrum. It can be used to detect the
presence of broadband events that may not be detected from the evolution of the energy. Consequently, the frequency entropy can possibly be used to supplement the energy feature.
Summary
In this study the AE hit count, energy and the entropies were extracted from the AE signals
without applying any special filters to filter out any AE, e.g. from cumulative damage. The purpose of the study was to investigate whether the entropies could be used for condition monitoring
of CFRP subjected to multi-axial cyclic loading, i.e. for providing early failure warning.
The results show that the entropies studied here cannot be used with the proposed approach
for issuing early failure alerts. This is because they have relatively flat evolution curves from
20% to 95% of the normalized lifetime.
The results also showed that the trending results obtained using both the signal’s entropy and
the PPMdH entropy (file compression) are nearly the same as those obtained using a STFT based
AE hit counting. This suggests that the signal’s entropy might be a better alternative to the AE
hit count for monitoring AE activity because it requires less computational effort, no filtering
(the number of hits is reduced by thresholding) and the only tuning required is the choice of the
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histogram’s bin size. These results suggest that further work should be done to compare the signal’s entropy against AE hit counts that based on conventional thresholding.
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Abstract
We conducted the waveform analysis of acoustic emission (AE) signals to study the dynamic
behavior of materials deformed or transformed; namely, two types of martensitic transformation
in Cu-Ni-Al shape-memory-alloy (SMA) single crystals during tensile deformation that produce
different martensitic structures. The AE source behavior is expected to be of shear. We simulated
AE signals due to martensitic transformation using a shear-wave transducer as the artificial
source. Results of AE waveform analysis in Cu-Al-Ni SMA single crystals are compared with
the simulation results. The martensite with a simpler stacking structure exhibits faster transformation behavior.
Introduction
Acoustic emission is generated by microcracking and phase transformation in materials. AE
waveform analysis has the possibility to determine the dynamic behavior of materials under
martensitic transformation. We have investigated AE waveforms due to two types of martensitic
transformation during tensile deformation of Cu-Al-Ni SMA single crystal [1]. Their detected
waveforms were analyzed by the modified Takashima’s spectrum-gradient method to calculate
source rise time. The different tendency of the source rise time was considered to reflect the dynamic behavior of martensitic transformation. However, this result was not quantitative. It is expected that AE source is of shear nature due to the generation of martensitic habit plane in this
material. However, there are few reports on AE source analysis with the shear-type vibration like
the martensitic transformation.
In this research, an experiment is conducted using a shear-wave transducer to simulate AE
sources of martensitic transformation. A Cu-Al-Ni SMA single crystal plate was used as a wave
propagation medium. We changed the rise time of step function voltage to the shear-wave transducer. The induced waves were detected by a wideband AE sensor and recorded with a digital
oscilloscope. S0-mode (zeroth-order symmetric) Lamb waves were analyzed using FFT, and the
relation between the source-wave rise time and the obtained m-value from Takashima’s spectrum
gradient method was confirmed. Finally, we detected the AE waveforms during two types of
martensitic transformation in Cu-Al-Ni SMA single crystals. The results of source rise time during actual martensitic transformation were obtained from the experimental simulation results.
Martensitic Transformations and Habit Plane
The two kinds of martensitic transformation used in this study are β1→β1’ phase transformation and β1→γ1’ phase transformation. Sample Cu-Al-Ni alloy has the composition of 14.1 wt%
Al and 4.1 wt% Ni. It was melted and cast in a high-frequency induction furnace under argon
atmosphere. A single crystal of the Cu-Al-Ni alloy was grown with (001) surface and [100] tensile direction, respectively, using the Bridgman method at a pulling rate of 32 mm/hr.
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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To generate martensitic transformation by tensile deformation, it was solution-treated at 1273
K for 1 hr. One sample was quenched into water at room temperature (Ms = 250 K, Af = 280 K)
and the other into water at 373 K in order to keep the β1 matrix phase (Ms and Af higher than
room temperature), respectively. These two specimens were formed to a shape for tensile test
(thickness = 1.25 mm) as shown in Fig. 1. The specimens showed the stress relaxation with appearance of habit plane on surface when tensile stress was applied to each specimen. The optical
microphotographs of habit plane of two kinds of martensitic transformation taken on the front
surface and right-side surface are shown in Fig. 2. The specimen quenched into water at room
temperature shows β1→β1’ phase transformation and one quenched into water at 373 K shows
β1→γ1’ phase transformation.

Fig. 1 Shape of specimen used.

Fig. 2 Habit plane of each martensitic transformation.

Fig. 3 (110) plane stacking figures of martensitic formations from β1 phase, and 18R and 2H
structure [2].
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Fig. 4 Deformation state due to habit plane
and slip plane [3].
These martensitic transformations were confirmed by surface trace analysis. These martensites have the same matrix phase (β1 phase) of the DO3 crystal structure. The transformation was
by shear along <110> directions of the β1 structure [2]. However, β1→β1’ and β1→γ1’ phase
transformations have different structures when they undergo the martensitic transformation. The
accumulating stacking structures are of six kinds of martensitic plane generated in the (110)
plane. The β1’ phase has 18R structure and the γ1’ phase has 2H structure. The 2H structure is
simpler than the 18R structure as shown in Fig. 3.
Many kinds of martensitic transformation produce the lattice invariant deformation with
twin. This combination of twin is called the martensitic variant. We can assume that the slip
plane is replaced with the habit plane in the case of the shear deformation as shown in Fig. 4 [3].
Its volume change is extremely small under the martensitic transformation because of the existence of shear direction on the habit plane [3].
AE Simulation of the Martensitic Transformation
We simulated the AE waves generated on the martensite habit plane using a shear-wave
transducer (resonance frequency = 2.5 MHz). This experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5. This
shear-wave transducer was attached to the oriented plane of a Cu-Al-Ni SMA single crystal. The
cross-section of the specimens is the same as that of the tensile specimens, and we attached an
AE sensor (M5W) to the surface 20 mm from the shear-wave transducer. Two martensite habit
planes were shown in Fig. 2. In β1→β1’ transformation, the habit plane is inclined by 15° at the
front and 45° at right-side surface. In β1→γ1’ transformation, the habit plane is inclined by 45° at
the front and 51° at right-side surface. The shear wave transducer was put on the corresponding
planes. The voltage was applied to shear-wave transducer using a function generator. We used
impulse or step function. The signals detected by the AE sensor were sent to the digital oscilloscope with 50-ns sampling time after amplified 40 dB through a band-pass filter of 100 Hz to 20
MHz (NF9913). A longitudinal-wave transducer (resonance frequency = 2.25 MHz) was also
used in this experiment for comparison. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.
We characterized Lamb waves due to a shear-wave transducer. An impulse voltage (5 V, rise
time = 1.0 µs) was applied. The waveforms obtained were analyzed with the wavelet transform
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(AGU-Vallen Wavelet software). The waveforms and these wavelet contour maps simulating the
β1→β1’ and β1→γ1’ phase transformations respectively are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 Experimental set up of the wave transmission sensor to simulate Lamb waves. (a) Experimental setup; (b) β1→β1’ simulation; (c) β1→γ1’ simulation
The curves in wavelet contour maps are the group-velocity dispersion curves of S0-mode
Lamb waves calculated with copper velocity (P-wave = 4361 m/s, S-wave = 2322 m/s). The contrasts in the wavelet contour maps and the group velocity dispersion curves of S0-mode Lamb
waves were almost same, implying that the Lamb waves are generated by shear AE source. Considering the range to 8.5 µs and 1200 kHz, we find that the only S0-mode Lamb waves arrived.
Similar results were obtained using a longitudinal-wave transducer as the source in this range.
Beyond the initial stage, the two AE simulation sources had different behavior of the AE waveform amplitude increase. Figure 7 shows AE waveforms of the shear and longitudinal source in
the β1→β1’ simulation. AE amplitude due to the shear source has five-times difference in amplitude between the second and third waves. The corresponding difference in AE amplitude due to
the longitudinal source was sixty times. The third wave is thought that A0-component starting at
8.5 µs and this part is similar in both cases. Therefore S0-component in the longitudinal case is
much weaker than A0-component and results in the observed difference.
The existence and starting time of A0-component can explained using Two-surface sensing
method [4]. Two same sensors were put on the front and back surfaces of the specimen, respectively. S0-component should detect same wave phase at both sensors. Figure 8 shows Twosurface sensing of simulated AE waveform (β1→β1’ transformation) due to longitudinal wave
transmission sensor as the example. The detected AE waveform at the front and back sensors
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Fig. 6 WT contour map of simulated AE.

Fig. 7 AE waveform due to simulated source. (a) Shear source. (b) Longitudinal wave source.
showed almost similar wave phase until 8.5 µs, but after this part these wave phases reversed
each other. It is thought that this point indicates border between S0-component and A0component.
We need step functions as input applied to the shear-wave transducer to simulate the dynamic
behavior. The rise time of step function was changed from 1.0 to 2.0 µs at 0.1-µs step. We used
“m-value” obtained from Takashima’s method [5] to characterize the AE signals by source rise
time changes. The “m-value” is the gradient of frequency spectrum. When the AE waveform includes high frequency spectrum, m-value is lower [5]. FFT analysis with Hanning window was
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Fig. 8 Two-surface sensing of β1→β1’ simulation due to longitudinal wave source.
conducted to the simulated AE waveforms in the 0.1〜1.2 MHz range until 8.5 µs that only includes S0-mode Lamb waves. Figures 9 and 10 show the frequency spectra in varied conditions.

Fig. 9 Frequency response of β1→β1’ simulation.

Fig. 10 Frequency response of β1→γ1’ simulation.
In Figs. 9 and 10, the maximum frequency was constant for each group regardless of the increase in source rise time. As expected, the power spectra decreased beyond the maximum frequency with increasing source rise time.
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Fig. 11 Relation between rise time and m-value.
Figure 11 shows the obtained m-value vs. source rise time. In each experimental simulation
with a given source, the obtained m-value increased gradually. The gradient values of these relations were obtained by linear regression. This result shows that m-values can be used to estimate
the source rise time, but one must use a unique relation for the geometry and source type.
Dynamic Behavior of Martensitic Transformation
We detected AE waveforms due to two kinds of martensitic transformations (β1→β1’ and
β1→γ1’) in Cu-Al-Ni SMA single crystals during tensile deformation. The martensitic transformation appeared at the center of the specimen. We attached two AE sensors (M5W) separated by
20 mm from the specimen center. AE measurements used a 2-channel AE monitoring system to
discriminate the grip noise. The AE threshold level was 50 dB. Detected AE signals were amplified 40 dB through a band-pass filter of 100 Hz to 20 MHz (NF9913) and recorded at 50 ns sampling time and sampling points of 2500. In this experiment, we detected AE waveforms obtained
until the elongation of 0.1 mm after the beginning of stress relaxation from the appearance of
martensitic plane on the surface. AE waveform analysis was conducted off-line using the same
analysis as in the simulation. Figure 12 shows the load-elongation curve of each specimen. In the
case of β1→β1’ phase transformation, the martensite plate appeared at about 0.57 mm elongation
with stress relaxation. In the case of β1→γ1’ phase transformation, martensite plate appeared at
about 0.29 mm elongation with stress relaxation. The martensite plates are shown in Fig. 2.
In AE experiments, β1→β1’ and β1→γ1’ phase transformations generated 401 and 174 AE
event counts, respectively. AE signals were classified into two types from the amplitude behavior. This depends on the third-wave amplitude. When this is five-times or less of the secondwave amplitude, the AE is shear type (Event A; circles in Fig. 12). When this is more than fivetimes of the second-wave amplitude, the AE is apparently longitudinal type (Event B; triangles
in Fig. 12). The m-values were obtained by waveform analysis of AE detected by each martensitic transformation. Using the data shown in Fig. 11, we estimated source rise time of each
martensitic transformation.
Since martensitic transformation as the AE source is due to shear behavior, we only consider
AE Event A (filled circles) in Fig. 12. The average rise times of β1→β1’ and β1→γ1’ phase transformation were 1.4 µs and 0.82 µs, respectively. The β1→γ1’ phase transformation appears to
occur at a higher speed in generating the 2H stacking structure, as it is simpler than 18R stacking
structure of the β1→β1’ phase transformation. With the use of simulation, we can estimate quantitatively the rise time of martensitic transformation.
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Fig. 12 Rise time distribution of martensitic transformation and load-elongation curves. (a)
β1→β1’ transformation. (b) β1→γ1’ transformation.
About the AE of Event B (triangles in Fig. 12), its source seems to have the longitudinal behavior on the basis of the behavior of increasing AE waveform amplitude. There is a possibility
of a combination of shear sources of martensitic transformation producing this mechanism, but
we need to examine this further.
Conclusions
We have investigated the relation between source rise rime and obtained m-value by AE
waveform analysis using shear wave transducer for the quantitative evaluation of two types of
martensitic transformations in Cu-Al-Ni shape-memory-alloy single crystal.
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1. In the case that the AE source is shear, AE wave propagation in a Cu-Al-Ni SMA single
crystal thin plate is due to Lamb waves.
2. The relation between the source rise time and m-value was obtained. The change of AE
source rise time appears with decrease of power spectrum in the high frequency range of
the S0-mode Lamb waves.
3. The source rise times of two kinds of martensitic transformation in Cu-Al-Ni SMA single
crystal were estimated by each AE waveform analysis. The source rise time of β1→γ1’
phase transformation was shorter than the β1→β1’ phase transformation.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION METHOD TO THE
CONVENTIONAL NDT STRUCTURE IN OIL REFINERY
V.P. GOMERA, V.L. SOKOLOV and V.P. FEDOROV
Kirishinefteorgsintez, 187110, Kirishi, Russia
Keywords: pressure vessels, complex testing, oil refinery
Abstract
The article is the addition to the article [1] and describes some results of AE laboratory at an oil
refinery during the past 17 years. Some problems of AE application for testing industrial pressure
vessels and possible solutions of these problems are presented. On the pressure vessel tests, it is
shown that AE testing is the essential factor for increasing of the efficiency of complex NDT of
dangerous industrial hardware.
Introduction
NDT is the main means of achieving reliable operation of industrial pressure vessels and piping.
This information is necessary for industry and environmental safety provision of potentially dangerous processes. Usage of new NDT methods, such as AE method, gives a chance to improve traditional NDT structure of industrial objects in essence. Such improvements could include:
• Considerable growth of testing volume without increasing testing time;
• Testing of previously inaccessible parts of constructions;
• Increased effectiveness of traditional NDT methods;
• Possibility to obtain new diagnostic information, for example, about flaws growth.
In order to realize this, change is possible only in case of successfully passing complicated
stages of adaptation to industrial conditions. The first stage considers potential advantages of a
new method against other methods in practical inspection, and establishes the scope of correct
applications of this method. Factory management should get conclusive proof that the new
method is really useful for equipment testing.
Kirishi refinery is the largest one in Russia. It processes 22 billion tons of crude oil per year.
More than 70% of production is exported. There are several thousands of pressure vessels at the refinery and they are the main objects for AE testing at the plant.

Fig. 1. Results of pressure vessels AE testing at Kirishi oil refinery.
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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Usage of AE method in Kirishi refinery has not become widespread for piping, though its periodical testing was successful. Possibly piping is thought to be simpler objects compared to vessels.
So, their validation used less complicated methods than AE. Moreover, from the point of view of
factory management, if there are doubts in quality of some parts of piping, it is more rational to
change them at once, rather than assigning their resource by complicated testing methods.
Thus, the complicated testing methods such as AE have the best perspective in solving really difficult tasks, or tasks that can not be solved by other NDT methods.
Problems of AE Applications at the Refinery
1. The feature of AE testing is an opportunity of integral assessment of condition of an industrial object. Meanwhile collected information contains reactions of a large number of control
channels to physical processes of different nature; for example, the formation of cracks, fretting
or friction of construction elements, noise of turbulent flows, etc. The extraction of the informative characteristics of crack formation from the “interfering” processes is complicated task.
2. AE test procedure is connected with the detection of dynamical processes. The analysis of
such processes is more complicated, than one of static processes, which are the base of the most
traditional NDT methods. Therefore the serious problem in AE testing of industrial objects is the
correctness of usage criteria for assessing the hazard level of defects. These criteria, basically,
are derived for the small specimens for laboratory testing, but we believe that AE testing of pressure vessels requires another type of testing including material testing in fracture mechanics.
Every industrial object (unlike laboratory specimen) is a complicated system with individual features of AE generation during its loading. Many factors influence on AE features, part of which
is impossible to predict a priori. Therefore, direct use of formal criteria and automatic algorithms
does not yield adequate assessment of defect hazard. Automatic algorithms are advantageous in
speed of decision-making, but often unsuitable for solving non-standard tasks.
In the situation described above, the competency of experts is essential. But this practical experience is difficult to be formalized. It accumulates as a result of analyzing a large volume of
experimental test data of industrial objects. Unfortunately, in such experience prevails subjective
component. The objective component of our practice is the usage of high-quality hardware and
software for data collection and analysis. During 16 years we utilized several AE systems, each
of which was one of the best in the world at that time. Our experience has been formed as a result of about 500 pressure-vessel tests. Synthesis of objective and subjective components has
given the results that may be assessed as successful: in our plant AE method becomes established
and included in the system of basic NDT methods, though it was taken as exotic at the beginning
[2-4]. Even so the role of subjective experience is still significant.
3. As a rule, in today's Russia, the development of high technology and expensive NDT
methods is possible only with direct financial support of large industrial companies. In spite of
advantages of AE method, its implementation is possible only where management has progressive thinking for enhancing the safety and is willing to provide financial support until the benefits overcome the cost. For this reason the implementation of AE method does not depends on its
advantages but depends more on the attainment level of factory management.
4. The problem of “false-negative rejection”. According to testing results of alternative NDT
methods only a small part of active AE sources (15-20%) are considered as indicators of significant defects. As a rule we cannot predict the hierarchy of the relative hazard of defects on the
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result of AE testing. All active sources in AE test method are considered to indicate potentially
dangerous defects, until the opposite would be proved. For the testing of dangerous objects this
strategy is more preferable, than “non-rejection”. Such approach may be compared with inadmissibility of any cracks in pressure vessels, which is declared to be Russian norms [5]. Probably
such approach could be compared to the complication and ambiguity of the hazard assessment of
cracks that is offered today by fracture mechanics. All the more, it is hard to expect that similar
tasks would be solved explicitly by AE method.
5. The previous problem is only the consequence of other problems: the verification of the
results of AE testing is not just useful, but necessary. Unfortunately, in our applications, we cannot use AE method as in-depth method. AE results must be confirmed with other NDT methods.
On the other hand, AE method is used to assess results obtained with other NDT methods. If any
local defects are first detected with a conventional NDT method during vessel inspection, it is a
reason for further AE testing. As a result of AE testing, first, AE is used for logging the kinetics
of defect's development for danger assessment. Second, AE determines the location of other defects, if they exist in the structure, but undetected due to their locations being out of inspection
zone of traditional methods.
Efficiency of AE Method for Integral Testing
Complex testing allows us to compensate disadvantages of different methods and to combine
their advantages. Furthermore, combination of test methods increases the probability of detection
(POD). Periodic AE testing by loading a vessel by pressure is an example of complex testing due to
AE is combined with such classical method, as is hydraulic test. This is a good illustration of the
advantages of complex testing. It is obvious that hydraulic test of a vessel, combined with AE test,
gives much more information than ordinary hydraulic test.
It is well known that a testing procedure during consecutive applications of several NDT
methods is optimal, if methods with maximal speed of getting information are used first. Probably, AE method has no match with this qualitative characteristic. AE method may be used as the
basis in complex testing due to its performance and other unique properties, such as the capability to integral testing of large constructions and the detection of defects with potential for growth.
It also may be thought as investment to achieve savings in testing of large objects. For example,
if AE testing is applied, it is not necessary to test 100% of welds of large pressure vessels by
conventional methods. Disadvantages of conventional methods (low productivity, large costs of
material and time for metal preparation, etc.) do not allow making the complete testing of large
objects within a reasonable period of time. In complex testing, AE method is first applied for localizing zones with potential defects, and then other NDT methods with lower productivity are
used in those local zones to find geometry of probable and confirmed defects. In such way realized the conception of economically efficient 100% test of large objects.
This approach is shown in the following example. Test object - spherical vessel for LPG
storage with inner diameter 10.5 m, wall thickness 16 mm, volume 600 m3. There are 16
longitudinal steel sheets welded with each other and terminated by the hemi-spherical top and
bottom caps. Analysis of AE test data showed local zones of the shell (with pointed coordinates
and size), which need additional testing by conventional methods (VT, UT, PT, RT). Also
indicated are the possible type of defects and the degree of their possible hazard (according to the
features of detected signals). On Figs. 2 and 3 are shown the results of additional testing.
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Fig. 2. Drawing of upper part of the sphere tank (10.5-m diameter) with weld marks. Defect
zones (1 to 3) are also indicated.

Fig. 3. Drawing of lower part of the sphere tank (10.5-m diameter) with weld marks. Defect
zones (4 to 6) are also indicated.
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Zones 1 to 3 with defects localized by AE and then verified with conventional NDT methods
are shown in Fig. 2:
• Zone 1 – a cross crack of 5-mm depth at the weld of upper cap; verified with VT and PT.
• Zones 2 and 3 – zones with relatively high AE zonal activity. Sources were not localized by location algorithms. This could be explained that these are small defects, which increased their
AE activity while load was applied. Probable type of source is the irregularities of metal or
small defects, which are located close to sensors. There were small defects below the UT limits,
but detected with AE.
In two zones, determined with planar location, and in one zone determined by zonal location,
there were no defects verifiable with UT and PT.
To carry out additional inspection for finding the type of active AE sources, it was needed to
use the aerial lift, to build scaffoldings and partially dismount service passes (in the upper part of
the vessel). After the additional inspection, that constructions were used during repair job of detected defects. It is necessary to notice that the probability to find these defect zones by traditional NDT methods was very low; zones with defects (base metal, welds, located in the upper
part of the vessel) are seldom getting in the scope of ordinary testing.
In Fig. 3 are shown zones with defects localized by AE and then verified with conventional
NDT methods:
• Zone 4 – a part of weld (900-mm long) in the middle part of the tank: UT was applied and it detected defects of non-allowed dimensions; the defective weld was repaired (shell segment was
localized as a zone of high AE activity around channel #8).
• Zone 5 – area of parent metal on the inner part of the surface with crater type defects, which
had the mechanical nature (maybe they appeared during the tank assembly); the depth is 2-4
mm., area to 250 mm2, defects verified with UT and PT;
• Zone 6 – weld defect in the middle part of the tank, verified with UT, repaired. Zone registered
with planar location on the sphere.
In two more zones localized on one of vertical welds, the defects were verified with UT, and
weld was repaired. There were also detected two zones of AE activity, but defects were not verified with UT or PT.
Concerning the precision of localization of defect by AE, in real engineering practice, the
scraped square for the conventional NDT methods of UT and PT is usually 300 x 300 mm. The
test takes place at this square. Let us consider, for example, Zone 5 (Fig. 3), determined by AE.
Zone is formed with three closely located clusters. The largest cluster (100-cm diameter) contained 12 events, detected by a minimum of three sensors. The cluster was initiated by integral
action of crater defects. They are located, mainly, in the form of three compact groups, localized
on squares with dimensions from 10 to 30 cm2 (in Fig. 3 the dimensions of location cluster are
enlarged for visualization; in real tests, cluster dimensions were smaller). For three compact
groups of defects, at a given cluster size of 30-cm diameter, the coordinates of cluster center calculated by the spherical location algorithm differ from the coordinates of cluster centers of real
defect groups, measured at the object in the following table.
According to Russian standards [6], the precision of multi-channel location shall be better
than greater of two wall thicknesses or 5% of distance between two sensors. According to the
first criterion we obtain: ∆1=2h=32 mm. On the second criterion (the distance between two sensors varied from 2700 to 3400 mm) ∆2=135-170 mm. So the precision of location is within the
limits prescribed in the standards. The minimal size of inspection for NDT used in refinery
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Coordinates of AE sources
measured directly on object
(the centers of defects
groups, Degrees)

Spherical location results
(coordinates of the location
clusters centers, Degrees)

Longitude

Latitude

Longitude

Latitude

Cluster №1

131.0

-58.0

130.6

Cluster №2

138.5

-58.0

137.0

Cluster №3

146.5

-57.0

145.5

Location
clusters

Absolute difference in
coordinates value

-57.8

Longitude
Deg
mm
0.4
19

Latitude
Deg
mm
0.2
18

-59.3

1.5

73

1.3

119

-57.6

1.0

49

0.6

55

practice is 300-mm square. Therefore, such precision is satisfactory for engineering applications.
In some cases, the size of preparation zone for additional NDT may be increased to 400 or 500mm square when location uncertainty is suspected.
It can also be used for the planar scheme for locating specific segments of a vessel, because
the sphere diameter is large and the square segment is small relative to the whole surface. It is
useful for detailed analysis of spherical location and is shown on Fig. 4 for Zone 3.

Fig. 4. Results of planar location of AE source activity on the shell segment of LPG storage tank,
which was identified as defect group of crater type defect on the inner surface of the vessel.
On the example vessel, it is necessary to test about 490 m of welds. For inspection with PT or
UT (under a code clause of 100% welds inspection), we must prepare the metal surface area of
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more than 147 m2 (covering 150 mm on both sides of the weld). Yet, such methods do not inspect the parent metal of the shell outside the welds. Here lies the effectiveness of AE method for
inspection as every part of structure is examined automatically.
By AE testing the whole volume of metal is evaluated with a network of 48 sensors (mesh of
the network is determined with test conditions and test purposes). Scraped area for 48 sensors is
about: 0.01 x 48 = 0.48 m2. Furthermore, for checking AE test results by PT and UT methods, it
is necessary also to scrape the surface in the zones, localized with AE method. So in the example
considered, the scraped area for NDT was 1.35 m2. Total scraped area was 1.83 m2. Comparison
with previous evaluation shows a high efficiency of AE testing applied as an integral method for
diagnostics of large pressure vessels.
So, AE testing is a good tool for NDT resource optimization in condition monitoring, when it is
necessary to provide a high level of diagnostics of dangerous industrial objects within limited time
available for inspection.
Usage of AE Information Power
One of the advantages of AE method is the ability to collect much information, which contributes to its successful usage. It is especially important in cases where the lack of preliminary information about test object could cause non-optimal usage of testing procedures or possible inaccuracies in measuring flaw locations. Unfortunately, such events sometimes take place during testing of
large industrial objects.
Usually, modern AE equipment collects large quantity of information during a test, which may
be redundant for our conventional practice of vessel testing. For example, we seldom use waveform
analysis. To gain desired results we are often satisfied with other data analysis procedures. However, this redundancy appears as insurance from possible testing imperfections and is a powerful
compensatory factor when some parts of information is lost (due to non-optimal sensor arrangement, or their insufficient quantity, or existence of background noise).
These circumstances can be illustrated on example of vertical column testing with following parameters: outer diameter – 3200 mm, wall thickness – 36 mm, volume – 426 m2, height – 53.6 m,
insulation layer – 150-200 mm thickness. The column was assembled on site from 3 segments,
manufactured at factory. Segments were assembled with two mounting welds, which were made
during the column installation. Lower field weld is located at 28.6 m height, upper – at 47.6 m. Lifetime of column - 29 years.
The primary intent of AE testing was the quality control of these welds. AE testing was carried
out twice with an interval of 5 years. Before the first testing it was assumed that there were no serious problems in field welds. Therefore we used a less number of sensors then really needed for this
column. To place several sensors we needed help of steeplejacks (industrial mountaineers). Their
dangerous work could cause inaccuracies in some length measurements. However, these shortcomings in testing arrangement were compensated by information power of AE method. The quantity of
information was quite enough to detect serious flaws in field welds with confidence and to localize
most of these flaws. The results of AE testing became the reason for 100% test of field welds by
other NDT methods and consequent repair of several parts of field welds. The second AE testing,
carried out 5 years later, had several differences from the first one, which are shown in table below.
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Conditions
Number of sensors in location map
Distance between nearest sensors
Possibility of planar location
Basic location algorithms
(part of weld's length)
Preliminary information about flows
Type of testing
Internal agent
Pressure rise speed
Max. Test pressure
Number of previous repairs
(changes of weld's structure)
Interferences from new welding of new
internal facilities of column
Threshold

First AE testing
Low weld
8
170-190 cm
Problem
Linear (⅓)
Planar (⅔)

Upper weld
6
200 cm
Problem
Linear (¾)
Planar (¼)

Second AE testing
(5 year later)
Low weld
Upper weld
17
11
120-140 cm
130-160 cm
Satisfactorily Satisfactorily
Planar

Planar

No
Hydraulic
Water
≈0.064 MPa/min (+ hold)
2.9 MPa

Yes
Pneumatic
Nitrogen
≈0.009 (without hold)
2.1 MPa

0

3

Yes

No

45 dB

40 dB

As it could be seen in this table, the outlines of two testing differ considerably. Main advantage of the second testing was using more sensors. Therefore information of flaw coordinates
was more accurate. Probably the second testing was more informative then first one.
It should be taken in account that key task of AE laboratory in an oil refinery could be formulated simply:
1. To detect problem part of construction;
2. To localize with sufficient accuracy the most dangerous flaws existing at the time of testing.
On the base of such statements the results of two testing practically coincide. However, the results of these two testing have differences. These differences gave us data going beyond the
scope of key task. For example, we obtained data about flaw growth dynamic in this area. Also,
we got data about the quality of repair done and about the suitability of further repair. For this it
is convenient to use instruments of AE data analysis, which permit us to visualize the structure of
problem areas in whole construction (or in big segments of construction).
Two drawings, taken from results of data analysis, show planar locations of AE sources in the
lower field weld area. The drawing is matched with drawing of shell reamer, where positions of
manholes, welds and repaired areas are shown.
In Figs. 5 and 6 are marked several zones with the following conditions:
• Zone 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 – large clusters of non-metallic inclusions and small discontinuities on different depths in base metal.
• Zone 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 (same positions as zone 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 – 5-year later) discontinuities with
areas from 4 to 140 cm2 formed. The largest bulge was placed in zone 2-1.
• Zones from 2.4 to 2.8 join to repaired parts of weld. AE activity appeared in these zones
after weld repair. UT instrument detected high concentration of small discontinuities
there. By analogy with variations in zones 1.1 – 1.3, it could be supposed with great probability that in zones 2.4 – 2.8 are forming discontinuities as a result of small flaws fusion.
•

Zone 2.9 – crack in the weld made at a machinery plant (7 mm in depth, 30 mm in
length).
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Fig. 5. Results of planar locations of AE sources in lower mounting weld area in first testing.

Fig. 6. Results of planar locations of AE sources in lower mounting weld area in second testing.
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Analysis of the distribution of active zones on these two drawings and the results of additional NDT in these zones led to several important conclusions:
1. The quality of field welds was considerably worse than that made on a machinery plant.
Therefore just the use of field welding limit the safe lifetime of the vessel.
2. As a result of long operation time, the degradation processes of material of welds and of base
metal near welds were actively developed over the last 5 years. The second AE testing showed that
with time these processes spread to plant-made welds too.
Repair of the weld does not always eliminate the problems. During repair the strain conditions of the metal in repair zone can get worse. It intensifies the degradation process in metal due
to hydrogen embrittlement, which is the main damaging factor for this vessel. In fact, it can raise
the risk of vessel failure. Therefore, the continuation of repair of local flaw zones is not recommended.
In general, similar results were received during testing of the upper field weld. On the basis
of complex results the refinery management made decision to change the column. Whole chain
of testing and repairs during the 5 year period is as follows:
(AE-1) → (NDT-1, 100%) → (Repair-1) → (+ 2 year) → (NDT-2, Local) → (Repair-2) →
(+ 3 year) → (NDT-3, Local) → (Repair-3) → (AE-2) → (NDT-4, Local) → (Decision of
column change).
So, in our practice we are using only a small part of information collected by AE system. For this
reason its volume is redundant, but even during solving simple tasks of industrial testing, this AE
redundancy can be useful. It can be used:
1. As additional insurance from testing arrangement faults;
2. As a reserve for solving more high-level tasks than we are solving routinely.
Conclusions
1. Phases for implementation, for demonstrating the capabilities and for proving the efficiency of AE method are successfully finished at Kirishi oil refinery.
2. It is now at a stage of determining the optimal utilization schemes of AE method in complex testing, which combines the capabilities of several NDT methods.
3. We have started the implementation of continuous AE-monitoring technology. The results of trial performance will be used for the assessment of implementing AE-monitoring systems at the new production lines. New equipment will operate in more difficult conditions than
one of the existing production lines. Therefore, it is necessary to develop new technologies for
their safe exploitation.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF FREQUENCY EMISSION AND
NOISE DIAGNOSIS OF COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT ON APPROACH
S. KHARDI
INRETS-LTE, 25, avenue François Mitterrand, 69675 Bron cedex, France
Abstract
Simple noise level monitoring systems, which are currently used around airports to create a
noise map in residential areas, are unable to identify source frequencies and their impact on the
environment. This article presents dominant frequencies during aircraft approaches of the SaintExupéry Lyon International Airport (France), and analyzes the evidence of impact on the environment. The main objective is the characterization of the most dominant frequencies emitted
during approach operations, and the diagnosis of frequencies having a negative impact on populations living around the airport. A detailed analysis of signal processing concerns for measuring
aircraft flyover noise is presented. A study of the emission angle has been completed and a classification period depending on the noise level has been achieved. Development of a deDopplerization scheme for both corrected time history and spectral data is discussed along with
an analysis of motion effects on measured spectra. It is shown that correcting for Doppler amplitude and frequency can give some idea about source directivity. The obtained results provide additional information placing the results of theoretical models in their context, and will help validate and extend certain methods of calculating the propagation of aircraft noise. They have the
potential to quantify environmental quality around the airports. The precise measured frequencies
during the operations can be treated by passive or active control systems developed by aircraft
manufacturers.
Introduction
Among environmental concerns, excessive aircraft noise and its control have become a major
objective of airport authorities. Assessment of aircraft noise depends upon reliable information
including noise measurement. During recent decades, aircraft noise levels have been successively
reduced by 20 dB. Nevertheless, the large numbers of people, who live in communities near airports, are affected by aircraft noise, which has increased tremendously in scope. Decisions have
been made to enable the choice of possible solutions of aircraft noise control around airports.
Several procedures have been used in the worldwide aircraft operation such as low-noise during
the take-off and landing flight procedures, optimal route distributions, flight route optimization
around airports, etc. Nevertheless, the noise in the vicinity of airports, in particular under the
take-off and landing flight paths, remains high disrupting the quality of life of local residents.
Complaints are increasing despite the withdrawal of the noisiest aircraft, the fleet renewal, and
the international resolutions recommending that airports, faced with the problem of noise, introduce restrictions of operations. These nuisances therefore continue to represent an environmental
problem. Technology solutions and the positive measures taken by airport authorities (restrictions
on use of land, procedures for takeoff and landing, operating restrictions, compensating residents,
etc.) failed to reduce their impact near airports because of the growth in air traffic. The aircraft
manufacturers foresee a demand for aircraft to cope with the increased traffic and fleet renewal in
the coming years. The proportion of heavy-lift is progressing towards almost half the fleet. This
growth will differ by two essential characteristics: 1. mass transport anticipating the scarcity of
take-off slots; 2. transport playing on the increasing frequency and flexibility of operations continuing despite the anticipated shortage of oil. All the experts agree that around 2020, taking into
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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account the known oilfields and the potential extraction, the production of oil will reach a maximum level and then decrease especially with the growing economic power of China and India.
Whatever the efforts to conserve energy and promote renewable energy, air transport will continue to grow, even with very expensive oil. This problem can only be solved within the framework of a global vision for sustainable development involving new technology engines and fuselages (Julliard, 2003), breakthrough technologies, the design of new procedures and flight paths
(Zaporozhest and Tokarev, 1998; Zaporozhest and Khardi, 2004), airspace management, new
regulation rules and certification (ECAC, 1997). It is a major challenge for the future of air
transport in the context of economic development linked to compliance with the conditions of
people living near airports.
In recent years, increasingly strict regulations on aircraft noise have imposed large economic
penalties on aircraft companies and airlines that fail to comply. As engine technology leads to
quieter engines, airframe noise – defined as the non-propulsive component of aircraft noise,
which is due to unsteady flow around the airframe components – has become a major contributor
to the overall aircraft noise levels. The physics behind airframe noise generation is still not fully
understood and must be characterized before reduction techniques can be implemented. R&D
projects confirmed that research in this field is active, and that current technological developments can help reduce aircraft noise levels. The current challenge is to establish an objective assessment taking account of the evolution of air traffic, and a permanent control of noise. This
control is complementary to the actions initiated by the government as the mastering of urban
planning in the vicinity of the airport, assistance for soundproofing, optimization and control of
operational rules, etc. A compromise should be found between environmental acceptability, the
lower cost of design, development, production and exploitation, and increasing the operational
capacity of the airspace. Furthermore, the known absence of a clear link between the certified
noise levels and noise levels measured on the ground justifies the experimental work undertaken
by research and development. Indeed, at the end of each certification, changes have taken place,
due to technological leaps facing the aviation industry (Oishi and Nakamura, 2000; Kenzakowski
et al., 2002; Hunter and Thomas, 2003; Kannepalli et al., 2003). In flight, commercial jet aircraft
sources are active (Smith, 1989; Hubbard, 1994; Michel et al., 1998). Their relative importance
depends on the flight segment and the airframe-engine combination. There are many components
in aircraft noise - different parts of the air-frame (flaps, under-carriage etc.), engine fan, and engine jet etc. - whose relative importance changes according to which aircraft is considered and
with the aircraft's operational configuration and mode of flight. Thus, directivity has a much
greater contribution in aircraft noise source characteristics.
This paper describes spectral characteristics of aircraft noise during approaches, indices used
to quantify the effects of aircraft noise and cumulative noise levels as a result of aircraft operations. The main objective of this work is the characterization of the dominating frequencies defined by the most raised levels and which could be treated by the aeronautical manufacturers.
Protocol for measuring the aircraft noise (ICAO, 1988, 1993, 2004) was strictly respected and
used. The work presented in this article makes an additional contribution to a better understanding of the problems of aircraft noise and its control. It gives the results of measurements made
for a year concerning the dominant frequencies emitted by aircraft approaching the SaintExupéry International Airport (Lyon, France). Analysis of the aircraft passage duration, and statistical indices describing the impact on the environment, in particular during night periods, were
studied.
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Experimental Setup
This section describes the measurement procedures and conditions under which aircraft noise
was recorded. We used approved procedures recommended by the ICAO (1988, 1993, 2004) applied during acoustic tests and analysis of aircraft noise measurements. The measurement campaign of aircraft noise approaching the Saint-Exupéry Lyon International Airport lasted one year.
It was used as a reference year because of changes in the airport infrastructure project (two new
runways) and the predictable fleet renewal (new certification rules and regulations). During oneyear-long measurements, the noise of commercial aircraft of different types was recorded according to annex 16 of the ICAO convention. The noise signals were recorded so that we can assess noise exposure following indices based on A-weighting (LAeq, SEL, L10, L95, Leq, LDN,
LDNL, Lden, etc.). Locations for recording aircraft noise in flight are surrounded by flat terrain
having no excessive sound absorption characteristics (grass fields cut). No obstructions that
could influence the sound field from the aircraft exist within a conical space above the point on
the ground vertically below the microphone, the cone being defined by an axis normal to the
ground and by a half-angle 80° from this axis. The type of aircraft (engines and their number,
fuselage, procedures, loads, thrust changes, etc.) was not recorded. This variable could not be
collected in real-time for each flight, since it would require direct access to data from the flight
data recorder (FDR).

Fig. 1: Measuring points under flight path and at lateral locations. The site elevation is between
251 and 263 m.
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The data were recorded at the four observation points designated in Fig. 1: under flight path 2
km ±400 m lateral, and lateral to a 1600 meter runway and 500 m from the touch axis. Acoustic
data stored under the flight path allows analysis of the frequencies issued without lateral and angular corrections and without the need for multiple systems of expensive measurement stations.
The two side points to ±400 m are used to make an adjustment on the data especially when the
trajectories practiced during the approach deviate from the main axis of the runway due to a
change in the runway landing (particular traffic regulation or incident). The last measurement
point is used to control the data when weather conditions change slightly and that the air control
modifies the direction of the aircraft approach operations. Measurements were performed under
the following and stable atmospheric conditions:
- no precipitation;
- ambient air temperature not above 35°C (95°F)) and not below −10°C (14°F);
- relative humidity is between 20% and 95% over the whole noise path between a point of 4
m above the ground and the aircraft;
- average wind velocity at 4 m above ground may not exceed 12 knots;
- no anomalous meteorological conditions that would significantly affect the measured noise
levels when the noise is recorded.
Ambient air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, cloudiness and global radiation profiles
were recorded during noise measurements. Measurements are performed under the same atmospheric conditions. Their stability was checked and timetabled. Table 1 shows their fluctuations in
the intervals where stability criteria are met for the whole noise measurements.
Table 1: Changes of meteorological parameters provided by Meteo France. The influence of humidity on the noise levels of less than 0.5 dB for a relative humidity between 30% and 90% at 40
°C and at 1 kHz.
Meteorological parameters (per hour)
Wind speed (m / s)
Average temperature (°C)
Cloudiness (octas)
Humidity (%)
Global radiation (J/cm3)

Value intervals
1–3
15–35
0–2
35–50
240-290

A SIP 95 sound level meter, a Symphony (01dB Stell©) measurement station, and a DAT
FOSTEX PD-4 (44.1 kHz sampling frequency) were used to record the acoustic data. The measurement systems are inspected every two years and approved by the French National Laboratory
for testing in accordance with the international standards. The four microphones are positioned to
4 meters above the ground to comply with the requirement of free fields. The ground is flat and
consists of grass shorter without brush, wood or obstacles. The calibrations are performed every
day. The free-field sensitivity level of the microphone and preamplifier in the reference direction, at frequencies over at least the range of one-third-octave nominal midband frequencies from
50 Hz to 10 kHz inclusive, is within ±1.0 dB of that at the calibration check frequency, and
within ±2.0 dB for nominal midband frequencies of 6.3 kHz, 8 kHz and 10 kHz. The output of
the analysis system consists of one-third octave band sound pressure levels as a function of time,
obtained by processing the noise signals through an analysis system with the following characteristics:
- A set of 24 one-third-octave bands filters [50 Hz - 10 kHz];
- Response and averaging properties in which the output from any one-third octave filter
band is squared, averaged and displayed or stored as time-averaged sound pressure levels;
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- The interval between successive sound pressure level samples is 500 ms ± 5 ms for spectral
analysis with or without slow time-weighting;
Analysis system operated in real time from 50 Hz through at least 10 kHz inclusive. Ambient
noise, including both an acoustical background and electrical noise of the measurement system
was recorded for 5 minutes a day with the system gain set at the levels used for the aircraft noise
measurements. The recorded aircraft noise data is acceptable according to international standards,
e.g. the ambient noise levels, when analyzed in the same way, are 20 dB below the maximum of
the aircraft. The reference interval used for defining noise exposure to the residents of the airport,
taking into account human activities, corresponds to the periods of 6h-18h, 18h-22h and 22h-6h.
The exclusion criteria of the recorded data are: strike days and special weather conditions (gusty
winds, stormy rainfall, atmospheric turbulence…). After each calibration, any level deviation
greater than 1 dB lead to the rejection of data for the 24 hours involved. Basic physical properties
of sound pressure were measured: level, frequency distribution, time variation, and time of flight
duration characterizing aircraft passage.
During the final flight phase, aircraft noise source is located well above the receiver position.
Consequences of the atmosphere at high altitudes are less well defined than at low altitudes and
their effects have not been reported in this paper. They are well studied by Salomons and de Roo
(1999) and by Iserman et al. (2004) using the PE method where their limitations were discussed.
Irregularities, which occur in measured spectra due to interference effects caused by reflection of
sound from the ground surface or by perturbations during the propagation of aircraft noise to the
microphone, have been identified and corrections are applied to spectral characteristics, which
are not related to aircraft noise source. No measurements of the reflection coefficient were made.
As specified in Appendix 2 of the Annex 16 of the ICAO convention, narrow-band analysis is
one recommended procedure for identifying these false tones.
According to the above measurement specifications, we identified and retained 15460 turbojet aircraft executing approaches of the airport in the same conditions among 84.5% (+20 T)
equipped by turbojet engines, which land at the airport. It should be remembered that 15% of the
traffic represents propeller aircraft (3–9 T and +20 T) and 0.5% other (-3 T and 3-9 T). It is because the difficulties appear on all the levels of which analysis of the harmonic frequencies, propeller aircraft were excluded in this analysis. The time and frequency signals are analyzed by
DBTrait© software and by specific algorithms developed in a MatLab©/C++© computing environment taking into account the spectral characteristics of the recorded signals. This analysis has
been developed for characterizing source frequencies. It required particular evaluation and selection of the data analysis parameters including the data sampling frequency. Those mainly calculated are noise levels, statistical indices, aircraft passage duration (time of flight TOF), and the
pure frequencies and frequency bands in the one-third octave characterized by the higher noise
levels.
Results and Discussion
Aircraft noise varies both in frequency and level during a flight for three main different reasons. First, individual sound generating mechanism each has a distinct frequency dependent directivity, e.g. for high frequencies, jet noise exhibits a ‘zone of silence’ in downstream direction
while for low frequencies the radiation is maximal in this direction. Second, owing to the directivity of the individual sound generating mechanisms, the different sound component contributions dominate the sound radiation in different directions. Furthermore, the relative
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importance of the different sources depends on the flight phase and the engine-airframe combination. The basic propagation model describing sound propagation with particular assumptions
(homogeneous atmosphere, heuristic corrections, etc) is unable to assess dominant frequencies.
Thus, the modelling of the source region and the region outside the immediate vicinity of the
source appears to be unfeasible by the most specific methods. Third, the measured noise levels
are inclusively affected by Doppler effect that modifies the frequency contents and the cumulated
energy. Identifying the origin of frequency annoyances of aircraft noise during approach phases
and diagnosis of their source is major. This identification has grown since the 1960s with the development of jets and the expansion of their environmental impact. In spite of the development of
new technologies and initiatives to reduce the emergence of generating high noise levels (passive
and active control, intelligent materials, new technology use, etc.), and successive improvement
of aircraft certification on the basis of the ICAO convention, technological break-through and
comprehension of the most emitted frequencies characterized by their high noise levels are
needed.
Thus, the study of dominant frequencies emitted during operations is important because it
should allow manufacturers to focus their R&D on improving the sound-proofing of active and
passive systems that could be implemented in the engine for noticeably achieving a noise reduction. This study also helps to make a diagnosis of frequencies that contribute more to the discomfort or the annoyance of local residents around airports. Frequencies emitted by fan, turbine,
compressor, jet noise and aerodynamic noise due to flows around the body of the aircraft (cell,
flaps, slats…) cannot be identified under static conditions. They can all be dominant and depend
on the mode of operation or the engaged landing procedure. Another advantage of research carried out in this paper characterizing the dominant emitted frequencies is to reduce the computational time of noise propagation models often conducted in a wide frequency band. In the absence
of data on specific studies on emitted frequencies in operation and the impact of emerging frequencies on the sound quality around the airport, this research work confirms the interest of
dominant frequency bands and pure frequencies characterized by higher noise levels. For a number of reasons, 40 % of the used flight paths do not correspond to the theoretical flight plan published before the take-off. Those changes are generally related to operational conditions (meteorological conditions, power setting, thrust management, etc.) and are confirmed by radar track
information, which samples accurately aircraft position each 0.5 s. These arguments support this
work.
Because human hearing is not equally sensitive to all frequencies, it is most sensitive to frequencies around 4 kHz. Humans perceive broadband noise by dividing the frequency axis into
bands. Different bands describing the human hearing and its functioning have been developed.
Third-octave bands describe human hearing rather well and have been used in much published
research. When hearing broadband noise without dominant frequencies, the human ear perceives
the central frequencies of all covered third-octave bands. Despite the current knowledge about
human hearing and aircraft noise annoyance, the perception of sound is still too complex to be
understood as adequately as needed for accurate prediction of perceived noise during aircraft operations. To complete the understanding of the impact of aircraft noise, we have also analyzed the
pure frequencies.
A further point having an impact on measurements, which has to be highlighted, concerns
aircraft directivity. It is asymmetric and it may be expected that asymmetry should be changed in
the future due to the effect of modifications such as chevrons, scarfed inlets … and should become available in coming years. Assessment of the directivity of a moving source is
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generally a complex problem because directivity functions may be described in various coordinate systems: fixed to the aircraft, fixed to the flight track or to the ground. Directivity and spectral content measured at a reception point could be particularly altered by the influence of the
forward speed. The Doppler effect changing the frequency content of the signal and the distribution of energy in time transforms the true radiated directivity into an apparent directivity as observed at a fixed receiver on the ground. Removing Doppler effects from recorded sound levels
is a possible technique but requires very complex procedures. Because of this complexity, it
seems more realistic to describe the source by its apparent spectral components measured at a
fixed receiver position, as is done for noise certification. Measurement recording under the flight
path, avoiding angular corrections, allows access to frequencies at the reception point. Of course,
knowing the speed of each aircraft and making adjustments due to the Doppler effect, we obtain
the frequencies emitted by the sources. Geometric calculations performed thereafter allow a correction of Doppler effect. Knowing the frequencies recorded at the receiver, we can assess the
frequencies emitted by aircraft sources according to the emission angle θj (Fig. 2) and the indicated aircraft speed. To remove Doppler effect, we first consider an aircraft as a source in motion
where the receiver is placed under the track in Xj position. The aircraft height Z is considered
above the reference (X-Y) plane, generally taken to be the ground plane, with the measurement
microphone at 4 m above this reference plane.

Fig. 2: Illustration of emission angles under flight path. Height of the receiver and the wind
speed are neglected.
Because of Doppler effect, the measured sound under the flight path is perceived differently
by the receiver because of aircraft speed and angular effects. Analysis by Miyara et al. (2001)
gave at the reception point the observed frequency fd as:

where θj is the emission angle between the flight path and the sound direct radius.
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(

the aircraft glide slope). Mach number M = V/c (V and c are respec-

tively the speed of the aircraft and the sound). Vw the wind speed supposed to be parallel to the
ground. f is the main emitted turbojet engine frequency. Geometrical calculation allows the recovery of the pure frequencies emitted by the source.
For a given time t and Xj,

where Xi is the relative distance when the

aircraft is at a height Zi. Then,

and

. For Xj, we have divided the lateral

interval into two parts for the purpose of calculation. For Xi ∈ [0, Xmax] (example of Xmax = 8000
m corresponding roughly to the lateral distance when almost all aircraft are aligned with respect
to the axis of the main runway of the Saint-Exupéry Lyon International Airport; Zmax = 419 m),
we can write:
∀ Xi ∈ [Xj, Xmax].
In addition,
where

,

,

,

, then

∀ Xk ∈ [0, Xj]. Figure 3 show the emission angle θj behavior de-

pending on the lateral distance for four Xj values under the flight path.

,

.
In order to obtain the aircraft speed, two methods can be used. Either the aircraft speed is
measured by the on-board instruments or assessed by experimental data. The first solution required a reliable device ensuring a perfect data synchronization between on-board and ground
instruments. It was not possible to perform that synchronization with all aircraft landing at the
airport. The second could be effective and robust. It is based on the frequency measurements and
geometrical calculation. In order to obtain V, two conditions were chosen: x large and positive
close to 0 and π. This results in two equations from which
and x large and negative, yielding
the frequency f could be eliminated and the system solved for V supposed constant and
the observed frequency before the aircraft over flight and
after the over flight.
For x ~ +∞, then the observed frequency
For x ~ -∞, then the observed frequency

with

the main engine frequency,
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is

If we take into account the height of the receiver h1 (4 m), h2, relation between the previous
variables and angles (Fig. 4), f and fd can be easily written using the following :

Fig. 3: Emission angle behavior under flight path.
Aircraft

h2

Receiver
h1
h1

Xj
Virtuel reception point

Fig. 4: Interference between direct and reflected sound waves responsible for the so-called
“comb-filter” effect (or Lloyd's mirror effect).
The interference arises between two sound waves as a combination of a direct and a reflected
wave. Analysis by Smith (1989) showed interference patterns caused by ground reflections, and
frequencies shown in the Fig. 5 used the following expressions:
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and
the path length difference between the direct and the reflected sound wave; c is the sound
speed,
and
are respectively the frequency at which a constructive and destructive interference occurs.
As shown in Fig. 5, the main objective was to show that the frequencies, which will be obtained in the following sections, cannot in any case to be confused with those, which correspond
to the frequencies resulting from the constructive interference. The effect of destructive interference between the direct and the reflected sound waves at the microphone is not considered in this
work because the unvested frequencies are considered destroyed. This is the reason why this
well-known effect (comb-filter effect) has not been considered in this paper. Nevertheless, a
study by Miyara et al. (2001) shows that effect could be used in the estimation of the aircraft's
altitude. For outdoor experiments, without any habitation, this effect does not occur. If we want
to take this into account, as part of measures for assessing sound quality, we can use the results
of Fergusson et al. (1994), Schulten (1997), and Miyara et al. (2001). They provide the conditions where Doppler patterns and comb filter are superimposed on the spectrogram and must be
considered. They particularly show how to obtain a directivity of a single aircraft over-flight.
Other research has been carried out by Lo et al. (1999), who developed a model describing the
temporal variations of the destructive interference for an aircraft approach. As far as we are concerned, the free field condition is filled and this combined effect neglected.

Fig. 5: Model of frequency interference.
Aircraft Sound Spectra
This section describes the method for analyzing the spectral content of recorded aircraft noise
of different aircraft, representative for the fleet of passenger aircraft in the year of 2007. Different types of commercial aircraft have been studied, mainly aircraft with jet engines. Approach
events are captured and noise recorded according to annex 16 of the ICAO convention.
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Over the last two decades, many techniques have been developed for spectrum analysis of
discrete time series. It is clear that aircraft noise on approach is considered as unsteady states.
Estimation of the power spectral density or the spectrum of discretely sampled deterministic and
stochastic processes is often based on procedures employing the fast Fourier transform (FFT).
This spectral analysis is computationally efficient and produces acceptable results in the large
class of signal processing. The most important limitation is that the frequency resolution is able
to distinguish spectral responses of two or more signals. A further limitation is due to the implicit
windowing of data that occurs when processing with FFT, which manifests itself as leakage in
the spectral domain. Time-frequency distributions (TFD) can be used to study non-stationary
signals of aircraft noise. They give a spectral representation of the signal, which is function of
time. When the signal dynamics change slowly, and high frequency resolution is not required,
TFD are usually obtained by computing the spectrogram. When high time and frequency resolutions are needed, TFD such as the Wigner-Ville or the Choi-Williams distributions are preferred
(Griffin, 1991; Papandreou and Boudreaux-Bertels, 1993; Hlawatsch et al., 1995; Li, 1997).
Thus, efficient time-frequency representation analyzing the nature of non-stationary aircraft
noise signals is needed (Orfanidis, 1988; Lo et al., 1999). This is performed by mapping a onedimensional signal in the time domain, into a two-dimensional time-frequency representation of
the signal. A variety of methods exist in the open literature, based on the Wigner-Ville distribution (Jones and Baranuik, 1994 and 1995). A separate analysis of a time domain or a frequency
response is not sufficient to assess the behavioral aspect of the aircraft noise levels. Timefrequency distribution (Kwok and Jones, 2000; Biscainho, 2001; Boashash, 2003) that associates
for each instant a frequency representation of the signal can be effective in assessing aircraft
noise frequencies corresponding to the raised levels. The Wigner-Ville distribution (Baraniuk,
and Jones, 1993; Czerwinski and Jones, 1994; Cohen, 1995) chosen for this paper is defined as:

where s is the analytical signal of the signal time measurements and s* the complex conjugate. In
addition to the time-frequency representation as found in the spectrogram, integrating the distribution for a given time (respectively frequency), gives the instantaneous power (respectively the
power spectrum). The instantaneous frequency can be assessed by the marginal moment
and its dual the group delay

. A valuable property of the

Wigner-Ville distribution is that it satisfies the marginal conditions. For time-series X(n) (Oppenheim and Schafer, 1989; Orfanidis, 1988), the expression of the discrete-time Wigner-Ville
distribution, WV(n,f) is:

where hN(k) is a data-window, which performs a frequency smoothing. While Fourier spectra are
periodic with period equal to the sampling rate, WV(n, f) is periodic in frequency with period
equal to half the sampling rate. This may cause a spectrum disturbance, which can be removed
either by over-sampling or by using the corresponding analytic signal. The distribution is negatively affected by important cross-terms, which limit its practical use. Cross-terms may be adequately reduced by smoothing the distribution over time. The resulting smoothed Wigner-Ville,
SWV(n, f) is:
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The time-resolution depends on the time-window gM(m), and it is lower in SWV than in WV.
Moreover, SWV does not satisfy the marginal conditions. To reduce the cross-terms satisfying
the marginal conditions, a larger class of time-frequency distributions, such as the Choi-Williams
distribution, which includes the Wigner-Ville as a special case, could be suggested. When the
signal is composed of several components interference occurs between their time-frequency patterns due to the bilinear nature of the distribution. To reduce this effect the transform is
smoothed in frequency – in our case by a Hanning window over 512 points. The software toolbox (MatLab© and C++©) has been used for aircraft-noise signal processing that offers a more
informative description of signals such as the predominant frequency emitted during aircraft approach. Figure 6 shows a typical time-frequency spectrum of aircraft noise measured during
three approaches. It gives an illustration of a Wigner-Ville distribution used in this paper showing the distribution of energy in the sound across frequency.

Fig. 6: Time-frequency spectrum of three aircraft approaches.
Figure 7 reveals the two major components in ground-perceived aircraft noise: broadband
noise and some tonal components. As previously mentioned, interference pattern resulting from
direct and reflected noise is not considered.
The amplitude of the broadband noise in third-octave bands is determined based on the average energy that remains in each band after removing all tonal components from that band. An
automatic search of maximum levels was achieved and pure frequencies or frequency bands
were made from recording spectra. Identification and counting of frequency bands were made by
using specific routines developed under MatLab© and C++©. After normalization compared to
the total number of sound signatures, we obtained the result shown in Figure 8 to show what the
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third-octave bands perceived level sensor with the highest levels. The major observed bands are
630 Hz, 800 Hz, 1000 Hz, 1250 Hz and 1600 Hz, whose noise levels are the highest. The thirdoctave bands 1.25 kHz and 1.6 kHz are dominating. Their origin could be either the airframe of
the aircraft (fuselage, wing, drift, landing gear and high lift devices), which upon landing with an
engine rpm in slow motion, may have a higher contribution from 10 dB above the noise of the
engine; or engines, particularly the combustion chamber and the turbines that are emitting
broadband sounds between 1500 Hz and 5000 Hz. At this stage, one cannot attribute these frequency bands to a defined source but to the whole (nacelle - components - engines).

Fig. 7: Cumulate noise levels (1/3-octave bands).

Fig. 8: The dominant frequency bands.
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The pure dominant frequencies emitted by sources, corrected for the Doppler effect described
above were evaluated for speeds of approaches between 56 m/s to 150 m/s. These are the frequencies 800 Hz, 1000 Hz, 1142 Hz and 3500 Hz. Figure 9 shows these frequencies. It should be
noted that the frequencies 800 Hz, 1000 Hz and 1142 Hz are almost equal in energy compared to
3500 Hz. Their maximum intensities and their width at half height are: 800 Hz (77 dB, 32 Hz),
1000 Hz (75 dB, 38 Hz), 1142 Hz (79 Hz, 38 Hz) and 3500 Hz (62 dB, 34 Hz). The 1-kHz frequency observed was highlighted by Cremezi (2000) and Cremezi and Legros (2000) by modeling the propagation of noise emitted by aircraft in a complex and turbulent atmosphere. The
study by Miyara et al. (2001) has also highlighted the frequency of 1 kHz during aircraft overflights.

Fig. 9: Spectral analysis showing dominant frequencies.
The observed frequencies in our experiments, not recovered by Cremezi calculations, are due
to the fact that the engine was ignored or unknown in its modeling. A method of re-trajectory
simulation has subsequently been used by Cremezi to determine noise levels and the associated
spectra. Among the difficulties, resolution required a large number of approximations simplifying the overall problem. Cremezi confirmed that the model parameters are still quite sensitive,
and interference generated by turbulence may introduce significant differences with the experimental results. Moreover, the absence of the directivity of the source in motion is an additional
difficulty when making approximate calculations. The experimental results presented in this article, will certainly provide additional useful information, thus placing the results of theoretical
models in context. Theoretical approach has difficulties due, in part, to simplifying approximations. Experimental approach is handicapped by the lack of data from the black box of each aircraft. It can therefore be objectively argued that the combination of the two approaches contributes to a better understanding of emitted frequency problem.
The frequency of 3500 Hz is characteristic of the fan noise. This noise, known to aircraft engine manufacturers, accounts for up to 7% of the noise on approach. However, we have no explanation for the observed frequency of 1142 Hz. It could originate from the engines. Finally,
certain frequencies were not observed. They correspond to the low frequency noise (50 Hz - 500
Hz), which may occur under certain weather conditions and engine operation. They result from
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the mixing of hot jet at the exit reactors (severe turbulence). The frequency of 63 Hz, observed
by Miyara et al. was not found in this study, due to limitations of our system of measurements at
frequencies below 200 Hz. Regarding noise in the environment, it is essential to remember that
the observed frequency bands 630 Hz, 800 Hz, 1000 Hz, 1250 Hz and 1600 Hz and 800 Hz frequency pure, 1000 Hz, 1142 Hz, and 3500 Hz, are emitted during phases of approach and are
characterized by the highest noise levels. This may steer some research on the nuisance of aircraft noise around airports and assesses the relevant areas to be developed taking into account the
type of aircraft and flights, while preserving the performance gained for flight safety and useful
lives of the engines.
On the one hand, broadband noise arises from the combustion chamber during the combustion process, from the turbulence in the jet of engines and from air flow around the aircraft nacelle. On the other hand, tonal components occurring between 1000 and 7000 Hz are particularly
emitted by the turbine and the compressor for the turbojet engines. In addition, the latter can be
generated by flows over cavities such as the landing gear box and flows on the level of the flaps.
Also, it has been shown that from time to time the tonal components do not appear in a narrow
frequency region but in a large interval of the spectrum. It can occur when tonal components
have very close values or when the source frequencies have undergone fast changes around an
average frequency. This phenomenon is significant for aircraft manufacturers because of active
and passive controls implementation. Nevertheless, it has no meaning for the psycho-acoustic
community because human hearing is often unable to distinguish close frequencies. In addition,
even a clear directivity towards the front of aircraft, time-frequency spectra recorded from aircraft approaches did not show discrete tones due to rotational speed of the engine axis.
Aircraft Time of Flight
The study of aircraft noise in the environment supposes knowledge of the relevant objectives
and tools for characterizing its quality. For a long time, a lot of work has been directed towards
statistical indicators (Nelson, 1987; CEC, 1999; Koppert, 2000). Many authors continue to suggest indicators even if Lden is nowadays considered as a reference. Literature review shows differing visions which confirm the continuation of research in this field. Impact of aircraft noise
around airports is often associated with the duration of exposure to noise events. Thus, analysis
of the time of flight (TOF) completes those indices in the context of an overall vision, which
must implicitly take into account air traffic morphology. For one-year measurements, we therefore determined classes corresponding to the TOF, by time intervals. These classes are divided
into five: 1. C1 (TOF is between 20 and 30 sec), 2. C2 (31 - 60 sec), 3. C3 (61 - 90 sec), 4. C4
(91 - 120 sec) and 5. C5 (121 - 125 sec) shown in Figure 10 which TOF varies from 20 s to 125 s
for all selected flights. 88% of the TOF are between 31 and 90 sec (51.6% between 31 and 60 s;
36.3% between 61 and 90 s). Raney and Cawthorn (1979) established an average TOF of 60 s,
and Cremezi (2000) gave an average time between 40 and 50 s.
Noise levels represented by the index SEL ranged from 54 dB (A) to 109.3 dB (A). 2% of
approaches (SEL varying from 62 to 101 dB (A)) have not been accepted (over flight, passages
of light vehicles, heavy agricultural or construction sites …) for social and economic activities
around the airport.
We calculated, in turn, the full width at half maximum FWHM as an index of each aircraft
acoustic signature to explore future opportunities allowing to progress in the field of the indicators, which objectify the environmental impact of aircraft noise around airports. Thus,
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Fig. 10: Percentage of classes related to the aircraft over flight duration.
FWHM is an expression of the extent of a function, given by the difference between the two extreme values of the independent variable, at which the dependent variable is equal to half of its
maximum value. It also can be used to estimate the width of a spectral line. A first assumption
supposes that the distribution, which makes it possible to model the signal, is of Gaussian type.
The scientific literature from the solid state physics through spectroscopy and astrophysics
evokes the notion of FWHM. The common thread in all those disciplines is the profile of the distribution (for example, crystallite size, flight time, angular size of stars, etc.) (Warenghem et al.
(1978), Fried (1994)).
Indeed, a signature must have a theoretical sound profile characterized by its width at half
height characterizing its energy. As soon as the constructive interferences mentioned are present,
we cannot logically attribute the total signature to one aircraft noise. The study of changes in
FWHM gives a clear idea of the energy characteristics for each aircraft passage. FWHM is made
according to the following three steps: 1. Calculation of the maximum measured value during the
passage of each aircraft divided by two (Imax / 2). 2. Identification of the two instants t1 and t2
where we find Imax / 2 sides of the maximum of this passage; 3. Calculating the width at half
height FWHM-t2 = t1. In our case, the FWHM values are between 7 s and 70 s, with an average
of 31 s.

Fig. 11: Comparison between the numbers of events occurring during the night by 24 hour.
NE24h(90 dB(A) < Nmax) = 0.1 % and NE22h-6h(90 dB(A) < Nmax) = 0.05 %.
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We also analyzed the following noise indices: Leq24h, Leq6h-18h, Leq18h-22h, Leq22h-6h, LDN,
LDEN, SEL, and DEN LDNL depending on the day of the week. Three groups can be distinguished: SEL whose levels are distributed around 100 dB (A), [DEN, LDNL] around 75 dB (A)
and the group [Leq24h, Leq6h-18h, Leq18h-22h, Leq22h-6h, LDN, LDEN] whose levels are between 48
and 56 dB (A). The problem is to define the upper and lower limits for each of the indices and
their ability to objectify the impact of air traffic on the environment. This result confirms that we
must guide the analysis of indices to study each event such as the aircraft passage. It would be
necessary to introduce the type of aircraft and flights. Thus, for night flights (22h-6h), we have
performed an analysis of events (maximum levels produced by the passage of each aircraft) representing 15.1% of the total number of aircraft because people neighboring the airport are sensitive to those flights. The effect on health has already been demonstrated in the past. In this paper,
we classified noise levels and we compared them to their corresponding period of 24 h. Events
producing maximum noise levels belonging to a specified interval were recorded. Figure 11
shows the percentages of the numbers of events (NE). 0.1% of events whose maximum levels are
above 90 dB (A) for periods of 24h and 0.05% for periods of night (respectively 8 and 1 aircraft)
are not represented.
The analysis shows that the majority of NE is situated between 50 and 80 dB(A). Almost
every percentages of night are slightly higher than those obtained during the 24 h except for
those, which are located in the interval 60-70 dB(A). The differences vary from 1 to 3%.
In conclusion, we have fewer aircraft at night but that generate maximum levels comparable
to those of 24 h or even in days. This finding could lead policy makers, managers of airports, airlines … to recommend that pilots use approach procedures, which generate less noise, in particular, at night.
To broaden the scope of this analysis, we reviewed in the next paragraph quiet and noisy periods. In addition, before examining the quiet and noisy periods, we made an initial separation
according to the time and number of aircraft on approach. The traffic distribution providing additional information useful in interpreting the results is: 61% of aircraft approaching between 6h
and 18h, 24% between 18h and 22h, and 15% between 22h and 6h. This traffic distribution certainly has an effect on the analysis of the noisy and quiet times of the day. The analysis of the
noisiest and quietest periods was carried out every 30 minutes; they are defined in the following
manner: first, we define a cumulative duration of one minute corresponding to the time step and
calculate levels minute by minute. Then, for each 30 minutes the highest and lowest values are
compared to background noise. We show in Fig. 12 periods and percentages corresponding to the
lowest observed levels. 60% of the lowest levels are achieved during the period between 0h and
2h, which is followed by the 2h-4h period (26%), then 14% for 4h-6h and 22h-0h periods.

Fig. 12: The quietest periods.

Fig. 13: The noisiest periods.
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The silent period is between 0h-2h. The average difference between the levels recorded during this period and L95 (~ 41 dB (A)) is 1.7 dB (A). In addition, the period 14h-16h represents
49% of the highest noise levels of the day (Figure 13). It is followed by the period 10h-12h
(25%), and then by periods 8h-10h and 16h-18h (respectively 15% and 11%). The average difference between the levels recorded during the noisiest and L95 is 36.8 dB (A). This gap is almost
22 times higher than for the quietest period.
The average noise level of the most silent period is 45 dB (A) and 77.3 dB (A) for the most
noisy. Periods 6h-8h, 12h-14h and 18h-22h do not appear, according to the definition, among the
noisiest or the quietest period of a day. These periods are characterized by intermediate noise
levels between the two provided previously. When one counts the number of hours corresponding to the quieter periods (S), intermediate (I), and most noisy (B), there is an equi-partition, i.e.
8 hours for each type of period. Clearly, in terms of sound annoyances, periods (I), or a part,
might be confused with periods (B). It is known that the impacted ground surface decreases with
the noise level. Thus, it is essential that this information be considered in the analysis of events
as it gives objective knowledge of a sound situation.
Conclusion
Time-frequency analysis (Wigner-Ville distribution) has been applied to process experimental data. Computing and interpreting time-frequency distributions of aircraft noise is quite a long
operation. A procedure was tested using one-dimensional variables. This work is directed towards the search of the dominant pure frequencies and the aircraft passage times when approaching the Saint-Exupéry Lyon International Airport. This research provides aircraft manufacturers
with frequencies emitted during approaches, which should be treated at the source. It also allows
the diagnosis of frequencies responsible for the noise annoyances surrounding the airport.
Measurements of aircraft noise in the vicinity of the airport were conducted during one year.
They served as a reference year because of changes in the airport infrastructure project including
the two new runways, planned for 2015, renewal of fleets conditioned by the evolution of aircraft
certification and regulation, etc. A geometric study of frequency emission according to the angles and indicated aircraft speeds on approach has been finalized. Doppler corrections have been
made and diagnosis of the effects of destructive interference examined. Dominant pure frequencies were observed and their analysis reveals an agreement with theoretical works. Their origin
could come from the airframe of the aircraft (fuselage, wing, drift, landing gear and high lift devices), which upon landing with an engine rpm at idle up to 55% for some aircraft can have a
higher contribution from 10 dB above the noise of the engine. Next, we analyzed the noise levels
over time and aircraft passage times. We identified the quietest and noisiest periods.
The relative sensitivity of acoustical indices confirms the need for further research including
the morphology of air traffic, the type of aircraft and flight configurations. One must take account fleet renewal, introduction of engines and cells’ breakthrough technologies, etc. We must
focus more on analysis of individual temporal events considering the impacted ground surfaces.
This is a result of environmental situations conditioned by the emergence of new aviation technologies. Experimental results presented in this paper could validate and extend calculation
methods. They provide additional useful information placing the results of theoretical models in
context because of strong approximations for calculation needs. This work has been performed
for turbojet aircraft with the aim of analyzing the frequency characterized by higher levels. Nevertheless, it is clear that additional research is needed to achieve this goal by performing noise
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analysis of commercial propeller aircraft. Moreover, it is certain that one of the main objectives
supplementing this work is the addition of the aircraft typology (type, model, dimensions, engine
and their locations, thrust, EPR, fuel consumption, flight configurations, performance, etc.).
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Abstract
The universal A-Line software of Interunis is an integral part of acoustic emission (AE)
systems and is designed for solving various problems of data processing and visualization, and
for full-scale control of the system hardware component. Simultaneously with development of
new generations of the A-Line AE systems the software has been improved, is based on the upto-date information technologies and programming methods, incorporating real AE applications
experience of internal and external users of the A-Line family AE systems. This paper briefly
describes the significant functional features of program features implemented recently; a method
of approximate location of AE sources using a free-form sensor array on surfaces of thin-wall
vessels, information statistical criterion for division of AE sources according to the type and
method for evaluating the distance from a sensor to an estimated source on the basis of waveletanalysis of AE impulse taking into account the dispersion dependencies of group velocities of
Lamb waves.
Approximate Location by Free-form Sensor Array (ALFS).
One of principal disadvantages of the classical methods of AE source location on thin-wall
vessels is their sensitivity to distortions of the wave front formed by several Lamb waves
possessing the propagation velocity dispersion. Often, the source coordinates are computed with
an error of the difficult-to-define magnitude. The new method attempts to increase confidence
level and accuracy of the AE signal source location by taking into account an influence of
various factors on the signal propagation velocity and AE wave front distortion.
The backbone of the suggested method is an assignment of a range (or several ranges) of
velocities containing the velocities of basic modes of elastic waves on the structure. This velocity
range can be additionally extended for taking into account the wave front distortion due to the
test object design features (for example, hatches, branch pipes, welds, etc.) and the anisotropic
properties of structure material. The AE source location is calculated on the principle that the
wave velocity, whose the front arrival time is recorded by each of the sensors, lies within the
selected velocity range.
When describing this location method, it is convenient to operate with a concept of wave
“packet”: a set of the AE signals recorded by different sensors mounted on the test object. The
packet’s critical feature is its duration, i.e. the time interval between the first and last impulse in
chronological sequence as its components. If the packet duration is less than the characteristic
magnitude dependent on the object geometric parameters and the evaluation velocity of elastic
waves propagation in the object material, it can be expected that the whole set of impulses has
been emitted during a single AE event. The ALFS method consists in calculating for each such
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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wave packet the object region comprising all possible points where the event could be capable to
generate this wave packet at the given arrangement of sensors and the given velocity range of
elastic wave propagation over the object surface. For this purpose the object surface is modeled
with a discrete mesh of finite number of points. For each wave packet, the ALFS method
calculates all nodes of this mesh, near which the given AE event could theoretically occur. The
list of all such nodes is the location region description for the given wave packet.
The location is approximate because for each packet not one point on the object is indicated,
but a region. However, the calculation of a single location point is impossible without an error.
This approximate method is more accurate than the point location, since the desired source of
event is within the obtained region with a high probability. Intersection of the location regions
obtained for the different packets allows the source to be located more precisely, provided that
the several packets of signals have been received from the same source as a result of the several
discrete AE events. When the object regions are displayed in A-Line program the overlay
sections of location regions are different in color depending on how many regions are overlapped
on this section.
The size of the region thus determined can be reduced and so the accuracy of source locating
can be additionally increased by the following several methods:
• Proved reduction of the selected range of elastic wave velocities, for instance, at the cost of
the more accurate measurement of velocities of the wave modes used and exclusion of some
modes from the consideration due to impossible recording of their arrival to the sensors.
• Research of the intersection of regions computed for different wave packets. If the regions
are sufficiently strongly intersected, that is the regions intersection area exceeds the definite
percentage of their combination, appropriate wave packets can be assigned presumably to the
same source, while the intersection of regions found for wave packets relevant to this source
can be assumed as the source location region.
• Selection of the optimum sensor number for calculating each region of the source location,
i.e. the usage of data from the optimum sensor number.
• For some sensors the velocity ranges of acoustic waves can be specified individually, taking
into account that the certain wave modes can, or on the contrary, cannot arrive to one or other
sensor.
To obtain the best results, the operator can change all the above-mentioned parameters of the
method on-line. Figure 1 shows results of ALFS implementation compared to the classical
triangulation location method on the spherical tank surface.
•
•
•
•

We summarize the basic advantages of ALFS over the classic point location methods:
The method does not impose restrictions on the sensors’ geometrical order and arrangement
on the test object.
Specified is the velocity range of elastic wave propagation on the test object surface that is
more realistic than its assignment with the constant or the selection of scalar values.
The location is carried out by a random number of any impulses in the wave packet (from
one or more), and the maximum number of impulses used for location is specified as an
algorithm parameter.
The location is carried out with regard to the real geometric shape of an object. This
minimizes the distortions and errors, but requires the more accurate description of the object
geometric shape and assignment of all relevant parameters.
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Fig. 1 Results of ALFS implementation (two lower pictures) compared to the classical triangulation location method (two upper pictures) on the spherical tank surface.
•
•

The location result for one AE wave packet is a region on the object wherein the source is
positioned with a high probability.
The location result for a number of wave packets is a set of the regions. The intersection of
such regions with each other makes possible to define a small section on the object wherein
the source is positioned with an even higher probability.
The authors have obtained the Russian Federation patent on the above method.

Information Statistical AE-Criterion
By virtue of a number of the AE characteristic features both of the random process and the
irreversible process, the statistical methods of AE information processing appear to be the most
acceptable. Such methods can reveal the most typical regularities of process development, on the
one hand, and average the influence of statistical spikes, on the other hand. When the behavior of
not one attribute of the AE test data is analyzed, but two or three as a whole, we can increase the
efficiency of identifying phenomena occurring within the test area. From the classic threshold
principle of recording, the AE data are not a continuous signal but a sequence of values of
impulse parameters (amplitude A, energy E, duration Dur, etc.), which are obtained directly
during the experiment or tests and contain information about a process or a set of processes
generating AE. Statistical consideration of these parameters enables to define the criterion of
separation of the underlying processes; in particular, we utilize a significant relative change in
the statistic characteristics of the impulse parameter distributions. In other words, the moment of
transition from one stage of damage development in the test region to another stage can be
determined by the moment of violation of AE data flow. To provide access to the information
about the set of processes occurring in the test object, the whole sequence of AE impulses
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arriving channel-by-channel is divided into samples. In this paper, we have used the sampling
with the fixed number of impulses n. The critical characteristic of the histogram obtained is its
pattern. Thus, at the stage of dispersed accumulation of micro-cracks the AE impulse flow is
usually considered as the Poisson flow, and the main crack growth is accompanied by the
deviation from this distribution [1]. One more analysis of the amplitude distribution pattern
forms the basis of the widely currently known “Ib-value” criterion [2].
Recently, the Scientific & Training Center of Welding and Control and Interunis have
applied one more evaluating characteristic, the distribution entropy Sн [3]. This allows for
evaluating the degree of disordering in the histogram under consideration. The evaluation of data
obtained during the model experiments, and also during the industrial testing has shown that the
relationship FP = Pmod(SнP) can be selected as an example of the identification parameter. This
FP function is dependence of the histogram distribution characteristic Pmod, representing the
most probable value of the random parameter P in the sample, on the relative entropy of this
distribution SнP. The computational results for different recording channels are plotted on a chart
in different colors in the indicated coordinates, whereby the diagnosis diagram is formed. The
source can be identified by the group position of points in the diagram field. In Fig. 2a, b and c
several examples of resultant diagnostic diagrams for the amplitude distribution are presented:
for the loading of a defect-free object (Fig. 2a), loading of an object with active AE source (Fig.
2b) and cyclic loading of standard specimen loaded to failure (Fig. 2c). In Fig. 2a, registered AE
signals concentrated into zone I. This zone is defined by entropy value SнA interval [0.3…0.7],
and most probable amplitude value (Amod) increases threshold level on [0…5] dB. Actually, the
signals fulfilling this zone appear to be noise of loading object, distributed exponentially. Zone II
(Fig. 2b) stands out against a background of zone I by Amod and entropy value, taking place in
SнA interval [0.5…0.8]. This zone appears because the signals with increased amplitude begin to
prevail. Entropy in turn increases because the dispersion of amplitude becomes larger.
Zone III corresponds to the leakage signals, defines by SнA interval [0.0…0.3]. In Fig. 2c
zone III appearance explains by plastic deformation following by the large number of low
amplitude impulses. Besides zone IV, the last one, corresponds to the critical crack appearance
before specimen failure. Finally, note that in all cases of the process-type identification
(accumulation of dispersed micro-damages, growth of main cracks, leak) by the cumulative
attributes (AE signal amplitude mode; entropy of amplitude probability distribution), no
preliminary filtration of data has been carried out.
Some Aspects of Wavelet-Analysis Software A-Line OSC Processing
In this part of paper one version of the application of continuous wavelet transform for
evaluating the distance to an AE signal source is described. This is implemented in the
specialized program for waveform processing. The AE signal in-time smearing caused by the
group velocity dispersion which noticeably reduces the accuracy of arrival time determination,
and as consequence, the AE sources coordinates, has resulted in the development of various
methods for the additional processing of signal waveforms. One of the methods of such analysis
is the use of the signal time-frequency transform, and the wavelet-spectrograms rather long-used
in AE are the most known and convenient among them [4]. To visualize the waveletspectrograms, the use is made of the traditional color diagram on which the X-axis corresponds
to time, and Y-axis corresponds to frequency, while the energy density distribution is displayed
by the different color (or black-white) tones: violet and dark blue (white) tones – minimum
density, red and yellow (black) – maximum.
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Fig. 2a Diagnostic diagram for the defect-free object loading.

Fig. 2b Diagnostic diagram for loading of an object with active AE source.

Fig. 2c Diagnosis diagram for cyclic loading of standard specimen loaded to failure.
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In a separate window calculated and displayed are the dispersion curves for the specified values of object thickness, and CL and CT are velocities of the volume longitudinal and transverse
waves in the object material. Just here it is possible to select the desired mode of Lamb waves
(usually A0 and S0) for calculating and displaying, and to indicate the magnitudes of sound
speed in liquid, possibly filling up the object. To suit user’s convenience, the program offers the
tabulated velocity values for a number of hard materials and liquids. From the plot containing the
dispersion curves V(f), we can obtain the dependences of the arrival times of signal different frequency
components to the AE sensor located at the distance L from the source [5].

Fig. 3 Wavelet-spectrogram window with evaluation results for L, t0 and d and results of waveletspectrogram section plot.
Figure 3 presents an example of the wavelet-spectrogram window with the superimposed
picture of dispersion curves for the detected waveform. The imposition parameter values L and t0 (t0
– time of signal emission relative to the time of waveform onset) are selected on-line by moving
the scaling markers (two light-gray verticals) with the mouse in the wavelet-spectrogram
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window. The left marker corresponds to the fastest Lamb-wave arrival (mode S0 at ƒ→0), and
the right one to the arrival of high-frequency components (all modes at ƒ→∞). The horizontal
scaling marker allows adjusting obtained curves onto frequency scale, so the wall thickness d
value may be corrected if it is not known in advance. As a rule, when selecting the parameters, it is
convenient to be guided by the characteristic frequency in the wavelet-spectrogram, in which the values
of group velocities of modes A0, S0 and A1 are equal. Under marker movement at the upper right of
the appropriate window displayed are: t0, L and d, which correspond to the current variant of the
dispersion curves superimposed. Moreover, in some instances, it is useful to know the time of
wave arrival through the liquid inside the object, and this time is displayed by the appropriatelycolored vertical line.
When it is difficult to carry out the correct superimposition of dispersion curves (in case of
high noise at the small distance between the source and AE sensor or if a great number of the
modes in signal is present [6]), we can apply the wavelet-transform for making more precise the
arrival time by determining the energy density maximum in the spectrogram on the preselected
frequency. The point of time conforming to this maximum can be applied for AE source location
instead of the usually used threshold intersection time or the time of signal amplitude maximum
[5, 6]. The A-Line OSC Processing program offers the plotting of the movable wavelet-spectrogram
sections by means of the constant frequency and constant time lines, and the appropriate envelope
spectra complete the picture in the waveform windows as shown in Fig. 3. The application of the
normal wave velocity on the maximum-conformable frequency allows the AE-source
coordinates determination error to be reduced.
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Abstract
The technological progress in power systems requires the application of new solutions that
will meet higher specifications than the currently used, in all parts of equipment design. This also
refers to the external castings of power devices, especially those operating over a long time under
high-pressure SF6 dielectric gas. Increased requirements include a 20% increase of the SF6 operating pressure and the same increase of the destructive test pressure, and simultaneous reduction
of the casting weight. In this paper we present test results of casting materials and strength calculations for the implemented changes in design. The optimization and design verification activities included acoustic emission (AE) measurements performed during a hydraulic pressure test.
The results obtained allowed to determine the locations and pressure values, at which the plastic
strain began to occur, and the position of the final failure.
Introduction
Technological progress in power engineering has been observed over recent years and requires the implementation of solutions meeting higher requirements than those used at present in
all devices and elements in this area, taking into account also the external castings of these devices, which are operated under multi-year influence of high-pressure SF6 gas as the best available dielectric. Higher requirements consist in 20% increases in working, control and destructive
SF6 pressures, as well as the reduced weight of castings [1]. Increased requirements in relation to
castings can be met through the implementation of structural modifications and new manufacturing processes, with simultaneous increase in their strength and tightness adapted to higher pressure. Users of the castings demand also the delivery by manufacturers in ready-to-assemble
commercial condition, i.e. as fully machined castings accompanied with the certificate confirming their strength, gas tightness matched to higher pressure, gas permeability checked with helium and resistance to control and destroying pressure checked in hydraulic test. Correct functioning of such castings requires appropriate strength and gas tightness to keep required working
pressure of filling medium for 30 years. An example of such a casting is shown in Fig. 1.
To meet such rigorous requirements, a series of examinations was carried out during structural and manufacturing-process optimization, including examination of microstructure, material
properties, modeling process and behavior in working conditions [2]. Hydraulic pressure tests
with simultaneous recording of AE signals on the basis of the accepted criteria were some of the
significant examinations during optimization and checking of the finished products. The AE examination was carried out during increasing and maintaining the pressure until the part was
J. Acoustic Emission, 26 (2008)
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destroyed. Vallen Systeme AMSY-5 multi-channel signal recording system with R2007.0904
software was used for AE examination. Because of non-magnetic properties of the cast material,
the sensors were attached with assembly tapes. Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the sensors on
the casting [3]. The examination was aimed at correlating AE results with test pressure value,
and also at locating the source locations, where because of the complex shape of the element the
crack could develop the earliest.

Fig. 1. Example of an aluminum casting, an element of high-voltage electric device.

Fig. 2. Example of sensor arrangement on examined T-connection.
Results
Figure 3 shows AE signal amplitude vs. time, and reflects the increasing AE activity with
pressure during a pressure test [4, 5]. The locations, at which the AE signal sources occur
initially, are the local stress concentrations resulting from the cast geometry. The pressure
applied during examination was much higher than the working pressure of 3 bar. The maximum
pressure achieved during examination was 38 bar. Thanks to holding the pressure at various
levels, the occurrence of Felicity effect was revealed, determining the level of structural damage,
at the pressure amounting to 25 bar for one of these casts.
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Example of such an effect can be seen on Fig. 3, where the first occurrence of Felicity effect
is marked. A large number of the AE counts can be seen within area 2 as compared to area 1.
Although the AE signals from both groups were recorded during the same pressure-hold level of
25 bar, higher AE intensity (higher number of counts of higher amplitude, energy or longer
duration) and activity (higher number of hits, counts and signals of higher energy) during the
second pressure hold at the same level shows the existence of significant structural damage. This
example indicates the occurrence of Felicity effect, which determines the presence of localized
plastic deformation.
Subsequent analysis fully confirmed the occurrence of the Felicity effect (Fig. 4). Already at
25 bar, significant structural damages were found in the material, determining its possible use.

Fig. 3. Amplitudes of the AE signals recorded during the time when the pressure was held during
the pressure test performed on a T-connection casting, including the pressure change pattern and
the Felicity effect analysis.
Other parameters used to evaluate the damages presented in this article are RA value and the
mean frequency for an AE hit, Fa, defined in JCMS-III B5706 [6]. The RA value is the ratio of
rise time to amplitude, expressed in ms/V [7]. The Fa value is the ratio of AE counts to the duration. By using these two indices we can determine whether the nature of a crack is a result of
tensile or shear forces. Ohtsu and coworkers [8] linked the Fa vs. RA relation to the tensile/shear
nature of concrete cracks, but recently Takuma [9] used these indices successfully to evaluate the
degree of tool wear, which demonstrates that these parameters can be successfully used for other
applications [10].
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Fig. 4. The pressure during the pressure test performed on a T-connection vs. the AE counts,
showing the Felicity effect. Insert shows the start of AE activity at 21 bar (Felicity ratio of 0.84).

Fig. 5. Relations of Fa frequency indexes and RA values.
In connection with the above, the next analysis was aimed at comparing the relations of the
Fa mean frequency and RA values. The relation between these indices is shown in Fig. 5. There
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are two areas isolated in the figure. The first area, B1, is characterized by high Fa frequency values, and low RA values. The other, B2, presents low Fa values, and RA values are higher than in
B1 area.

Fig. 6. Total changes of AE signal amplitudes recorded during pressure hold-ups in the course of
the pressure test of the tee.
We can assume that the AE signals coming from the cracks have high amplitudes at very low
rise time values. B1 area isolated in Fig. 5 is distinguished by such AE signals. While the AE
signals that come from crack friction show low amplitude with high values of the rise time. The
signals of such parameters are grouped in B2 area.
Figure 6 presents the total AE signal amplitude changes recorded during pressure changes in
the course of the pressure test of the tee. The signals of B1 area, resulting from the cracks and
featuring high Fa frequency value and low RA value, marked in Fig. 6 by a green line, are the
dominant signals during all the pressure holds. B2 signals, coming from the crack friction and
featuring low Fa values and higher than B1 area RA values, marked in Fig. 6 by a red line, are
not recorded as intensively as the crack signals, and appear in the early part of the pressure hold
stages. It is worth noting the sudden rise of B1-type signals (from the cracks) after exceeding the
pressure of 30 bar. Note that typically this rise occurs mainly at a fixed pressure at the level of 35
bar. Figure 7a presents localized events recorded in one of the cast areas with a crack drawn (in
red). Compare with the crack visible on Fig. 7b. The localized AE events occurred along the
crack.
It is noteworthy that the location, at which the plastic deformation was located, and at which
the final crack occurred, is only a one of a few locations where stresses determined with the finite elements method [11] are concentrated (Fig. 8). Use of the AE monitoring allowed us to
verify the numerical calculations based on assumption of uniform cast material and ideal mapping of the assumed shape.
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Fig. 7 a) Planar location of the AE events recorded during the entire pressure test of a
T-connection in the area of 1, 2, 7 and 8 sensors; b) Picture of the T-connection with attached
sensors and a clearly visible crack at center.

Fig. 8. Reduced stresses at 20-bar pressure with indicated positions of concentrated stresses.
Other examination results, presented on Figs. 9 and 10, show the change of amplitude, signal
duration and AE counts for various test pressure ranges. The ranges 5-10 bar, 10-15 bar and 2530 bar were selected for the presentation. It can be seen that, in initial testing phase within the 510 bar range, the recorded signals were of low amplitude, no higher than 50 dB. Analysis of their
character showed that they are caused by plastic deformation. Because the source of the signals
was not found, plastic deformation in this pressure range was assumed in a significant part of the
cast material. An analysis of the AE signals occurring in the subsequent pressure range of 10-15
bar shows a distinct increase of amplitude of the recorded signals. We also observed distinct
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localization of signal sources, which in most cases were located at the central part of the casting,
at the place where the cracking occurred in the final phase of the test. The last results in the 2530 bar range (the cracking occurred at 31 bar) showed the further growth of both the signal amplitude and the number of located sources. The amplitude distribution within the 25–30 bar area,
as shown in the Figure 10, reveals very high amplitude signals at the level of 100dB, which obviously proves propagation of the crack.

Fig. 9. Signal duration vs. amplitude. Green: 5-10 bar; Red: 10-15 bar; Blue: 25-30 bar.
It has to be noted that just before the cracking, at the 28-31 bar range, a relatively small number of AE signals were recorded. This low AE activity probably results from the relatively low
ductility of the material. Along with the pressure rise, resulting from plastic deformation of the
material, there is a decrease in the number of mobile dislocations whose movement is the source
of the AE signals. Figure 10 also allows one to observe simultaneous rise of the mean amplitude
of the AE signals with the rise of the pressure value. In addition, the rise of AE signal amplitude
ranges can also be observed.
Conclusions
The presented results show that the AE method can be an efficient tool for optimization of
structure and the manufacturing methods of pressure devices. Using the AE measurements during the pressure tests allowed us to determine the particularly strenuous spots and the beginning
of plastic deformation in the examined castings. Knowledge of locations and pressure ranges, at
which the plastic deformation was initiated allowing us to implement the structural changes
aimed at decreasing the stress concentration. No phenomenon of plastic deformation localization
was found after optimization was performed. This is significant for achieving the long-term operation without a failure.
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Fig. 10. AE counts vs. amplitude. Green: 5-10 bar; Red: 10-15 bar; Blue: 25-30 bar.
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